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Preface Olin Robison

Throughout its fifty-year history, the Salzburg Seminar has consistently and
consciously devoted its attention to the dynamic and delicate interface be-
tween cultural issues and public policy. Historic preservation is one area that
brings this interface into particularly high relief, since preservation issues cut
across so many interests and jurisdictions and involve such a wide variety of
actors-politicians, civil servants, architects, and art conservationists, as well
as a broad range of corporations, foundations, and nongovernmental organiza-
tions. Perhaps the very fact that the Salzburg Seminar's own home, the eigh-
teenth century, late baroque castle, Schloss Leopoldskron, is in itself a case
study in preservation, has prompted the Seminar to devote a series of sessions
over the years to historic preservation themes. The most recent of these was
Session 332: "Preserving the National Heritage: Policies, Partnerships, and
Actions," convened in December 1995. This particular session grew out of the
recognition that traditional approaches to preservation are inadequate to meet
the current challenges of cultural stewardship. It was framed in large part to in-
vestigate why these approaches have become inadequate and to identify inno-
vative options for government, corporate, and private involvement.

The Salzburg Seminar assembled a distinguished international faculty for
Session 332, representing a remarkable spectrum of professional and geo-
graphic backgrounds. The roster of lecturers from the United States, Switzer-
land, the United Kingdom, Australia, the Czech Republic, and Austria in-
cluded experts from the fields of architecture, urban planning, law, and cultural
economics, as well as representatives of public and private historic preserva-
tion institutions. The noteworthy group of Fellows was equally diverse in geo-
graphic and professional terms. Fifty-one Fellows from thirty-one countries
attended the session, with 45 percent coming from Eastern Europe, 21 percent
from Northeast Asia, 14 percent from Western Europe, 12 percent from North
America, and 8 percent from Africa. The professional background of partici-
pants was highly representative of many disciplines relating to the fields of his-
toric preservation; many Fellows held senior government positions in heritage
departments and ministries. The private sector was well-represented by archi-
tects, landscape architects, planners, conservation consultants, and numerous
members of nonprofit preservation organizations. Scholars from a variety of
academic fields, including art history, cultural anthropology, cultural history,
urban planning, tourism planning, and architecture, rounded out the eclectic
array of faculty and Fellows assembled for a week at Schloss Leopoldskron.
Th I anoply f pr S rvati n activiti s in which we were engaged ranged from
I I' S rvin I'll 1I iti s of ail', M star, J rusalern, Dubrovnik, Sanaa,
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Nazareth, and Jeddah to preserving Hindu temples in Rajastan, bronze-age
burial mounds in Hungary, archaeological sites in Zimbabwe, townscapes in
the Northeast of the United States, early modern architectural sites in Estonia,
industrial architectural sites in Transylvania, Swahili architecture in Mom-
bassa, temples in Nepal, and ancient ruins in Tajikistan.

This striking diversity sparked an exceptionally lively and engaging debate
on various philosophical and practical approaches to historic preservation in
both the participants' respective countries and also within the broader global
context. We were pleased by the positive results of gathering a group so di-
verse, and tremendously gratified by the unique spirit of dedication to the in-
ternational cause of historic preservation that permeated the session. Partici-
pants particularly relished the opportunity to discuss the preservation of the
built environment as an issue of public policy in surroundings so eminently
relevant to and reflective of the topic at hand. The issue truly came to life in the
Schloss-as evidenced not only by the provocative lectures and plenary dis-
cussions, but also by the large number of informal presentations given by the
Fellows during the course of the week on a wide range of topics including
Preservation in the Former Yugoslavia: Mostar and Dubrovnik; An Integrated
Approach to Total Landscape Management and its Potential for the Preserva-
tion of National Heritage; New Lessons from an Old City-Jerusalem; A
Decade of Conservation in India; The Role of Museums in Historic Preserva-
tion' Historic Preservation in Jeddah; Conservation of the Old City of Sanaa
and' the Old City of Yemen; World Monuments Watch Site Nominations;
Emergency Preparedness and Historical Preservation; The Beginnings of In-
dustrial Architecture in Transylvania; The State of Historic Preservation in
Hungary; Partnerships in Europe; The State of Historic Preservation in the
Czech Republic; Preservation in Africa; Macedonian Cultural Heritage in the
Ohrid Region; Historical Preservation in Tibet; National Dress of the Tajik
People; and Three Tools for the Upgrading of the Historical Quarter of Cairo.

This book attempts to capture the intellectual essence of the session, its
focus on preservation as an issue of public policy, and its underlying premise
that there is a need to strengthen public action with respect to preservation.
Readers should know that this session was less a technical investigation of
good conservation practices and much more a critical analysis of preservation
policies in a variety of settings and a conscious search for new ways to render
preservation policies more effective. The inherent difficulty of this approach
was of course the complexity of backgrounds and situations in the partici-
pants' respective countries. The conceptual framework of the session all?wed
for a systematic investigation of the issues by focusing on the modes of inter-
vention or the taxonomy of "tools"-as they were frequently referred to during
the course of the week-that governments may select from when designing
and impl m nting heritage preservation programs. It became apparent during
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the course of the week that the effectiveness and applicability of the modes of
government intervention depended greatly on the existing set of variables in
each country. The most significant of these variables were held to be the par-
ticular property to be preserved; the existing level of trust and distrust in gov-
ernment action; the level of government involved-national, state, or local; the
amount of resources available; the stability of the respective legal, political, or
economic system; and the presence or absence of compelling moral incentives
to protect and preserve a site. While faculty and Fellows acknowledged some
difficulties in developing a common vocabulary for preservation during the
course of the week, a remarkable sense of cohesion and a strong shared con-
cern for the preservation of the world heritage permeated the session and led to
the formation of new formal and informal international partnerships for
preservation.

We could not have undertaken this project without generous support from
the J. Paul Getty Trust, the Samuel H. Kress Foundation, and an anonymous
donor, whose support for the Salzburg Seminar's sessions on the arts has been
unwavering. Other supporters of the session and its Fellows were The Rocke-
feller Foundation, the Provost's Fund for the Humanities, Arts and Social Sci-
ences at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, The Florence and John
Schumann Foundation, and the United States Information Agency.

Finally, I want to express my appreciation on behalf of the Salzburg Semi-
nar to the eo-chairs of Session 332, John de Monchaux and J. Mark Schuster,
both professors in the Department of Urban Studies and Planning of the Mass-
achusetts Institute of Technology, whose ideas, expertise, creativity, enthusi-
asm, and general leadership gave this session, and this book, life. Thanks, too,
to Susanna Fox, Program Director, Kim Thorton, Program Assistant, and all of
the staff of the Salzburg Seminar for their assistance in bringing this session to
fruition. I also want to thank Dr. Charles A. Riley 11, the editor of both of the
Seminar's arts books, for his fine work in shepherding this volume, and with
him, Tom McFarland and the Seminar's friends and colleagues at the Univer-
sity Press of New England.

December I996
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Five Things to Do

John de Monchaux and
J. Mark Schuster

This book was born in discussions that took place at the 332nd session of the
Salzburg Seminar, "Preserving the National Heritage: Policies, Partnerships,
and Actions," which took place in Salzburg, Austria, in December 1995. At
that time seventy or so Fellows, faculty members, and observers, who shared a
deep and practical concern for the preservation and sustainable use of heritage
resources, considered the evolving role of the state in preserving that heritage,
particularly in the new democracies of Central and Eastern Europe.

Gathered together from over thirty countries, we found that despite our
considerable differences we shared a number of common values: an informed
affection for the buildings, historic settings and landscapes, and other heritage
resources inherited from the past; a deep concern about the physical and insti-
tutional resources available to preserve--and sensibly use--these resources; a
growing anxiety about ill-considered public and private attitudes towards the
heritage; and a determination to strengthen government policies and actions
with respect to the heritage. That determination-to strengthen government
policies and actions-became the focus for the Seminar as well as for the cur-
rent volume. Nevertheless, the other three concerns were never far removed
from our debates; indeed, they emerge repeatedly in this volume as realities
that constantly need to be addressed in preservation. Moreover, we recognized
that state action is increasingly mediated through intermediary institutions as
well as through private action. Thus, the emergence of new partnerships in
heritage preservation became another ancillary focus of our attention.

In this volume we take a rather unusual perspective on heritage preserva-
ti n, one that, as far as we are aware, is not yet fully represented in preserva-
ti n lit rature, We adopt what has been termed by Lester Salamon and Chris-
toph r H cl, am 11 thers, a "tools approach" to government action.' This
Ulpr a h f '-IS Anti n ri t III that can be found in the state's toolbox of
I OAsibl U ns; by hi IU htin ch uribue s f ch s to Is it illuminates new
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ways to approach preservation action as well as the hazards of ill-conceived

action plans. . .
This volume is unique, we believe, in that it systematically applies the t~ols

approach to a particular sector of government action: historic preservat~on.
Much of the literature on government tools, by contrast, focuses on a particu-
lar tool-such as regulation or tax incentives-or discusses tools generally
without reference to a particular application. Here we attempt the much. more
difficult task of exploring the implications of each tool for the preservatlOn of
the built heritage. Because we are treading relatively untilled ground, much of
what we say will be tentative and preliminary, but we believe ~at the fol~ow-
ing chapters demonstrate conclusively that the tools a~proach Yl.eldsconsider-
able leverage and an understanding of preservation action that will well reward

further research along these lines.
This is not to suggest that the literature on historic preservation h~s ne-

glected a discussion of the tools of state action-some excellent work is be-
ginning to highlight the substantial differences in the use of tools acro~s coun-
tries-but that the discussion has not been as complete or as systematic as we

would like.
Hood makes a point of emphasizing that the tools approach to studying

state action is a "deliberately one-eyed approach.,,2 By this he means that it fo-
cuses on attributes of state action that have not normally been the focus of at-
tention, while leaving other, more familiar attributes in the backgr~un.d: We
chose to pursue this one-eyed nature of our inquiry ev~n further b~ invitmg a
faculty from fields outside of or tangential to historic preservatlOn to con-
tribute to both the Seminar and this volume. Accordingly, the chapters that fol-
low look at the tools of state action in preservation through the eyes of an
economist, a lawyer, a public policy analyst, and two directors of major non-
profit organizations, as well as through the eyes of architects and city planners.
Thus, in this book we ask you, the reader, in Hood's words, "to lo~k at gov-
ernment in one rather particular and unfamiliar way-as a set ~f bas.lc tools. or
instruments which have to be continually drawn upon, combined m varying
mixes and applied to the ... tasks which modem government is (or ~eels)
called upon to undertake." In this way, we hope to offer a fresh perspective to
the debate on appropriate modes of preservation action.

Five Tools

In the Department of Urban Studies and Planning at the Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology, we annually teach a course on the implementation of ur.ban
design policy. In that course we argue that there are five and only ~ve things
that governments can do-five di tinct tools that they can u t IIT1pl m nt
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their urban design policies, including their policies vis-a-vis the preservation
of the built heritage. (We also believe that these are the only tools available to
the state in any area of government intervention, but defending that claim goes
well beyond the bounds of this volume.) Thus, we propose that governments
can preserve the built heritage with five generic tools, and that a city, state, or
national government will choose from this menu of tools, or modes of inter-
vention, when it designs a program of action with which it hopes to implement
its policies.

These five tools of government action-ordered from the heaviest to the
lightest government intervention, but also, interestingly, from the most famil-
iar to the least familiar-are the following:

• Ownership and Operation. The state might choose to implement policy
through direct provision, in this case by owning and operating heritage
resources.

• Regulation. Alternatively, the state might choose to regulate the actions
of other actors, particularly those private individ~als or institutional en-
tities that own and occupy heritage resources.

• Incentives (and disincentives). The state might provide incentives or dis-
incentives designed to bring the actions of other actors with respect to
heritage resources into line with a desired policy.

• Establishment, allocation, and enforcement of property rights. The state
can establish, allocate, and enforce the property rights of individual par-
ties as these affect the preservation and use of heritage resources.

• Information. Finally, the state can collect and distribute information in-
tended to influence the actions of others who might be engaged in the
preservation or use of the built heritage.

We contend that one can usefully map onto these five tools all program-
matic actions of the state with respect to the heritage. Not that we will find
many examples of pure tools in use; rather, we will find that tools are com-
bined for the best results in particular circumstances. Nevertheless, these five
tools are the fundamental building blocks with which the government imple-
ments heritage policy, and in order to select the best tool in any particular con-
text, one must understand the attributes of each.

We explore the choice among the five tools more fully in Chapter 7, after
examining each individually in the next five chapters. These chapters explain
each tool as a discrete mode of government intervention. We hope to make clear
the circumstances in which each mode of intervention is best used, alone or in

mbinati n, t achi v a desired policy outcome. Tool choice is, of course,
e nstrain cl in th w rld fa li n by p litic , economics, and preexisting social
r lall nshil sand inslitllli nal stru uir S, Whil w d n t wish to diminish the
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straints on action, we have elected to postpone

influence of these real-world ~on '1 th latter half of Chapter 7, so that we
a discussion of these constraints .,:~\. ~or action before limiting that realm.
can layout the full realm of POSSl 1 lies

Five Messages

. . sect of each of these tools is that each tool
For us, an absolu~el~ cr;::~a:ePif the state adopted it as part of any program
woul~ send a partlcu ar models of the state are rapidly evolving, we are
of actIOn. In an era.when new . hi s between the state and other sectors
paying. more attention ~o.the rel~t~::e ~elationships can and should be har-
of society, and recogmzlll~ tha d Th aying attention to the implicit mes-
nessed to promote the public goo . h us': of the generic tools seems particu-
sage being sent by the state throug eac

larly important. ight be characterized as follows:
These fundamental messages rru

"The state will do X."

"You must (or must not) do X."

"If you do X, the state will do Y."

"You have a right to do X, and the state will
enforce that right."

"You should do X," or "You need to know
Y in order to do X."

Ownership and Operation

Regulation

Incentives/Disincentives

Property Rights

Information

. li a ver different relationship between the
Each of these message~ Im~ ~s . Y to affect The underlying message

state and those ,:hose actIOn~ l\IS ~:~~ circumst~ncesin a particular place
must be ap~ropnate to .a particu :C~oice to be made among the various tools.
and, accordingly. must lllform th .' d as we explore the rich toolbox
We will do well to ~eep thesdemes~~gest~::: combinations of tools that are
that is already available an conSl er . .
constantly being invented to preserve the built envlfonment.

On the Number Five

d t MIT that there are only five distinguish-
When we suggest to our stu ents a . more and no fewer their immedi-
able modes ?f government interventlo~, nOl there must be a si~th that neither
ate reaction IS that we must be wrong. dure y more than fiv s rt. f thin 5?
f us has th 1.1 ht f. D esn't the state 0 many
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Our response is not to defend the number five. In fact, we offer a prize for
the student who convinces us that there is a sixth mode, a possibility to which
we return in Chapter 7. But, so far, our response has been to reiterate the point
once made by an American cultural icon, Yogi Berra, a former baseball player
for the New York Yankees. It is said that he once went into a pizza parlor and,
after ordering his pizza, was asked, "Mr. Berra, would you like your pizza cut
into six slices or twelve?" "Oh, six," he replied, "I couldn't possibly eat
twelve."

For us, there is a powerful lesson in this story about the leverage one
achieves through categorization, and in this sense the current volume is simply
an attempt to leverage understanding through categorization. At one end of the
analytic spectrum, all government action might be lumped into one category,
but that one category is no help in teasing out the nuances of how a govern-
ment might act. At the other extreme, every individual government program
might be thought of as a different form of government action, but this extreme
disaggregation also offers little analytical leverage. What does help is a rela-
tively small number of categories, small enough to be remembered, but large
enough to capture the most important differences, small enough to obscure
minor variations across tools, but large enough to promote thinking about ex-
panding the variety of tools used.

For us, five is just about right. (But our offer of a prize for a sixth still
stands.)

Why This Approach?

We believe that a tools approach to preserving the heritage is apt and timely for
a number of reasons. For every nation, preserving the national heritage in-
volves a wide variety of actors: governments, private interests, and, increas-
ingly, the nonprofit or private institutions of civil society. Preservation issues
affect many different interests, which may, or may not, share an underlying
concern for the heritage. But an approach that articulates government actions
in terms of this variety of interests and motives has a greater potential to suc-
ceed than one that relies on the traditional base of government ownership and
operation alone.

All governments want to lighten their curatorial burden for the heritage, par-
ticularly the built heritage. For some this desire was brought on by recent fun-
damental changes in their political and economic settings. Other governments,
such a ur wn (Au tralia and the United States), are realizing that public re-
S ut' S f r stat int rv nti 11 in cultural matters are increasingly limited. In
all as s th I' ap nslbiluy f r ultural st wardship must be spread more
v nly v I'U br u I /' S t f'sh uld ('8 ill ludin individual, th privat s t r,
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nongovernmental organizations, and other nonprofit institutions. A tools ap-
proach, we hope, shifts attention towards the means whereby private resources
and market forces can be better engaged in this challenge.

In many parts of the world, the cultural heritage of a nation or region is in-
creasingly seen as a resource in programs for economic development. The
World Bank, for example, has recently insisted that explicit attention be given
to cultural constraints and opportunities. If economic development programs
are carried out with sensitivity to cultural issues, with deep technical compe-
tence, and with a concern for long-term economic sustain ability, they will
have the potential to serve both economic and preservation goals. Inevitably,
economic development policy and programs rely heavily on competitive in-
centives, a workable regulatory framework, deal making, and high-quality in-
formation. If such economic programs are to be married to the thoughtful
preservation and use of the built heritage, then policy based on congruent
modes of intervention is likely to produce better results.

Salamon gives a further reason for this approach in the introduction to his
book on the tools of government action." He argues, from an American per-
spective that we believe applies generally, that a tools approach is a neces-
sary-and overdue-complement to policy analysis that heretofore has fo-
cused only on the relationship of policy to outcome. The tools approach, which
seeks to understand the relationship of the "technology" of public action to its
effectiveness, may better explain the successes and failures of government ac-
tion than earlier research that does not explicitly address the tools of imple-
mentation. Hood gives additional arguments for a "tool-kit perspective" in The
Tools of Government.' He points out that having a sense of the basic tools
available to government helps us both make sense of the complexity of modern
government and better match the policy to be accomplished with the tool for
that job.

A tools approach is also useful for an important analytical reason: it facili-
tates a cross-national comparison of intervention strategies. Having a fixed
template to superimpose on each country's modes of intervention brings im-
portant differences into high relief and may identify alternative possibilities.
There are few consistent frameworks that have been developed within this field
of analysis to foster comparison, and so it is rather difficult, with the current
documentation, even to construct a reliable picture of most countries' forms of
intervention.

Robert Stipe, a well-known American writer on historic preservation, has
pointed out that there are many misconceptions about what approaches other
countries take." He argues that though different countries clearly emphasize
different combinations of tools, national preservation programs are remark-
able more for their similarities than for their differences. In th S os that th y
draw on the sam menu of five p ssibilitie (and on all parts or tll It 111 nu h
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is absolute~y corr~ct. .As we shall see, the United States, for example, relies
more heavily on indirect (particularly tax-based) incentives than do other
countri~s. With a framework built around a generic set of tools, one can see
these differences more clearly and speculate on their importance.
. The mixed quality of the comparative literature suggests another caution:
Just because a country uses a particular tool does not mean that that tool has
been particularly effective (or more effective than other tools might have
been). Thus, we have made no attempt to catalog the use of the various tools
country by country. Indeed, the literature is neither complete enough nor struc-
tured enough to a~low a co~p~ete comparative catalog. The task of completing
a t~ly comparative description of government interventions deserves and
awaits further research attention.

In the end, the analysis of government action through a consideration of the
tools at its disposal is a devi~e. to give coherence to an otherwise bewildering
p~oply of programs and policies, rather than a device to explain the relation-
shi~s between policy, action, and results. Our focus in this volume is unapolo-
getically on the former, though in Part II we raise some of the issues that
would be important in a full consideration of the latter.

The Case for Government Inter~ention

The authors of this volume share a common belief that governments must in-
tervene to p~eserve th~ heritag~, though we might disagree about the appropri-
ate boundanes of that mtervennon, Though a debate on this issue would lie be-
yond the sco?e of thi~ vo~ume, we would like to take a moment to suggest why
~ove~ment mterventIo~ I.n~e preservation and sustainable use of the heritage
remains a.n~~e~sary activity m a world increasingly dependent on the market-
place for nutiatrve and investment.

Many of the central arguments for government intervention are economic.
A ~um~er .of them have to do with economic efficiency. If the market for his-
t ne b~lldmgs and spaces is not capable of sustaining these places, public in-
t rvent~on may be needed. Markets tend to account for the private benefits, not
th ocial benefits, of consumption. Whenever social benefits exceed private
b nefit , a good will be under-produced unless extra-market influences can be
br u ~t to bear in the marketplace. Because markets are usually unable to fos-
t r "spill over effects"-in this case economic benefits that accrue to others be-
'/lUll f an individual's actions to conserve a historic place-a case for public
f1 ura m nt of th individual's activity can be made. An allied argument

N th n. d t f st r w~at might be called the "interstitial benefits," whereby
Ih quality f th publi r alrn as a wh le can be greater than the sum of its
PII L, f)l' vid d th It privat ns rvati n a ti n i xternally timulated and
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coordinated. One might argue, too, that governments need to exercise respon-
sibility for the intergenerational benefits to be deri~ed from the ?reservation of
historic places. The market has no ready mechanism to do this. A fina~ e~-
ciency argument is based on the recognition of "option demand.'~ To mamt~n
the option of having a future choice to consume a good or service for which
there is no current market demand, we must rely on extra-market forces.

The second family of economic arguments for government involvement has
to do with equity. Markets often encounter geographic realities ~hat threaten
private support of a historic setting, they may neglect the cu~tura~mterests ~d
legacies of minority groups, and they may bar acces~ to hist~nc places WIth
price barriers. All of these cases warrant government intervention. .

But notice how easy it is to slip into the vocabulary of econormcs to de-
scribe the "value" and "worth" of government intervention in historic preser-
vation. There are other, cogent reasons for a government to pay attention to the
preservation of the built environment. Among the most i.mpo~tant are ed~ca-
tional reasons. We believe that society should have at ItS disposal physical
manifestations of its history, aspirations, successes, and tragedies, and should
present and interpret those physical resources. These societal val?es-note
again how hard it is to avoid the concepts and vocabulary of ~cono~cs. despite
our best intentions-differ, we believe, from purely econormc motIvatlOns.

Finally, there are political motivations, by which we mean motivations ~f
the body politic, rather than politically strategic motivations. By one analysI~,
the state will further those goals that more than a majority of its citizens call It
to support, whatever the basis of that support.

Though the authors of this volume generally believe the arguments for gov-
ernment intervention to be convincing, they also believe that government
needs to act more adroitly to preserve the built heritage, both in using its own
resources and in engaging the much greater resource of private and institu-
tional action. A careful consideration of the tools of government action serves
that need. Our overall intention is to help train better designers of new preser-
vation policies and programs and better users of current policies and programs.
It is to these tasks that we now turn.

The Structure of This Volume

In preparing for the Salzburg Seminar, we found the ~anagement ~uide pro-
duced for the International Symposium on World Hentage Towns m Quebec
to be particularly useful? This guide speaks to town governments faced ",:ith
the challenge of safeguarding historic urban places in a time of ~hange: Using
a tools approach, though less formally than this volume does, It provided us
with a number of ideas, including a useful inventory of tasks that must be

Five Things to Do • I I

performed, by the private, the public, or the nonprofit sector, to accomplish
preservation objectives. This list of tasks, which can be applied equally to in-
dividual buildings, ensembles, public spaces, or to any other form of heritage
resource, included identification, protection, conservation, restoration, renova-
tion, maintenance, and revitalization. To this list of tasks we would add the an-
imation and sustained use of these resources.

Our structure for the Seminar, as well as for this book, was to ask each au-
thor to imagine how a government would cause each task to be performed by
using, in turn, each of the tools it possesses. Thus, Stefano Bianca addresses a
government's ability to undertake these tasks directly with its own resources
through ownership and operation; David Throsby examines the basis for a
government's capacity to regulate and require private action that would ac-
complish one or more ofthese tasks; J. Mark Schuster looks at a government's
ability to provide incentives, through grants, tax relief, and other inducements,
that would motivate others to undertake these tasks; John Costonis assesses
government's ability to define and allocate property rights to perform one or
more of these tasks; and, finally, Schuster looks at government-provided infor-
mation designed to influence private and public support of these tasks. In con-
cluding the first part of this volume, Schuster then reflects on each of these
contributions by looking at factors involved in the choice of the appropriate
tool or tools for the preservation tasks at hand. In Part II, after an introduction
by Charles Riley, we bring together two important contributions by Lester
Borley and by Dasha Havel that demonstrate the nature and nurture of the
partnerships among nongovernmental organizations, the private sector, and
governments, which arise of necessity in the use of these tools.

Because we made the choice to limit the Seminar sessions to a considera-
tion of the built heritage, the examples we use address the particular problems
of the built heritage. By continuing that focus in this volume, we intend to keep
this material coherent rather than to belittle the importance of government pol-
icy and action vis-a-vis all types of heritage resources. As Lester Borley points
out later in this volume, it is increasingly clear that one needs to adopt an all-
encompassing definition of the cultural heritage in order to do a responsible
job at preserving any of its elements.
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2 Stefano Bianca

Direct Government Involvement in
Architectural Heritage Management:
Legitimation, Limits, and
Opportunities of Ownership
and Operation

As the author of the first chapter on the "five tools," I thought I might take ad-
vantage of this privilege by sharing with you a few rather philosophical
thoughts that may shed light on the wider context of this volume-even at the
risk of opening up a number of complex and possibly confusing issues. But
then, as we are all aware, the complexity of heritage preservation is the very
matter of this volume. So please bear with me as I venture into some funda-
mental questions about the meaning of conservation before addressing my
main topic, the ownership and operation of heritage assets by government
institutions.

Why Conservation? Why Government Involvement?

Why do we need to preserve the architectural heritage at all, and why should
g vernments have a responsibility in this process? To convinced conservation-
ists such questions may sound surprising. Yet, seen from a wider historic and
ultural viewpoint, preservation in the form we know it today is a relatively

y ung phen menon, rooted in needs and concepts that emerged in nineteenth-
ntury ur P . Pre ervation in our modern sense was almost never an issue

in pr -industrial an I n n-Eur pean civilizations as long as those civilizations
W I' h Id t th r by th f re S f a livin "traditi n," that is, the powerful

) 'iul pro 'Ii' (f doily lil' ,r t cl in shnr I spiritual nvt ti n .
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Although restrained by their adherence to shared values and collective
modes of behavior, traditional societies were often light-hearted, if not reck-
less, in dealing with the material heritage of their own cultures or with that ~f
their predecessors. They had limited consciousness of history in the academic
sense of the term, and little sense of managing an architectural patrimony for
later generations. Deeply immersed in their own cultural system, and held to-
gether by strong social and spiritual bonds, traditional societies did not de-
velop the critical distance that characterizes later, more scientific approaches
to the heritage, including archaeology and art history. Old traditions were
based not on abstract theories but on practiced faith, and thus spontaneously
took concrete form in a range of natural variations, which reflected the per-
sonal imprint of those who articulated them, while maintaining an underlying
coherence.

Based on this cultural self-assurance, traditional civilizations renovated,
changed, or replaced earlier buildings with full confidence in the improveme?t
they were making and with no apparent feeling of cultural loss. A perfect Il-
lustration of this attitude is the recurrent transformation of many European
churches through various historic periods, a centuries-long process of evolu-
tion within the same Christian tradition-which sometimes confronts modern
conservationists with the difficult decision of exactly which historic layer to
preserve. Things become even more complicated when different cultures and
traditions overlap in the same place. Greek and Roman columns were com-
monly used, for example, in the construction of Christian basilicas and Mus-
lim mosques-a very pragmatic attitude towards architectural heritage, to say
the least. Looking at the complex growth process of historic cities such as
Rome, Split, or Damascus, to mention just a few, would offer another array of
interesting case studies and insights. There one could observe, for instance,
how Roman amphitheaters were turned into medieval housing compounds,
how former palaces defined the layout of complete neighborhoods, and how an
Hellenistic agora was transformed into the first monumental mosque of Islam.

Without digressing much further, let me just make the point that the rich-
ness and variety of many preindustrial historic cities we admire today result
from a seemingly incoherent, if not careless, attitude to the past. While there
may be a coherence in terms of shared values or a consistent genius loci, there
is no strict uniformity of style. Countless incremental interventions, carried
out over many generations, have produced the complexity and the depth of
historic patterns that fascinate the modern eye. Though the contrasts, if not
contradictions, among such individual interventions may puzzle us today, cer-
tain social and environmental constraints kept them within a compatible
range of variation. The single elements blend into a well-orchestrate~ sym-
phony of distinct, but correlated architectural forms. All of us ~hen h the
qualitie embodied in such historic products and agree that rh van us lay r

I
I
I
I
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of past interventions must be preserved to the fullest possible extent. When
judged in our own terms of preservation, though, we have to admit that the
very genesis of this accumulated heritage was fundamentally anti-historic and
nonscientific.

Here we face a paradoxical situation, because modern concepts of restora-
tion and preservation are based on a deep-rooted change of paradigms that re-
sulted, on the one hand, in the disruption of traditional (organic) cultural
growth processes, and, on the other hand, in the need for conservation to safe-
guard the inherited patrimony and transmit it to future generations. Preserva-
tion is thus the consequence of a process of alienation, in which certain mem-
bers of a society no longer recognize their deeper values and motivations in its
~aterial culture. Preservation can thus substitute for a living tradition, though
It.lacks the power of procreation and may no longer be able.to engage the so-
ciety as a whole.

This major change of paradigms began in the so-called Enlightenment of
the late eighteenth century, and gained full momentum towards the middle of
the nineteenth century, when age-old values, social structures, and production
processes underwent a massive change. Indeed, the nineteenth century gener-
ated a break unlike any other in the history of human civilization. Seculariza-
tion, ~ndustrialization, and the growth of modern sciences and technology,
combmed with the emergence of national ideologies and complex bureaucratic
s.ystems, fundamentally changed the definition of culture and corresponding
hfestyles. The changes continue as we enter the second phase of the industrial
revolution, in which information starts driving the sciences and related cultural
~evelopment mechanisms. The gradual replacement of knowledge and prac-
ticed values by abstract and often dogmatic sciences-or by the impact of an
omnipresent information system-has not only produced a certain spiritual
vacuum in our daily reality, it has also weakened our natural cultural bonds
with both the past and the future. As a result of this erosion, diverging attitudes
have e~erg~d: dismissive or nostalgic with regard to the past, and utopian or
defensive With regard to the future. Meanwhile, a new material culture grew
xplosively over the past 150 years in the "developed" part of the world, but

, ne could argue that cultural wealth, speaking in a more spiritual sense, hardly
Increased and was even diminished by this process.
, It j therefore no surprise to observe that modern civilization, in spite of all
Its achievements, is still in quest of deeper values and meaning. Looking at ar-
'hit cture as an expression of contemporary trends, one can easily follow this
s ar h in th styli tic developments of the last 150 years. There are good rea-

ns tint rpr t the nineteenth-century revivals of historic styles (and the
I Ht rClli n '11 pt that w I1twith them) as deliberate attempts to reproduce
10NIvalu sin s m what ul'lift ial (if 11 t sup rficial) form. The early twenti-
oth- ntury Ill( I rnist mov m nt, il turn, was a J itima! r acti 11to this
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d truthfulness with regard to function and to

disguise, insisting on honesty an b t unable to provide a lasting cul-
the new industrial production procfesseth

s,MUoreover modernism, particularly
, d d per sense 0 tru " dtural identity an a ee d uctive to the built environment an

its urbanistic concepts, often proved estr ,

the cultural heritage, , ali t tr d as postmodern architecture tries
Today we witness another reV1V 1S edn, sate for the bleak environ-

, ith history an compen
to restore the connect10ns W1 1 inn of the modern style, Future gen-. h' g propagatlOn 0 ,
ment produced by t e sweepm thi tt rnpt succeeded in producing valid

ill h ' dge whether s a eerations will ave to JU f my architect colleagues may not
cultural expressions, I realize that ~anYbo I'" 1 that this is the broad back-

" tatlOn ut lee
entirely concur with this mterpre , d preservation efforts, The massive

, hi h we have to see mo ern
ground against wc, 'vilization since the late nineteenth ce~tury,
change that charactenzes modern Clh ' 11' es have lost touch with their es-

, ' h th ibility t at SOcle ,
in conjunctlon WIt e P,OSSI all for the preservation of the built cul-
sential values, are the mam reasons we c

tural heritage today, , ' s 'ustifies and enhances it, institutional-
Though this analysis m many, way J al itf lis One of them is that cul-

, d h certam conceptu pI a ' ,
ized preservatlOn oes ave ived f ozen substance no longer subject, ' h be percelVe as a r ' , ,
tural hentage mig t now , th f t that the sudden break in trad1tlons
to a natural evoluti~n; another IS e lues and ractices) has created an artifi-
(defined as the contmu~us flow of va rn and b~tween conservation and devel-
cial divide between anc1en,t an? mod:e ~er e of becoming a science of its own,
opment. Indeed, conservatlOn 1Son ~ '~The divide might well be further
detached from the daily concerns 0 dsO~~strative structures transform pres-
acce~tuat~d whe~ g~ve~ental ansi:ce this tends to eliminate more ~ponta-
ervatlOn mto an mstltutlonal tas~"" One may deplore this situatlOn, but

I, d cultural1mtlatlves, f
neous and persona ize , -vnrion h to operate, Being aware 0t i Wh1ChpreservatlOn as ,
it is the modern cont~x m , f the institutional preservatlOn ap-
the inherent ideolog1cal shortcoffil~gs 0 ti 1work One way to achieve

them m our prac rea '
proach may help us overco~e tion as part of wider development

, b 1 1Sto see conserva ,this, as I will argue e ow, , f ' s to support heritage survlVal,, ' ' cial and econOffilC Olce
processes, brmgmg,m s~ 'a cultural dimension into current d~velop-
while at the same time mtroducmg limi t d when they exclude SOCialand
ment concepts, which tend to be far too mu e

cultural values, , d gl've a better J'ustification for, itial questlOn an
We can now return to. my m , le i it Monuments embody collec-

, d f th government s ro e m 1 ,preservatlOn an or e 'longer able to reproduce and that,
tive and timeless values that the pre~ent lISno bl sources l More than mere

id red lIrep acea e re '
therefore, need to be consi e , the seeds of potential future devel-

" tr di ti ons they contam ,reposltones of past a 11, h ti e effort of later eneratJOns, By, through t e crea 1V 1
opments, Wh1Chmay grow 'I "ta as lR an ro l nt mp rary
transmitting their messa es acr ss ttrne,.1 [I c '
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societies, give them a sense of place and continuity, and validate their deeper
aspirations, Admittedly, such cultural and spiritual messages can be interpreted
differently in different periods and by different viewers-in fact, history is full
of examples of creative misunderstandings-yet it is still important to have a
permanent reference point. Thus, present society has an eminent need, if not a
duty, to preserve and to transmit the essential part of its patrimony to future
generations; governments, as legitimate representatives of society, must act as
responsible custodians and supreme managers of their cultural patrimony, To
perform this duty well, the state must set up the right strategies, balanced be-
tween development and conservation, to incite, coordinate, and implement the
necessary conservation actions, and to defend these actions against the interests
of individuals who value outcomes that conflict with a broader public interest.

As the primary responsible agents of cultural heritage management, gov-
ernments are, in a way, the owners of their cultural patrimony, but they can
choose how best to exert and implement this power, This range of action is de-
fined by two extremes: on the one hand, using only the state's moral authority
to stimulate, enable, and force (if necessary) the individual or collective own-
ers of cultural heritage properties to preserve them according to clear guide-
lines or rules, based on inventories of the existing patrimony; on the other
hand, to own and operate the majority of buildings and spaces deemed worthy
of preservation, In reality, of course, these two extremes contain a wide range
of intermediate situations, The choice depends on local traditions and political
systems, as well as on which forms of intervention will prove the most effec-
live, I shall return to an explicit consideration of state ownership and operation
f heritage properties after discussing some more practical problems of her-

itage management, which, as we will see, strongly influence the desirable
mode of intervention and the required institutional back-up,

The Scope and the Potential Conflicts of Heritage Management

/I. knowledging the value of the heritage, surveying it, and inventorying it are
111 first teps towards effective preservation, Today, it is most often the gov-

rnrnent, through national, provincial (state), or local agencies, that ensures
111 It this task is undertaken comprehensively and consistently, though in many
countries nongovernmental, nonprofit organizations m'e playing an increasing
1'01 in pre ervation.' As soon as one starts thinking through the actual appli-
'Ill na and p ssible consequences of this process, one inevitably runs into the
pr 01 m f pri riti s: as t tal pre ervation is clearly impossible, cultural her-
It I ass ts must bran d in r lative importance and conservation projects
11111 It nss ss d ac rdin I a tual S cial and con mic feasibility, In other
word • wh It is lt tluu shouk! nnd ('till I II' A I'V d?
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Obviously, the range of what can be regarded as "national heritage" is enor-
mous, and the way in which individual heritage items can be cared for differs
from case to case, as I will discuss in a moment. To mention just a few major
categories, there are, for instance:

• Environmental assets, such as virgin landscapes, natural park reserves,
agriculturally cultivated areas, and manmade natural environments.

• Landmark monuments of unique historic and/or architectural impor-
tance, which may have survived as archaeological vestiges, ruins, com-
plete structures, or still operating buildings.

• Minor monuments, which may not be unique, but which testify to the
spirit of a period or establish the context for a major monument.

• Ensembles of monuments, which, through their setting and their interre-
lationship with the adjacent spaces, provide a relevant testimony to the
past.

• Complete historic urban fabrics, which, through their layout, street sys-
tem, housing patterns, and composite civic structures grown over many
centuries, embody the complex patterns of life of earlier generations.

• Movable artifacts, which mayor may not have been related to specific
buildings, including objects of daily use that incorporate the traditions of
their own culture or of different civilizations.

Glancing through this short list of preservation assets, you will immedi-
ately realize that only small parts of it can be treated in an archaeological or
museal way, that is, by physically isolating the heritage object from its original
context and creating a protected environment around it. Today, the increasing
need for preservation tends to expand the limits of "heritage," to the extent that
preservation necessarily overlaps, and sometimes conflicts with, more mun-
dane development concerns and solid commercial interests.

Take the example of a protected landscape. It must be consistently culti-
vated to retain its character; it must produce the basic agricultural income re-
quired for those involved in its upkeep, if not for larger segments of the popu-
lation; it must accommodate residents and accept recreational uses connected
with tourism, it must cope with appropriate road construction, and water and
electricity supply; and so on. All of these activities necessarily call for certain
compromises with regard to conservation, yet without them conservation may
not even be possible.

Or take the example of a historic city. While it may be relatively easy to
deal with key monuments, such as a cathedral or a town hall, the situation be-
comes much more complex once you consider them in a physical and socio-
economic context comprised of roads, busy public open spa s, historic
hou e , and traditi nal commercial r indu trial faciliti fit un I li'Y t( imu in
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all the activities and support structures needed to maintain these heritage re-
sources as part of a living environment. Furthermore, problems of private use
and ownership arise, which cannot always be resolved by direct government
intervention. All of these complications have to be tackled if the overriding ob-
jective is to maintain the viability of the historic city, which implies allowing
for a measured, natural evolution. Restoration of single monuments without
conserving or rehabilitating their historical environment and without support-
ing the vital social and economic forces that sustain them would make little
sense and would eventually deprive the historic substance of its nutrients.

What I want to emphasize with these examples is that there is not one
rigid method of conservation, but a range of distinct modes of intervention.
These modes are correlated to a number of criteria, such as the uniqueness of
the structure, its meaning for the society (or for certain groups in the society),
its context, its physical condition, its past, present, and potential functions, its
ownership, and, not least, the financial resources that can be mobilized for its
conservation and maintenance. These factors will determine the most appro-
priate type of intervention for each case, which may range from archaeological
preservation at one extreme to substitution or redevelopment at the other, with
possibilities such as partial renovation or adaptive re-use in between.

In short, conservation policy, to be successful, cannot be conceived in the
abstract. It must take into account and integrate as much as possible society's
current aspirations and living patterns. It must find appropriate uses for re-
stored or converted structures in order to keep them alive-except, of course,
in the case of archaeological monuments or museal conservation. It must allow
for proper maintenance, and it must, above all, be financially affordable. Con-
servation should be considered not a separate discipline, but an integral part of
more comprehensive environmental planning and economic development-al-
though a very special part, as it deals with highly sensitive resources which
cannot be replicated, and therefore depends on distinct rules and regulations.

xperience shows that unless it is included in an overall development frame-
work, conservation policy will be difficult to implement or will lose its raison
d'etre. For without such a proactive approach, the heritage to be preserved
may be partly gone once conservation measures are ready to be applied. Inte-
rated procedures are therefore mandatory, though certain compromises and

trade-offs will have to be made as planners negotiate between divergent objec-
liv s and constraints.

The Government's Role in Promoting Integrated Conservation

l luvln tru xl u broud pi tu!' f n faI ons rvation issues and their irnplica-
1 OilS. 11' 11I1'1I10Ih till H1i 11of wit 11 sll uld or uld b th v mm I1t'S r le
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in this field. I contend that the government's involvement has to take place si-
multaneously on three main planes: (I) legislation that provides legal protec-
tion of the common good represented by the cultural heritage against short-
sighted private interests; (2) an overall strategy that includes heritage concerns
in social, economic, and physical development plans at national, regional, and
local levels; and (3) actual ownership and operation of important sites and
monuments that cannot be sustained by the private sector, either because pri-
vate demand for these resources does not exist, or because the private sector is
unable to deal with specific conservation cases.

The government's role as a responsible custodian of national or universal
heritage is perhaps best reflected by the first plane of intervention, that is, by
legal provisions that define the degree of protection extended to key sites and
monuments. While we probably agree that the government is morally obli-
gated to provide this legal protection on behalf of society, we also know the
limits of such protection. To work, laws must be enforced, and enforcement is
only realistic in carefully selected, highly important cases and for clearly de-
fined structures or spaces. Extending blanket legal protection to large areas or
composite structures in daily use is certainly justified as a matter of principle,
but such protection can only be fully applied if the actual users are committed
to it. Furthermore, especially in Western countries, legal protection may often
conflict with private development rights and raise compensation issues, which
in many cases necessitate acquisition by the government and therefore require
public funds, which are usually limited. Finally, by itself, legal protection is no
guarantee for preservation, since without proper use, management, and main-
tenance, a building or a landscape may deteriorate and eventually lose its qual-
ities or its substance.

Efficient legal protection is therefore indispensable but not sufficient. Fur-
thermore, legal provisions can be effective only if they are backed by strong
group solidarity. People must perceive a clear interest in abiding by the rules of
protection; they must be able to identify with the protected heritage elements
and their underlying values. To this end, legal measures should be issued and
managed by the institutional representatives of the groups most directly con-
cerned. While overall protection at the national level may be useful, the sub-
sidiarity principle-allocating direct responsibility to the lowest possible insti-
tutional level-may also have its role to play, ensuring a more tangible
interrelation between the society and its heritage.

The second plane of government action, which is a complement to legisla-
tion, is development guidance at national, municipal, and community levels.
Often this task is overlooked under the assumption that conservation and devel-
opment are two separate issues, pursued by different and unrelated authorities.
Nothing could be more fatal for the preservation of the nati nal h rita e. As
mentioned before, preservation, if conceived in a c mpr h nsiv an I r ali ti
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manner,.overlaps by necessity with the full spectrum of development activities,
s~~~ as infrastructure provision, traffic planning, housing provision, social fa-
~Ihtles p~anning, economic development of private sector commercial activi-
ties, tounsm development, and so on. Unless heritage management is part of
an .overall development process that can be shaped to respect and sustain his-
to~c features in part to benefit that development process, preservation will re-
main a marginal, erratic operation with a limited chance of Success.

Accordi~gly, conservation concerns and actions must be a part of every de-
velopment instrument, such as national and regional development plans, urban
land use. plans, community and neighborhood investments, and the like. In the
c~se. of Important historic cities, it is often appropriate to define and delimit
dIS~ctS through special legislation and to establish a local development au-
th~n~y u~de.r the umbrella of the municipality or of the national government.
WIthin district boundaries, this authority can pursue, in a largely autonomous
manner, the planning, conservation, and daily management of this more deli-
cate. urban nucleus, giving a high priority to the rehabilitation of the historic
fabnc: Such specialized agencies have been successfully implemented not
only m Europe, but also in places such as Tunisia, Morocco, and Syria.
Whether ~r not autonomous districts of this type can be established, there is an
arra~ of different tools to control development that require minimal or no di-
rect investment by the government, but provide substantial stimulation and
guidance. These instruments are presented in the other chapters of Part I of this
volu~e and include, for instance, economic incentives such as grants, tax ex-
emptions, .soft loans, and transfers of development rights. These tools must be
used conslst~ntly an.d aggressively, as the architectural heritage cannot be re-
placed on.ce It has slipped beyond a certain degree of disrepair.

.The third pl~ne of g~vernment action, actual ownership and operation of ar-
chitectural hentage, .r~~es certain questions. To what extent can the govern-
men~ afford the ac.qulSltIOnof large heritage estates and land holdings? Is own-
ersh~p and operation by the state the only or the best solution to ensure the
s.urvlval of the patrimony? How effective is this method in terms of managing
limited financial resources? These questions, of course, do not fully apply to
thos~ governments t~at are the sole and only landowners because private own-
ership ?a~ been. abolished or has not existed for long periods of time. There,
the. main Issue IS whether the government, while already owning all cultural
her~tag~ as~ets (among all the other holdings), can appropriately operate and
maintain this stock.

. ~n the remainder of this chapter, I would like to concentrate on the more
~ntJcal case, where government has to secure the survival of heritage elements
Ill,a f~'eemark t nt xt, whi h can expose protected structures to the pressures
, f pnvat S ,t r d v lopm nt, Hr, while th acquisition of important her-
nu I m nlH I y th publlc A ,( rmay Cl n b th 111 st obvi us s lution, it
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also carries the risk of absorbing large amounts of public funds, and should
therefore be used very selectively, in order to maximize each investment. In-
deed, public sector ownership and operation does not have to focus exclusively
on historic buildings to assist the cause of conservation. One tends to forget the
benefits that can be derived from the ownership and management of public
open spaces. Practically all governments, irrespective of their political system,
own the public street network, the major squares attached to it, and generally
also the related public facilities, as well as the development rights for infra-
structure systems in historic areas. This ownership not only amounts to a con-
siderable share of land (15 to 20 percent of the total surface), it also allows
strategic actions to be undertaken. Carefully implemented, such actions cm:
result in the upgrading of an historic area as a whole, through the stimulating
impact channeled through these land holdings, which could be compared to
the fibers of an urban fabric. Poorly implemented, the improvement of vehicu-
lar access and infrastructure can also have highly destructive effects on an his-
toric city, either directly or by fueling speculative trends. Government, there-
fore, has a major stake in the development of historic areas; even if it does not
own individual historic buildings itself, it can create favorable conditions for
conservation to be undertaken by private owners.

Government investment in public land holdings and networks can provide
an inducement for others to improve their heritage properties, thereby increas-
ing their financial value; that increase in value can then, at least in part, be cap-
tured by the government for reinvestment in the heritage. By cunning manage-
ment of the increased value, the government may be able to create the funds
needed for investment in the heritage, either through subsidies, or by acquir-
ing, restoring, and possibly selling dilapidated buildings. However, initial in-
vestments in the public realm, such as improving streets and public open
spaces or making the inner city more accessible with new feeder roads (a deli-
cate operation to be handled with great care), tend to create disparities by
adding value to adjacent buildings while depreciating buildings and land that
do not directly benefit from these public investments. Government administra-
tions, therefore, have to make sure that mechanisms for balancing these added
values with their attendant added costs are in place before embarking on such
operations. This derivative instrument of public ownership and operation is yet
to be acknowledged and implemented.

In addition to managing current public properties, the authorities may de-
cide to own and operate important components of the national heritage that do
not normally belong to the public domain. This may occur, for instance, if
monuments of national importance are in private ownership, but the owners do
not have the means to conserve the building. As long as privately owned her-
itage components can be properly used and maintained, the government may
not need to intervene (except in cases where public acce s f r r a ns of
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unique artistic value or educational merit is mandatory). But once public funds
or external donor funds become the only way for a monument to survive, gov-
ernment ownership and operation may be necessary to sustain the moral own-
ership of collective values. As a rule, such investments should be reserved for
key monuments only and for cases that cannot be resolved by any other means,
in order to save precious public funds, which may produce wider conservation
benefits if spent in an indirect manner.

Different Modes of Ownership and Operation

The whole question of public versus private ownership and how both sectors
should interact is becoming an increasingly important topic in discussions on
heritage preservation. Conservation policies must be able to cope with a vari-
ety of property conditions according to the ideological position each govern-
ment adopts with respect to real estate holdings and related urban management
policies. In this section, I will attempt to characterize in a few words four typ-
ical cases, focusing on the complex situation of conservation in the urban con-
text, while acknowledging the shortcomings of any such generalization.

Western Europe

Most Western European countries have managed to retain a sizable portion of
the cultural heritage embedded in their historic cities. An ancient tradition of
civic pride and, in many cases, good community management and an appre-
ciation of the public common good, have contributed to their preservation of
relatively intact historic cities. However, European cities underwent a strong
transformation in the second half of the nineteenth century, with the advent of
new modes of vehicular traffic and the introduction of the boulevard concept.
They were menaced again by World War Il, as well as by the forceful urban
redevelopment concepts of modernism. These concepts were particularly vir-
ulent from the fifties to the seventies, but were soon balanced by more com-
prehensive urban conservation concepts developed as a reaction to this threat.
While physical change has since been better held in check, important social
hanges have occurred as historic city centers have become the main targets

of increasing cultural tourism, and as the growing postindustrial service in-
dustries have discovered the advantages of an inner-city location for busi-
n S , a did the upper class for residence. The resulting "gentrification" has
'r ated problems of its own, but it has provided the means for an economic
" n rati n of th Id cities and for corresponding restoration and rehabili-
luli n I r j ts, Many ur p an City administrati ns must b credited for the
I .hnl 'HI S ill with whi h th Y mono d this physi al r n wal, preventing
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major structural changes in the urban fabric, and establishing a productive in-
teraction between private and public sector interventions. Italy and France
led the way in developing the topological and morphological methods
through which the urban fabric around protected key monuments could be
appraised and rehabilitated.'

United States and Canada

In the United States and Canada, private property rights are so predominant
that government ownership and operation of landmark buildings is quite lim-
ited, and historic buildings, where they exist, often suffer from the impact of a
radically changed environment, with corresponding problems of scale and tex-
ture. The government is forced to catch up, so to speak, with commercial in-
terests and development, trying to enforce preservation by laws and regulation,
or to convince private foundations, private nonprofit organizations, or private
owners to take an active part in it. Thus, preservation in these countries de-
pends largely on whether it can be turned into a profitable enterprise or en-
couraged by tax incentives and subsidies. The government also receives con-
siderable tax income from successful development in the private sector,
particularly from property tax at the local level, which would allow it to invest
in relevant conservation actions, but the speculative pressures in a deregulated
market are such that soaring land prices often prevent direct ownership and op-
eration. In such cases, alternative measures such as the governmentally sanc-
tioned transfer of development rights are needed to beat the market with its
own arms.

Formerly Communist Countries

In many formerly communist countries, the situation is radically different
from either of the previous cases, since in many instances the government was,
has become, or still is the owner of major portions of real estate, even if the
land has been leased for the construction of private houses and facilities." Yet,
until very recently, there was no entrepreneurial tradition, either in the (almost
nonexistent) private sector or in the public sector. A heavily centralized bu-
reaucracy, although set up to facilitate implementation, often burdened conser-
vation, as it ignored potential driving forces such as community commitment
and personal motivation.

Since the fall of communism, government land ownership in many coun-
tries still represents a huge dormant asset, which increases in value as priva-
tization gains momentum. For the future, much will depend on how this vast
real estate asset is managed, how the possible sale of government-owned
land is linked to precise development and conservation rul s, an I wh ch ran
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appropriate portion of the realized financial gain is set aside to be re-invested
in heritage management and environmental improvement.

Muslim Countries

For the developing world, I will limit myself to the case of historic cities in
Muslim countries. While many of these cities can muster an architectural
heritage as important as that of their European counterparts, the socioeco-
nomic conditions, and, equally important, the prevailing attitude to conser-
vation, are very different. The stability of many of these traditional cities
stemmed from strong social cohesion based on tribal bonds and practices as
well as from inbuilt, largely self-regulatory, governance mechanisms, usu-
ally without highly formalized civic institutions. While Islam gave high pri-
ority to the private domain, individuals were constrained by internalized
concepts of public good, maintained and enforced by the consensus of the
respected leaders of the society.

Western governance systems and their different values abruptly introduced
in the colonial period and, paradoxically, reinforced after independence, dis-
mantled this traditional system and led to a breakdown of traditional urban
management. Corollary problems such as the departure of the bourgeoisie
from the old cities, the demographic pressures generated by the ruralization of
the historic center, the change in production systems, and the low economic
force of the present population have contributed to this decay.

Government actions in this context have oscillated between two extremes.
Rich countries with highly centralized administrative structures have tended to
xpropriate private land holdings and to pursue wholesale redevelopment of

historic districts (as in many places in Saudi Arabia). Poor countries have
tended to ignore the historic core and to give priority to the development of
"modem" districts. This meant leaving the architectural patrimony to its own
fate, while the private sector, bereft of proper guidance and incentives, ex-
ploited the historic urban fabric, putting short term benefits before long-term
Ireservation and cultural continuity.' Even where legal protection of the her-
itage exists, it has little meaning in societies that tend to rely on a web of per-
s nalized bonds and authorities, rather than on formal civic institutions.

This alarming situation, which exists in many Third World countries,
cl monstrates that the fundamental problem in urban conservation may be not
ch choice between public sector or private sector predominance, but rather the
stablishment of urban management policies and community development

no dels that can sustain the rehabilitation and regeneration of historic cities as
1I wh le. Obvi usly this can best be achieved by the close cooperation of the
pl'ivtlt and publi . s et rs, a 001' rati 11based on shared value, clear mutual
ohli ~lti()nS, and a I' l-up 11 d v I pm nt t Is an I m chanisrns.
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Mixed Ownership and Operation Schemes

This quick overview of different approaches to urban conservation s~ows
that exclusive government ownership and operation, even where feasible,
may not be desirable, as it neglects the potential forces of personal care a~d
group solidarity. At the same time, however, unrestrict.ed private owners~Ip
and operation may conflict with collective values and Ignore corresponding
heritage concerns, unless social or moral constraints provide internal checks
and balances.

Clearly, too, the failure of state ownership, at the one extreme, does not nec-
essarily mean that swinging to the opposite extreme will resolve the problem.
The shortcomings of a totalitarian government bureaucracy cannot be re-
deemed by shifting to total deregulation, nor can the excesses of the free mar-
ket be cured by giving exclusive priority to state intervention. Accordingly, in
the following section, I will review certain basic modes of connecting public
concerns with private initiatives, either by relinquishing part of the govern-
ment's authority to non governmental or private entities or by imposing a guid-
ing framework for private investment.

Sudden changes in political systems can produce situations in which gov-
ernments inherit all of a society's architectural heritage assets, without being
able to sustain or to manage them. In this case, the outright sale of this prop-
erty, attaching conditions with regard to future use and maintenance, may be
one option. Another, less risky, possibility is lease arrangements, .~he~eby the
Government retains ownership and defines the mode of rehabilitation, but
leaves it to the private operator-preferably a nongovernmental nonprofit or-
ganization committed to the cause of conservation-to manage the building in
ways that benefit the community, to provide public access, and to generate at
least the income needed for maintenance, if not more for reinvestment in cul-
tural projects. According to the importance of the building, the nature of its de-
sirable reuse, and the finances of the lessee, the rent may be nominal (espe-
cially if the building requires an up-front investment by the leasing party), or it
may generate an income, which the municipality can use to fund the upkeep ?f
monuments that are restricted in use and economic potential. In the case of If-
retrievably ruined buildings of no major archaeological importance, the ~u-
nicipality may lease the plot to a private investor with the contractual ob~Iga-
tion to rebuild it (maintaining certain topological and volumetric constraints)
and to use it in a manner consistent with its historic context. When such oper-
ations are linked with the improvement of public infrastructure and public
open spaces, the municipality can benefit from the value added through grow-
ing rental income and to some extent amortize its investment in the Improve-
ment of the hi toric area.
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A reciprocal model, based on predominant private ownership, would be the
establishment of national or municipal trusts created to increase the public's
control over essential heritage components. Such trusts can benefit from dona-
tions or legacies of private owners who want to give their landmark buildings
to the public (or who cannot fulfill their maintenance obligation), but they can
also acquire buildings actively with the help of charitable organizations, dedi-
cated lottery revenues, or other specially allocated government resources. A
private donor might in some cases retain a life-long right of personal use or at-
tach certain conditions to the property's donation, which must, however, not
prevent its conservation. In some cases, a national or communal government
institution may want to bestow its moral authority to the trust but not be in-
volved in the daily management of its portfolio. It may then find a committed
nongovernmental organization to manage the trust's affairs in the public inter-
est, while actively searching for private funding, funding that a fully govern-
mental institution is not normally able to tap.

The historic precedent for the public role of trusts and foundations is a
model rooted in the governance tradition of Muslim societies. I am referring to
the waqf system, which could best be described as a religious endowment. In
the Islamic tradition, spiritual and mundane concerns are strongly interwoven,
as exemplified by the function of the mosque as the central community facility
and by the close relation between religious, commercial, educational, and
recreational facilities in any traditional Muslim city center. The public domain,
therefore, benefited from the religiously motivated donations of rulers and rich
private individuals who wanted to be remembered for their good deeds or to
redeem themselves for less commendable deeds in other realms. Donations
would consist not only of mosques and social welfare buildings, but also of
shops, houses, fields, and the like, all intended to sustain community facilities,
l pay employees, or to ensure perpetual support of the needy. Operated over
centuries and managed by the respected leaders of individual communities, the
awqaf(plural of waqj) constituted a comprehensive, citywide welfare and her-
itage management system directly serving society and yet not subject to gov-
rnmental authority-protected, in fact, against the whims of greedy rulers. A

waqf could also be constituted as a private family foundation, ensuring hous-
ing or income for future generations. The awqaf of each city gradually accu-
mulated large real estate holdings-up to 30 percent and more in most historic
Muslim towns-and could theoretically finance the maintenance of the main
public buildings and monuments on a continuous basis. The drawback of this
Hysl m was its inherent lack of flexibility, which in a certain way froze all its
lund hiding, and made it difficult to react to circumstances not foreseen at the
tlm of th donati n,

v 1'111 last (Jfly y aI'S, with th ris of nati nal governments and Western
IIdminLlnltiv' sysl ms, many waq] pr I rti s hav b n "nationalized" or
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handed over to the central government. The question now is how can the exist-
ing assets best be used in the interest of both positive community development
and good heritage management, acknowledging that modem conditions may
require revised approaches. The waqf model, if properly reformed, may be a
good model for a semigovernmental heritage management institution, fueled
by private contributions and anchored in the old customs and traditions of
Muslim societies.

The urban development corporation is another model for public/private co-
operation. It is used to redevelop urban problem areas where former land uses
(often industrial) are no longer viable, but where location suggests good eco-
nomic potential once new development parameters are established and imple-
mented by government agencies and private investors working in concert. This
model, also adopted for the reconstruction of war-tom cities such as Beirut,
may be adjusted to the more specific conditions of historic city centers, com-
bining the improvement of living conditions with the conservation of the phys-
ical fabric. One of the major problems will be how to harness speculative
forces and powerful private investors to serve the public good. Recently, a pro-
posal for the creation of "Historic Area Development Corporations" (HADC)
has been put forward at a World Bank conference, suggesting that HADCs
could be established in historic cities by a single piece of special legislation,
which would "surmount the many obstacles that presently impede any decisive
action for the conservation and revitalization of historic cities in many parts of
the world.,,6

The HADC, as a public/private partnership under a management repre-
sentative of (or responsible to) all interests involved, would ensure that costs
and benefits would be shared equitably. The corporation could be set up as a
limited liability company with existing landowners (and possibly tenants)
becoming shareholders following an agreed-upon ratio. Private investors
could obtain shares by injecting capital, while the government, holding all
public land assets including streets, squares, vacant land, and social facili-
ties, would initiate and facilitate urban revitalization. Depending on the cir-
cumstances, as a major incentive, infrastructure improvement could be fi-
nanced either by the government or by the HADC itself. The creation of a
HADC would ensure that added values would be captured and reinvested in
urban rehabilitation.

Conclusions

Let me conclude this chapter by summarizing the rationale, the limitations,
and the opportunities of government intervention. No more words are needed,
I think, concerning the justification for the govern m nt to int rv n in pr ser-
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vation matters in its role as a custodian of cultural heritage. This intervention
should, as much as possible, consist of steering both development and conser-
vation concerns. When direct government interventions in preservation pro-
jects are necessary, they should not stifle, but encourage associated private ini-
tiatives, since the government-for reasons of' predominantly private
ownership, limited financial resources, and costly maintenance-will never be
able to deal with the whole spectrum of conservation. Indirect types of inter-
vention, if properly implemented, often give the government more leverage
than do direct ownership and operation.

There are certain pitfalls to heritage ownership and operation by the gov-
ernment. Bureaucratic systems-and a governmental heritage administration
is no exception-are prone to inertia, may have little or no initiative, and may
lack the motivation of directly concerned players. Only leadership by strong,
well trained, and committed individuals can counterbalance the potential defi-

. ciencies of the system. Therefore, we must look for opportunities in which
government institutions can be most efficient in heritage management. Gov-
ernments should do what they can do best: coordinate the others involved in
conservation and development and ensure that their investments contribute to
overall goals. They should not be ashamed to act in an entrepreneurial manner,
using all the means and tools they can harness in the interest of appropriate, ef-
ficient, and, if possible, self-sustaining conservation projects. Only by combin-
ing their moral authority with inventive market mechanisms will they have a
chance to preserve the essential parts of their national heritage.

Lack of funds is a recurring complaint in conservation, and in certain
poverty-struck areas it imposes the seemingly inevitable choice between de-
velopment and conservation priorities. This fatal polarity is somewhat mis-
leading, as it implies an incompatible dichotomy between cultural continuity
and the upgrading of living conditions, a dichotomy which often depends on
imported models of "development" that are alien to and untenable in many
local conditions. In many "poor" countries, hidden resources are never mobi-
lized, while scarce public funds are often spent on facilities, equipment, and
conveniences that may satisfy the needs of a minority, but do not contribute
much to meaningful social and cultural development. By deciding on the right
priorities, establishing an appropriate institutional set-up, providing the right
incentives, and harnessing existing resources, modest as they may be, conser-
vati n and development can be made to work hand in hand.

G vernments have a key role to play in this process by setting the goals,
rearing the tools, and encouraging concerned community groups, interested

non vernmental organizations, and committed individuals to become active
play rs within a shared framework of mutual obligations and benefits. Devel-
I m nt and h rita man a em nt b th require critical choices all along the

way, and unl ss su h cl isions ar nd rs d and supported by their future
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users, projects may not be socially and economically sustainable, leaving an
even heavier burden to the government.

Finally, coming back to my introductory theme, I want to emphasize that
salvaging the physical shell of past cultures and civilizations, though com-
mendable, may prove meaningless if it is not supported by parallel efforts to
encourage a living culture that can creatively relate to the physical heritage.
In computer terms, the software is at least as important as the hardware. Good
heritage management requires that the material heritage be validated by non-
material values and by meaningful use of historic structures. In today's con-
text, the active use of heritage assets can provide more than valuable inspira-
tion to individuals; by strengthening the specific local identity of places, it
can offset the creeping uniformity of our industrial and postindustrial urban
environment.

Notes

1. Analogies between nonrenewable ecological resources and corresponding cultural
resources were drawn more than twenty years ago in Ernst Basler and Stefano
Bianca, Zivilisation im Umbruch: zur Erhaltung und Gestaltung des menschlichen
Lenbensraums (Stuttgart: Huber, 1974).

2. In a world where modem communication facilities have abolished distances and
frontiers, a new international dimension of heritage management has also emerged.
There are unique monuments that have a universal value, which transcends the
boundaries of individual nations while the custodians of this heritage may not al-
ways have the means to preserve it. This is the raison d'etre for the existence of or-
ganizations such as the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Orga-
nization (UNESCO) arid for comprehensive inventories such as the World Heritage
List, which in turn can urge national governments to take care of their legacy and
can assist them in their preservation or mobilize the help of bilateral donors. See
Bernard M. Feilden and Jukka Jokiletho, Management Guidelines for World Cul-
tural Heritage Sites (Rome: International Center for the Study of the Conservation
and Restoration of Cultural Property [ICCROM), 1993).

3. Consider, for example, the case of Bologna as described in Donald Appleyard, ed.,
The Conservation of European Cities (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1979); and
Commune di Bologna and Ente Bolognese Manifestazioni Artistiche, Bologna-
Centro Storico (Bologna: Alfa, 1970).

4. Good background material on the heritage situation in Eastern and Central Euro-
pean countries is to be found in Zbigniew Zuziak, ed., Managing Historic Cities
(Cracow: International Cultural Centre, 1993).

5. For the case of Arab and Muslim historic cities see Stefano Bianca, Urban Form in
the Arab World-Past and Present (Zurich: VdF editions, "T, forth .ornin ).

'I
1
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6. See Ism,~l Serageldin, "Revitalizing Historic Cities: Towards a Public-Private Part-
nership, pp. 337-63 in Culture and Development in Africa, Proceedings of an In-
ternational Conference Held at the World Bank Washington DCA 'Ld I . " .., prt 2-3,
1992, e . small Serageldin and June Taboroff (Washington D.e.: World B nk
1994),347. ,a ,
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Making Preservation Happen: .
The Pros and Cons of Regulation
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or firms. Such theories portray the regulatory process as being prone to "cap-
ture" by interest groups which can turn the process to their advantage.

The purpose of this chapter is to assess the advantages and disadvantages of
regulation in forming and implementing urban heritage conservation policy.'
Because this volume focuses on "tools" for government action, I will consider
regulation only in the restricted sense noted above; that is, for my purposes,
regulation involves control of behavior by directive means, imposed by a supe-
rior authority asserting the state's role to act when private behavior may not
be in the publicinterest. The necessity of state action means that regulatory
control will tend to be centralized rather than diffuse in its administration and.
enforcement. 4

The layout of this chapter is as follows: In the next section I discuss the
ways in which regulation can be applied to urban heritage protection, and in
the following two sections I consider, respectively, the disadvantages and ad-
vantages of regulatory instruments in this context. I canvass some further is-
sues in the third section, including questions of valuation, financing, and ad-
ministration, and then end with some concluding remarks.

Applying Regulation in Urban Heritage Conservation

The conservation and preservation of the urban heritage can be construed in
economic terms as a problem in the management of capital assets. These assets
are both physical capital, that is, buildings, groups of structures, or other tangi-
ble investment goods, and cultural capital. The concept of cultural capital is
not yet well developed in economics.l Nevertheless, we can define cultural
capital in the context of urban heritage as comprising the capital value of a
building, a collection of buildings, or more generally a place, that is additional
to their value as purely physical structures, and that embodies the community's
estimation of the value of the asset in terms of its social, historical, or cultural
worth. The concept of cultural capital allows economists to reevaluate the
wealth of a nation in terms of its cultural resources.

Cultural capital, like the physical capital in which it is contained, is subject
to decay if neglected. Society must therefore decide how much investment is
required to prevent the deterioration of cultural capital or to provide for its im-
provement. In applying investment appraisal methods to such investment deci-
sions, the relevant methodology is social cost-benefit analysis, where a signif-
icant component of the benefits arise as public goods or externalities that are
not accounted for in private decisions. The process of regulation in the context
of urban heritage conservation can be construed as one of regulating the level
and/or nature f the investment in this cultural capital.

In J kin at th vari us typ s f r ulation in use, one can draw a dis-
tin ci n t tw n whar mi 'I t b '011 1 "1101' I" and "s ft" r ulation, Hard
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regulation comprises enforceable directives requiring certain behavior, imple-
mented through legislation, and involving penalties for noncompliance. Soft
regulation comprises unenforceable directives calling for certain behavior, im-
plemented by agreement, and not involving penalties. Both types of regulation
seek to change behavior, the first by involuntary means, the second by encour-
aging voluntary compliance. While most individuals would not normally think
of the latter as regulation because of its voluntary, penalty-free nature, I be-
lieve discussing soft regulation under the general rubric of regulation helps to
clarify the usefulness of regulation as a tool for preservation.

Hard Regulation

Many different types of hard regulation exist in the urban heritage context. We
can draw the main ones together under four headings.

First, there is regulation relating to the existence of a building, a group of
buildings, or a site embodying cultural capital. The most obvious example is
the preservation or conservation order that prevents demolition of a structure.
This sort of regulation may be imposed at the local level, or, in the case of
buildings or other places of national significance, through some listing process
that overrides the autonomy of the local authority."

Second, there is regulation relating to the appearance, function, and/or use
of heritage buildings and sites. Such regulations may restrict the use to which
such structures can be put, or the way in which their use can be changed or
adapted to modern conditions. In addition, regulations in this category may
impinge on design, for example in relation to alteration, renovation, restora-
tion, or addition.

Third, there is regulation relating to land use affecting heritage buildings
and precincts. Such regulation may be imposed through zoning restrictions
that limit the types of structures that may be erected and the types of activities
that may be carried on in certain areas. Zoning constraints are a particularly
important element in urban planning.

Finally, there is regulation affecting the process by which heritage decisions
are made. A certain sequence of stages may have to be followed, for example,
to reach a decision relating to use or reuse of a historic property. Such a se-
quence may require that expert assessment, community consultation, official
review, or other steps be undertaken as part of the decision-making process
under particular jurisdictions.

Soft Regulation

By soft regulation, I refer to the imposition of constraints on behavior through
treaties, conventions, charters, guidelines, codes of practice, and other in-
struments that operate through agreement rather than r i n. v ral such
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conventi~ns ~xist at the international level, and accession to them imposes
so~e. obligations on national governments to adhere to their provisions. The
pnnclpalmternational agreements relevant here are: .

• The International Charter for the Conservation and Restoration of Mon-
uments and Sites, Venice, 1966;

• The International Convention for the Protection of the World Cultural
and Natural Heritage, UNESCO, 1982; and

• The International Charter for the Protection and Management of the Ar-
chaeological Heritage, Lausanne, 1990.

~ addi~on, at the national and local levels in many countries, various guide-
lines exist for cultural. preservation that fall into this category of soft regulation.

An example of this type of nondirective regulation is the Burra Charter
dra:vn up in a s~all town in South Australia in 1978 and ratified by the Inter-
national Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) ten years later." The
Burra Chart~r ~efines conse:va~on as all the processes of looking after a place
so as to. retam Its cultural significance.f including maintenance, preservation,
restoration, reconstruction, adaptation, or some combination of these. The
Burra Charter expresses three basic beliefs:

• that the cultural significance of a place is embodied in its fabric its con-
tents and its setting, and in the associated documents' '

• ~at .the cultural signi?ca~ce of a place is best retaine'd by identifying its
significance and considering all the issues associated with its use and its
fu~re, and from those investigations developing a policy for its conser-
vation; and

• that keeping records will facilitate the understanding and interpretation
f places of cultural significance.

'I h ~harter provides a set of clearly articulated principles, procedures, and
II:a bees for approaching cons.ervation work. A number of countries accept it
liS a code fo~ voluntary regulation of conservation behavior and use itto guide
Ih ' ~ rrnulation of corresponding hard regulations, where relevant.

Problems with Regulation

'1\ many ec nornists, regulation is a dirty word-or at the very least somewhat
1111 'I un. ~us rev~ew the principal reasons why economists regard regulation
w (It su h lista: t : In I'd I' t ass~s h w relevant are its disadvantages to reg-
uhuln 1I ban h rua ns rvau n. ' I' th s purpo es, we can distinguish
10111 11111111 " bl 111 LlI' UN with I' ultlli n, SS n Ir m an n mic vi wp int.
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Regulation Creates Inefficiency

In the economic model of the operation of market processes, the free interac-
tion of demand and supply will lead, under certain assumptions, to a "socially
optimal" outcome, one in which all participants are as well off as they can be,
and no one can be made better off without making someone else worse off. In
these circumstances, economists argue, regulation distorts the free working of
the market, resulting in an outcome that must be less than socially optimal.
This distorting effect of regulation creates the inefficiency; the intervention
moves the market outcome away from the social equilibrium, and the resulting
resource allocation is not as efficient as it would be without regulation.

The urban property market offers an illustration. In a free market, a certain
number of properties might be bought and sold over a given time period, re-
sulting in certain levels of satisfaction to buyers and profits to sellers in the
market. Imposing a regulation that, for example, declares some buildings as
historic, and hence unable to be sold, would create a technical inefficiency:
buyers' satisfaction and sellers' profits would not be as high as they would
otherwise have been.

This example also illustrates the limitation of this sort of analysis. The "so-
cial optimum" in this simple instance is defined as the welfare of only the im-
mediate players in the market, whose position has clearly deteriorated as a re-
sult of the distorting effect of the regulation. However, a broader measure of
social benefit, for example, one that incorporated external or public good ben-
efits to the community at large through the designation of historic buildings,
might lead to a different conclusion as to the social value of the outcome.

Regulation might be further considered inefficient because of its possibly
arbitrary incidence when uniform standards are applied. Suppose that a grant
of $I million is to be provided to ten houses in a historic street to enable con-
servation work to be undertaken. A "uniform" approach might decree that the
grant be divided equally among the recipients. Clearly, however, for some,
houses the $100,000 would be inadequate, whereas for those in better condi-
tion it might be excessive. A more efficient rule would allocate the sum so as
to equalize the marginal benefits from conservation for each property. Again,
it is apparent that an arbitrary solution creates inefficiency.

I

I Regulation Is Costly

One can identify two main types of costs of regulation." First, there are admin-
istrative costs involved in formulating standards and in monitoring and enforc-
ing them, which are incurred by the public agency. Second, th r are compli-
ance costs, which are the expenditures firm and individuals must mal in
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order to meet the regulatory requirements. Measuring these costs may be diffi-
cult, since firms and individuals might have made these expenditures anyway,
and hence they cannot be attributed directly to regulation.

Intervention of any sort incurs costs, however, so one should attempt to as-
sess regulation's relative cost by comparing it with other instruments. It is un-
clear whether the administrative and compliance costs of direct regulation are
greater or less on average than for other forms of state intervention.

Regulation Offers No Incentive to Do Better

Although specifying minimum standards of behavior (backed up by effective
enforcement) assures that those minima will be met, regulation generally pro-
vides no incentive for firms and individuals to do better. In the environmental
area, for example, it has been observed that maximum pollution limits for in-
dustry invite firms to pollute up to that level, and do not encourage them to re-
duce their harmful emissions to lower levels than the specified maxima. The
urban conservation context offers similar examples, such as setting maximum
or minimum requirements for design standards, land or building usage, site
coverage, and so on.

The Regulatory Process Can Be Captured

The idea that regulatory processes can be subverted to serve a private interest
rather than the public good emerged during the I960s and 1970s, prompted
particularly by the work of George Stigler and others of the Chicago schooL In
the definitive article on this issue, Stigler suggested that as a rule, regulation is
"acquired" by. an industry, which then operates the regulatory process primar-
IIy for its own benefit. 10 Subsequently, capture theories of regulation have been
xtended to incorporate rent-seeking behavior on the part of self-interested

Ilrrn and individuals."!
Urban conservation certainly offers possibilities for capture of the regula-

I ry process. Perhaps the best examples come from the area of land use regu-
InU n; cases abound where zoning laws have been turned to private benefit
1111' ugh indirect or direct influence on the regulatory process.

he regulatory process may be captured not only by the regulated, but also
hy th r gulators. 12 In the area of heritage protection, "expert" opinion and en-
tr n h d professional interest may on occasion weigh more heavily in deciding
lit cl sirable form and extent of regulation than the views of the community at
Ill' ,r suiting in regulations that serve the interests of those in power rather
Ihun f I' 01'1 in g n ral, As Alan Peacock puts it, in some circumstances "the
IlIhl 'llv fun ti n' r th s n a d in heritage provision will reflect the
III I( H nil I pr f r 1'\ sol' th lubli off] iat rath I' than that of voters.?"
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Of course, capture theories apply to regulation in general, and not only to
the specific sense of regulation being consider~d in ~s cha~ter. Thus, whether
this potential disadvantage weighs more heavily agamst direct c?ntrols than,
say, against subsidy programs, which may also be subve~ted to pnv~te benefit,
depends at least partly on how easily the int~rested partI~s. can man~pu17!e the
mechanics of implementation. This is essentially an empmcal question.

When Is Regulation Desirable?

The above catalogue of drawbacks to the tool of regulation appears to cast a
long shadow over its possible use in urban heritage cons~rvation. One .ca~,
however, identify several positive characteristics of regulation tha~ ma~ md.1-
cate its use in certain circumstances. I suggest that there are five situations m
which the advantages of regulation may prove decisive in its favor.

When There Is an All-or-Nothing Choice

Problems of urban heritage preservation, perhaps more often than in oth~r
fields, present decision makers with all-or-nothing choi~es. ~ go~d ~xample.1s
the choice between preservation and demolition of a historic building, While
preservation itself contains a series of further options (main.tenance, restor~-
tion, alteration, and so on), the initial decision whether to retam the stru~ture 1S
a binary question. In such circumstances, instruments that allo,: ~rad~tIons of
behavior are inappropriate; the simplest way to preserve the building 1Sto for-
bid its demolition. Of course, as always, such a regulation needs to be backed
up with the power to monitor and enforce it.. . .

When set in the context of a single building at a single pomt m time, the
question of preservation is indeed an all-or-nothing matter. Howeve~, :-,he~ the
scope is widened to embrace more than one such choice, the dec1.slO~1Sno
longer all-or-nothing, but a matter of degree. Take the case of eccle~1ast1cal ar-
chitecture in Italy. Vatican City is the home of St. Peter's. !here 1So~ly one
such basilica in Italy, and its preservation is a matter of national and mt~rna-
tional significance. An order forbidding its demolition, .enacted at the natlOn,al
level is of the utmost importance. But although there 1Sonly one St. Peter s,
there are many cathedrals in Italy, and from the national point of view there
may be a decision as to how many cathedrals are worthy of preservat~on. Thus,
an all-or-nothing choice in regard to one building becomes a question of de-
gree in regard to a class of buildings. In Milan, which .has one D~om? ~ut
many churches, preserving the Duomo through. appr~pnate regulation ~s.m-
controvertible, but protecting all local churches 1Sagam a matter for decision.
At the parish level, preserving the local church from demo\iti~n becomes .once
more an all-or-nothing choice for those affected, and re lIlall n an a aID be
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liS d to achieve this end. In other words, whether a choice is all-or-nothing de-
I nds on its context. Nevertheless, within that context regulation is likely to be
th best way to secure a desired outcome.

This discussion also raises questions of who benefits from preservation and
wh should pay for it, matters to which I return below. •

When There Is a High Risk of Social Damage

I cgulations have the advantage of being direct and deterministic in their out-
me. In some circumstances in the area of urban heritage preservation, the so-

'inl costs of individual action might be so high that it must be prohibited out-
rl ht by regulation, rather than allowing market forces to determine a solution.
Pr umably some advertiser, for example, would be prepared to pay a large
price to erect an illuminated sign on top of the Sydney Opera House, on the fa-
iade of Notre Dame, or on the roof of the Tower of London=-perhaps even a
price large enough to tempt the operators of these facilities to consider the
offer. But the social cost of such action would be so great as to warrant prohi-
hition by regulation, where other less stringent measures may conceivably fail.
In ffect, no price can be high enough to offset the social cost of such action,
und hence a definitive regulation is appropriate to forbid such action entirely.

In the area of cultural tourism, there are many instances in which tourist use
of sensitive sites entails such a high risk of damage that restriction of use by
f' ulation is warranted. Such situations arise frequently in controlling the im-
(in t of tourists on the natural environment (wetlands, coral reefs, wilderness
Ill' a , and so on), but also exist in the cultural heritage area. In the urban con-
I xt, the case of Venice springs readily to mind; there, certain types of regula-
II( n may be the most effective means of limiting damage to the urban fabric by
l ive numbers of visitors.

Ju tification for the use of regulatory instruments under this heading need
not be framed only in negative terms, that is, preventing or curbing action.
I ulation may also be indicated when the immediate public benefits from
ome action are judged to be so great relative to their costs as to warrant that

Ih a tion should be enforced rather than simply encouraged. An example
1111 ht be the requirement to provide certain levels of public amenities in urban
I Id velopment schemes involving heritage properties or precincts. Such
IIIIl nities might provide such a high level of public benefit relative to their cost
1111\1it is better to secure them through regulation than to hope that other,
11 oft r" f rm of intervention will yield the same result.

WI/{'/I rh r Is a Needfor ertainty

'I'll I PI' vk us jllstifi Hi n f I' I' ulat! n is a parti ular case f a more general
ulv mtu ,n im ly th fa 'lth Ill' 1I111llol1,provld cl it an b nf r d, d liv rs
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outcomes with certainty. When the public interest is best served by a clear and
predictable outcome, subject neither to negotiation, nor concession, nor spe-
cial dealing, then regulation may be indicated. In designing safety standards
that govern public access to buildings and sites, for example, it may be desir-
able to leave nothing to chance, but rather to ensure certain compliance

through regulatory means.

When Short-Run Flexibility Is Required

Another advantage of regulations is that they may be invoked and removed
relatively speedily. Direct controls may be a useful supplement to other mea-
sures, as in a system of charges for the continuing maintenance of acceptable
environmental, conservation, or preservation conditions. Regulatory controls
are useful because, compared to the difficulty of changing tax incentives or im-
plementing other instruments, they can be introduced, enforced, and removed
with relative ease. Some crises can be predicted at best only a short time be-
fore they occur, and it may be too costly, for example, to keep tax rates suffi-
ciently high to prevent such emergencies at all times. Therefore, it may be less
expensive to make temporary use of direct con~rols, despite any economic in-
efficiency that may be introduced by their use. I)

In the field of urban conservation, temporary preservation orders show the
flexibility of direct controls; they can be introduced at short notice to forestall
the demolition of historic properties until some due process of consultation or

consideration can be pursued.

When Other Instruments Are Not in Place

Circumstances may arise when instruments other than regulation may be
preferable, but for one reason or another they are not available. In such situa-
tions, it may be necessary to resort to regulation as the chosen tool if the de-
sired social outcomes are to be achieved.

Some examples may be drawn from the current problems facing economies
in transition. In Central and Eastern European countries, many urban buildings
have, over the last few years, been transferred to private ownership or have
been "reprivatized" (handed back to their former private owners). Many of
these buildings, individually or in combination with neighboring buildings, are
of heritage value. Under state ownership, they were protected to some degree;
under private ownership, a free-for-all may exist unless regulation can be in-
troduced to prevent demolition or neglect in appropriate cases or to control
reuse. In these circumstances, the withdrawal of one tool (direct government
ownership) must be accompanied by the immediate introduction of another (an
appropriate regulatory framework), if the desired social b n Ot if! t b main-

tained or enhanced.
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. In countries with economies in transition and in developing countries the
mfrastructure ~nay not yet. exist to support the use of more complex in~tru-
~ents fo~ the implementation of heritage policy; hence authorities may have
ht~l~ ch~lce bu.t t~ rely on regulation, which may be simpler to impose and ad-
~rustel. Sop~stlcated taxation sc~emes or complicated proposals for trading
m property ~ghts to promote hentage preservation presupposes a sophisto-
cate~ financial, leg~l, and administrative infrastructure, which may not exist
yet. ill ~hese countnes, whereas straightforward regulatory devices are more
easily Implemented. In th~se circum.stances, the use of regulation might be
seen as temporary, a holding operation until conditions evolve that support
other preferred policy instruments.

Some Further Issues

I turn now to several wider issues raised by the preceding discussion.

Valuation

If the ~ssue ~f urban heritage preservation is framed as a problem of investment
appra.lsal usmg a ~ocial cost-benefit analysis, as I have suggested above, the
~uestlon of :alu~~lOn of benefits arises. Much of what I have argued concern-
l~g the apphcab~ht~ of regulation relies on there being effective means of as-
~ess.mg the pubhc mterest. If regulations are to achieve the desired social ob-
~ c~ve~, the regulatory designers and implementers need some objective
l~dIcatlOn ~f the nature and extent of public benefit to be gained from alterna-
uve strategies.

Some progress has been made in developing methods for assessment of
u nmarket ~enefits such as those derived from cultural preservation. For ex-
umple, contmgent valuation methods.l" in which respondents in a surveyor
H me ot~er hy~othetic~l.decision context are asked about their willingness to
pay for mtang.lble qualities such as the public-good benefits of historic mon-
uments and SItes, offer some hope of gaining insight into community de-
mand for such benefits. However, as Bruno Frey has pointed out, such stud-
I s are one step removed from the political realities of decision making and
muy not.be as us~ful as direct referenda on these questions. 17 Neverth~less,
1111such l~fonnatlOn can be seen as i~put to the process ofregulatory design
\IlUa ~seful complement to WIder attitudinal and other information on social
v iluatl n."

An asp ct f valuation that is particularly important in the heritage context is
III I ~'-t I'In natur f th b n fits pr vided by historic preservation. We who
Itl iliv t day 11 fit from th njoym nt and use of building and sites that
IlIIv I 11 pr H I'V d as 11 r slIlt or d 'Iflie nl' m d by n rati n I n since
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dead. We need to recognize that decisions we make now will affect future
generations. If this responsibility is important to us, we will want to behave ac-
cordingly. But the issue of valuation is especially difficult in this context: if it is
problematic to measure how much people living today benefit from preserving
the national heritage, how much more problematic is it to impute a value on be-
half of beneficiaries as yet unborn? Recent interest in notions of sustainability,
in which the issue of intergenerational equity forms a core component, offers
some hope of resolving the theoretical and empirical problems in this area.!?

The issue of valuation also raises the question of taste. In the urban heritage
field, matters of fashion and taste constantly arise. Can regulation be expected
to reflect the public interest in this respect? This obviously is a difficult matter .
to resolve, depending as it does on subjective criteria, where opinions differ
markedly and "experts" abound. Perhaps all that can be said is that decisions
cannot be delayed indefinitely while differences of opinion are settled; some-
one has to take responsibility in the end. One hopes, at least, that processes are
in place in regulatory design and implementation that ensure that the public in-
terest is served through wide consultation and the best informed expertise, and
that such processes are not subject to the imposition of quixotic, idiosyncratic,
or ignorant opinions.P

Financing

A basic question in heritage preservation is: Who should pay? Regulation, as I
noted above, imposes costs on individuals, firms, and governments. By enforc-
ing certain behavior, regulation leads to costs that might not otherwise have
arisen, and distributes those costs in ways that mayor may not be equitable.
How those costs are distributed offers a very specific answer to the question of
who is to pay.

When property subject to heritage-related regulation is privately owned, the
direct costs of complying with the regulation will fall, in some cases, squarely
on the private owners, even though the regulation is intended to achieve some
social purpose. For example, the listing of historic buildings may oblige own-
ers of affected property to meet maintenance or renovation costs that they
would not voluntarily have incurred. While these expenditures probably secure
at least some private benefit for the owners (in improved amenity or in en-
hanced capital value of the property), a proportion of them could be attributed
to the provision of a public benefit, and hence some contribution of public
funds would be warranted. In other cases, public funding might be construed
as partial or full compensation to private owners if the regulation, which has
been imposed to secure some public benefit, has demonstrably lowered the
owners' amenity or property values, or has prevented them from making more
profitable use of their asset.
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Such public contribution to the costs of regulation when property is pri-
vately owned and the financing of heritage protection of publicly owned build-
ings raise broader questions; we can consider them in terms of the theory of
public goods with varying degrees of localness, Returning to the issue of Ital-
ian churches: Who enjoys the public-good benefits from preservation of these
particular historic buildings and sites? The answer to this question determines
in principle the appropriate franchise for the regulatory decision, and the ap-
propriate sources for financing conservation activity. For instance, in regard to
St. Peter's in Rome, the Duomo in Milan, and many other churches of histori-
cal significance in Italy, there is, as we have noted above, a national as well as
a local interest in their preservation: people throughout Italy derive benefit
from the existence of these buildings.

It is appropriate, then, that national regulation, and financing, be established
to ensure that these buildings survive and that conservation is enabled. How far
such national regulatory power extends (that is, how many buildings are pro-
tected) is a matter for political judgment at the national level, a decision that
will be influenced as much by purely fiscal as by cultural considerations. In
turn, at the provincial level, some buildings not regarded as significant enough
to warrant national protection will nevertheless be judged worthy of regulatory
control (and financing) at the lower leveL A similar proposition might be put at
uccessive levels, down to the most local (the local government area, the sub-

urb, the village). In all cases the range of beneficiaries can be identified and the
corresponding tax base for financing the provision of benefits can be determined;
regulatory instruments applied at the appropriate level have their proper place.?'

These considerations can also be extended upwards to the international
leveL Many historic monuments and sites throughout the world are of a signif-
icance that transcends national boundaries. In such cases, decisions to intro-
duce regulatory control may properly be made by the international community.

f course, in these cases, national sovereignty issues come to the fore, and the
influence of the international community may be limited to expressions of
hope that countries will accede to and abide by treaties and conventions cover-
ing such situations (in particular, the World Heritage Convention mentioned
arlier).22 Nevertheless, there is some scope for voluntary international finan-
ial transfers in this area; as Dick Netzer notes:

P ople in rich countries do have an interest in heritage protection (in other countries),
limply demonstrated by the substantial private and government support from rich coun-
Ides in the case of catastrophic episodes, like the flooding in Venice in the 1960s. Poor
ioontries and places can't and won't do enough to satisfy the demand for heritage pro-
te lion from the richer countries.P

A furth r isau in th put Ii Ilnan in of h rita pr tection relates to the
rowln I mund r I' pr 'H I'V 1Ii( 11, whi h Bl'is s partly b aus f in r as d
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awareness, partly as a result of past neglect, and partly because new "heritage"
is constantly being added to the existing stock. Francoise Benhamou has
pointed out that the increase in the demand for finance in the heritage area is
both a consequence and a cause of regulation: a consequence because regula-
tions covering listing of historic buildings and sites are constantly being ex-
tended, and a cause because to a certain extent the increased demand for funds
prompts government into new regulation, for example, to share the financial
burden between public and private sectors."

Administrative Structures

When discussing the drawbacks of regulation, lnoted the administrative costs
of the regulatory process. It remains only to reiterate that there may be alterna-
tive ways to deliver regulation, and alternative ways to monitor and enforce it.
In the real world of urban planning, delivery of regulatory services is fre-
quently inefficient, expensive, disorganized, contradictory, and sometimes fi-
nally ineffectual. Such failures should not be taken necessarily as an indict-
ment of regulation per se as a policy instrument, since in many cases these
problems could be eliminated by better ways of doing things. Administrative
structures may require radical rethinking, such as the suggestion made by Is-
mail Serageldin for establishing a Historic Area Development Corporation as a
means of revitalizing historic cities.P Such a proposal could streamline the
choice of policy instruments, allowing regulation to take its proper place
alongside complementary measures. It has the added appeal of potentially con-
tributing to a rationalization of the financing of heritage expenditures, with ap-
propriate participation by all stakeholders, both public and private.

Conclusions

In this chapter, I have put the case for and against the use of direct controls in
urban heritage preservation. What is the balance of the argument? It is not sen-
sible to attempt a single or universal answer to this question, but I have cer-
tainly argued that, contrary to the first reaction of many economists, there is a
convincing case for regulation in this area in certain circumstances. This argu-
ment derives from the evident need to assert the public interest over what, in
many situations, are private property decisions. Policy formulation in this area
should ideally require some understanding of the differences between individ-
ual and collective valuation of heritage benefits in specific cases, and some as-
sessment of what the community (local, national, international) is prepared to
pay for these benefits.

The possible capture of the regulatory proce s remains th r at st single
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threat to this conclusion, insofar as the entire process can be unraveled and the
public interest seriously violated if the regulatory process is subverted. As I
have noted, though, this threat is present to a greater or lesser degree with most
policy tools, so it should not be seen as a problem specific to regulation.

Ultimately, an effective heritage policy strategy is unlikely to rely only on a
single instrument, such as regulation, but is likely to contain a mix of tools,
chosen for specific tasks. In this respect, urban heritage policy may be seen as
similar, say, to environmental policy.i'' In the area of national heritage protec-
tion, the tool of regulation is likely to find an importantplace in that mix.

Notes

I. A distinction is sometimes made between social and economic regulation, where
the former means protective regulation dealing with the vulnerability of individual
citizens, while the latter connotes regulation addressing imperfections in the oper-
ations of markets. See, for example, Eugene Bardach, "Social Regulation as a
Generic Policy Instrument," in Beyond Privatization: the Tools of Government Ac-
tion, ed. Lester M. Salamon (Washington, D.e.: Urban Institute Press, 1989):
197-229· In this paper I am generally referring to both types of regulation.

2. Philip Selznick, "Focusing Organizational Research on Regulation," in Regulatory
Policy and the Social Sciences, ed. Roger G. Noll (Berkeley: University of Califor-
nia Press, 1985): 363-67.

. For a collection of recent papers on the economics of heritage, see the proceedings
of the conference "Economic Perspectives of Cultural Heritage," Canizzaro, Italy,
November 1995, published as Michael Hutter and TIde Rizzo, eds., Economic Per-
spectives of Cultural Heritage (London: Macmillan, 1996). For a broader view of
regulation in the cultural sector generally, 'see Emilio Giardina and Ilde Rizzo,
"Regulation in the Cultural Sector," in Cultural Economics and Cultural Policies
ed. Alan Peacock and TIde Rizzo (Dordrecht: Kluwer, 1994): 125-42. '

4· This does not imply, however, only central government action; it simply suggests
concentration of activity, whether at a local, state, national, or international level.

.' ee further in Fikret Berkes and Carl Folke, "A Systems Perspective on the Interre-
lations Between Natural, Human-Made and Cultural Capital," Ecological Econom-
j s 5 (1992): 1-8; and David Throsby, Linking Culture and Development Models:
Towards a Workable Concept of Culturally Sustainable Development (Paris: World

ommission on Culture and Development, 1994).
/1. r r an extensive discussion in the context of the United Kingdom, see Roger W.

• uddard , Listed Buildings, znd ed. (London: Sweet and Maxwell, 1988).
/' Th t xt or the Burra barter is reproduced in a number of ICOMOS documents;

N ,for 'xampl , P ter Marquis-Kyle and Meredith Walker, The Illustrated Burra
'hartsr: Making ood D iclsion» About the are of Important Places (Sydney:

A lIS!l'ulIuI M ,I (2.
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8. "Cultural significance" is the set of attributes that gives rise to the value of cultural
capital.

9. For a discussion of costs of regulation, see Anthony 1. Ogus, Regulation: Legal
Form and Economic Theory (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1994), 155. For a discus-
sion that focuses specifically on compliance costs, see Alan Peacock, et al., eds.,
The Regulation Game: How British and West German Companies Bargain with
Government (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1984), chap. 3.

10. George 1. Stigler, "The Theory of Economic Regulation," Bell Journal of Econom-
ics and Mangement Science 2, no. I (Spring 1971): 3-21.

I I. See, for example, James M. Buchanan and Gordon Tullock, "Polluters' Profits and
Political Response: Direct Controls versus Taxes," American Economic Review 65,
no. I (March 1975): 139-47, and Robert D. Tollison, "Rent-Seeking: a Survey,"
Kyklos 35, no. 4 (1982): 575-602; rent seeking in the cultural field is examined in'
William D. Grampp, Pricing the Priceless: Art, Artists and Economics (New York:
Basic Books, 1989).

12. For an account of regulation as a bargaining process between the regulators and the
regulated, see Martin Ricketts and Alan Peacock, "Bargaining and the Regulatory
System," International Review of Law and Economics 6 (1986): 3-16.

13. Alan Peacock, A Future for the Past: the Political Economy of Heritage (Edin-
burgh: The David Hume Institute, 1994),23.

14. These issues are discussed in specific contexts in, for example, Peacock, The Regula-
tion Game, and Cento Veljanovski, ed., Regulators and the Market: an Assessment of
the Growth of Regulation in the UK (London: Institute of Economic Affairs, 1991).

IS. Such a view has been advanced by Baumol and Oates in their discussion of policy
instruments in the environmental field. They note that their support for the use in
some circumstances of direct controls "represents a sharp departure from the econ-
omist's usual policy recommendations." William J. Baumol and Wallace E. Oates,
The Theory of Environmental Policy, znd ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1988), 156.

16. An overview and critical assessment of contingent valuation methods is provided
in J. A. Hausman, ed., Contingent Valuation: a Critical Assessment (Amsterdam:
North Holland, 1993).

17. Bruno S. Frey, "The Evaluation of Cultural Heritage: Some Critical Issues," paper
presented at the Conference of the Association for Cultural Economics Interna-
tional, Catania, Italy, November 1995.

18. As discussed, for instance, in Chris Johnston, What Is Social Value? A Discussion
Paper, Technical Publications Series no. 3 (Canberra: Australian Heritage Com-
mission, 1992).

19. See David Throsby, "Culture, Economics and Sustainability,' Journal of Cultural
Economics 19, no. 3 (September 1995): 199-206.

20. Nevertheless, a gloomy picture of the dominance of mass tastes in heritage matters
is painted in Robert Hewison, The Heritage Industry: Britain in a Climate of De-
cline (London: Methuen, 1987).

21. In practice, of course, the definition of "levels" in this context must have regard
to the institutional and administrative structures that determine law-making and
revenue-raising capacities in particular countries.
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22. A useful summary view of which is contained in Keith D. Suter, "The UNESCO
World Heritage Convention," Environmental Planning Law Journal 8, no. I
(March 1991): 4-15.

23· ~etzer, Dick: "~ocal, Central and Supra-National Governments in Heritage Protec-
non and Artistic Production," paper presented at the Workshop on the Economics
of Art ~d Culture, Technical University of Lisbon, November 1994.

24· Francoise Benhamou, "Is Increased Public Spending for the Preservation of His-
t?nc Monuments Inevitable? The French Case," paper presented at the 8th Interna-
tional Congress on Cultural Economics, University of WittenlHerdecke Germany
August 1994. ' ,

25· Ismail Serageldin, "Revitalizing Historic Cities: Towards a Public-Private Partner-
ship," in Culture and Development in Africa, ed. Ismail Serageldin and June Tabo-
roff (Washington, n.c.: World Bank, 1994): 337-63.

26. See: f~r example, Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development,
Guidelines for the Applicati~n of Economic Instruments in Environmental Policy,
Background Paper no. I (Pans: OECD Environment Committee, 1991).
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form of preservation that society wishes to undertake. And, finally, in an era
in which private initiative is supplementing if not replacing state initiative,
there is a strong argument for considering new forms of state intervention.
All of these forces led to an increase in the use of incentives as tools of state
action.

Reasons for Using Incentives

If one were to catalog specific reasons for the state to use incentives, that list
would certainly include the following:

• The state wishes to leverage other sources of support for preservation.
• The state wishes to counteract forces that threaten historic resources, in-

cluding forces that the government may have unleashed itself (such as
land use policies), but does not wish to acknowledge this through the use
of more direct tools.

• The state wishes to provide a level playing field in the private market-
place between rehabilitation, on the one hand, and new construction or
abandonment, on the other.

• The state wishes to compensate owners who may be burdened by other
forms of historic preservation intervention.

Richard Roddewig, one of the few commentators who has written explic-
itly about the use of incentives in historic preservation, is very clear about the
role of incentives in historic preservation. I In his view, incentives have two
specific roles in the preservation process: (r ) to generate more rehabilitation
of historic structures than would be possible, presumably, through other
forms of government action, and (2) to provide a reasonable economic return
to owners of buildings protected and restricted by strong landmark laws. In
part, he argues, incentives provide compensation while they counter eco-
nomic forces or government policies that create high land values and threaten
even well-maintained historic buildings. Accordingly, his typology of incen-
tives is focused on the question of economic return: incentives that help cover
operating costs, incentives that assist with the financing of a project including
acquisition costs and construction costs, and incentives designed to help find
equity investors. We will see, however, that the incentives actually used around
the world today to further preservation goals go well beyond this list.

Donald Raider points out that incentives are undoubtedly important in an-
other way.? Re suggests that they are particularly well suited to a noncentral-
ized pooling of resources that promotes collaborations and partn rships. In an
era in which there is an increasing perception that publi ' I' sour H or limited
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and ~hat private initiative should be taken more seriously, even as a guide for
pubhc sec~or intervention itself, forms of intervention that draw out and pro-
mote multiple partners are generally seen as a good thing.

The Fundamental Message of Incentives

~he idea of pooling resources through collaborations and partnerships under-
lies the fundamental message that the government is sendins out when it
c~ooses to take its actions through incentives-"If you do X, the government
WIll.do Y." Marya Morris, putting a slightly different spin on preservation in-
centives, has characterized them as providing a contract of sorts: "If you take
car~ of your property, the public will give you some public money,"? The basic
logical structure is still the same. Whichever way one prefers to cast this mes-
sage, the key to understanding incentives is the conditional nature of the offer
being made. The individual or organization in line to receive the incentive
ho?se~ ~hether or not to accept the offer. Most often the targeted recipient is

the ~ndI.vIdualowner of an historic property, but it might also be a nonprofit or-
aruzation or even another level of government.

Moreover, incentives have another not inconsiderable attribute: because
there is a .choi~e that is followed by a deal if the condition is accepted, the
whole takings Issue embedded in historic preservation is avoided. Whether or
not government intervention with respect to preservation should be considered
11 taking away of some of the property owner's value in a historic property
(therefore nec~ssitating some form of compensation) is at the heart of many of
l,h controversies about government involvement in preservation issues. But
101' a deal to be struck through an incentive, both parties have to consider it fair
nnd be willing to accept it. An action cannot be considered a taking if the
oW~lerhas. agr~ed willi.ngly to the deal. This is why in many countries preser-
Villi on legislation requires the consent of an owner before a property is even
listed, because that action might lead to the constraints of regulation as well as
to tile availability of incentives.

tUdying Preservation Incentives

II' on wants to find out about incentives from the historic preservation litera-
1111", one confl'ont~ a rather surprising problem. Many forms of incentives, par-
I 'lilHl'ly grants of"cash and in-kind contributions, are underexplored in the
pll /'vali n p licy lit ratur , Many examples of incentives are presented in
III I1 III ratur , but th lil ratur is an cl tal rath r than analytical. It is almost
11 II'll! s kinds ofin ntiv s h IV I \ x I S mu h a I art fa pt d practi
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that it occurs to no one that they ought to be subjected to analytic scrutiny." (I
do not believe that it would be unfair to suggest that there seems to be little tra-
dition of policy analysis in the preservation field more generally.)

The one exception to this lack of analysis is the area of tax-based incen-
tives, in which there is a very rich analytic tradition (though not necessarily
emanating from within the field of historic preservation itself). Tax incentives
have attracted the attention of economists who find the analytic questions par-
ticularly interesting in this area, and this partially explains why any bibliogra-
phy on incentives (including the one at the end of this chapter) is skewed to-
ward tax incentive questions.

Writing on incentives, particularly tax-based incentives, is often vaguer
than it should be to give a completely accurate picture of the actual form of an
incentive. For example, in my research for this chapter, I have come across a
number of descriptions of tax incentives allowing expenditures to be de-
ducted, that do not explain exactly how the incentive is structured (for in-
stance, the quantity from which the expenditure can be deducted is often not
spelled out). This problem is exacerbated when relying on translations from
other languages. Often, the best one can do is to get a general sense of the
structure of a particular incentive in a particular place. (A notable exception
to this observation is comparative work, now nearly twenty years old, under-
taken by Ignace Claeys Bouuaert for the Commission of the European Com-
munities.') Until a common analytical vocabulary has been developed and
adopted by authors in the field, there will always be the possibility of misrep-
resenting or overlooking some critical detail of a particular incentive pro-
gram." Indeed, one of our goals in addressing historic preservation from a
government tools perspective is to begin developing such a common perspec-
tive and vocabulary.

In exploring the use of incentives for preservation of the built environment
I do not intend to offer a complete catalog of the incentives used today. Rather,
I have tried to choose a wide range of examples to illustrate the breadth of pos-
sibilities and to highlight the issues that come with the use of various forms of
incentives. Because not all of the sources on which I have relied for my exam-
ples are current, it may be that not all of the examples I cite are either. Also,
proposals that are mentioned in one source or another mayor may not actually
have been implemented. So be forewarned that this is neither a complete nor a
completely accurate survey of the use of incentives.

Perhaps, the most important way in which incentives vary is in the prospec-
tive recipient. Incentives might be offered to individual citizens, whether or not
they own heritage property, to nonprofit citizen groups and organizations, or to
one level of government by another-typically by a higher level to a lower
level. But in preservation activities, the most important incentives ar those of-
fered to individuals of a particular type: private own rs of' h l'ill I I' P rty. If
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• In the 1970S, Great Britain used an "acknowledgment payments
scheme" to provide annual tax-free payments to farmers or timber
growers in exchange for respecting ancient monuments on their proper-
ties. This particular grant was quite clearly structured in the shape of a
deal. But the procedures were so difficult (and, presumably, so costly)
to administer that they were replaced with a different scheme. The An-
cient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act of 1979 requires own-
ers of scheduled ancient monuments to obtain permission from the state
for the demolition, destruction, removal, alteration, or repair of any
monument. If permission is refused, the state is required to pay the
owner for any loss incurred. (This flips the logic on its head a bit-"If
we do X, you will get Y"-but it still can be understood as a deal, albeit
a mandatory deal. Even though it moves the incentive system toward a
regulatory stance, it is clearly different from a strict regulatory ap-
proach to preservation.)

• Also in Britain, the Historic Buildings and Ancient Monuments Act of
1953 established a program of grants for the maintenance or repair of
heritage buildings as long as there is reasonable public access to the
building. The amount of the grant may be no larger than 50 percent of
the total cost, and applicants for these grants are subject to a means test
to establish that they are not able to cover the expected costs themselves.
(This grant introduces two characteristics of incentives to which I will
return later: the idea of a quid pro quo in exchange for public support
and the idea of eo-financing, an informal type of matching grant.)

• Again in Britain, "Town Schemes" have also been developed to help
maintain and restore ensembles of buildings. In this case, the state pays
25 percent and the local authority 25 percent of the restoration cost; if
the county council also participates, the limits are 25 percent state, 12·5
percent county, and 12.5 percent local authority, with the owner con-
tributing at least 50 percent. (Notice again the use of co-financing.)

• Similarly, the Dutch Ministry of Cultural Affairs, Recreation, and Social
Work makes grants toward restoration (but not improvements). In the
case of grants made to individual owners, the state typically provides 30
percent, the province 10 percent, and the municipality 30 percent, leav-
ing the owner to provide 30 percent; in the case of buildings owned by a
public body, the central government percentage might rise as high as 50
percent. In the case of church properties, all public sources provide
about 95 percent of the cost, with the church itself having to raise only
the remaining 5 percent.

• In France, the Ministry of Culture can contribute up to 50 percent of the
cost of upkeep of a heritage property in private hands. But, by the law of
1966, the minister can compel maintenance, in which as th minister
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has to contribute more than 50 percent of the cost. (While compulsory
maintenance schemes are more appropriately thought of as regulatory,
they are often paired with incentives of one sort or another, and therefore
deserve mention here.)

• The Austrian Federal Monument Office can provide support to buildings
beyond those that are listed monuments through its Facade Action Pro-
gram. The owners of buildings in designated Facade Action Districts can
receive federal grants for a portion of facade work. The remaining costs
are shared by the owner, the local government, and the government of
the Land. .

• In Switzerland, where preservation is primarily the responsibility of the
cantons, there is, nevertheless, a long tradition of national grant pro-
grams and legislation. Since the late nineteenth century, Swiss preserva-
tion law has embodied a eo-financing principle. A resolution passed in
1886 called for the national government to participate in preservation
through financial support that was limited to half of restoration costs. At
the outset, the money to provide this financial support was actually ad-
ministered through a private, nongovernmental organization, the Swiss
Society for the Conservation of Historical Art Monuments. In 1917 the
ceiling on federal involvement was lowered to 30 percent of costs, but it
was raised to 60 percent in 1958. In 1982 the percentage of costs to be
covered by the federal government was linked to the relative significance
of the historic property-e-go to 40 percent of the costs for buildings of
national significance, 15 to 25 percent for buildings of regional signifi-
cance, and 10 to 15 percent for buildings of local significance. Where
federal support ends up in each range depends upon the financial
strength of the respective canton, which, in any event, is expected to par-
ticipate by providing some of its own resources. 10

• Prior to the fall of the communist regime in Poland, the state was autho-
rized to make grants to private owners of listed monuments for up to 30
percent of the total cost of restoration (most such grants actually pro-
vided only 15 to 20 percent). The state was also authorized to provide
grants for up to 23.5 percent of these costs for nonclassified buildings at
the request of the Local Conservator. (To discourage defaults, the owner
wa required to put up 25 percent of the total cost before receiving the

rant.)

With discretionary grants, upon which many grant programs are based, the
wl r d ci ion making takes on a particular importance. Someone or some
I\ up must boose one appl icant f r a grant over another. This process is

1111\1 hI.with p liti <11 pitfalls, and th slat is well advised to structure the de-
I lon-makln 11'0' SS HI' fully. ft n th s d cistons ar subject to utside
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review with a panel of knowledgeable individuals created to make the deci-
sions-a "peer panel review." Yet such a process can also be criticized for cre-
ating an in-group with particular interests and biases (as has happened fre-
quently in the field of grant support to the performing and visual arts).

To prevent criticism of discretionary grant-making processes, the state
takes great care with who makes the final decisions. Moreover, it often con-
strains their decisions with explicit definitions of what projects would merit
grants, strict limits on the maximum amount that can be granted to any single
recipient (and perhaps limits on the minimum amount as well), and clear crite-

ria for geographic distribution.
On this final point, the best interests of preservation and the interests of the

political process may well come into conflict. The political process will gener-
ate two distinct pressures: one to spread grants across political jurisdictions ir-
respective of the location of truly valued or truly endangered heritage re-
sources, and the other to satisfy particularly vocal lobbying interests
irrespective of the merits of their claims on public resources. Neither of these
pressures will necessarily focus grants on the most noteworthy or the most

needy historic resources.
Grant programs are often structured as competitive processes. Hopeful re-

cipients present their proposals to the grant program, which compares them
before deciding which applicants will receive the grant. When the state wants
to target very specific preservation goals and projects, a grant program could,
however, be designed so that grants might be offered even if the potential re-
cipient has not formally submitted a proposal.

A second type of direct grant program used in preservation policy includes
grants that are structured as a right rather than as the outcome of a discre-
tionary decision-making process. From published descriptions of grant pro-
grams, it is not always possible to tell which are as of right and which are dis-
cretionary, so I have tried to select some of the clearest examples to make the

distinction: 11

• In the Netherlands, owners of listed windmills have a right to claim an
annual maintenance grant from the government (2,000 guilders).

• In both Salzburg and Graz, Austria, local laws establish zones of protec-
tion within their historic town centers. Within these zones, regulations
are quite strict. In compensation for the additional costs that landlords
incur because of the obligation to preserve their buildings, landlords
have a legal right to support from a Historic Town Center Preservation
Fund.12 (This makes direct incentives automatic and predictable, quali-
ties more typical of tax-based indirect incentives.)

• From 1960 to 1980, Danish law stipulated that if an wn r pr
work on a historic building and the g vernm nl r 11\ nd d t Y 1I

posed
Sling
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alteration~ or repairs beyond what had been proposed, the state had to
pay the difference. (An interesting element of this incentive is that it
actually may function as an incentive to the state to keep its demands
reasonable.)

What seems clear from these few examples is that different forms of grants
may well ~eflect fundamental differences in the preservation attitudes of vari-
ous countnes. Anthony Dale, in comparing the grant programs of Great Britain
an~ ~e Netherlands, fo~ exampl.e, points out that, generally speaking, in Great
Britain ~ants are consIder~d discretionary, whereas in the Netherlands they
are considered a matter of right. 13 Perhaps this reflects the Dutch view of pri-
vate owners as trustees of the public interest.

At t?e extreme of direct grants, I suppose, is compulsory purchase, in which
a deal IS consu~ated. But then the tool that is being used by government be-
comes ownership and operation, unless the state turns around and sells the
~roperty to a private owner whom it feels will take better care of the preserva-
tion of the property.
, As my ex~mples o~ eo-financing grant programs have already suggested,
t~e preservation field IS seeing more and more grant programs that are de-
igned to en~oura~e and take advantage of multiple sources of funding. There

has been a discernible move from eo-financing schemes toward more formall
'tru~~ured matching grants in which the state offers, say, one dollar for ever~
additional doll~r that can be raised from other sources toward a preservation
project. To design such a matching grant, various ratios mizht be used van'. I . b , ous
supu ations might be placed on the grant to target other specific sources of
support, and floors and/or ceilings might be placed on the grant. 14

Indirect Incentives to Private Owners

I ir et grants are n~t the only w~y that the state can offer incentives to the pri-
vnt o~ners of hen~age properties. An important and growing component of
III ntrve programs IIImany countries is the indirect incentive. Indirect incen-
tlv s have rather different attributes. Like direct incentives, they have a finan-
\'101 ffect; unlike d!rect .incentives, they involve no direct transfer of money
III1CI no state expenditure IS recorded.

1',h best known and most highly touted indirect incentives are tax-based in-
\ 'I I\IIV S of one form or ~nother, but loans, low interest rate loans, loan guaran-
11\ N, an I guarantees a~aJ.nst loss are other examples. Depending on how inclu-
Iv ,()I~ .want~ to b. In identifyin ,overnment actions that might have some

11111 I I 111 nl,lv, er 'l n pr s rvnu n, th list can become quite long indeed.
1\ I 'Iuss, Ir'I Ill' 'l in' ntiv H hnv H v IIII utribut S that may b particularly
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appealing (though more so in certain political climates than in others). Typi-
cally, indirect incentives allow a considerable degree of private sector control
over how public sector initiatives are played out. They may be simpler for the
government to enact and administer, not requiring any complicated govern-
ment bureaucracy to oversee them, though the question of how to be sure that
the incentive is having the desired effect remains a serious one.

On the other hand, indirect incentives lack one attribute that people often
imagine they have. They are often seen as being free to government. When an
incentive is provided through foregoing taxes that would otherwise be paid, as
happens through tax-based incentives, no direct government check is ever
written nor is a direct government expenditure ever recorded. But, of course,
the foregone taxes do represent a cost to the state, and the increased difficulty
of tracking that cost does not mean that the incentive is without cost. Despite
this obvious fact, legislatures are turning to tax-based incentives more and
more to limit the size of the public budget and to get programs not considered
to be at the heart of the raison d'etre of government "off budget." One should
not be too surprised to find historic preservation programs on this list. In my
account of tax -based indirect incentives below I will endeavor to make explicit
the public costs of such programs.P

Getting these expenditures off budget through tax-based incentives has an
important related consequence. To the extent that indirect incentives become
less visible, they become less likely to be subjected to the regular review that
one normally expects from state programs, making it even harder to know
what the impacts of the programs have been.

Because many of the most well-known indirect incentives are tax-based in-
centives targeted at the owners of historic properties, I turn first to these.

Tax-Based Indirect Incentives

Tax-based incentives take on one of two broad forms: (I) incentives through
which the taxable base is decreased before calculating one's tax liability and
(2) incentives through which the taxes owed are decreased directly. To illus-
trate the difference, consider the example of a program to help owners offset
the additional costs of maintaining and rehabilitating historic properties. The
government might provide direct grants or it might chose a tax-based incen-
tive approach. If it chooses the latter, there are two basic ways to structure the
incentive. In the first, the state might allow the owner to deduct from his or
her income the costs of specified maintenance or rehabilitation expenditures
for the property, thereby reducing the owner's effective taxable income.
This, in turn, results in a tax savings. One might put a variety of limits on this
deduction-perhaps a minimum expenditure would be required to receive
the benefit, or a maximum-but the basic principle r mains: Ih tax incentive
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allows specified costs to be deducted from income. (Similarly, one might make
a variety of decisions about which of the owner's expenditures are deductible:
perhaps they will only be allowed to the extent they exceed "normal" mainte-
nance expenditures, or perhaps all maintenance costs will be allowed.) This
form of tax incentive is often referred to as an income tax deduction, but this
phrase can be misleading. As we have seen, an incentive of this type does not
allow a deduction from one's taxes; rather, it allows a deduction from one's in-
come (or, in the general case, from the taxable base, whatever it happens to be)
before calculating the taxes due.

Alternatively, the state might take the total that the owner has spent on spec-
ified maintenance or rehabilitation expenditures and allow the owner to sub-
tract a fixed percentage of those expenditures from his or her income tax. This
form of tax incentive is typically referred to as a tax credit because the net re-
ult of the incentive is a credit against taxes; a 30 percent tax credit, for exam-

ple, would allow the owner to subtract 30 percent of his or her maintenance or
rehabilitation expenditures from the income tax that he or she would otherwise
we to the state.

Either way, the result is a decrease in the net cost of maintenance and reha-
bilitation, providing an indirect financial incentive for owners of eligible prop-
rties to make these expenditures. And, either way, there is a cost sharing be-

tween the private owner and the public at large because the public allows the
use of foregone taxes to help pay for a portion of the owner's expenditures.

There is, however, an important difference between these two models. In
the case of a deduction, the benefit that the individual owner receives via the
incentive is a direct function of his or her marginal tax rate. Because most so-
'j ties have progressive tax systems in which the marginal tax rises with one's
Income, the effect of a deduction is that the benefit to the owner rises with his
01' her income. Paradoxically, the result is a regressive incentive.

A tax credit, on the other hand, does not have this property. It treats all own-
rs' expenditures the same and offers the same percentage break on every ex-

penditure-c-in the example above, 30 cents on the dollar. Some countries, rec-
t) nizing the equity problem embedded in structuring tax incentives as
d ductions, have systematically replaced existing deductions in their income
(1\ law with credits. This has happened in Canada in recent years. Interest-
III Iy, though the United States tends to choose deductions as its preferred
form of tax incentives, the federal tax incentives offered in the field of historic
pi' H rvation have tended to be structured as tax credits.

aut McDaniel has pointed out one other attribute of tax-based incentives
11\111is w rth noting: programs implemented through tax incentives, because
III y UI' as r right rather than discretionary government programs, are ef-
It 'tiv Iy iv n priority v rail dir t programs. 16 By this he means that di-
II 'Ill') rams an nly t fun I lout ( r th tax r v nu s that I' suit from the
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collection of taxes that are due after various tax incentives have reduced

one's tax liability.

Income Tax Incentives

To the extent that an American style of intervention in historic preserva~ion
can be isolated and described independently, that style m~s~ be charactenzed
by its reliance on tax-based incentives for preservation actlvl~les. A whole ~a~
riety of tax-based incentives are at work, but, broadly speaking, the most im

portant three are:

• incentives that reduce the cost of maintaining and rehabilitating a his-

toric property in private hands; .' .
• incentives that reduce the opportunity cost of keepmg a histone property

rather than razing it and replacing it with a more profitable form of prop-

erty development; and .' .
• incentives that promote the flow of resources~cas.h, m-kind. contnbu-

tions, easements, development rights, and hlst?nC ~rop~rtles them-
selves-to nonprofit groups dedicated to preservmg histone resources.

The first of these is discussed in this section of the chapter, the second in the
next section, and the third I return to a bit later. . .

In the United States there have been four milestones m the use of income
tax law to provide incentives for preservation activity." The Tax R.eform. Act
of 1976 launched the American experience with incom~-tax-based incentives.
This act allowed owners of commercial historic properties to speed up .t~e r~te
at which they could depreciate expenditures mad~ for a~proved reha?lhtatlOn
of certified properties. This resulted in more Immediate tax savm~s and
brought historic properties more in line with newly constructed pro~ertles. On
the disincentive side of the ledger, the act disallowed the deduction o~ ex-
penses of demolition of a historic property as a business expens~, effectively
making demolition more expensive. Finally, the act allowed ~hantabl~ deduc-
tions for the donation of facade easements on historic properties. (1 Will return

to this last point below.) ..
The 1978 Amendments to the Tax Reform Act of 197.6 mtl"Odu~ed, fm. th~

first time, a 10 percent tax credit for rehablhtatlOn ~xp~ndltures. Thl~ ~ax~Iedlt
induced an immediate and substantial flow of capital into the rehabilItatIOn of

certified historic properties.
The major watershed came with the Economic Recovery Ta~ Act of 198

I,

which expanded the incentives introduced in 1978. ThiS ac~put III plac~ ~_g~n-

hr ti d i vestment tax credit intended to ass). l In the rehabilitauon
erous t ee- iere m -
not only of historic proper tie but of older buildin s mol' n raily, The tax
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, credit for certified rehabilitation of historic properties was increased to 25 per-
cent; a tax credit of 20 percent was established for the rehabilitation of all
commercial properties over forty years old; and a tax credit of IS percent was
established for the rehabilitation of all commercial properties over thirty years
old. A tremendous amount of rehabilitation is attributed to the Economic Re-
c.overy Tax Act of 1981 as, all of a sudden, the rehabilitation of older proper-
tres became much more financially attractive.

Unfortunately, the effect of the 1981 legislation was blunted somewhat with
the pass~ge of the ~ax Reform Act of 1986. This act, passed at the beginning
of a penod of relative government austerity, cut back the tax incentives for
commercial properties: the tax credit for certified rehabilitation of certified
historic structures was reduced to 20 percent, and the tax credit for older non-
historic commercial buildings was set at IQ percent, but only for buildings over
fifty years old. In addition, the act intended to limit the value of the tax credit
by allowing it only to be applied to taxes on income realized on the building it-
self (rather than on other sources of income, which had made the earlier tax
redit particularly attractive). This was relaxed somewhat in the final bill, but

Ihe economics of rehabilitation had, nevertheless, become less attractive than
they had been over the previous five years.

Although it is perhaps the best known, the American story is not the only
story worth telling with respect to the use of income tax-based incentives.
France, Austria, and Germany offer just a few examples: 18

• -rance offers owners of heritage properties a 50 percent tax credit for
xpenditures on -rnaintenance and improvements. A 100 percent tax
.redit is possible if the building is open to the public accordins to a set of
rules: either it must be open fifty days per year, of which twenty-five are
h lidays between April and September; or it must be open forty days be-
Iw en July and September. A reduced credit is offered for the portion of
t h building occupied by the owner, and a portion of the admission fees
'nn be realized tax-free by the owner.

I 78 amendment to the Austrian Law for the Protection of Monu-
11\ nt allowed property owners tax benefits for the restoration of build-
In s la sified as monuments. The owner was offered two options: (I) A
() I rcent tax credit for restoration costs could be taken in the first year

with ne fifth of the remaining costs (IQ percent of total costs) credited
11, Iinst income taxes in each of the following five years. This amounted
hili I P rcent tax credit, though one that was spread over six years; or
( ) Ih .osr c uld be deducted equally over a ten-year period, resulting
III I I() I I' nt tax I' dit ea h y ar, e-ffectively a 100percent tax credit
(Ill lid )V 1'1 n Y ars, h law has sine b n changed, making only the
\lIIlltpli n availnbtc,
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• Similarly, in West Germany, rehabilitation costs necessary for the
preservation and use of any listed monument can be deducted over a ten-
year period. Deductions must not exceed 10 percent of total income
taxes per year. (My source is not precise enough for me to know exactly
what is deducted from what in this scheme.) Maintenance expenses can
be deducted over a two- to five-year period.

Note that these and other income tax incentives tend to affect only commer-
cial and investment properties, not owner-occupied housing properties. There
have been some attempts to offset this. For example, Maryland authorized an
income tax incentive for preservation in which expenditures on certified reha-.
bilitation of nondepreciable (that is noncommercial) owner-occupied prop-
erty could be deducted (presumably from income) before calculating the
owner's state income tax liability. As far as I know, however, this law has not
been implemented.

Such tax incentives might be adjusted in a wide variety of ways. For exam-
ple, in the Netherlands the incentive is lowered by any direct grants received
by private owners; once they have subtracted the amount of grants they have
received from the state from the maintenance costs for a listed building, own-
ers are, apparently, allowed a 100 percent tax credit for the remaining costs.'?

Property Tax Incentives

Preservation tax incentives are often offered through property tax legislation,
as well. Incentives that reduce the local property tax on a property lower one
of its main operating expenses, thus reducing the cost of holding and using that
property productively. In the United States, property-tax-linked incentives are
offered by local government because that is the level of government that uses
the property tax as a revenue raising instrument, but these incentives generally
have to be authorized through state legislation. Some state governments have
considered requiring themselves to reimburse municipalities for revenues lost
through such state laws.

Property tax incentives are a government response to two particular prob-
lems that accompany the process of rehabilitating historic properties: (I) the
high costs of rehabilitation expenditures and (2) the rising property values and
the accompanying increases in property tax assessments that result from suc-
cessful preservation activities.

Property tax incentives take two basic fOlIDS,which parallel the two forms
of income tax incentives discussed above: lower assessments of the value of
the property and lower tax rates. In practice, one sees many variations on these
basic forms: frozen assessments, assessments at current use (as opposed to
highest and best economic use), asse sments at as t p r nta r full value,
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lower property tax rates, and complete exemptions from property taxation,
among others. Moreover, any of these forms might be applied permanently or
for a limited peliod of time.

A few examples will indicate the rich variety of property-tax-based incen-
tives used in preservation programs. But let me repeat my caution: because the
literature is even weaker when it comes to describing adequately the available
property tax incentives, much has to be based on reasonable conjecture rather
than on definitive descriptions. 20

• The state of Oregon has implemented a fifteen-year freeze on property
tax assessments for rehabilitated historic properties in exchange for an
agreement to maintain the property in the condition it was in at the time
of the freeze and to open it to the public at least one day each year.

• Maryland state law authorizes individual counties to give tax credits
against local property taxes to offset rehabilitation expenditures as an in-
centive for private restoration. It allows a credit of (r) up to 10 percent of
an owner's expenditures for restoration and preservation of historic
property or (2) up to 5 percent of the cost of constructing a new building
that is compatible with its surrounding historic district with a five-year
carry-forward provision if all of the credit cannot be used in one year.
According to one source, however, none of the Maryland counties have
seen fit to enact such an ordinance.

• The District of Columbia assesses historic properties at current use
value rather than at their highest and best use. In practice, though, this
incentive is of little value in the District of Columbia because so many of
the historic properties belong to government agencies and various non-
profit organizations, which are already exempt from property taxation.
(This example illustrates well the broader issue of carefully targeting in-
centives and raises the question of whether indirect incentives can be
ufficiently targeted.)

• In West Germany, monuments whose conservation was deemed to be in
the public interest were subject to property tax at 40 percent of their value.
Moreover, the owner could receive a total exemption from property
taxes if the monument were accessible to the public, the owner submit-
t d to conditions stipulated by the appropriate State Conservation Office,
and the monument had been in the owner's family for twenty years or
m re. This provides a particularly striking incentive not only to retain
th pr perry in private ownership but to do so with familial continuity,
which, presumably, increases the family's attachment to the property.
Als , in cas s wh re th se three conditions were met, inheritance taxes
, uld b r due d ( P r nt.) But tll wner could only take advan-
( \ f th s in' ntlv S j r th nnnu 1I sls f th pr p rty con j t ntly
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exceeded the annual income from the property. The result is that this in-
centive only functions for truly exceptional properties such as castles or
fortresses. Moreover, the incentive is not available unless the owner is
legally obliged to preserve the property (typically the result of listing),
and thus it may be understood partly as an offer to compensate the owner
for the effects of heritage regulations .

• In a similar vein, property taxes on historic properties unlikely to yield a
commercial profit can be reduced through lower assessments in Austria .

• In Turkey, cultural properties identified as Class I or Class II are exempt
from all property taxes. In addition, repair or construction work on these
properties is exempt from all taxation, and imported materials for this
work are exempt from customs duties and taxes.

Given all the parameters in the property tax that one can change in order to
present an incentive to an owner, it is hard to know exactly how one would set
the levels of these various parameters to balance the public benefit of preserva-
tion with the increased public cost of foregone taxes, but it is clear-that many
places have used property tax incentives as a tool in preservation.

Other Tax-Based Incentives

Undoubtedly, there are many other tax-based incentives at work in historic
preservation in one place or another. Some places offer an exemption from
sales tax on materials purchased as part of rehabilitation projects. In West Ger-
many, taxes on the sale of historic real estate were reduced or waived in some
situations. In a number of places, the government authorizes the issuing of tax-
exempt bonds to raise capital for the finance of historic preservation projects.
Though even less is written about these less frequent forms of incentive, many
of the analytical questions I have raised above still apply.

Issues in the Use of Tax-Based Incentives

The use of tax-based incentives is not without controversy. Any tax regime is,
first and foremost, implemented to raise revenues for the operation of govern-
ment programs. Any tax-based incentive, no matter what its purpose, erodes
the tax base and results in fewer resources available to the state andlor costs re-
distributed in the form of higher taxation.

It is probably fair to say that one should use the tax system to achieve pub-
lic purposes only if (1) the objective is of clear importance to society and ~2)
the objective can be achieved most easily through the tax system. But notice
the trap in the word "easily." It may be easier to put tax incentive in place than
pass direct budgetary allocations, as Lester Salamon an I Mi na I und have
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pointed out," but that does not necessarily mean that it will purchase more
preservation per dollar of state investment. If the tax-based incentive works in
encouraging more private investment to flow in this direction, it may well be
preferable to more direct ways of achieving the same goal. But, although tax
incentives may be cheap and simple to implement, to the extent that they must
be linked to a certification and compliance process to be truly effective, much
of this benefit may be lost.

Other Indirect Incentives

Tax-based incentives are not the only indirect incentives offered to owners of
historic properties to further historic preservation goals.

A careful analysis of the barriers to preservation activities in a specific
place might reveal that the major hindrance is a lack of access to capital. If the
government can act in a manner that increases the credit available for a partic-
ular purpose, then it will have provided an incentive leading in that direction.

Private lenders might be unwilling to provide loans for preservation pro-
j cts because it is their perception that such projects are risky investments (par-
Licularly if the project in question is one of the first to be undertaken in an area
that has not yet undergone restoration). But the public sector might believe that
such investments are actually less risky. In such a circumstance, the govern-
ment could structure ways for capital to be provided to preservation projects
through a loan mechanism. The simple willingness of the state to offer such
loans might make an important difference in getting preservation projects off
tll ground. On the other hand, if a major constraint to preservation is the cost
of borrowing, then the provision of loans with subsidized (below market) in-
t re t rates might be the key.

A loan-based intervention might take one of several forms: the provision of
loan guarantees (through which the state guarantees the loan between a private
k rider and a borrower by eo signing the loan), the provision of loans; or the
pr vi ion of loans with subsidized (or even no) interest rates. To take just a few
qui k examples:

• Tn Poland, the government has offered rehabilitation loans at a 3 percent
int rest rate.
In Atlanta, Georgia, the government provides mortgage guarantees at a
low r cost than commercial lenders for preservation projects.
At 1:11national level in the United States, loans for historic preservation
w I' authorized by th 1980 amendments to the Preservation Act of
It 1 .but th y w I' n v r actually funded.
Lonns UI' typi ally mud availabl f I' facad irnprov m nts in a number
01 'oUlWi s,
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Another set of indirect incentives can be embedded in legislation affecting
real estate development. Examples include the exemption of historic preserva-
tion projects from parking requirements, which increase costs and may be in-
compatible in design with preservation pr.ojects, and the offering of develop-
ment bonuses for projects that save historic properties as part of the
development project. The latter approach has been tried in a number of Amer-
ican cities as part of plans to preserve and rehabilitate historic theaters threat-
ened by downtown development pressure. The creation of conservation dis-
tricts can also be seen as a type of real estate development incentive; it
provides an incentive to invest because the context is controlled and pre-
dictable (even though the main purpose of the conservation district is to regu-
late new construction, alterations, additions, demolition, and so on).

The government may also purchase historic properties and resell them to
private developers at lower costs to provide an incentive for rehabilitation of
those properties. In Cracow, Poland, for example, recognizing that 80 percent
of the dwelling units were in private hands and many of them in historic prop-
erties, the state purchased dilapidated historic housing, restored the units, and
then assigned the buildings to various cooperatives.F

Finally, a number of incentives used in the field of historic preservation op-
erate even more indirectly than any of the ones I have mentioned so far. Prizes,
awards, and competitions may be thought of, in part, as incentives to better
historic preservation. There is a question, of course, as to whether they func-
tion more as true incentives than as recognition of quality work. Perhaps prizes
and awards fall more into the latter category, while competitions fall more into
the former. I do not want to try to split this hair too finely, but it is worth point-
ing out that there is an element of incentive built into these mechanisms, just as
there is a strong element of education in them.

Training programs for specialists in historic preservation also have an el-
ement of incentive built into them. The city of Salvador, Brazil, discovered
that one of the constraints to increased restoration of historic properties in its
case was a lack of trained professionals who could handle the design issues.
The result was the creation of a training program, which has now been
copied elsewhere. This tool also sits at the intersection between incentive
and information.

The state can provide design assistance at a reasonable cost or even free to
preservation projects, thus providing another form of indirect incentive to
ownership.P In Amsterdam, for instance, an owner of a listed building can re-
ceive free professional advice from the Restoration Office of the City. If the
work is then carried out in the suggested fashion, the owner is eligible for a
grant. And in France, the state makes specialist architects available to private
property owners for a lower fee than would usually be char cd.I

I
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Incentives Not Targeted at Individual Owners

Incentives can, as I mentioned earlier, be provided to actors in the historic
preservation realm other than individual owners of historic properties. Perhaps
the most common examples of preservation incentives that are not targeted at
the owners of heritage properties are ones offered to get more resources to
flow to nonprofit, citizen-based preservation organizations. Here tax-based in-
direct incentives have been the most important form of incentive, but grants
(particularly matching grants) have also played a role.

Nonprofit groups created to promote preservation and to conserve historic
properties are generally tax-exempt on their own income. Thus, for example,
any revenues from admission fees to nonprofit historic homes and museums
are not subject to taxation and can be used in their entirety if they are turned
back to the public purposes for which the nonprofit organization was formed.

A more important incentive of this type has been the incentive to charita-
ble contributions to preservation organizations. In contrast to the treatment of
maintenance expenditures through tax credits in the United States, tax incen-
lives for charitable contributions to preservation organizations have taken the
form of tax deductions. Historic properties, themselves, may be donated to
nonprofit organizations or government agencies and a deduction allowed
from one's taxable income. The same applies to the donation of easements or
d velopment rights for preservation purposes, thus mixing the property rights
10 I of government with the incentives tool. Cash contributions to nonprofit
.haritable organizations can, within generous limits, be deducted from the
d nor's income before calculating one's income tax, as can gifts of various
forms of remainder trusts. All of these reduce the net cost of donations to the
d( nor by sharing the cost with taxpayers more generally in the form of fore-
one tax revenues.

In the United States, some individual states allow charitable contribution
d ductions as well.?" Virginia has a particularly generous income tax incen-
I v . Under the Virginia Neighborhood Assistance Act, it offers a 50 percent
III credit for business contributions to neighborhood revitalization projects
tluu include the rehabilitation of older structures in low income areas.

uch incentives for charitable contributions are available in many countries.
Most are designed as deductions from income, but some are designed as tax
I'!' lit. The extent to which these charitable contribution incentives actually
III'orp rat historic preservation organizations undoubtedly varies from coun-
11 I untry. In Germany, for example, income tax deductions are available to
IlIdlviduals r corporati ns for donations to support preservation activities
1111ou h v mm nt ani S r n npr fit rganization. I know of no recent
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source in which comparative information has been gathered on tax incentives
for contributions to historic preservation.P

When tax provisions include an incentive for the donation of property
rather than cash, a number of issues arise concerning the valuation of that
property. The donation of preservation easements (including scenic ease-
ments, facade easements, and interior features easements) has received partic-
ular attention in the literature." (As I have already mentioned in passing, al-
lowing the possibility of donation of easements may require a redefinition of
the package of property rights inherent in historic properties, employing an-
other of the five tools.) Three questions are of particular interest here: Under
what circumstances can an easement be donated? What is the value of the ap-
propriate deduction or credit? What is the relationship between such an ease-
ment and the value of the property with which it is associated for continuing
property tax purposes?

Some literature on tax incentives for donations questions the extent to
which such a regime should be used to encourage contributions of property
rather than cash contributions because of the explicit or implicit constraints
that might come with a donation of property. If tax-assisted donations were to
be restricted to cash, it is argued, recipient organizations would exert some
quality control through their preservation decisions-deciding, for example,
which facade easements to buy. (For a similar reason, of course, direct state
grants for purchase of selected easements might be preferred over indirect in-
centives that might have similar effects.)

Other indirect tax-based incentives can affect the disposition of historic
properties. Great Britain has a particularly refined set of incentives dealing
with capital taxation and the national heritage." While primarily focused on
movable heritage items, some of the provisions of this scheme do affect her-
itage properties. For example, land, historic buildings, and their contents can
be' accepted by the government in lieu of capital transfer tax. Unlike other tax
incentives, however, this one has been designed so that it actually results in a
financial transfer within government with the cost of acquisition repaid to the
Exchequer out of the National Heritage Fund. The amount of credit budgeted
to this fund serves as a limit on the total value of in lieu payments that can be
accepted in any given year. In a separate British tax incentive, a transfer of a
historic house to the ownership of the National Trust upon death is exempt
from capital transfer tax. (Wisely, the trust will not accept such a house with-
out an accompanying endowment for its maintenance and operation.)

Incentives might also be offered from one level of government to another,
typically in the form of grants. Such incentives are offered to stimulate the
lower level's participation in preservation activities. In the United States, many
of the state historic preservation offices were formed in response t such an in-
centive: federal money was offered, but only if mat h d by Sll\l ill n y. Thes
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?ffices c?ntin.ue to receive grants from the federal government and provide crit-
ical services m terms of listing historic properties and ascertaining whether or
~ot the r~novation and rehabilitation that is being assisted through the tax cred-
Its are being done according to acceptable standards. In Switzerland, the federal
govemment is authorized to compensate cantons for especially important pro-
tection measures that they have undertaken. In a way this can be seen as an in-
centive, or as a federal recognition of the national benefit to preservation efforts.

Governments might also make grants to the creation and ongoing operation
of nongovernmental preservation groups (such as grants to national trusts in
various countries).

Disincentives

A full consideration of incentives also has to take account of disincentives.
Here, though, one has to be careful about the boundary between disincentives
~nd re~ulation. I am not going to attempt to catalog the possible range of dis-
incentrves, but a couple of examples are sufficient to suggest the possibilities.w
In Great Britain, if work is carried out on a listed building without state con-
ent, a penalty is assessed and the local authority can force reinstatement of the

building to its former condition. And in Austria, illegal demolition of a historic
property is met with a fine of one year's income, and the owner can be forced
1'0 r.econstruct the property or pay a fine equal to the cost of reconstruction.
Various fin~s an.d penalties can provide disincentives. But the biggest effect
may be reah~ed If ~he state is willing to withhold funds in cases where the pur-
poses of the incentive program are not being met. Of course, this is easier to do
with direct incentives than with indirect ones.

he Public Interest and Quids Pro Quo

I h IV chosen to describe the implicit message in a government-offered incen-
I V a "If you do X, the government will do Y" In this formulation each in-
I ntive. offered ex?ects something in return. And an important com~onent of
III •cl sign o~ an~ incentive program will be the quid pro quo that is expected.
hll H me, thi will seem an odd way to characterize a grant, but only because
IIIlint pr rams have a way of being regarded by their recipients as gift pro-
IlIlIlH, An I from that point of view, it is not difficult to begin thinking about

Ihl pro ram as an entitlement program. .
'I\) I P any g vernment assistance program focused on what is expected in
I "HIl for that assrstan is not asy, n f the most radical suggestions in

11Ill' Il! NU'tlt Y cl un nt f th Arts uncil f r at Britain was that
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henceforth a grant from the Arts Council would be considered a sort of con-
tract between the council and its client, rather than simply a payment of funds
with no other interest attached. That reformulation, if it had been successful,
would have transformed the nature of the relationship between the council and
its clients.r? Presumably, a grant is offered to support something that the recip-
ient is doing well and in the public interest.

In many places, the fact that the incentive is providing assistance in one
way or another to a historic property is not considered to be sufficiently in the
public interest. The state may insist on further public benefits as part of the im-
plicit deal offered through the incentive. These benefits can take many differ-
ent forms. Owners may have to agree to inspections to insure that maintenance
and rehabilitation are up to established standards; owners may have to agree to
maintain the property; andlor owners may have to agree to some form of pub-
lic access to the property. In many cases, owners who accept an incentive are
required to attach a restrictive covenant to their deed to assure that the preser-
vation interest will continue with the property'?

• In the state of Washington, when an owner takes advantage of a tax in-
centive, the property must either be visible from the public right-of-way
or the owner(s) must agree to open the building to the public at least one
day per year. Thus, the rehabilitation and preservation of the property,
while being of public interest, is not deemed to be of sufficient public in-
terest without public access to the property.

• An owner who receives a restoration grant from the Swiss government
must enter into a contract with the Department of the Interior establish-
ing subsequent federal protection. The owner must agree to maintain the
property, to allow inspections, to allow some degree of public access,
and to seek approval for subsequent alterations. Failure to fulfill this
contract necessitates repayment of the grant to the government. Once the
contract has been entered into and the grant has been used to restore the
property, this agreement becomes binding on all future owners. Owners
of all federally funded projects are required to submit complete docu-
mentation to the Federal Archives for the Care of Monuments, thereby
developing a rich archive of material on preservation practice. In this
way, the information tool is linked to the incentive tool.

• In Zurich, Switzerland, a specified percentage of living space must be
maintained in renovated buildings. Assistance is provided for renova-
tions, but the public interest in maintaining an adequate housing stock is
insisted upon.

11

I

I
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:\1 There is one other aspect of the quid pro quo question that d serves men-
tion. One ~ay to view some incentives is as devices us I by th slaL to offset
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the negative consequences of government preservation regulations. Thus,
owners who are prohibited from demolishing historic property in their pos-
session may be offered a tax incentive for rehabilitation expenses or a de-
crease in property taxes. The Spanish Historic Heritage Act of 1985, to take
but one example, made this trade-off unusually explicit, recognizing that the
tax incentives built into the act were intended "to compensate for the costs
imposed by th [e] Act on the owners of property belonging to the Spanish his-
toric heritage.v! It is usually more difficult to tell if an incentive is offered as
compensation for an overly restrictive regulation, or if accepting the regula-
tion is the quid pro quo offered by the owner in exchange for taking advan-
tage of the incentive.

Other Elements in the Design of Incentives

There are many other elements that one might want to consider in the design of
an incentive. What is the trigger that allows the use of a particular incentive? Is
there a floor of commitment below which it cannot be used? Or a ceiling of
ommitment beyond which it becomes too costly to the state? Eligibility rules

are important, as is the timing of the incentive. Other design elements may be
important as well.

The financial value offered through the incentive is undoubtedly an impor-
tant factor. It is harder to know how one might calibrate this with indirect, tax-
ha ed incentives, but with a grant, one might design it so that its value is a
function of the importance of the building, the severity of any threats to that
building, the financial capability of the owner, andlor the extent to which the
pr posed preservation measures are judged to be within the public interest.

Some incentives are targeted to particular areas. In the Netherlands, there
lire special rates of subsidy in designated rehabilitation areas and special

rants for designated historic town centers. Grant programs may be the easiest
of all to aim at particular targets. The former West Germany had grants aimed
tit historic mills, blacksmith shops, bake ovens, small chapels, surplus parish
hue , replacing multi pane windows that are a distinctive local architectural
I ment, and so on.

The cleverness of incentives is only limited by one's imagination. Consider
11 rant designed to support additional expenses over and beyond the normal
lost f maintenance and repair. How do you calculate "normal"? How do you
11, sur that expenses will not beexcessive? (In other words, it is in the public
III I' st that the expenditures not be too low and not be too high.) In Denmark,

III n ti 11 f "d cay per year" has been developed as a measure of the rate at
whl h buildin s r vari uS tYI s ar in n ed of rehabilitation. Owners are al-
low cl a tax X mptl n n r I lir's l< tI ir h LIS S lip the maximum set by the
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decay per year for that type of building. Such a carefully calibrated incentive
may not be desirable, or even possible, everywher~, ~ut l~ does. suggest the
range of creativity that can be brought to bear in desigmng incentives.

Comparing Direct and Indirect Incentives

The examples that Ihave offered in this chapter by no means exhaust the pos-
sibilities for incentives (or disincentives). Rather, I have endea:or~d to orga-
nize this variety of incentives into a set of conceptual ~ategones m order to
better identify the ways in which incentives might be d~slg~ed. Inow tu~ to a,
broader consideration of some of the policy issues entailed m the ~se of m~en-
tives as a tool of government action. Let me begin with a comparlson o~ dlf~Ct
and indirect incentives in an attempt to highlight some of the more salient IS-
sues that need to be considered in weighing various options. . .

Direct incentives are more clearly affected by limited resources than l~dl-
rect incentives because explicit expenditure decisions h~ve t~ be ~ade agal~st
a predetennined budget. Moreover, a system base.d on dlfect mce~tlves, par~c-
ularly one that is discretionary, can be an uncertam one for potential beneficia-
ries of those incentives. The beneficiary does not know whether or .not he or
she will qualify for a grant, for example, until it is actually re.celVed. The
Dutch seem to have tried to offset this disadvantage by considering man~ of
their grant programs to be a matter of right. This, of co~rse, has budgetary im-
plications, and can only function as long as the pub.lic budget delegated to
preservation grants is sufficient to satisfy all ?f the .cla1ms on grant money '.

A system built around tax-based indirect mcennves, on the o~her hand: 1S.a
more certain one for intended beneficiaries. They can tell relatlve~y easily If
they will qualify to use one or another tax-based incentive, ~d ~elf ~ccess. to
the incentive is often automatic. This does not mean that an mdlle~t incentive
is without cost to the state, only that the state is less able t? ~omt~r and. ac-
count for the costs of foregone tax revenues. Other forms of indirect incentives
may entail a higher level of government decisi~n making and, ~herefore, a
lower level of automaticity and certainty for the intended benefic1anes of the

incentive. . sb
Together these points might mean that beneficiaries would, cetens pan us,

prefer indirect incentives to direct incentives. On ~he ot~er h~d, to the ex~e~t
that the state would like to guide the results of the mcentlV~s ~toffers and hm~t
their costs, it might prefer direct incentives. If it finds d~cldmg between var~-.
ous requests for funds for heritage preservation too dl~C~1t to. manage, It
might, however, also prefer indirect, particularly au~omatlc, incentives.

Though indirect incentives clearly have economic COstRto th state (ofte~,
though by no means always, in the form of for gon tnx I' V I II fI), that cost IS
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more difficult to account for and estimate. It may be more difficult to limit the
use of indirect incentives than direct incentives and presumably more difficult
to limit their aggregate cost.

Anthony Dale has characterized differences in preservation styles among
different countries by their relative reliance on direct or indirect incentives.F
France, for example, emphasizes direct incentives with centralized decisions
by a group of experts. In countries that emphasize indirect incentives, such as
the United States, one finds more examples of collaborative efforts. This is not
to suggest that the form of incentive causes a particular style of preservation
activity; it may reinforce or simply reflect that style. Choosing among tools
undoubtedly involves leaning toward the tool that most corresponds to a soci-
ety's way of functioning, that is to say, to that society's view of the appropriate
relationship between the public and private sectors.

On the Impact of Incentives

Robert Stipe has pointed out that the incentive value of any preservation law
depends heavily on the recipient's-usually the individual owner's-circum-
stances.P It is useful to break this statement into its component parts in order
better to understand the issues involved in designing effective incentives (in-
deed, in designing effective interventions of any sort) and in assessing their
impact. Let me conclude this chapter by trying to draw a distinction between
what might be called the economic value of an incentive and the incentive
value of that incentive.

Consider first the economic value of an incentive to its recipient. This eco-
nomic value is the economic benefit received by the recipient by virtue of the
rate's action. In the case ofa direct incentive, the economic value is clear: it is

th amount of money transferred to the recipient. The economic value of indi-
Il' t incentives is not as easy to measure, but even in these cases it can be esti-
muted with a little analytic care. As we have already seen, however, there are
ome issues attached to the economic value realized by recipients of indirect
11 ntives. To the extent that the level of an incentive is linked to an owner's

III xime, as it is in a tax incentive based on a deduction from income, the rela-
I V value of that incentive goes up with the owner's income. An incentive con-
I! itn d by various floors and ceilings may also reflect the owner's personal
Ion mic circumstances. In either case, the benefit that the owner receives

11111;' b linked more to his or her personal circumstances than to the level of the
(1111111 inter st in whatever action the incentive is designed to promote, and it is
11111 ortant t ill nitor this I t th incentive become divorced from the public
1111\ I' Ht in pr s rvati n.

lIult'h oncmlc valu of'un lnc ntlv ls n t th only indicator of h wwell
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it is working. One also needs a way to think about the incentive value of any
incentive. Here the critical question is not what the level of any financial bene-
fit to the target of the incentive is, but, rather, is the incentive actually strong
enough to prompt the target to do something in the public interest that he or
she would not otherwise have done?

An owner might take advantage of an incentive that he or she has been of-
fered by pocketing the economic value of the incentive without doing anything
different from what he or she would otherwise have done in the absence of the
incentive. Or, he or she might be encouraged to levels and standards of preser-
vation, conservation, or maintenance that he or she would otherwise have
never considered, in which case the incentive would be providing an incentive
value in addition to an economic value. Clearly, one wishes to design incen-
tives with incentive as well as economic value."

A major problem with assessing the impact of incentives is that success is
often measured by the number of properties that have taken advantage of a
particular incentive (or by the economic value of the incentives used, without
any assessment of their incentive value). These numbers are relatively easy to
measure; the problem is that they ignore the question of the appropriate coun-
terfactual. The number of buildings restored under the historic rehabilitation
tax credit is not equal to the number of buildings restored because of the his-
toric rehabilitation tax credit.

Even if an incentive is ineffective in the sense that no more preservation is
completed than the recipient would have done in the absence of the incentive,
however, there may be a good public policy reason to provide a economic
value to the target of the incentive. Public policy may dictate that the public
should share the cost of that preservation activity from which the public de-
rives value. Thus, the public should pay for that value rather than relying on
the individual owner to shoulder all of the economic burden. If the goal of a
public policy is to bring those who benefit from and those who pay for a pub-
lic intervention more in line with one another, there may be an argument for
shifting some costs without increased activity. .

To realize their full effect-incentives may have to rely on conditions outside
their control. Preservation is inevitably going to be linked to the real estate de-
velopment climate. Incentives that are linked to a strong real estate market are
going to be less effective when that market is weak. For example, the plan for
a Midtown Cultural District in Boston was premised on the use of property tax
incentives to restore historic theaters as well as to create new ones. But the
value of the incentive was clearly a function of the health of the local real es-
tate market. When that market declined, the value of the incentives eroded to
the point where they became ineffectual.

From this review of incentives as they have be nu, d and 11 i he be u din
historic preservation, it should be clear that th r is a I'i '11m 0\1 r p ssi iliti s
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that have already been or might one day be explored. It should also be clear
that there is a good deal more to learn about the relative effectiveness of vari-
ous incentives, as well as about their effectiveness compared to other tools of
government action. In an era in which the state is turning more and more to
nongovemmental actors in the preservation system to ensure that its public
policy with respect to the national heritage will be implemented, the role of in-
centives will become ever greater, and it will be even more important to un-
derstand and assess their effects.
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lIiI hl w 11n I hold up in 'OtlJ'l.
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5 John J. Costonis

The Redefinition of Property Rights
as a Tool for Historic Preservation

overnment can stimulate desired social policies by defining property rights
in ways that facilitate behavior in the private sector that is consistent with
these policies. One of the best known examples of this strategy is the legis la-
ti n assigning private rights to resources which otherwise would be used inef-
I1 iently or for socially undesirable ends. In his influential essay, "The
Tragedy of the Commons," Garrett Hardin decried the incentive for the private
s tor to overuse such resources, known to economists as "public goods," be-
.ause access to them is enjoyed by all, rather than limited to holders of private
d hts in them.' Overfishing of public waters, overgrazing of pasturage corn-
III ns, and the use of air, water, and other environmental media as pollution
, inks are problems created by the unlimited access that Hardin deplores. Re-
tricting access to these resources by assigning to private owners property

1I hts in them and the attendant right to exclude offers greater promise that the
I A urces will be prudently managed.

onversely, public goods essential to the common welfare are underpro-
till d by the private sector because their potential producers, lacking a private
I rht to their sale or distribution, have no incentive to invest in resources that
11' pen to free appropriation by all. Hence, government creates systems of
['opyright and patent protection, for example, enabling authors and inventors
h) assert exclusive, but licensable, rights in the products of their work.

vernment can induce the efficient use of resources that are "private
nods" as well by recognizing novel forms of property rights in them.

1111 -Arnerican common and statutory law have done so over the centuries
h sta I ing up the various sticks that today compose the bundle of entitle-
IIWllls as. ciat d with land own rship. The ame parcel of land, for exam-
ph, may b own I by A, I I1S d to B, mort ra d t , and subject to privi-
It I ic ss I Y , I', In 11 lit 1I'1Iltiv • I) r stri ti ns nits u, y th
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A
' f or of D the holder of an easement in />:s property, The title

owner m av, he rincipal instruments that

:~:~~~::~'t~:~t~:;~~ :~~l~~:e;~:a~e7e~~~ ~o e~gag:d~~::~;~~d:~n~~:
cially desirable transactions involvmg real property, BblYa rl'vabteactivities th~

, hi b dle O"overnment ena es p
the stic~s m the owners t l~ll ~rnin ~h~case of historic preservation, require the

:t~~~d;~~e~~~~~~~~: of go~ernmenthi~terven~~: ~!~~~redo~n ~~:e~~;:~~
This chapter focuses on one, tee mqu,e , But this focus

:~:~~d :~t ::~~~~:\~~~r;~;~~:::7n~~~:~;~t::rs~~~~:~ues are available
, h b d vised for this purpose as well,

and, m fact, ave, een ,e , I property called the "facade easement."o ample IS the interest m rea Id
Let ~es:;pose tha~ the owner of an architt~:u~:i~~i~i:;!n;:::~:d;~~~~e~Ot~at
b '11' to retain or even to restore b

d~i:~ s~~OUld not, pro~e ~;~~C~~!~~~~~u~~~:: ~~ :~fdo:~::~~~e:~~~p~~

~::e~t~:~g~:t r~~:~II:ver the facade may be granted ~o governmhe~t or
f
t~h:

" hil the owner retains owners ip 0
historic preservation assoclatlOn

h
w 1 e, the owner can convey the facade

building and its land, Under su~ a regl~; on He may do so either altruisti-
easement to government or to t e,assoctl~aIS g'overnment may offer for such

11 t rofit from whatever mcen ve ,
ea ~ or ? PI ding the grant of charitable deductions, tax credits , or reduc-~:;!~~;::t':':~;~U;'~~~~~~:~;~~~:~;::,g~:;~:~~:~nf::e~:hf:;
the~l;::~~~\he transfer of development rights incorporates el~ments o~ ~te

d
t it entails a more radical reformulatmg of property ng, s

faca e easemen , , "devices But it is at one WIth
than t~is or other ~roPthetty:!~~So;po:pfi~~~o:ghts refo~mulation as a historic
them m demonstratmg e P
preservation tool.

Development Rights Transfer

Setting the Stage
, f1' ke various forms but one recurs so fr -

Historic preservatlOn, con ~cts t:ood exam le is the clash ignited by the pro-
quently as to be paradIgmatiC, Ab t P New York City's Grand Centl'al
posed addition of a fifty-two stor~ t~wer : ~Pa landmark by the city's Lan I
Terminal, a stru~turecoffiCi,all,y ecsllge::leythe addition of the tower 'w uld

k P eservatlOn ornrrusston. , r
mar s r '11 hanced the profitability of th sit ,tlssumin a mark t 01
have substantla Yen
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rentable office space located in one of the city's prime office/commercial
zones, No less clear to the countless admirers of the Grand Central Terminal
was that an International Style tower atop this Beaux Arts gem would have
been an "aesthetic joke," in the words of the commission's decision objecting
to the proposal.

And so the stage was set for conflict among the controversy's various stake-
holders, private and public, Preservationists, abetted by the municipal land-
marks body, strove to prevent alteration of the landmark, advancing both cul-
tural and economic arguments, The preservation of architecturally distinctive
buildings that have become icons in the public's favorable perception of the
city, they insisted, enhances basic community and aesthetic values, Just as it
would now be unthinkable for Paris to permit alteration of the Eiffel Tower or
Rome the adaptation of its Coliseum, New York must not allow modifications
that would degrade this secular cathedral. True, banning the tower would pre-
vent the site owner from enhancing the site's profitability, but this loss was

utweighed by the benefits of community stability and, perhaps, tourist rev-
nues promised by retention of the landmark in its pristine state, Moreover,

p rmitting degradation of the terminal, one of the city's most beloved build-
lngs would undermine confidence in the city's preservation program as a tool
to protect its less distinguished landmarks,

The site owner and others who would have benefited from the proposed
tower obviously saw the matter differently, As a matter of basic fairness, the
owners wondered why they, alone among contiguous site owners, should have
h n singled out to provide the claimed public benefits at severe costs to them-

Iv .After all, the city's zoning code allowed their neighbors full use of the
d 'v lopment rights that it allocated to their sites, Why should they not be al-
low cl the same or, if not, at least be compensated for their loss, which, again,

11 directly linked to the public's presumed benefit? Nor was there anything
11111itionable about the tower from a zoning perspective, It was not, after all, a
11111ht rhouse or fat rendering plant. On the contrary, it would have provided

IIllk space at an optimal location as well as property tax revenue urgently
11Id d to fund essential municipal services,

I .nrking behind these policy and utilitarian considerations is a third con-
III (hOl affords the focus of this chapter: property ownership, as traditionally

IlIlIllv cl under Anglo-American law, Key among the rights associated with
III PI'(I rty is the entitlement to develop it and, thereby, to realize income
111II\. fundamental is this entitlement that its overly severe curtailment

I IIV 1'11111nt r quires compensation for its owner under the United States
1111tltoli 11,The nstitution's Fifth Amendment declares that "private
IIpl I1 Ishall not b I tak n for public use" absent payment of "just compen-
1\1111"to th 1'1' P rty own r by th ov I'I1m nt, The mea ure of "just corn-
I lit Oil" lh prtc lhul H willin buy r woul I pay 10 a willin . 11I' in th
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private market-confirms the centrality of the entitlement to the very concept
of property itself. Shorn of nearly all of its development rights, real estate is
so fallow that, for Fifth Amendment purposes, it can no longer claim consti-
tutional status as property at all.

The tension between conservation of historic resources and the property
rights of their owners varies in relation to the severity of the specific prohibi-
tion and the degree to which owners are singled out as the target of the prohi-
bition. Sometimes the prohibition actually enriches the owner. Illustrative is
the value enhancement often enjoyed by individual parcels within a neighbor-
hood designated by a municipality as a historic district. As owners of resi-
dences in New York City's Greenwich Village or Brooklyn Heights know,
these designations frequently increase property values by creating or confirm-
ing the neighborhood's unique architectural or cultural significance and cat-
alyzing an array of governmental and private investments designed to sustain
this significance. Because the resulting development restrictions target all
landowners within the district neighborhood, moreover, they do feel singled
out for such restrictions as does the owner of the Grand Central Terminal. Oc-
casionally, even the owner of an individual landmark building benefits from
landmark designation. The possibility of a building's adaptive use-conver-
sion from its original use to a different use attractive to the contemporary mar-
ket-can lead to this outcome, as reflected in the conversion of San Fran-
cisco's Ghirardelli Square from a chocolate factory to a profitable tourist
magnet featuring shops, restaurants, and theaters.

Such happy outcomes are the exception rather than the rule for individual
landmark buildings located in downtown commercial districts. Typically, the
discrepancy between the high value of the landmark site and the low income-
producing capability of the landmark structure prompts the owner's proposal
to demolish or otherwise modify the structure in order to use the site's devel-
opment rights as fully as the municipality's zoning code permits.

Other chapters in this volume identify techniques other than the reformula-
tion of property rights to secure the conservation of historic resources. For ex-
ample, government could acquire and operate the landmark itself. It could
also disseminate information about cultural heritage issues designed to in-
duce landmark owners to secure their buildings' preservation voluntarily. It
might choose the regulatory route, clearly the prevalent mode in the United
States and Europe for historic resources in private ownership. (In Europe, it
merits notice, the regulatory approach aligns more closely than in the United
States with cultural attitudes that favor the notion that private property also
serves social functions that warrant public restrictions upon its use.) Finally,
government might offer the site owner any number of incentives, some of"
which blur with or build upon the property rights reforrnulati n discussed in
this chapter.
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The Traditional Conception of Property Rights: An Invitation to Conflict

A closer examination of the Grand Central Terminal controversy discloses that
one feature, in particular, of the traditional conception of property rights pre-
rdained the conflict. I speak of the premise that the development rights of a

site are inextricably wedded to that site and to that site alone. Unchallenged,
this premise coupled with preservation regulations virtually guarantees con-
flict because the site's unused development rights cannot be used on the site,
which, by definition, is the only location at which they can be used. Once the
New York City Landmarks Commission prohibited the construction of the
t wer-the proxy for the terminal site's unused development rights-these
rights effectively vanished.

The other techniques discussed in this volume accept this outcome as a
iven, and seek to work with or around it. The government ownership option,

for example, simply destroys the landmark's unused development rights, shift-
ing the financial loss of its destruction from the owner to government itself.
The information option serves, it is hoped, to induce the owner to incur this
lo: voluntarily. The regulatory option directly imposes the loss on the owner.
While acknowledging that landmark designation destroys the site's unused de-
v lopment rights, it denies that any quid pro quo is required as a matter of pub-
Ilc policy. The incentive option is quasi-compensatory: typically government
udvances some benefit to the owner, such as reduced real estate taxes, which
lranslates into dollars and mitigates, but seldom fully offsets, the owner's loss.

transferable Development Rights:
NI'defining Property Rights to Avoid Conflict

I~ f rmulating property rights to permit the transfer of development rights de-
1I111't radically from the other options by modifying the core concept of prop-

I Iy in three fundamental respects. First, it permits development rights-tradi-
1onally conceived to be permanently rooted in their host site-to be severed
11IIIn their host land or, as referred to here, from their "transferor site." Second,
I III ws their owner to transfer these newly severed development rights to the

uwn r of a second, non-host site, the "transferee site." The latter may be either
1111< th r site of the owner or the site of a third party, to whom the owner sells,
illvis s, or otherwise transfers ownership of the transferor site's development
I1 his. (As we shall see, there may also be an intermediate stage between sev-
11111 and transferring, in which the development rights are banked, or held for
vllltual, rather than irnrn diate, tran fer.) Third, it enables these severed and

IIIIIIHI' rr d rights t b atta h d to rh transf r e site. Upon attachment, the de-
Ilopm nt ri hts r th tnnsi' I" il III\1 th sum of the rights tran ferred
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from the transferor site (all or only a portion of the latter site's development
rights may be transferred) plus the development rights originally granted the

transferee site by the zoning code.
A useful analogue in Anglo-American legal history to the reconceptualiza-

tion of property rights discussed here is the reconceptualization ?f contract
rights that allows the contractual rights granted to A by B to be assigned by A
to C. Although contract law traditionalists opposed this shift for some ~ee
centuries-how, they questioned, could rights created in favor of A be shifted
to C?-Anglo-American law finally came to endorse the shift. .Among .other
far-reaching economic and social changes, the shift made possible the mtro-
duction of a credit economy, whereby C proves willing to extend credit to A on
the strength of I\s grant to C of I\s contractual rights against B. .

Such arrangements are commonplace today. Proprietors of automobile
dealerships, for example, typically finance their inventories by assigning to
their lenders the rights to future payments owed to the proprietors under the
purchase and sale contracts executed by the proprietors with their. customers.

Assignment of contract rights is an analogue to, rather than a rmrror of, the
transfer of a host site's development rights. For centuries, Anglo-American
law has treated contract rights as in personam rights, that is, rights inhering in
the person(s) of the contracting parties. Consistent with the conce~t that de-
velopment rights inhere in the land, on the other hand, Angle- Amencan pro~-
erty law has characterized development rights as in rem. In consequence, it
has posited that they are inextricably linked to their host sites, and thus cannot
be severed from these sites or banked or transferred and attached to some

other site.
Introducing a change in the conception of property rights may be liken~d to

changing one's golf swing. It is impossible to modify one dimension of either
without changing various other dimensions of the overall activity as well. The
following sections address the subsidiary changes that the ref?rmulating. has
required, first in related property law instruments and, second m the pu.bhc or
regulatory framework governing land use planning in the areas in WhICh the
development rights transfers occur.

Private Property Instruments

Transfers of development rights must be manifested in the deeds registries in
which these transfers are publicly recorded as changes in the titles both of th
transferor and of the transferee sites.? Under municipal law, however, adminis-
trators of these registries are not permitted to record these changes unless th
mechanisms by which they are accomplished are th ms Iv R r gnized prop·

erty instruments.
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In Ang~o-American property law, property rights transfers may pertain to
the enure mterest m one's land, in which case they are referred to as transfers
of the entire fee simple absolute title. Or these transfers may pertain to some
lesser quantum of property rights in the land, in which case they are deemed
less-than-fee title interests. Development rights transfers come under the latter
category because the transferor retains the underlying fee simple absolute title
t~ the transferor site, but has reduced its title in that site by the quantum of the
SIte's d~velopment rights that it has transferred in the pertinent transaction.
Accor~mgly, the deeds registry official will seek assurance that some legally
recogmzed less-tha~-fee instrument has been employed that simultaneously
effects ~oth.a reduction of the transferor site owner's property rights and a core
respondmg mcrease of the transferee site owner's property rights.

Angle-American property law has recognized three less-than-fee instru-
ments: easements, real covenants, and equitable servitudes. However, be-
cause none of these instruments, as traditionally conceived, is suitable to the
task, a new less-than-fee instrument, the preservation restriction, has been
created. The manner in which the preservation restriction has come to be de-
fine~ and legall~ validated itself illustrates the process by which government
contmually modifies or adds to the bundle of sticks associated with real prop-
rty ownership.

~reserv.ation restrictions are most often likened to negative easements,
which obhgate a landowner to refrain from performing acts on his land that
would otherwise be permitted as an incident of fee ownership. Landmark own-
rs, such as the proprietors of the Grand Central Terminal, may not build in the

ulrspace over their buildings, for example, nor may they demolish or signifi-
'lntl~ alter these buildings. But Anglo-American law has normally limited

11 atrve easements to a narrow set of purposes: easements for light and air for
upport of a building laterally or subjacently, and for the flow of an artificial
11' am. Although resembling easements for light and air in its restriction

11 nin t construction above the landmark, a preservation restriction goes be-
nnd the former in its controls over alteration and demolition. In addition, en-

101' ment has traditionally been denied for negative easements that are not ap-
IIII'l nant to the parcel benefited by the restriction, in this case the transferee
Ill, the deve~opment rights of which are increased by the transfer. The appur-

I nnn y requirement would not be satisfied when transferable development
I ht~ are banke~, rather than immediately transferred, because in such cases
11I1101" the duration of the banking period, there is no transferee site to which

1111 I'i hts can be deemed appurtenant. Nor would it be satisfied if one of the
lilt i H authorized to enforce the preservation restriction against the landmark
It W I' not itself the owner of land benefited by the restriction, as, for exam-
I I WI Hilt! b lik Iy if this party w I' th N ational Trust for Historic Preserva-

11 Ill' tll N w Y< 1'1 ity andmnrks ons rvancy,
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Preservation easements cannot be brought within the rubric of real
covenants. Anglo-American courts generally insist that these interests, too,
must be appurtenant to a benefited parcel. An additional requirement-privity
of estate between the original parties to the transfer-dictates that the bene-
fited (transferee) and burdened (transferor) parcels must initially have been in
common ownership and that the burden must have been imposed on the latter
parcel at the time the ownership was divided. Otherwise, the burden of the real
covenant, that is, the reduction in the landmark parcel's development rights,
will not bind subsequent owners of the parcel, a result that, upon conveyance
of the parcel to a subsequent owner, would defeat the purpose of the transac-
tion by reinstating the transferor site's previously transferred development
rights. Finally, many courts refuse to enforce affirmative duties in real
covenants, a qualification that could prove troublesome if, as usually is the
case, obligations to maintain the landmark property are featured in the preser-
vation restriction.

Of the three traditionalless-than-fee instruments, equitable servitudes come
closest to accomplishing the goals of the preservation restriction. Equitable
servitudes are not restricted to the limited purposes of negative easements, but
may be employed for any legitimate social goal. No privity of estate other than
that provided by the agreement between the transferor and transferee site own-
ers is required in order for the agreement to be enforceable against subsequent
owners of the landmark (transferor) site. Equitable servitudes are enforceable
by injunction and may include affirmative as well as negative obligations.
They must reflect the intent to bind subsequent owners, who must have notice
of the agreement creating them, requirements easily satisfied by careful draft-
ing and proper recording of the agreement in the deeds registry, respectively.
Unfortunately, non-appurtenant servitudes are not enforceable against subse-
quent owners of the landmark site in many jurisdictions, and they may not be
assignable either.

The technicalities attending each of the three traditionalless-than-fee inter-
ests undermine their usefulness as historic preservation tools. Although courts
in some jurisdictions may be willing to assimilate a preservation restriction to
one or another of these traditional instruments, the preferable solution is the
passage of legislation that recognizes preservation restrictions as a novel but
enforceable less-than-fee interest. This route has been pursued by a number of
American state legislatures. Directly addressing the difficulties outlined in this
section, they have adopted statutes providing that preservation restrictions
shall not be unenforceable because of lack of privity of estate or of ownership
of benefited land. They also approve the assignability of preservation restric-
tions, even if the latter are not appurtenant to benefited land. By clarif~ing an
archaic area of property law, these statutes enable govern m nt an I the privat
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ector to further historic preservation objectives confident that traditional for-
mulations of property rights will not frustrate these objectives.

Although the features that may be included in preservation restrictions vary
in individual cases, certain elements tend to recur in these instruments. In ad-
dition to specifying the quantum of the development rights subtracted from the
landmark site and added to transferee site, typical preservation restrictions de-
tail the legal authority on which they are premised, restrictions on use, mainte-
nance obligations, duration, and remedies for their violation. Use restrictions
are as varied as the character and setting of particular landmark structures. In-
.orporating features of the facade easement, they typically include prohibi-
Lionsagainst alteration or demolition of the landmark structure, but go beyond
that instrument by imposing additional limitations relating to such matters as
signs, subdivision of the landmark parcel, addition of buildings to the site, and
specified uses of the landmark. Other provisions may detail procedures for ob-
raining approval for permitted modifications and for making periodic inspec-
lions of the premises to ensure that the restrictions are being honored. More-
over, as noted earlier, preservation restrictions often create enforcement rights
11 t only in the holder of the transferee parcel but in public agencies and in his-
(oric preservation associations as well.

Maintenance obligations are variously stated. Landmark owners may agree
xirnply to keep their properties in good repair or they may undertake to comply
with standards incorporated into the preservation restriction. Duration of the
I' • triction may be perpetual or limited to a number of years. The instruments
I'sflect the intent of the parties that the benefits and burdens of the restriction
will extend to their successors in interest. Remedies clauses specify who may

1I for breach of the restriction and the judicial relief that may be obtained.
Miscellaneous provisions may comprehend anything from rights of first re-
Iusal to express disclaimers of rights of public access to the landmark. Sur-
1/ ys, line drawings, and photographs increasingly appear as appendixes to
(11' servation restrictions, permitting precise identification of prized interior or
I trior features such as paneling, fireplaces, and facades.

ublle Planning Considerations: The Role of Government

(Iov rnment performs two essential functions in breathing life into develop-
III III rights transfer programs. The first, discussed above, is redefining prop-

11 rights to ensure that development rights are severable, bankable, transfer-
IIltl , and attachable to a non-host site. It may be, as John Locke and the
1111111 I'S f the United tat s onstituti n believed, that property rights are nat-
III tl ri rlts and h n do n tow rh ir xls; n to government. It may also be,
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as Jeremy Bentham insisted, that government's supreme function i~t.hepr?tec-
tion of private expectations in these rights. Accepting both pr~po~lt1ons, It re-
mains true that government is the sole institution that authoritatively defines
and interprets these rights. Hence, the necessity of looking to legislatures and,
subsidiarily, to courts to validate not only the reconceptualization of prope.rty
rights discussed above but also the legal instruments, such. as ~he preservation
restriction, that give practical meaning to this reconceptualization.

Government is likewise necessary to create a framework in which develop-
ment rights transfer programs are both attractive to their intended participants
and compatible with a municipality's land use and urban design values. An ac-
tive market in transferable development rights requires willing buyers and sell-
ers, an appropriate balance between transferor and transferee sites, conditions
securing the commercial value of the rights being transferred, and a network of
clear, practical, and consistently administered rules.

But government faces difficult trade-offs in establis~ng such mar~ets. As
much as it may wish to facilitate private sector transfers, It cannot permit prop-
erty owners to deal rights helter-skelter throughout the city, i~different.to the
impact of the resulting augmented development on .urban de.sIgn, public ser-
vice capacities, or neighborhood sentiment. Conventional zomng controls tend
to avoid this by taking the individual site or zoning lot as the unit of develop-
ment control. Following the traditional conception of property rights discussed
above, these controls assume that the development rights they allocate for any
given site either will be used solely on that site, or ~ill not b~ us~d at all. In
consequence, they avoid the planning and urban design complications that at-
tend development rights transfers. .

Transfer regimes, in contrast, take entire development rights trans.fer dIS-
tricts as their unit of control, allocating two layers of development nghts to
each transferee zoning lot within these districts. One layer is the development
rights for these lots permitted by the zoning category for the .area in which they
are located' the second is the quantum of development nghts that may be
transferred ~o these lots from landmark sites. This approach-called "density
zoning" -posits that appropriate planning considerations will.be .res~ected. so
long as the aggregate density or bulk of the entire transfer district IS not In-
creased by the creation of the transfer regime. .

Additional planning controls are necessary, nonetheless, to aVOidthe undu
concentration of development rights on any single transferee site within th
district. Take the case of the Grand Central Terminal. A building the size of th
Empire State Building could have been comfortably contained within the .ZOI~-

ing envelope of the terminal's unused development rights. A transfer of this
magnitude to only one or a few receiving sites would have created sev I'

urban design and service overloads. While few transf r situati n: will pr S III
,I

III

I'
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s~ch dire risks of abuse, their possibility points up the need for a residual plan-
mng/regulatory role for government.

The Chicago Plan: A Hypothetical Development
Rights Transfer Program

A tra~sfer program sensitive to the needs both of the market and of public
~la~mng values a~pears in .the "Chicago Plan," which I have proposed as a
le~~e fo~ preservmg the city of Chicago's downtown commercial landmark
buildings. T~e ~lan proceeds from four characteristics that are commonplace
among Amenca s urban landmarks: their diminutive size; the disproportion
bet,:"een the high value of their sites and the meager revenue-generating ea-
~acIt~ of ~e landmark structure upon them; the concentration of these build-
rugs .m a ~atr~ycompact ~ent~al business district; and the availability of ample
PU?lI~facilIties and services m these areas, enabling them to sustain individual
buildings of substantial bulk and height.

. The plan calls upon the municipality to designate one or more development
rights transfer districts, which will likely (but not necessarily) coincide ~ith
the areas where the ?owntown landmarks are located. Upon designation of a
Inndm~k or at any ti~e th~re~ter, its owner may transfer its excess develop-
ment. n~hts to other SItes within the transfer district and receive a reduction in
Ih ~Ite s real estate t~xes Pro~o:tional to the site's lessened development po-
I ntial. Transfers of nghts denvmg from a single landmark site may be made
10 ne or more transferee sites, but increases in bulk on the latter would be lim-
1,1 d to defined ceiling.s ~s well as to other planning controls designed to pre-
elude un~uly large bUlldmgs on these sites. Concomitant with these transfers
pr servanon restrictions, containing the elements listed earlier must be
It .orded against the paired sites. '

ne :a:ian.t o~ the Chicago Plan would provide a forceful backup role for
III rnurncipalirv m cases in which landmark owners decline to participate in
III transfe~ program. In such cases, the city may use its eminent domain pow-

rH t acquire a preservation restriction and the landmark's associated unused
!l1'V I pment r.ights. Acquisition costs would be funded through a municipal
d v I pment nghts bank. The bank would be a depository of such condemned
I1 his as well as those donated by owners of other landmarks or linked to gov-
IIIItl ntally o~ned landmarks. The city would meet program costs by selling

Ih H P oled fights from time to time, subject to the same planning controls
Ihlll (1,1ply to private owners.

'I'/)' hicago ~Ian w uld redistribute preservation costs with the goal of
!lUlk Ill, I I' scrvau n pra ti abl ~ I' th landmark Owner and the city alike.
"1111. J'I' 'Llshpaym nts and I' al Slat lax I' Ii [would rnp nsate th wrier
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for his losses. The elimination from the owner's title of the now transferred
development rights would decrease the site's value and concomitant specula-
tive interest in it. And the landmarks would remain vital commercial struc-
tures, not museums.

Variants of the Chicago Plan have been employed in the United States in
one form or another over the last thirty years, not only to preserve landmark
buildings but also to protect various other types of low density resources, such
as wetlands and open space lands, that promise greater profitability if devel-
oped at greater intensity." In celebrating the qualified success of these pro-
grams, one hesitates to claim too much for them. They have been and are likely
to remain less important and less frequently used than traditional regulatory
programs.

The experience of the last three decades suggests a number of reasons for
this. To begin with, most preservation and related land use limitations on pri-
vate property stop well short of the point at which they become suspect as un-
constitutional "takings" of property under the Fifth Amendment to the United
States Constitution. Second, administrators and legislators prefer traditional
command and control regulatory techniques to those that, like development
rights transfer, give greater sway to the private market. They often eschew the
latter techniques altogether or advance lukewarm support for their use. Finally,
tension between the unfettered use of development rights desired by the mar-
ketplace and the residual regulatory controls needed to preclude urban design
damage from such use has often resulted in programs that end by pleasing nei-
ther the market nor the regulators, as the Grand Central Terminal case illus-
trates. New York City did seek to offset the terminal owner's hardship by au-
thorizing it to transfer the site's unused development rights. Yet ten years after
this authorization, the owner felt it necessary to go to court to force the city to
make good on its action. The city had so hamstrung the transfer authorization
with planning controls that it largely undermined the commercial utility of the
development rights it authorized the site owner to transfer.

In addition to exemplifying the property rights strategy, the Chicago Plan
demonstrates how the various tools addressed in this volume may be combined
in a single historic preservation regime. The government ownership tool, for
example, appears in the municipality's power to acquire development rights
through eminent domain, and to bank them for future sale to developers of
transferee sites. The regulation tool underlies the planning controls the munic-
ipality imposes to prevent abusive transfers from damaging its underlying land
use and zoning values. The municipality uses the information tool in bringing
to the .attention of landmark owners, developers, and the general public the
benefits associated with the transferable development rights option. And it
uses the incentive tooLby affording landmark owners a subsidiary array of real
estate and related tax benefits.
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Development Rights Transfer in a New Guise:
Transferable Pollution Emission Credits

Reconceptualizing property rights to aid historic preservation has been joined
recently by a similar effort to reduce the emission of air pollutants, which are
aused by the use of development rights. Instead of transferable development

rights, however, this initiative refers to transferable (or marketable) emission
credits. The pollution programs also envisage the creation of transferor and
transferee lots (or, more accurately, industrial facility sites); the allocation to
each of pollution credits (measurable in tons per year of the emitted pollutant);
the shift to the transferee site of pollution credits initially granted by the pollu-
tion control authority to the transferor site; and a cap on the total atmospheric
I ollution load prescribed for the area in question.

The purposes of these programs are usually twofold. The first is to permit
eonomic development to occur in areas whose ambient air is presently in vi-

elation of the air quality standards for the pertinent pollutants. The second is
I introduce economic efficiency into the picture by rewarding the manufac-
turers who can reduce their emissions most cheaply, thereby creating an in-
, ntive for reduced pollution overall. This reward takes the form of payments
made to the more efficient pollution reducers by the less efficient pollution re-
ducers, who require the transferred emission credits in order to comply with
I'he pollution limitations established in their operating permits. A sale takes
place because the cost to the purchaser of emission credits (the transferee in'
the scheme) of reducing its emissions exceeds the cost incurred by the seller
(the transferor) for similar reductions. The purchaser pays less, therefore, to
n quire the credits from the seller than to make the reductions itself. The

Her, of course, retains for itself as many emission credits as it requires for
Its wn industrial activities.

The so-called "non-attainment" provisions of the Clean Air Act illustrate
how these schemes are intended to work." They address the problem of per-
mltting new economic development in areas of the country that are in violation
(In "non-attainment") for one or more pollutants for which national ambient
ilr quality standards have been fixed. The transfer program seeks to resolve
th dilemma of permitting desired additional economic development in the
non-attainment area, on the one hand, while continuing the state's effort to re-
du the area's total atmospheric pollution load to levels that comply with na-
I ono I tandards, on the other.

An example of an emi sion credit transfer may prove useful. Let us as-
11111 that Jones wi he t I cat a cem nt plant that will emit 1,000 tons per
~I\I" (TPY) f the air p llutant purti iulat matter (PM) in an area that is al-

1\ Ildy in "n n-auainrn Ill" ror I M 0 I vlously, ir Jon s builds the plant without
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offsetting reductions, the area will now suffer an additional annual excess of
1,000 TPY of PM. But suppose there are other industrial plants, also emitting
PM whose owners have become so efficient in reducing the emission of PM
per 'unit process that they now collectively control 2,000 unused PM emission
credits. Suppose further that the applicable requirements obligate the builder
of the new plant to offset the emissions of the pertinent pollutant by a greater
than one-to-one ratio, let us say, by a one-to two ratio. Since Jones would be
the purchaser of the needed 2,000 TPY of PM .allocation, his industrial site
would be the transferee site while the sites of the sellers of the PM emission
credits would be the transferor sites. Just as a zoning code makes individual lot
and aggregate transfer district development rights allocations, so too would the
"state implementation plan," required of all states by the Clean Air Act, allo-
cate emission credits to individual sources within the non-attainment area as
well as fix the aggregate amount of pollution by specific pollutant for the area
as a whole. Jones would pay the sellers of the PM credits an amount that is
greater than their costs of reduction but less than the costs he would have in-
curred had he sought to make these reductions himself. Jones would apply
1 000 TPY of PM to his site's emission credit allocation, thereby meeting the
needs of the site. The remaining 1,000 TPY of PM would be permanently re-
tired, thereby enabling the state to make further progress toward bringing its
ambient air into compliance with the PM standards by the statutory deadline.

A Concluding Note: Is Development Rights Transfer a Property Rights
Strategy, an Incentive Strategy, or a Hybrid of Both?

It is generally assumed throughout this volume that the five historic preserva-
tion tools may be used in combination with one another, and that each is dis-
tinguishable from the other. The first proposition is illustrated by the earlier
discussion of the concurrent use of the five tools within the framework of the
Chicago Plan. But the second proposition may be more difficult to sustain, at
least in the case of development rights transfer. Is the technique best character-
ized as a property rights tool, an incentive tool, or some hybrid of the two?

Characterizing development rights transfer as a property rights tool derives
from constitutional and real estate law considerations, and implies that the as-
sociated zoning adjustments are secondary to both. In the United States, th
constitutional underpinnings of the technique derive from the concern that
government's curtailment of a landowner's development rights may obligat
government to compensate him under the Fifth Amendment's takings claus
Private real estate law comes into the picture as a basis for describing the im-
pact that a development rights transfer will have on th titl of the transf 1'01'

and transferee lots through the medium of rh I" H rvntlon J' suiction. Thl
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i~pact will occur whether or not the authorization to transfer development
nghts serves to avoid a Fifth Amendment takings claim.

The contrary assertion that development rights transfer is either an incen-
tive or a hybrid incentive/property rights technique merits serious considera-
tion. Central to the argument is its premise that an incentive is a boon that gov-
ernment offers as a matter of largesse, rather than of constitutional necessity.
On this view, a strategy cannot properly be labeled a property rights tool un-
less the entitlement being offered by government-here the authorization to
transfer development rights-is, in fact, something to which the property
owner enjoys a legal entitlement which government is compelled to honor
under the Fifth Amendment's property clause.

The incentive-tool argument has two principal sources. The first is the fact
that development rights transfer derives from a planning technique commonly
Iabeled the "zoning bonus." Since zoning bonus regimes clearly fall under the
incentive tool category, it is argued, their progeny, development rights trans-
fers regimes, must as well.

The second is that the so-called property rights transferred under the latter
are not property rights at all in most cases, but merely expectancies that gov-
rnment may choose to honor or disregard as it sees fit. If these so-called rights

are expectancies only, the reasoning runs, government could, for constitutional
purposes, legitimately achieve its historic preservation ends through noncom-
pensatory regulation. Government offers de facto compensation through the
d velopment rights transfer scheme not because it is legally compelled to do
0, but for other reasons (avoiding the administrative burdens associated with

th other tools, for instance, or affording greater equity to landmark owners
Ilaw that required by constitutional law). So viewed, the option granted land-
mark owners to transfer their unused expectancies is as much an incentive as
Ih tax credits or other benefits that government chooses to, but need not, make
IIvnilable to them.

There is a great deal to be said for both characterizations. As to the first, it
1 II'Llethat, from a planning perspective, a forerunner of the development
11 hts transfer technique is the zoning bonus, and zoning bonuses do exem-
1 I1 fy the incentive tool as the term "incentive" has been defined. Zoning
1 till 18 S are simply additional increments of development rights that the mu-
nl'lpaJity grants to developers who agree to include in their projects one or
11I01' amenities, such as plazas, arcades, or subway concourses that the city de-

I( hut is unwilling to finance itself. In theory, the value to the developer of
IItI quantum of development rights associated with the bonus somewhat ex-

I !IN rh ost that the developer incurs in providing the amenity.
I 0 Ion as gov rnment does not mandate provision of the amenity, the op-

III01' lh additi nal d v lopm nt ri hts it make available to the developer
11('I IIn 111 ntivc, not u prop n I'Ighcs IlLl'nt y. calls government is
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under no compulsion to offer the zoning bonus in the first place, a developer
could not force its grant through litigation premised on the Fifth Amendment
property clause. (The case might be entirely different, if government com-
pelled the developer to provide the amenity without providing a compensatory
offset for the additional costs he or she incurs in doing so.) Moreover, zoning
bonuses are generally calculated to accord the developer a financial return that
is somewhat greater than his cost of providing the amenity.

Both zoning bonuses and development rights transfers use additional devel-
opment rights as a device to induce developers to provide urban design fea-
tures such as landmarks or plaza-fronted buildings that might not otherwise be
provided. From a property rights perspective, however, these rights originate
from different sources. The development rights associated with zoning
bonuses are created ex nihilo by the municipality. One may, if one wishes, re-
gard them as additional increments to the title the developer holds in his par-
cel, although the matter is seldom viewed this way in actual planning or zon-
ing practice. Typically, the grant of the additional development rights is noted
in the zoning permission, rather than recorded against the developer's title in
the public deeds registry.

But there are significant differences between the two as well. In the case of
development rights transfer, the additional rights derive, quite literally, from
the landmark site and, once transferred to the developer's site, they reduce pro
tanto the development rights formerly attributable to the landmark owner's
site. A development rights transfer, therefore, is a private real estate transac-
tion, recorded in a deeds registry, involving the exchange of a less-than-fee in-
terest in real property between two private property owners, albeit an ex-
change enabled and blessed by the municipality. More important for our
purposes, government grants the landmark owner the development rights op-
tion for something he previously had, but as a result of the designation of hi
landmark he has now lost. Theoretically, he is no better off after the transfer
than he was before because the quantum of rights lost at the landmark site i
equaled by the quantum gained at the transferee site. The developer-recipient
of a zoning bonus, in contrast, is being granted rights additional to those h
previously had as an inducement for an amenity that the government probably
could not have compelled him to provide.

The second consideration is less easily dismissed. The constitutional ju-
risprudence of the United States Supreme Court confirms that in most, but by
no means all, cases, municipalities may substantially reduce the developm nl
rights of landmark sites without incurring a Fifth Amendment obligati n 10
compensate landmark owners for the loss of these rights. Despite a spate f r
cent land use decisions that have found public r ulati ns l b "takin
under the Fifth Amendrnent.f the court has I Cl unt II h d itAha. i vi w th 1I

regulations I avin th wn r with m I' siclulIl onoml \ y 1I11 in his ( I' h I
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property are immune from challenge despite the losses entailed in the reduc-
tion of the parcel's development rights by virtue of landmark designation. In-
deed, this was the precise holding the court announced when it rejected the
takings claim advanced by owners of the Grand Central Terminal site.? Al-
though it commented favorably on the development rights transfer option
available to the owners, its opinion leaves little doubt that New York City's ban
on the proposed tower over the terminal would have been sustained even in the
absence of this option.

In light of the court's reasoning, the quantum of development rights autho-
rized for transfer but exceeding those necessary to avoid a takings determina-
tion would indeed be a boon for the landmark owner, rather than a constitu-
tional equivalent for his foregone property rights. Insofar as the development
rights transfer technique enables him to enjoy these "additional" rights, it may
properly be regarded as an incentive or hybrid incentive/property lights tool,
a the term "incentive" is defined above. From a strict constitutional perspec-
tive, the landmark owner can be said to be better off after the transfer than be-
fore because, except for a radical reduction of his development rights, he never
had a constitutional claim to the full quantum of the development rights allo-
ated to his parcel by the zoning code. In such cases, the landmarks law trumps

(he zoning law, though the result may seem unfair to many.
This reasoning supports the conclusion that development rights transfer is

not a pure property rights tool-though only if the term "property" means ex-
11 'tly what it does in the Fifth Amendment. But there is no need to demand
Ihis identity of usage in the two contexts. The fact is that the private market
1rats as property all kinds of expectancies that might well lack constitutional
tlILl! as "property" were they to be subject to the type of draconian public

I ulation exemplified in the Grand Central Terminal controversy. The mar-
k Lbuys, sells, and exchanges these expectancies in countless daily transac-
tions, They are the subject of deeds, leases, and mortgages; they are recorded
III vernmental deeds registries; and they bear all the accouterments that the
III Irk tplace associates with property. To disqualify them as property for the
pili I se of the five-tool taxonomy in this volume is to confuse one form of
d iour e with another.

'1h e who do so, I am convinced, are troubled by a very different issue,
hi 'h ~ cu es not on the term "property," but on the term "rights." They fear

Ihlll 10 accord the status of property rights to development rights would sub-
I I (municipalities to the constitutional imperative of compensating landmark
11 11 I'H wh n ver it diminishes the so-called development rights oftheir sites,
1111 III III r how minimally. Indeed, it is for this reason that in the pollution
I Id, lolluti n ntitl m nts ar call d " mission credits" rather than "emis-

11111 I ,hIH," sin lh Iaim that in Iustry has a right to pollute is problematic
I11 I,
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The solution to this problem is not, however, to deny that development rights
transfer is a property rights tool, as that phrase is used in this volume. Far more
preferable when discussing the Fifth Amendment compensation question

. would be to parallel the practice in the pollution field and use the more neutral
phrase "development credits," which neither affirms nor denies that the credits
in question are rights for purposes of this discourse. Whether or not the credits
are also rights would then turn on the circumstances of the particular situation.
In the great majority of instances, the credits would not merit constitutional sta-
tus as rights given the Supreme Court takings jurisprudence discussed earlier.
But neither does that jurisprudence deny the possibility that the credits might
merit that status in some cases. My suggestion would distinguish what essen-
tially is a semantic problem from the fundamentally different constitutional tak-
ings problem that historic preservation regulation occasionally poses.

Notes

I. Garrett Hardin, "The Tragedy of the Commons," Science 162, no. 3859 (13 De-
cember 1968): 1243-48.

2. A more detailed discussion of the real property instruments, including the preser-
vation restriction, addressed in this section, as well as citations to pertinent statu-
tory and case law, may be found in John J. Costonis, "The Chicago Plan: Incentive
Zoning and the Preservation of Urban Landmarks," Harvard Law Review 85 (Janu-
ary 1972): 6II-20.

3. See John J. Costonis, Space Adrift: Landmark Preservation and the Marketplace
(Urbana, lllinois: University of lllinois Press, 1974).

4. For a recent summary of the use of transferable development rights in various pro-
grams throughout the United States, see Edward H. Ziegler, "The Transfer of De-
velopment Rights (Part I)," Zoning and Planning Law Report 18, no. 8 (September
1995): 61-65 and "The Transfer of Development Rights (Part I)," Zoning and
Planning Law Report 18, no. 9 (October 1995): 69-74.

5· 42 U.S.c. 7501-7515 (1995)·
6. See, for example, Lucas v. South Carolina Coastal Council, 112 S. Ct. 2886

(1992); and Nollan v. California Coastal Commission, 483 U.S. 825 (1987).
7. Penn Central Transportation Co. v. City of New York, 438 U.S. I04 (1978).
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6 J. Mark Schuster

Information as a Tool
of Preservation Action

When the General Conference of the United Nations Educational, Scientific,
and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) adopted its "Recommendation Con-
cerning the Safeguarding and Contemporary Role of Historic Areas" in 1976,
it explicitly noted, apparently for the first time, the need to encourage "re-
search, education, and information" as a way of providing a positive climate
for conservation.' But while newly recognized by UNESCO, information-
based strategies had long figured in the package of tools that the state uses to
pursue its heritage preservation policies. These strategies are often underem-
phasized and underappreciated as components of preservation programs, fre-
quently fading into the background when other, flashier interventions are
brought into play. Yet when assembled together and understood as a separate
category of government intervention, as they are in this chapter, the rich expe-
rience that the state has had using of information in preservation bears witness
to the importance of this tool.

It is much too easy to underestimate the value of information as a tool in
heritage preservation. Even though we naturally think that strong actions,
such as ownership or regulation, are more likely to work than weak actions,
such as collecting and providing information, that does not turn out to be the
case at all. I hope to demonstrate that there are many situations in which in-
formation may be an effective tool for implementing preservation policy and,
moreover, that there may well be situations in which information is the only
possible tool to use.

At the most basic level, of course, information is necessary to explain how
the state is using its other tools to further preservation. Incentives, regula-
tions, and the redefinition of property rights will only work as tools in preser-
vation insofar as they are communicated to and und rstood by the actors at
whom they are targeted. Even with ownership and op nulon I r rams, th
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state is well advised to make its actions clear by providing information about
its goals. In this sense, information is an oil that helps for the other tools do
their jobs more smoothly. But information as a preservation tool does far
more than this.

~evertheless, information as a form of action has received little analysis in
the literature on preservation policy. The explicit recognition of information as
a separate tool-albeit one that is most often used in concert with other
tools-leads to a wide variety of insights concerning the possibilities for im-
plementing preservation policy.? In this chapter I turn an analytic spotlight on
the tool of information, highlighting issues that are revealed when one frames
a fifth possibility for state action in this way.

The Fundamental Message(s) of Information

Using information, like using any of the primary tools in any field of public
policy, carries with it an implied message. In its least directive form, this mes-
~age ~ght be, "It is possible to do X." In this case the intent would be simply
informing others of possibilities that exist. A slightly more directive form of
this message might be, "It would be useful for you to know Y in order to do
X." Here, of course, the implication is that with the necessary information at
their disp~sal, citizens or citizen groups (or even other government agencies)
are more likely to pursue the goals of historic preservation and to pursue them
in ways that agree with accepted public policy. Seen in this way, information is
H close cousin to incentives.

An even stronger form of the implicit message-one that is also used in
the field of preservation-is, simply, "You should do X." When reduced to
these few words, this message sounds overly preachy, particularly to ears that
have been trained in the American context in which private initiative is gener-
ally accorded a higher priority than public initiative. But this may well be
how an .info~ation-based message is perceived, even if it was not exactly in-
I nded m this way. Of course, this stronger message that might be delivered
hy information is not far from the message offered by regulation-"You must
do X," Once again, we see the potential for the (intentional or unintentional)
blurring of boundaries between the various tools.

These basic messages also highlight the fact that, like incentives infor-
1I11\.li n i a tool available not only to the state. Information strategies are a
muinstay of the many quasi-governmental and nonprofit organizations active
11 th pr servation ar na, and much of what I will say concerning the state's

11 f inf rrnati n C In (lIs I' said about the e nongovernmental actors as
w 11.
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Reasons for Using Information as a Tool

. . e arate tool of intervention? ItWhy might one choose to use information .as: s !asons for using an informa-
seems to me that there.are ~t least t~:e :~~~ oithe various laws and tools that
tion strategy. The first IS t~ mfo; t : lain their implications and how to take
exist to promote preservation an to e f f m our governments' if state ac-
full advantage of them. We exp~~~;~o ~:se:;lained. But it is diffi~ult to think
tions are to have an effect, they li instrument: though important,. f hi t as a separate po ICY1 ,
of informa~on 0 t. s sOd

r
t fully exploit the information tool as a way ofthis use of information oes no

promoting preservation. f i f tion is to make the public more
The second reason for ~he use 0 m ;::;:oric properties and to explain the

aware of the existence ~d Importance 0 se this can be seen as part of the
desirability of preserving them ".In a. ~en , is educated and informed. That
state's responsibility to ~ee that ItS C1tlZ~~r~the provision of information as a
people be well informed IS reason enoug 0

part of public policy. . . f using information comes from. . I' rtant motrvanon or .
An mcreasmg y 1mpo. limited and from its resulting, ali . that public resources are

the state s re ization ible l'n the preservation of her-. ther actors as POSS1 .
desire to mvolve as man~ 0 . wa to s ur others to action and to guide
itage resources. Information ISthus a t~ foPrthe Protection of the Architec-. . . The 1985 Conven lOn .
them m therr actions. .. th nicely when it introduces ItSAr-
tural Heritage of Europe puts this .P?mt. ra er

d
nonprofit nongovemmental as-

If' ti participation an ,
ticle 14 on .the ro e 0 ~1izen 11 f the establishment of processes to foster
sociations m preservation. It ea SI or. d cooperation "[w]ith a view to

f . f ti on consu tation, an , .
the supply 0 m orma 1 , . S"3 The use of information. t f blic authonty measure .
widening the 1mp~c 0 pu d d less interventionist government and the
coincides nicely With the tr~n ~~::::'ftuence of any public action. Just as :vith
related trend toward furthenng . I t will be preserved either. . t that a particu ar proper y
incentives, the certain y . through rezulation is traded for thhi and operab.on or b

through state owners p f tion activity will rise when mor
possibility that .the overall lev~a~er~se~::s severe government actions. A~.,
actors become mv~lv~d, enco b h i 1rmation the state is contributing to, 11other way to say this IS that throug 1~ 0 '11 t

di . ithin which others W1 ac.not creating, the con mons W1

The Roles That Information Plays

to b '\1' 'In pr s rvati n Hndf f can be brought <
Many forms of in orma ion 111l

'
l'\ (h()s HI'I' I' nl f /'Ins 01. d tl . ar many ways to mappreservation policy, an 1 I
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information in order to understand and analyze them. Christopher Hood, for
example, focuses on the direction of information flOW-in his terms, "detec-
tors" and "effectors"-as one way of understanding the options available in an
information strategy.4 In this section I choose to focus on the various roles that
information plays in heritage preservation. By focusing on these roles, one
highlights both the various moments in the preservation process at which in-
formation can and has been used as a point of leverage and one of the dimen-
sions along which the use of information has its most variation.

Identification and Documentation

The Department of National Heritage's booklet, What Listing Means: A Guide
for Owners and OCcupiers, which describes the formal process for listing his-
toric building in the United Kingdom, contains what at first glance seems to be
a rather unremarkable sentence: "The purpose of the list is simply to put a
mark against certain buildings to ensure that their special interest is taken fully
into account in decisions affecting their future,"> A simple idea, really-to
identify publicly certain properties as having particular historic merit so that
they will be more widely recognized 'as having that merit, an important first
step in implementing a public policy with respect to those properties.

When one thinks of lists of heritage properties, one normally considers the
( ther implications of being listed rather than focusing on the list as an impor-
tant intervention in and of itself. Perhaps the act of listing makes a property's
owner eligible for grants or other types of financial incentives, or triggers a
hi her level of regulation that controls what the owner can do with the prop-
rty. While these other forms of intervention have been considered else-

where-including elsewhere in this volume-very little thought has been
[v n to the importance of the act of listing itself, an act that entails the provi-
Ion of information as a distinct tool of government intervention.

Listing is, perhaps, the most familiar form of one role that information plays
11 h ritage preservation programs, the role of documentation. Such information

I .omes available once a valued heritage resource becomes identified, typically
IIlIough a formal listing procedure designed to identify and "put a mark against
tilt H buildings" in order to signal that they have a recognized importance.

Ir ritage registers, of Course, include more than just buildings. They also in-
IlId sites, natural landscapes, manrnade objects in the physical environment

IlIld tber highly symbolic elements in the environment. Poland, for example,
111I • nducted an exhaustive search in order to list and protect thousand-year_
lid Oil tr s becau e of their importance in Polish legend and because their

III Ill/on might h Ip stablu h th hist rical extent of Polish territory."
'l'huR 111 firsltwo st ps in un inf rmau n strategy are a survey of historic
11111' S on III lislin 01' lilo Ihlll h/lv PUI't; ular m rit.? The criteria for
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listing vary somewhat from country to country, but what ~aries more ~re ~he
implications of listing, which shift according to the different legislative

. f a particular place. Taking just one example to establish the context,regimes 0 ib d. .
according to the Georgia Department of N~tur~ ~esources, as.descn -.e III l~~
brochure on the listing of heritage properties, listing accomphshes SIX tasks.

• it identifies historically significant resources according to the National
Register Criteria for Evaluation; .. . .

• it encourages their preservation by documenting their significance and
by lending support to local preservation activities; . . .

• it enables agencies at all levels of govermnent to consider historic prop-
erties in the early stages of planning projects;

• it provides for review of federally supported projects that may affect the
listed properties;

• it makes owners of listed properties eligible to apply for federal grants
for preservation activities; and .

• it encourages the rehabilitation of cert~i~ listed propertie~ ~hroug? ta~
incentives and discourages their demolition through tax disincentives.

For my purposes, what is important to notice about this list is that four of
the six items focus on listing as an information tool. Only two refer to anot~er
tool of government action, both examples Of.incenti~es. Ye~in muc~ of the dis-
cussion of lists as an element in preservation pohcy, th~rr eff~ctlveness has
been measured only by the extent to which they trigger Illcent~ves or regul~-
tions, making it difficult to separate the information role of lists from their
other policy roles. .. .

In those circumstances where the list is viewed primarily as a ~Igger for
other govermnent actions, whether or not owners can object to, dispute, or
refuse listing becomes an important policy concern because of the adde~
oblizations that come with listing. 10 In some places, however, the regulatory 01

ince~tive-providing role of the list is separated from its information role ..In the.
German Lander of Bavaria, Saarland, and Lower Saxony, for e~ample, lists of
historic properties do not have a regulatory effect.s.ince regula.tIO.nscan be ap-
plied whether or not a building is listed. 1?e addltIO~ of a building to the h~~
"is considered a declaratory-or informational=-action, and pr?perty owner s
do not have the right to dispute a listing,"!' Examples such as.this one. are use-
ful in throwing into higher relief than normal the role of the list as an Informa-
tion instrument.

Listing is typically accompanied by documen~ation. At its. simplest level,
this documentation includes information on the existence, location, and conf -
uration of the historic resource. Measured drawings rni hl t ,pr p~Ied, car. fut
photographs taken, and written data compil d, HA In th lllat 1'1 Am ri an
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Buildings Surveyor the Historic American Engineering Record, to assure that
the most accurate information possible might always be available, even if the
resource is damaged or destroyed. Documentation might also contain informa-
tion on how researchers, visitors, and other interested individuals might gain
access to the resource. And because projects in the United States that have
benefited from various federal tax incentives are probably subject to the Free-
dom of Information Act, the documentation might also provide information on
the financial aspects of historic preservation. 12

Some places have given careful thought to how other government actions
might encourage better documentation. In Switzerland, for example, property
ow~ers who receive federal funds for preservation of their property must de-
POSIt complete documentation (including before-and-after restoration plans
and photographs) in the Federal Archives for the Care of Monuments thus
,bu~lding ~ more generally available body of knowledge on these prop~rties.
This archives also houses the records of the Technical Work Service, a pro-
ram created during the Depression that put unemployed architects to work

documenting a variety of historic buildings. 13

/Thoug~ our emphasis in this volume has been on the built heritage, it is
worth notmg that the process of listing is also used for the movable heritage.
Here the concern is more illegal export and import, and various international
It reements have led to the registration of collections and of transactions in-
volving these heritage objects.

Of course, the documentation useful to preservation policy goes well be-
y nd information on the buildings and sites to be protected. The efficient
Iunning of a preservation program requires substantial documentation con-
, rning existing legislation and programs as well as information on the avail-

uhility of all of the kinds of resources used in the preservation process. Non-
pr fit preservation organizations have been particularly good at compiling

11 h information. 14

It is difficult to imagine the state conducting a historic preservation pro-
rnrn WIthout a wealth of information on which to base its decisions. Accord-

In 'ly, documentation has become a sine qua non of govermnent preservation
11 '11 n.15

l'rIUdation

"ilHing not only documents heritage sites, it also validates the importance of
IIIos site, perhaps even engendering a bit of societal reverence for them.
1'1 I 'ling historic resour s that will become the targets of government pol-
I in vitably inv Iv s h i H, And th s choices, though often beginning
wllh I' latlv 1'1obj tiv I'll H tinny I uildin v r fifty years old is eJigible
111I IIsUn "-qui ikly tUI'1I 1(1 vnlu IlId III Ills, Why is a parti ular r S ur
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important? To whom is a particular resource important? What ~lement(s) of
its form or its history qualify it for particular attention? Informauon has to be
used to validate the choice of a resource for preservation, but validation neces-
sitates a consideration of values, and values introduce controversy into the de-

bate on preservation policy. .
When choices are made in preservation policy one should expect contro-

versy, and that controversy is often, though not always, over diverge~t in.ter-
pretations of the relevance and importance of the information e~bodled m a
site or building. 16 It is tempting, I suppose, to retreat to cut-and-dried rules for
identifying historic resources, but the wide range of societal intere~ts that
might be concerned with a particular property are likely to make that dlffic~lt.
To take just one vexing example, what stance should the newly emerging
democracies in Eastern and Central Europe take with respect to the legacy of
Soviet modernist-realist monuments that they have been left with? Some
would like to tear them down, removing all physical remnants of this period.
Others recognize them as important historical artifacts that are a part of the

country's story. . .
These issues are repeated in a slightly different form when decisions are

made about how to interpret a historic resource and present it to the public.
What material should be provided? What should be the content of any ex-
planatory signs or exhibits? Which aspects of the history of the resource
should be emphasized? Whose perspective should be emphasized?17 Should
some form of costumed interpretation be included? These questions occur not
only with respect to the experience of visiting the resource, but also with re-
spect to materials that may be distributed away from the resource, such ~s
school curricula and books and other printed materials. All of this IS compli-
cated even more when the site has different meanings for different groups and
cultures. This issue affects any historic building or site in which some interests
would alter the historic fabric in the pursuit of one set of values and other in-

terests would protect and preserve the site.
Though any development controversy involving a heritage r~source w~uld

provide a case in point, several recent preservation debates m the Ulllted
States have proven particularly troubling. One occurs between church co.ngr~-
gations, who occupy historic structures but can no longer afford to mamtat.n
and rehabilitate them except by draining resources from what they see as their
primary mission, and preservation activists, whose primary objective is pre-
serving the structure at all costs.l" Another example comes out of the rela-
tively recent movement to preserve former slave quarters and shotgun shacks
in the South, resources that were previously ignored or "erased" both physi-

cally and conceptually. .'
A particularly complex form of this issue of diver ent valu S ISth ireatm nl

of heritage resources during periods of armed c nOt l. I'll hlst I'Y f warfar I
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filled with example~ of heritage resources being destroyed exactly because of
their cultural and historical signific.ance to a particular group or nationality.
The ~es~uc?o~ of much of ~he fabnc of the built heritage as well as of major
c.ultUIalmstitunons such as libraries and archives in the former Yugoslavia tes-
tifies to this problem. Nevertheless, this is an area in which information-based
strategies have continued to be the tool of choice. While some international
agreements do have ~a~~tions that can be brought to bear on the perpetrators of
~ese a~ts-the pOSSI.blhtyof being tried for war crimes, for example-most
l~ternatIOnal conventions rely on good will and the willing participation of the
Signatory states for their success.

Not ~urpri~ingly, in such circumstances states see information as a critical
mechanism; I~deed,. perhaps it is the only available mechanism with any
-chance of having an Impact. A 1994 meeting in Sweden to discuss these issues
~alled ex~licitly ~~r in~reased information as a tool to protect the cultural her-
Itag.e dun~g war. This call took two forms: a call for increased information
available m advance and widely publicized as to the cultural and historical
valu~ of various sites (despite the fact that such information calls attention to
the sites and their symb~,lic ~mportance, which could also make them targets);
a~lda call f~r the us~ of hentage monitors" as members of peacekeeping mis-
:Ions a~d disaster aid agencies, to .monitor critical sites and provide timely in-
fo~atIOn a?out them. The resolutions of this meeting are a classic example of
an information strategy.

Recognition

ing ?ne step beyond identification and validation, it may also be desirable to
I' C?glllze p~blicly ~a~ticularly noteworthy examples of heritage resources and
h ntage projects; listing, ~nd .information more generally, have a role to play
h re as w~ll. Many countnes m their listing procedures make distinctions be-
I~ en vanous levels of heritage sites, with more stringent criteria applied to
III her levels. Often these more important sites are eligible for higher levels of
1~1Isupp.ort through incentives, but they may also be subject to higher levels

01 r gulation.
N~SCO'~ World Cultural and Natural Heritage List, created in 1972 to

~t. '. ~lze hentage resources of international importance, is a case in point."
I Ills list .was created to recognize that such sites existed and to serve as a gath-
rln point for resources that might be deployed to protect and preserve them.

or Decemb~r 199~, t~is elite list included 326 cultural sites, 97 natural
I1 ,and 17 mixed ites III 100 countries. In reading the text of the conven-

1I01l,it is intere ting t note how important information is in the actions that it
IIV ins: .thl" u h th ~v nti nUN 0 intends, among other things, to

1II1111lLlIin,111r as , an I dlrCUS i n wl cl by a uring the conservation and
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protection of the world's heritage and by recommending to the nations. con-
cerned the necessary international conventions. Article 4 obliges each signa-
tory state to include identification and presentation among the tasks that it
agrees to undertake in the service of preservation; in Article 5 each state
agrees to adopt policies to do studies and research and to foster training; and in
Part VI the states agree to undertake the dissemination of this information.

Indeed, all selective lists of heritage resources are, in part, devices for con-
veying honorific distinction, and this role should not be underestimated.
Owners are typically quite pleased to display the plaque that identifies their
property as being listed on the National Register of Historic Places. But there
are more explicit devices that can be used by the state to provide this sort of
imprimatur. Prizes and awards of various types are used to identify and bring
to popular attention particularly noteworthy examples of heritage preserva-
tion projects. The Presidential Design Awards at the national level and the
Massachusetts Governor's Design Awards at the state level are two examples
of American programs that recognize noteworthy preservation projects and
programs (as well as other types of design projectsj.I' Seen as policy tools,
prizes and awards might embody attributes both of an information strategy
and of incentives.

I
11

1

1

\'11

Promotion

Increasingly, the state is interested not only in preserving, understanding, and
interpreting. heritage resources but also in promoting their active use. To the
extent that access to public resources is linked to the actual use that the popu-
lation makes of heritage resources, it becomes important to cultivate the audi-
ence for those resources. Often, of course, the motivations of any public inter-
vention are mixed. Is it possible to separate, for example, protection from
promotion as a motivation of the World Heritage Convention? Growing ?ut of
a concern for safeguarding sites that have an international importance, It also

. serves to promote those sites as destinations.
Many promotion devices are available to the state. One such device has

been the creation of special events and specially designated days, months, or
even years. UNESCO's 1962 recommendations on the safeguarding of land-
scapes and sites included a full section entitled "Education of the Public," in
which it urged the designation of national and international days to highlight
the heritage and its preservation.'? The year 1975 was designated the Year of
Conservation in West Germany, and the Council of Europe promoted 1975 as
European Architectural Heritage Year. The Arts Council of England, as part
of its Arts 2000 program, in which a different city, town, or region and a dif-
ferent artistic theme is chosen for each year leading up t th millennium and
the concluding Year of the Artist, has designat I IllS w os th .K. ity f
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Architecture and D~sign for 1999 and awarded the city £400,000 for its pro-
posed programs dunng that year. .
. These programs are examples of packaging the historic resources of a place
m order to promote them; the packaging and the promotion both have high in-
fo~at1On content. Government agencies have taken this idea in yet another di-
rection by creating heritage parks that bring together a number of heritage ele-
ments under a central theme, allowing the resources to be interpreted and
marketed together as a single entity. In many cases, the information content of
these newly configured parks is at least as important as the actual value of the
physical sites included. The Council of Europe has implemented its own ver-
sion of. this idea through its program of Cultural Routes, and it is working with
the United Nations in a joint initiative to develop awareness of and activities
associated .with the Silk Route. These transnational routes organize heritage
and ~ducat1Onresources at the European scale, identifying them through a mix
of signage, maps and publications, exhibitions, events, and other tourism-
based activities.P

There is, of course, a down side to better promotion of heritage sites. Venice
and Prague and various sites in Egypt bear witness to the fact that increased
~se can erode the resource. In such cases, the goal of preservation itself-an
~~portan~ public interest in preservation policy-might be best served by lim- .
itmg or discouraging public access-another public interest-a dilemma with
which policy for the most popular sites has to contend.

Preservation and Maintenance Technique

~nother .familiar form of information in historic preservation policy. is
~nformat1On.concerning appropriate or desirable modes of technical operation
It1 ~onservat1On, preservation, and restoration. Numerous government publi-
.ations, f?r exau:ple, outline the appropriate techniques for a wide variety of
preservation projects. Generally, this form of information is targeted at non-
overnmental owners of heritage properties with the hope that they will un-

d rtake their own preservation projects using what is considered to be zood
. . b

pre ervation practice,
Information on technique is offered not only in printed form. Often the state

pr vides t.echnical and design assistance to the owners of heritage properties.
In che United States, the Secretary of the Interior's Standards and Guidelines
1'01' Archaeology' and Historic Preservation are very powerful because the tech-
ul 'al advice they provide is tied to most government grants and incentives.P'
.' n in thi way, a sistance based on giving advice is simply another, more ac-
tlv way of proviclin inf rrnati n t further preservation goals. It can be an

1111 ortant omp n nt f' n ompl I inf rmation strategy, though it might even
hI In I' re tiv if" mbln d With In' nriv s or r ulation,
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Coordination

In a preservation system premised on the involvement of a wid~ v,ariety of b?th
public and private actors (the direction in .whic~ many countne~ preservation
policies are moving), the coordination o~the~ actions become~ an important goal.
The simplest form of coordination begms with the state sp~lhn~ o~t t~e goals or
intent of public preservation policy, and here mfonnatIO~ IS .llldlspensa~le.
Nothing surprising here. But taking this idea a bit further, hIst~nc ?reservanon
plans or general urban development plans that take ?re~ervatlon into ~ccount
can also be seen as a form of information, commumcatlllg plans and Ideas to
others whose actions will affect those resources and their surroun~ings. .

The way in which this planning is implemented, .tho~gh, vanes cons~der-
ably across countries. It might be implemented q~Ite simply. The regIOnal

lanning laws of all of the Austrian Under require that Cultural Property
Maps be prepared and that these maps be incorporated into land ~se .maps and
plans." Requmng that this information be pres~nt lllcr~a~es the likelihood that
it will be taken into account in land use planning deCISIOns.M~reover, these
maps are linked with computerized references to ~ll ~own ar:ChIValresources
as part of the Regional Planning Register. (~hIS lll~onnatIOn approach to
preservation planning received considerable nonce dunng t?e 1975 European
Architectural HeIitage Year.) At the federal1evel, the Austrian F~deral ~o~u-
ment Office has compiled an Atlas of Historical Zones o.fProtec~IOn, WhIChm-.
eludes photographs and base maps and indicates the vanous desirable le:rels.of
protection applicable to various sites. This atlas is "promoted as a p.lanmng ~n-
strument which, although it has no legal force, encourages and guides the m-
tegration' of ensemble and monument preservation into local development
plans."26 It is an admirable information ~ool. .

Infonnation can also be included directly m government plans. In s~me
contexts, the state's master plan for the development of a particul~ area IS.a
legally binding document; in this case, the plan is a fonn?f regulatIOn. ~ut In
other places the plan for the area may be more an expression of the state s de-
ires or hoP~s for an area and have no regulatory ability. In this case, the plan

is more an information strategy intended to point to desirable outcomes and ~()
suggest beneficial ways of coordinating development in the. area. The plan I.H

an important way to signal what actions the sta~e Itself WIll take, though 11
must distinguish between a commitment and an intent; the state c~n acc?m-
plish this only by providing clear and consistent information about ItS actions
and its intended actions.

A similar gray area between regulation and coordination appears .when Ih,
state regulates the process and timing of development so that there WIll b sui·
ficient time for that development's impact on h rua r S ur S t be assess I,
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debated, and possibly mitigated. In the public policy literature, this is called a
"notifiable incident," which involves gathering as well as disseminating infor-
mation? One model for using information in this way is Section I06 of the
1966 National Historic Preservation Act in the United States. Section I06 re-
quires any federal agency whose actions may affect a property on or eligible
for the National Register to "take into account the effects of its undertaking"
and to afford the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (which was cre-
ated by the act) reasonable opportunity to comment on the agency's proposed
actions."

Note that regulation is at work here, but it is regulation of the process of de-
veloping information on a proposed federal action. The objective is to generate
a fuller consideration of potential impacts, and it is achieved through the de-
velopment and presentation of information. In other words, the regulatory ele-
ment is what makes the information element possible and more effective. The
federal agency that is the project proponent must be able to demonstrate that it
has taken into account the impact of its actions on historic resources. As with
the Environmental Impact Statements required by the National Environmental
Policy Act in the United States, which seek information on the impact of pro-
posed developments on historic resources as well as on many other environ-
mental impacts of development, the theory here is that the more fully the po-
tential impacts are understood, the more likely the various actors in any
development proposal will take those impacts into account along with all of
the other factors in the development decision. '

This is not only an American idea, of course. In Germany, for example, it is
Iypical for preservation laws to require federal agencies "to give special con-
sideration to preservation matters within the scope of their activities.t'-? At first
rlance "requiring" and "giving special consideration to" seem to be contradic-
tory attitudes, but they become compatible when one realizes that such a re-
quirement simply creates conditions under which other preservation interests
cun protest if the state does not take preservation issues into account in deci-
,I n making; they can assert that the state did not fulfill the requirement im-
Io ed upon it.

A I have already suggested, international treaties and conventions consti-
1111 another form of state action in preservation that is most appropriately
thought of as a use of information for coordination purposes. Although these
1nl rnational agreements are often misunderstood to have a regulatory func-
11\)11, they typically include no legally binding sanctions. They are based, in-
I ud, on the willingness of the signatories to cooperate, coordinate their ac-

t IHIS with one another, and operate in a parallel manner:

11I1\I'lllUi0l1ul orgunizutions huv druwn LIP re omrnendations, conventions, or state-
11I1Ills )1'prln ipl . Th s or, or ' lll'S ,Ilon-binding; but by offering guidance, setting
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standards, and providing emphasis, they may unify and stimulate preservationists and
give direction to governments. 3D

Seen from this perspective, these agreements are simply a statement of in-
tent to coordinate preservation actions across countries in a particular way.
They send a message that states should act in a particular way-recall the fun-
damental message of information as a tool-and that signatory states have
agreed to act in that way. (There is an obvious link between these conventions
and what David Throsby elsewhere in this volume has called "soft regula-
tion"-constraints on behavior that operate by agreement. Here the conceptual
boundary between regulation and information is indeterminate.) In this sense
such documents are a form of information strategy in and of themselves, but,
as I have already pointed out, they also suggest informational activities among
the actions that they are urging. Thus they make use of informational tools at
two different levels.

Education

The state can communicate information concerning heritage preservation
more formally through educational networks. It might sponsor seminars and
conferences on various preservation issues. It can develop, or help develop,
various school curricula and provide the opportunity for school tours and other
special events. It might support special training for craftsmen in particular
preservation techniques or for interpreters who will be used to make the her-
itage come alive. And it might create and support university programs in her-
itage preservation.

Stretching the purview of education just a bit, the state can provide design
and technical assistance at low cost or free of charge in order to communicate
appropriate, approved forms of preservation activity. An owner of a listed
building might be required to seek advice (coupling an information strategy
with a regulatory strategy-the requirement that advice must be sought) rather
than approval (a more purely regulatory strategy) before making alterations to
that property. There is a danger, of course, that "advice" offered by govern-
ment employees might become a "requirement" stipulated by the state, espe-
cially if there is little counter pressure on the state to make its advice reason-
able. This is why Danish preservation law at one point stipulated that if
government-suggested work exceeded the cost of what the owner had planned
and for which he or she was seeking permission, the government would pay
the difference." It is not hard to spot the problem with this scheme: it would
provide a strong incentive for an owner to minimize his or her own plans,
thereby increasing the cost to the state.

Education can also take the form of demonstrati 11 pro] ts, m d Is, I'
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prototypes. The state or non governmental organizations wishing to demon-
trate particular forms or methods of renovation and rehabilitation can support

model projects that are then brought to the attention of a broader public. Per-
, uasive examples would then be imitated through private initiative. This is the
tated intention, for example, of the Historic Cities Support Programme of the

Aga Khan Trust for Culture, a nongovernmental, nonprofit organization active
in promoting the quality of the built environment in the Muslim world.F This
idea might also be embodied in public charities in which citizens can partici-
pate in determining how heritage resources are to be treated architecturally and
programmatically.

/
Persuasion/Exhortation

The state's use of information might, at times, become even more proactive
than those forms of information already mentioned. Such usage would be
strategic and political. For example, once relatively complete registers of his-
L ric sites and buildings became commonplace and the world community com-
prehended the sheer volume of important historic resources, it was clear that
particularly threatened resources needed higher levels of protection or inter-
v ntion. As part of its World Heritage program, UNESCO compiles a list of
World Heritage in Danger intended to focus attention on a smaller number of
the World Heritage Sites. Seventeen sites were on this list as of the end of
1994· This list has two functions: first, it presents information as to which sites
urc in danger, and, second, it triggers provisions for emergency financial mea-
ures to be taken by UNESCO. This list therefore couples an information strat-
'y with an incentive strategy.

In the United States, the National Trust for Historic Preservation annually
compiles a list of America's Most Endangered Historic Places and circulates
this list with a sophisticated public relations mix of press releases, articles, and
vid 0.

33 Similarly, one can easily imagine one level of government launching
11 'h a program with the hope of provoking action at another level. It is more

Ilk Iy that international organizations or nonprofit organizations would use
11 'h a strategy than a government agency, I suppose, because issuing such a

Ilsl might suggest that that agency was admitting that it had not been effective
n arrying out its responsibilities with respect to these heritage resources.

'l'hlR lour of the various roles that information can play is not intended as a
eompiere catalogue of the use of information as a policy tool. Rather, I have in-
11IlHJ cl th xampl s to provok El n w way of thinking about information, not

III I ly as El n c ssity for plulnin how any particular preservation program
WOI'ks, but us tin importun: (001 In l own ri ht, n with nsid rabl p t ntia!.
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Because the field of preservation policy has not begun explicitly to consider in-
formation as a tool with its own characteristics and its own advantages and dis-
advantages, it would certainly be premature to draw any firm conclusions
about its use, though in the next chapter I will advance some tentative proposi-
tions about the use of information as compared to the use of other tools.

In the remainder of this chapter I turn to several other themes in the use of
information that ought to be considered in choosing preservation actions and
that deserve further analysis.

The Creation of Information

IfII
I

Up to this point my primary emphasis has been on the roles and content of the
information that government might distribute as part of a heritage preservation
information strategy. This, of course, presupposes the existence of the infor-
mation that is to be communicated. As I have already pointed out, an impor-
tant component of using information as a tool in preservation policy is the cre-
ation of opportunities for information to be collected by the wide variety of
interested parties. But the environment in which heritage preservation policy
and heritage programs function is not always an information-rich environ-
ment, particularly in countries that are just now organizing their heritage
preservation programs for the first time; in these cases the state may need to be
more explicitly involved in the creation of that information base.

The state has a key role to play in the support of the research that is neces-
sary to build an information base. At least three types of research can make a
contribution to the formulation of public policy. The first is historical research
intended to document, validate, and interpret a site. This step, after all, estab-
lishes the importance of the site to the heritage. While the physical artifact it-
self is important and often irreplaceable, it is not too outrageous to suggest that
much of the heritage value of a site to the general public may reside more in
the information about the site and its significance than in any physical attrib-
utes of the site itself. There is an important variation here across countries,
however. Some countries, such as the United States, tilt their heritage policies
toward protecting sites that have important historical links and connotations,
while others tilt their policies more toward protecting sites that embody the
particular aesthetic values of various moments in history. In either case, there is
important research to be done documenting the site's contribution to the shared
heritage, though the type of research would be rather different in each case.

The second form of research is state-supported research into the processes
of conservation, preservation, and restoration. This research focuses on mate-
rials and techniques. Advances in technique can make an imp rtant differenc
in the quality and the duration of these activities.
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The final type of research is more explicitly oriented toward public policy.
The state, for example, might commission research into the financial needs of
herit.age preservation, or evaluations of various heritage projects and programs
that It has run, or feasibility studies to test the viability of proposed projects, or
rese~ch on the de~ographi~s of the audience for heritage sites or on the per-
ceptions of the pubhc on vanous heritage issues.>' and so on.

A state ~gency t?at is attentive to the need for information as a part of its
?ve~all hentage ~ohcy and accustomed to using information as part of its pol-
ICYimplementation arsenal may also be better at receiving information back
from the field; in other words, it may be better at serving its constituency. On
the other hand, agencies that have received substantial resources for heritage
pro~rams and have been able to conduct most of their business through own-
ership and operation are unlikely to have thought much about the role that
~ongovernmental partners can play in preservation. They are, therefore, un-
lik~ly to have tho.ught much about developing a rich information base and are
unhk~ly to perceive much of a need to elicit information from their potential
constituents.

Research is not the only way that information pertaining to preservation
can be created. One. approach that has been used successfully to generate pro-
pos~ls for pres~~vatlOn and reuse of heritage resources is idea competitions; a
design competition is held to elicit a range of ideas on how such a resource
might be saved and revalued. Used in this way, competitions are information
vehicl~s, though their more traditional use to select and build a "best" project
f?r ~ s~te arguably falls more under the rubric of incentives. In the final analy-
SIS, It IS less Important to classify competitions exactly in terms of the five
l ols than it is to recognize that competitions can have both an information and
fin incentive intent.

Information Media

A few words are in order concerning the media that are used to transmit infor-
mation on preservation policy and actions. The list of standard media that
hav~ bee~ employed as information devices in the service of preservation pol-
I 'Y I qUlt~ familiar. Consider first the print media; lists, registers, books,
hrochures, Journals, reports, plans, guidebooks, and plaques all play an im-
p rtant role. Increasingly, electronic media are being used in the service of
pi' S rvation. Film and video play a large role in promotion and interpretation,
1111 I mputer technology is becoming a more important tool. Software devel-
Ill, rs hav har~essed the hy.pennedia capabilities of computers to develop de-
11111 d,pr S ~lallons r lh hist ri I' S urces of an area including multiple lev-
t'IH I raphi s an I oth I' Inforrnutton. Many pr s rvation resources can now
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be accessed on line; Appendix B indicates how to access the best preservation
information sites on the World Wide Web.

But, as I have already suggested, other media are available and have been
used for communicating information within the realm of preservation. To take
just a few examples, competitions, prizes, awards, technical assistance, semi-·
nars, conferences, model projects, and education can all be thought of as al-
ternative media that can be employed as part of an integrated preservation
strategy.

Guidelines, Principles, Recommendations, Norms,
Criteria, Standards, Codes, and Rules

11

\1,
I

I11

11

I

As the participants in the Salzburg Seminar for which these chapters were
originally prepared debated the various forms of government intervention and
discussed how they applied to their own national contexts, we found ourselves
having to deal with a wide range of vocabulary issues, and we have already re-
ferred to some of these difficulties earlier in this volume. But in discussing in-
formation strategies we particularly found ourselves stumbling over the impli-
cations of one set of closely connected words and concepts: guidelines,
principles, recommendations, norms, criteria, standards, codes, and rules.

It would be very useful to have a clear, consistent vocabulary that would
allow one to distinguish among various gradations along the scale of action
from information at one end to regulation or ownership and operation at the
other, in other words, along the scale of permissible flexibility in response to a
government action. It seems clear that "rules" occupy the regulatory end of
such a scale, but with respect to the other words on this list, there is consider-
able leeway in usage. In the United States, buildings codes are rules that must
be followed in construction, and zoning codes are rules that must be followed
in development, but codes of good conduct may be voluntarily adopted agree-
ments about how to behave. The Countryside Code in the United Kingdom is a
case in point; it is a list of suggested behaviors that, if followed, will serve to
preserve the environment. The link to what David Throsby has termed "soft
regulation" is clear; these constraints on behavior operate by voluntary agree-
ment rather than by legal mandate.

The words "standards" and "guidelines" are also ambiguous; in normal dis-
course these words have more the sense of a suggestion, but in particular uses
they, too, can be regulatory in intent. Standards for inclusion on a national reg-
ister of historic properties typically function as rules, though there are un-
doubtedly those who would argue that such standards are most often too im-
precise to be considered hard and fast rules. In the Unite I tates, renovations
of properties that take advantage of government assislan pro rams must

1

1

\1

11
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meet appropriateness standards. Even recommendations can have a regulatory
f rce when used in circumstances in which the state clearly expects compli-
ance. International agreements, because they are primarily information de-
vices, make full use of the vocabulary of principles, recommendations, and
uidelines, and it is not surprising to find these words in their titles.

The key here, it seems to me, is not so much entering into a thankless battle
( develop a coherent vocabulary as it is constantly reminding oneself of the
underlying messages of the various policy tools. These touchstones are impor-
HIntin understanding how a particular policy is being constructed. If the un-
d rlying message is a "should" message, then one is operating in the context of
un information strategy; if, on the other hand, the underlying message is a
"must" message, then one is operating in a regulatory context. In any event,
one should not make the mistake of thinking that each of these words is linked
Inextricably to only one form of intervention. Practice in the preservation field
is too complex for such a simple rule.

he Power of Information

It i quite easy, I think, to underestimate the power of information as a policy
in trument. After all, no one-neither the state nor any other actor in the
pr ervation system-is required to do anything in the presence of informa-
tion, nor is there any clear, immediate benefit to a response as there is with in-
centives. Methodologically, it is difficult to imagine how to measure the im-
puct of information strategies, particularly since they are often used in
ionjunction with other tools, thereby masking their particular contributions.

One has to rely, instead, on anecdotal information, and here there is consid-
orable and growing support for the role of information. One document on the

istralian experience reports that a major effect of listing-in this case on the
World Heritage List-has been the increased provision of resources for
tr ngthening management and improving interpretation and visitor facilities

lit hi toric cites. The fact that a site has been listed, it is felt, cultivates local and
unti nal pride, developing a feeling of responsibility.P This idea is echoed in
tll National Park Service's own description of the National Register of His-
lnri Places in which it discusses the import of the list: "Listing properties in
(11 National Register changes the way communities perceive their historic re-
nurce and gives credibility to efforts of private citizens and public officials to

pI' S rve these resources as living parts of our communities.v" Of course, be-
lli vin that this is the effect is different from demonstrating that it is the effect.

The most convin ing t stirnony r have come across concerning the effec-
IIv n ss of'inf rmatlon us L1 I li 'Y to I in preservation comes from Gerard
11011 I, r rm r d puty Ill' '(01' n rnl of' N ~ , In th late 19 he ave a
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presentation at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in which he ~is-
cussed at length his experience with UNESCO's Convention for the Protection
of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage. The convention had been modeled
"to give an institutional framework to the international solidarity displayed at
the time of the rescue of the temple of Abu Simbel" from the rising waters
caused by the construction of the Aswan High Dam in the Nile River.'? Ini-
tially, many of the states that had urged the adoption of such a convention had
argued for the critical importance of creating a World Heritage Fund that c~uld
provide grants to projects for world heritage sites. At th~ same time, th.eUmted
States insisted on the creation of a formal World Hentage LISt. While many
felt that the fund would prove to be the most important tool in the convention,
Bolla argued that the list had turned out to be much more important. While the
funds deposited in the World Heritage Fund would always be limited, World
Heritage List designation quickly became an important symbol that could be
used by many different interests to bring a wide variety of political pressure
and a wide variety of resources to bear on the protection and preservation of
these internationally recognized sites. In our terms, the information tool of
granting formal designation turned out to be more effective than the incentive
tool of making grants available.

It seems clear that a lot more work remains to determine under what cir-
cumstances an information-based strategy is the most effective form of action
and when and how it ought to be combined with other tools.

How Good a Job DoeslCan the State Do at Providing Information?

One final issue deserves mention. Even if one allows that there are circum-
stances in which the use of an information strategy is a powerful policy tool, it
does not necessarily follow that the state does-or even can do-a good job at
providing information. Government agencies do not always do the best job at
providing information concerning their actions and intentions. Those that.are
unconcerned about their continued existence because they do not need to JUs-
tify their existence to their constituency may be less attuned to the use of in-
formation as a policy tool. Accordingly, one would expect that nongovernmen-
tal, nonprofit organizations would do a better job with information because
they have an incentive linked to their own institutional survival. On the other
hand, some government agencies, because of their circumstances, have to pay
more attention to justifying their existence, and can be expected to rely on in-
formation strategies to make that case. Moreover, they may have to pay clos
attention to the cost effectiveness of their actions, and that, too, may lead mor
frequently to information-based strategies because of their (relativ Jy) I w
cost compared to other forms of action.
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Moreover, there are some constraints on the state's ability to communicate
information well. In countries in which the tradition has been of a state with a
relatively heavy hand, the population may not actually trust government-
provided information, suspecting that there is a political and ideological sub-
text at work. And of course there are countries that restrict the public's access
to information as a matter of course.

If this is not a complicated enough environment in which to develop infor-
mation-based policies, consider the view, expressed by some during the
Salzburg Seminar, that in some circumstances the provision of information on
valuable heritage properties might actually endanger them, subjecting them to
possible vandalism, theft, and destruction or at least to the wear and tear of in-
creased visitation and use. In these cases the state may actually turn to disin-
formation as a matter of policy. Used in this way, I intend the word "disinfor-
mation" to have a neutral connotation; in the same way that we have already
talked about incentives and disincentives, disinformation might also be used to
pursue laudable public goals. All of these issues need to be explicitly cons id-
red in the design of an information-based approach to preservation action.

Conclusion

l'rom the examples that I have presented in this chapter I hope it is clear that
Ih modem state uses irlformation-based strategies in a number of different
ways to further its preservation policies. I also hope that I have established that
Information is sufficiently distinct from the other modes of government action
10 be considered on its own merits. Yet it should also be clear that those who
11 ive been involved in the implementation of preservation policy have only
1111' ly thought about information in a systematic way. By introducing an ex-
pli it consideration of information into policy implementation, one can
hr aden the menu of possibilities for action, and that by itself can contribute
ubstantially to a balanced preservation policy.

ecause a tools approach such as the one suggested in this volume has not,
11 far as we know, been applied previously to the analysis of government
pi H rvation policy, it would be presumptuous to draw definitive conclusions

011' rning when information is likely to be the tool of choice and how exactly
III tructure it. Nevertheless, some attributes of information as a way of con-
IIlIt'lin the state's business deserve our attention.

An information approach to preservation can be considerably less expen-
( than approaches that rely on other tools, particularly if one carefully ac-

IHllltS frail f th cial costs of an intervention, not just the direct costs
III III I ubttc R et r 01' th dir tests t the private sector. In a resource-

1111 (rutn I nvlr nil nt, lnf 1'1) nli 11 111I)' in fa t b th nly t 1 that can be
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deployed with any effect. An information approach is also well adapted to the
emerging importance of nongovernmental actors in heritage preservation. One
has only to recognize the impact that listing has had in and of itself, indepen-
dent of the extent to which it triggers the entry of other tools into the policy
mix, to glimpse the possibilities information offers. Moreover, if the state is
going to be working with other partners, whether they are private individuals,
private non profit organizations, or quasi-governmental organizations, the suc-
cess of that partnership will rely on a clear flow of information among the
partners.

Yet information may work better in situations where there is a generally
held social consensus as to what is to be accomplished and how it is to be ac-
complished than in situations where there is considerable contention. And, fi-
nally, a related point: Information that emanates from the state will be most ef-
fective in achieving public goals when there is a fundamental trust of the state
and its actions.

In the next chapter I return to these points as I discuss important considera-
tions in choosing one's tools. Whatever that choice turns out to be, information
will be a valuable element.
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Choosing the Right Tool(s)
for the Task

The authors of the preceding chapters have explored each of the five tools of
government action. John de Monchaux and I set ~at task because w.e w~nted,
as much as possible, to separate each tool analytically and t~ highhght Its at-
tributes. This separation was necessary to underscore t~e point t~a~ there IS a
menu of possibilities from which government~ choo.se m determinmg how to
implement their policies with respect to the built h~ntag~-or, for that matter,
with respect to any of the substantive policy areas l.n which they are eng~ged.
At this level of abstraction there is nothing exclusive to the field of hentage
preservation; many of the same issues would come up in ~y field. The link to
heritage preservation comes through examP.les of ac~ual hentage ~rograms tha~
use these tools, many of which have been discussed m the precedmg chapters.

When the authors of the preceding chapters turned to actual examples of
heritage preservation practice to illustrate the various tools, h0w.ever, they
found that it was often difficult to find pure examples of each tool m use, and
for good reason. Recognizing the advantages and disadva~tages. of the varl.ous
tools the state in its preservation programs uses tools m vanous combl~a-
tions: trying to find particularly effective mixes of those ~nstru~ents ..In ?~S-
cussions at the Salzburg Seminar, Lester Borley charactenzed this variability
as each program and project "having its own foot~rint." .

In this volume, we have chosen to place tools into a relatively small n~m-
ber of categories to try to focus our collective attention on the broad choices
that can be made among different modes of .state action. To some de~ree, th
authors of the preceding chapters have already begun to explore c.hOl.ces,~s-
pecially within each of the five categories-such as direct versus indirect In-
centives, or hard versus soft regulation-but for the ~nost part, we have not y I
discussed how the government, as an agent in hentage pr servauon, sh uld
choose among the major types of tools.

124
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As Lester Salamon has suggested, a tools approach to government action is
based upon the idea that "[g]reater precision in matching the characteristics of
different tools with the particular requirements of the task can ... improve
program performance,'? We, too, believe this to be the case, but we also rec-
ognize that when one moves from the abstract to an actual case of applied gov-
ernment action, things get considerably more complicated.

To think about the government as choosing among the various tools in the
preservationist's toolbox is not merely theoretical. Governments regularly
search for tools, particularly for new combinations of tools, a.s the context
within which the government is acting shifts. Especially stubborn problems
may require a periodic change in approach to see whether or not any progress
can be made toward solving them. Today it seems that all governments, what-
ever their location or level, are searching for less expensive solutions to the so-
cietal problems that they endeavor to address, solutions which often involve
different types of tools than have been used before. .

Thus external pressures move government toward a reevaluation of appro-
priate tools. Growing fiscal pressure on government, high ambitions for and
xpectations of government (despite something of a recent roIlback in these

ambitions and expectations), and increasing government and international ac-
tivity all make more complicated the context within which government seeks
I preserve the built heritage.

Even though government officials regularly choose how preservation poli-
l'i s will be implemented as they design various heritage programs, they rarely
us a systematic and comprehensive approach to the choice of instruments.
One can always interpret past actions as revealing implicit choices, but to
make choices in a more explicitly self-conscious way while designing these
pr grams would, we believe, result in qualitatively different decisions.

omplex pressures and constraints mitigate against a consideration of the
lull menu of tools in any particular situation. In some cases there may simply
h a level of inertia that comes from overfarniliarity with certain tools and cur-
I~I1l and past practice; in other cases there may well be a systemic unfamiliarity
wlth the true range of tools that is available. Most important, there may be any
number of political, legal, economic, or structural constraints that make com-
pi 1 ly free choice impossible. In this chapter I have set aside these constraints
I!H' the moment, beginning with a theoretical approach to tools choice that as-
um S a free and unconstrained choice. It would not be unreasonable from a

pllhli policy point of view to hope that designers of government programs
\ ould go through an explicit consideration of the full range of tool options
uch lit e a new program is d signed and implemented. It is important, though,

III I ' niz lh S onstraints, and I will r turn to them later in the chapter.
( 111 I' pr ssur als w rk nuainst a 1 Is p rspective. Many countries, par-

11ulnrly thos 1\ 'ust IH cl to /I hi hi)' , ntrnliz d v 1'1 III III bur au ra y,
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are tempted to reduce policy debate in any area of state action to a search for
the right law. In this view, any societal problem can be fixed if the right law can
be devised, and policy mistakes can be attributed to the fact that the existing
law has been poorly crafted. Indeed, in comparative conferences and seminars,
one is often asked what the right law should be. In the analytic framework that
we have adopted in this volume, this way of thinking has little place. We see
the drafting of a law as occurring rather late in the policy implementation
process; one begins instead with the policy preferences of the government and
of other interested groups and individuals in society. These preferences are
hammered into public policy through a political process. The government
moves to the design of programs to pursue this policy using one or another
combination of the basic tools. Only then might it be necessary to draft a new
law to facilitate program implementation.

The choice of tools is not solely a technical task, though our discussion of
the five tools may contribute to such an impression. As Christopher Hood
points out, often in public policy the choice of instrument is more controversial
than the objective that is being pursued, and that controversy may well be the
most virulent in those cases where the question of effectiveness is not the fun-
damental question at issue.I It is easy to summon examples from related areas
of government action. While there may be a substantial agreement that a soci-
ety ought to assure that affordable housing is provided to its citizens, for ex-
ample, we disagree as to whether that should be done through the construction
of public housing, the provision of housing vouchers, the provision of incen-
tives to private developers, or the regulation of the mix of housing types and
prices that developers are allowed to develop. It should not be too difficult to
think of familiar examples from the field of heritage preservation, as well.
Consider, for example, the controversy over whether important heritage sites
should remain in private hands or in public ownership to best ensure that their
value to the broader society will be preserved. Paying attention to the choice of
tools that government has at its disposal should provide useful insights into
how well the government's preservation apparatus can function.

The metaphor of a toolbox in which one rummages around to choose the
best tools helps underline another property of those tools. Only extremely
rarely is a new tool invented and added to the toolbox. In the various domains
of government intervention, new problems-or new perceptions of old prob-
lems-rarely lead to the invention of new tools of state action. Rather, they
lead to new combinations of old tools. The contents of the toolbox of state ac-
tion are well known. It does not necessarily follow, however, that all of their at-
tributes are well understood.

Because a tools approach to heritage preservation is a relatively new idea,
this initial attempt at such an inquiry falls well short of developing a definitiv
set of rules about which tool should be used in whi h ituati 11,. Ind d, il
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may even be presumptuous to suggest that such a list of rules might ever exist.
Perhaps endless tinkering is necessary to fit tools and combinations of tools to
the many different contexts in which preservation has to take place. Neverthe-
less, it is possible to point the way to a few principles, and that is the main task
of this chapter. Along the way I will continue to make reference to the more
general work of Hood and Salamon, both of whose work has been cited
throughout this volume and has been particularly helpful to John de Monchaux
and me as we have tried to sort out our own ideas as to how the tools approach
can be brought to bear on government preservation activities.

Rules for Tools

Which tools should be chosen in which circumstances? It would be comfort-
ing, indeed, to establish once and for all a set of rules that would take the
guesswork out of crafting preservation programs from the five basic tools and
their variants. But, I suppose, if such a set of unambiguous rules were possible,
it would already have been developed. Instead, current literature on the tools of
overnment suggests either broad criteria by which such a choice should be

made or a set of variables that one might take into account in making such a
hoice. The literature presents general signposts that guide the way. By focus-

ing on' a particular domain of government action, we should be able to under-
stand a little better what might be entailed in making informed choices among
the five tools.

By focusing on the choice of tools, I do not mean to imply that I believe that
one is confronted with an either/or choice. Often two or three tools in combi-
nation will prove to be the most effective way of proceeding. The state's in-
v lvement in heritage preservation begins with a policy, a statement of goals,
Objectives, and approaches that it intends to pursue. Then various programs are
d signed to implement that policy, and it is these programs that make use of
rh available tools in combination. Many of the examples cited in the preced-
in chapters have made it abundantly clear that the tools are often used in com-
hlnation to offset their individual weaknesses. Nevertheless, in this section I
will continue to maintain some separation among the tools in order to high-
11ht better their various positive and negative attributes.

1\' lsting Guidelines

III II discussion of choice, it is important to remember that there is a fine line
htlw n stipulating how choices ought to be made-a normative approach-
ulld ull rnptin l xplain 11 w su h his at' actually made-a descriptive
UIIp"( U h. 1 will 11 I all rnpt l malntatn t stri t a S parati n b tw n th s
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two approaches here, but it is something worth thinking about as others refine
our approach to framing heritage preservation action by the .state. . . .

Let me begin with Hood, on whom ~ have already relied heavily m this
volume. When Hood turns to the question of choosing among the tools of gov-

ernment, he proposes five guidelines:4

• The tool must be matched to the job.
• One must have reason to expect that the tool (or combination of tools)

will be effective in its proposed application.
• Effectiveness is not enough in the current fiscal climate. The use of the

tool must also lead to a minimal drain on public resources.
• The tool must satisfy the criteria of justice and fairness.
• The mix of tools should only be selected after an examination of alterna-

tive possibilities.

At first glance these guidelines are unexceptional, but that does n~t mean their
implications are completely clear. Consider the first. What does It mean f~r a
tool to be "matched" to a job? What are the factors that one wants to think
about in establishing whether or not such a match exists? The choice am~ng
tools has been the object of so little research, particularly in the preservatlOn
field that at the moment little is known about this question.

Because there is so much variety in the tools and their application, it may
turn out that it will be nearly impossible to specify what will work when. Nev-
ertheless, it is still useful to think about the factors that might influence the
choice of tools in a broad way, and to offer some propositions about when

which tools are likely to work best.
Both the literature on the tools of government and the literature on state ac-

tion in historic preservation offer some information on how to .make a~propri-
ate choices among the tools, but one has to dig through them WIth care m order
to find their insights. In this volume we have cited several tim.es on~ such,
thoughtful document, Safeguarding Historic Urban Ens~mbles In a ~lme 0./
Change: A Management Guide, prepared for the InternatlO~a~ svmposmm on
World Heritage Towns,S The authors of this volume exphcltly consld~r th ,
choice of tools for the preservation of the built heritage, They see the choice I
tools as function of six interrelated factors:

• the resources and the institutional infrastructure that a community has at

its disposal;
• the nature of the existing threats to the heritage;
• the particular qualities of the heritage that it is hoped the tool will pro-

tect or enhance;
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• the climate ofsupport for heritage conservation that exists in the com-
munity;

• the i~pact of using a particular tool on other legitimate public mandates
(that IS, whether or not the tool has unanticipated secondary effects on
other areas of public interest); and

• the time-frame in which it one desires to achieve results.

But once again, this list is presented more as factors that ought to be taken into
account in choosing tools than as a set of rules. Nevertheless, these factors do
suggest some ideas about what might be important in making choices among
the tools.

/

Thirteen Propositions

~ecause there has been very little empirical research on the use of tools in her-
Ita~~ preservation, it would be unwise to advance a set of rules, but in order to
facilitate and provid~ .direction for such research it might be useful to suggest
a number of propositions concerning the circumstances in which one might
hoose. ~ne tool over another. Accordingly I will now suggest such a set of

propOSltlOnSand ~peculate about the direction in which each proposition might
Influence the choice of tools. In developing these propositions, I have relied
upon the ~ener~lliterature on tool choice, the individual essays in this volume,
and the discussions conducted at the Salzburg Seminar. The list is meant to be
suggestive rather than definitive.

Ihave tried to group these propositions roughly by type. The first three have
10 do with prevailing attitudes concerning the state and preservation, the next
I ve have to do with the infrastructure within which preservation policies oper-
It '.and the final five have to do with more technical considerations of program
d Sign.

Propositton 1 (Government Attitude): The choice of tools should reflect the
uttltude that the state wishes to adopt with respect to the sector. A more inter-
vcntlonist attitude will lead to the use of more interventionist tools.

In an influential paper in the field of cultural policy, Harry Hillman-
'hurtrand and Claire McCaughey have argued that the structure of govern-

III 1l~ support for the arts and culture and the tools that are typically used
Ihln ach form of support are a function of the state's attitude toward the arts

IIl1d iultur ,6 Th y characteriz f ur types of arts support models-Facilitator
1111on, Archil L, and n in r-and su gest that as the state becomes in-
I 11 in ly inl I'Vntlonlst acr ss this H al ,th t Is of choice change as in-
I d 111 Y 1 in th ir 111111 0 '
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While these authors do not characterize the tools of state action as carefully
as we have in the current volume, their view is quite clear. The state in its role
as facilitator tends to use indirect incentives, information, and a base of clearly
spelled out property rights; the patron state tends to use more direct incentives;
and the architect and engineer states make increasing use of direct interven-
tion, particularly regulation and ownership and operation. For these authors,
the choice of an attitude or posture of the state precedes the choice of tools,
and the latter is dictated in large part by the former. The choice of an attitude
or posture is, in turn, influenced by the style of governing that the state wishes
to, or feels it must adopt, as well as by the style of policy it wishes to promul-
gate in a particular sector. Taken together, these observations suggest that
though there is not a natural tool for a particular problem, there may be a nat-
ural tool for a particular context.

Proposition 2 (Respect for the State): The choice of tools should reflect the
degree to which the government is respected by its citizens. When the govern-
ment is widely respected and accepted, all that may be necessary for the de-
sired action to take place is for the state to set the direction of policy and lend
its approval and support to private actions.

The basic point here is contained in the negative form of this statement
more than in the positive form. If consensus with respect to the role of the state
is low, the state will have to rely on more interventionist tools to accomplish its
objectives, such as regulation and direct ownership rather than, say, informa-
tion or incentives. If, on the other hand, respect for and acceptance of the state
are high, other actors in the preservation system are more likely to bring their
own actions in line with government policy and will react appropriately to less
interventionist tools.

Proposition 3 (Degree of Consensus): The choice of tools should reflect the
degree of societal consensus concerning preservation of the heritage. If there
is a shared societal consensus about the desirability of preserving the heritage
and about how to accomplish that preservation, it will be less necessary to use
tools that mandate behaviors.

When there is a high degree of consensus (and a high degree of congruence
between that consensus and public policy), the government can be more re-
laxed in its choice of preservation tools, using information and incentives to
shape implementation rather than relying on regulation or ownership and oper-
ation to mandate compliance. But it is worth pointing out that most ucce ful
regulation is supported by society's consensus as well. It i very difficult t 1'-
quire citizens to do something which they do not basically supp rt; it is always

1I1II1
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easier if there is a predisposition in a particular policy direction. Information
plays a particularly important role here because it can help shape that consen-
sus as well as guide action once such a consensus is clarified.

Proposition 4 (Ownership Pattern): The choice of tools should respond to
the prevailing ownership pattern of heritage resources.

Elsewhere in this volume Lester Barley points out that in many places
much of the heritage is already under private ownership and that one must take
this ownership pattern into account in deciding which preservation tools to
~se. If he~tage resources are mainly in private hands, property rights, incen-

/ t~ves, and Information strategies will be particularly appropriate, and regula-
tI~n may also have a role to play. Ownership and operation, on the other hand,
might prove to be a very expensive option. If heritage resources have, over the
cours~ of the years, become the property of the state, then one would begin by
assessing how the ownership and operation system is working.

Of course, what may be most important here is not the fact that much of the
heritage property is held in private hands but that private ownership may be a
. trongly held .soci~tal value. If there is a strong social value ascribed to keep-
mg property In pnvate hands, ownership and operation becomes even more
di~cu.lt to j~stify. On the other hand, if collective ownership of heritage prop-
erties IS a highly held value, whether generally or in particularly symbolic in-
stances-even in the United States certain historic properties are owned and
perated by the Department of the Interior-ownership and operation should

probably figure more prominently among the tools selected.

Proposition 5 (Organizational Ecology): The choice of tools should respond
10 the organizational ecology within which heritage preservation will happen.

In a n~mb.er of count~ies, the only actor traditionally involved in heritage
pr ervation IS the state Itself, but in other countries there is a richer network
of individuals and organizations, many of which are nongovernmental and
11nprofit. The more highly developed this institutional ecology is, the more
1,Ikelyit is that incentives and information, in particular, will prove to be use-
fill tools. When government is working in the context of an organizational
11 twork th~t also o~erates in the field of interest, it is much less likely to rely
oily on direct action and much more likely to rely on the other tools. And

t fT rts that are in some sense voluntary may ultimately be preferable to
rud ing compliance or resigned acceptance. Another way of saying this is

111111,wn rship and p ration by the state may work against the creation of
ItV',' nrn nts that ar s If-HUStlinin by virtu of all the interests that are

111011'ht to born lh m.
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A rich institutional infrastructure presupposes the willingness of other ac-
tors to engage in heritage activities and, ceteris paribus, it will be easier for the
state to find willing partners in its heritage policies when such an infrastructure
exists. The state itself can help to foster such an infrastructure, of course,
through the passage of legislation legalizing the formation of non profit associ-
ations and foundations and setting out rules for their operation.

. Here an important point seems to be the need for the creation and nourish-
ment of a natural constituency for heritage projects and programs. If such a
constituency exists it may demand more of the state in the form of preservation
programs, but it may also alleviate some of the pressure on the state by partic-
ipating in those programs. Here, too, the tools have a role to play. While own-
ership and operation and regulation do not help build this sort of natural con-
stituency, information, incentives, and even property rights strategies can. In
this way, these tools may have benefits beyond whatever immediate responses
they cause.

Proposition 6 (Target Size): The choice of tools should respond to the size of
the entity that is being targeted.

Some preservation policy may be targeted at a small number of heritage
properties (or a small number of individuals), but other policies may need to
be more generally targeted. One might imagine a range from individual ob-
jects and properties through ensembles of such properties to entire land-
scapes, with each scale necessitating a different approach. As a general rule,
incentives and ownership and operation are the tools that can be most care-
fully targeted to individual properties or actors. Information might be used as
a policy tool in either case, linked directly to single properties and their her-
itage value, on the one hand, or targeted at broad classes of heritage proper-
ties or at broad groups of actors in the heritage sphere, on the other. Property
rights and regulation, however, are best suited to more general targeting. In-
deed, so-called spot zoning, a form of regulation that targets individual prop-
erties rather than more broadly defined zones of properties, is illegal in many
national contexts because it is felt that regulations must be generally applica-
ble to be socially acceptable.

Proposition 7 (Identification and Dispersion): The choice of tools should
. reflect the degree to which heritage properties are individually identified and
the degree to which they are concentrated or dispersed.

The degree to which the targets of the state's preservation action are actually
known and identified and the degree to which they are concentrated (or dis-
persed) are two related attributes that influence th eh i f t I in similar
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ways. Both identific~tion and concentration call for the use of very targeted
tools. Because of their broader nature, property rights and rezulation are less
useful in. these .circumstance~ than are ownership and operatio~ or specifically
targeted mcentIves. Information can be helpful in either case.

Propos~tion8 (Fi~e Thning): The choice of tools should reflect the degree of
fine tuning that might be necessary in the application of the tool. Very particu-
lar instances might require tools that can be finely tuned, whereas other cir-
cumstances might be better served with more generally applied tools.

Closely related to the successful targeting of interventions is the question of
what degree of fine tuning is desirable or possible with different tools. If the
~arget siz~ prop.ositio~ adjusts the breadth of intervention, this proposition ad-
J~sts the intensity of intervention." It seems clear that information and incen-
tIves.as well as owne~ship ~d operation can be extremely finely tuned to apply
~arymg degrees .of mtensity as necessary, whereas regulation and property
nghts are more difficult to vary within a legal framework that expects equality
of treatment. I~deed, the government might hesitate to vary the intensity of in-
f~rmatIO? ~d l~centives if it does not want to appear to be treating some indi-
viduals, mstrtutions, or properties better (or worse) than others.

Propositi~n 9 (Incide~ceof Costs): Because government tools vary in the ex-
lent to whicn they localize (or generalize) the costs of public policies, the choice
of tools should reflect a conscious decision as to who should bear those costs. 8

There can be considerable disagreement as to who should bear the costs of
preserving the heritage resources of a society. At one extreme is the view that
I cause it is of public value to preserve the heritage, all of the costs involved
In preservation activities should be borne by the state, and, ultimately, by tax-
payers. At the other extreme is a view, more practical than ideological per-
haps, that because there are so many heritage properties in so many places it
Is well beyond the ability of the state to support such costs, so individual
pr p~rty owne.rs should be induced or required to bear the costs. In between is
Ill. VIew that m many cases sharing costs would be most appropriate, with
pnvate property owners bearing some of the costs in recognition of the fact
Ihnt th~~ have use of the heritage property, and the state bearing the rest in
It eognmon of the public's interest in seeing that the resource is protected and
PI' S rved. When vie,,:ed from a cost perspective, the choice among tools can
h nstrued as a choice of who should pay for the public policy that the tool
I 1nl nd d to implement.

Al th tw xtr m s f this dimension are ownership and operation, which
I" ads I'h OSIS a r ss rh wld Hl lasfi of taxpayers, and r ulation, which
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localizes the costs with the private owner of the regulated property. The prop-
erty rights alternative has the economic effect of adjusting the return that an in-
dividual can realize from his or her property, and using this tool may incur
costs or bring benefits to property owners depending on the exact form of al-
terations to the package of property rights the owner enjoys and can use. In-
centives, on the other hand, are particularly well suited to sharing cost among
public and private interests. The costs of using information as a tool are gener-
ally borne by taxpayers.

In thinking about costs, it is important not to confuse the cost to the state of
using a particular tool with the cost to society. Some tools, particularly infor-
mation, are unlikely to incur large costs to the state, and therefore may look
more desirable from a cost perspective than, say, ownership and operation. But
with other tools, such a comparison becomes trickier. Regulation, for example,
appears to be free. With the exception of enforcement costs, which mayor may
not be substantial depending on local policy choices, the cost of regulation to
the state can be quite small, while the costs to the individual property owners
whose use of property may be severely restricted could be quite large; because
they are visited on individuals rather than on society as a whole, these costs
may not be taken into account in the choice of tools. It is certainly true that the
state's choice of tools may be constrained by the resources that it perceives are
available at any given point, a point to which I will return, but to ignore the pri-
vate costs of the choice among tools can have long-term consequences on the
precise resources that one is trying to preserve. Thus the state ought to account
carefully for costs of all types in choosing its tools.

Here, of course, there is a rather large gap between theory and practice. In
many countries, systems of taxation are essentially opportunistic, and choices
regarding who should pay have more to do with administrative expediency and
politics than with a rational process of determining the proper balance of costs
and benefits." This, of course, does not mean that debates about the choice
among tools do not consider the issue of who should pay; there is every indi-
cation that this is and will continue to be an important, if not a determining,
factor in choosing tools for implementation. '

Proposition 10 (Timing): The choice of tools should vary according to the
urgency with which one wishes to act.

Because of sudden changes in governmental structure, many countries are
facing an urgent situation with respect to their built heritage. In many cases de-
cisions have had to be made relatively quickly to save endangered resources.
Certain tools, most particularly direct incentives and ownership and opera-
tion, are best suited to quick action. Others, such as property right and in-
formation, are better suited to long-term development f th C n mic and
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attitudinal climate within which preservation activities might be undertaken.
Indirect incentives and regulation occupy the middle ground of this dimension,
though time-limited, emergency regulation may be able to be used effectively
as part of a quick response.

Proposition 11 (Automaticity): The choice of tools should reflect the degree
to which automaticity of action is a desired property of heritage programs.

In some situations it may be preferable to employ tools that act automati-
cally with little discretionary input on the part of decision makers. This would
particularly be the case in situations in which discretionary judgment is not
trusted and therefore not accepted as an element of state action.

/ Regulation and property rights are the two tools that most clearly share the
attribute of automaticity. Both are automatically available, though one may
have to assert one's property rights in order to obtain their full value. Incen-
tives can be designed to be automatic; this is particularly the case with indirect
tax-based incentives. Direct incentives, on the other hand, are typically (though
not always) designed around discretionary decision making.

Proposition 12 (Certainty): The choice of tools should reflect the degree to
which certainty abo..ut the implications of using a tool is a desirable attribute.

Individual property owners, in particular, will be concerned about under-
, tanding the exact implications of any government action on their ownership
f heritage properties. It is reasonable to expect certainty in the application of

any state program as well as in the reaction of the state to any individual ac-
Li.onsundertaken in response to that program.

As an attribute, certainty is clearly related to automaticity, but ownership
and operation has to join regulation and property rights as the tools that are
more likely to promote certainty. Information can always be ambiguous, and
d pending on the actual design of an incentive, it can either provide a great deal
of certainty to the intended beneficiary, or it can also be somewhat ambiguous.

Proposition 13 (Design Goals): The choice of tools should vary according to
the goal that has been specified for a particular state intervention.

The goals of state interventions might be classified into three broad
roups: (r) searching for good results, (2) avoiding bad results, and (3) miti-
utlng bad re ults that have already occurred. These categories provide a par-

t I ularly u eful guide in th f Id f heritage preservation. If one will be satis-
I ed with av idin bad r Stilts, n mi ht turn to regulation, property rights,
\11' own rshlp Hod op nuk n, If on w Ints t pr m t good results, on the other
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hand, one might be more likely to rely on incentives and information. strate-
gies. Depending on the mitigation necessary, mitigating bad results might be
best accomplished through incentives or ownership and operation.

Taken together these propositions suggest ways of thinking about the problem
of tool choice in heritage preservation. Many other factors undoubtedly de-
serve to be taken into consideration, and there are undoubtedly other, more ef-
fective ways to present the ideas I have included here. What is most import~nt
at this point, however, is to model a different way of thinking about state action
in heritage preservation so that we can begin to discuss thinking about pro-
gram design through the choice of tools. It is in this spirit that I have presented
these thirteen opening salvos.

A North AmericanIWestern European Model?

I am quite conscious of the fact that the propositions I have present.ed above
proceed from a rational policy model of the world. Perhaps one might e~en
characterize it as a North AmericanlWestern European model of public policy
formulation and implementation. The world does not always operate so neatly,
and one must recognize the complexity that will affect the choice of tools.'?

In particular, there may be some doubt concerning the extent to which
these tools can be applied in transitional economies or in developing coun-
tries. Such doubts were certainly expressed by many at the Salzburg Seminar.
"Can action in the preservation/conservation arena wait for optimum condi-
tions to appear?" they asked. "Might not valuable resources disappear in the
meantime?" The tools, when presented in their most purified forms, appear to
require a functioning capitalist market economy with a stable le~al system
that is integrated into a well-established and clearly understood pnvate prop-
erty system. How high does the level of "sophistication" of a society have to
be for a tool to work?

A number of conditions clearly affect the deployment of the various tools,
particularly in formerly socialist economies as well as in develo~ing countries.
These conditions may complicate the choice of tools and are Ignored at th
policy maker's peril. To wit:

• In many such countries there is a movement to transfer property in pub-
lic hands-including land, churches, and historic buildings-to private
ownership, making huge demands on the development of appropriate
administrative and legal systems .

• At the same time, there is very little understanding of the implications of
private property ownership and the conditions that an b atta h d to
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such property. The idea of bargaining with government around incen-
tives, for example, is quite unfamiliar.

• In the absence of a stable legal system, it is not surprising that there
are few legal provisions for dealing with preservation or conservation
matters.

• The tax system, which would normally provide resources and into which
indirect incentives might be integrated, is often corrupt. Even when it
does gather taxes, it does not necessarily distribute them according to
relative need or even according to the law.

• The process of designing and implementing appropriate regulations is
cumbersome, particularly when there is no consensus or understanding
among the population that conservation and prese~vation have a priority
in government action.

• Legal work in relation to conservation and preservation has no prestige
among lawyers and the courts are not geared to handle such cases.

• The government does not have the credibility that is necessary for com-
pliance, particularly when regulations are rarely enforced.

• The regulatory process is contaminated, particularly in the Third World,
when the fear of having property listed as a heritage property, subject to
government regulations, causes people to hide special properties or raze
buildings. This is further complicated by the fact that transitional and
developing economies may attach undue symbolic importance to new
things, even if in cultural terms they are inferior, replacing natural mate-
rials with concrete, for example. In this case the education and informa-
tion process needs to be particularly convincing. Yet, there is a down
ide here as well: information about the special merits of a property can

be an invitation to theft or vandalism.
ommunication is often poor in these countries, particularly between

the state and the citizenry, so information is hard to disseminate.
• Many of the tools-but incentives in-particular-depend on a trust in

government and credibility in its claim to be a partner in the preservation
process. This trust is only rarely present.

• All of the tools (and any system within which they are used) call for a
s If-consciousness on the part of the population in relation to the gov-
mm ent, which reveals itself in a willingness to act, organize, negoti-

at , and engage in the process of preservation. The populations of for-
merly socialist countries may not yet have such a relationship with their

vernments.

I list thes exampl s not t su st that choice is impossible in these cir-
'11111 tan s or that impl m nt ulon is lik ly t fail, but to point out that tool
-holc nnn I, t y its nollll'(, IdVilli ' rlr b y nd oth r, mor fundamental
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societal changes. Rather, a wider choice of tools will become available as the
societal context stabilizes ..This is not an excuse, however, for not considering
a broader menu of tool possibilities right away. A major premise of this vol-
ume is that tool choices get restricted much too quickly and much too often,
and we want to reopen choices that may have seemed closed. Nevertheless, it
may be useful to explore constraints on tool choice more explicitly, and it is to
this question that I now turn.

Constraints on the Availability of Tools

During the sessions of the Salzburg Seminar in which the faculty tried to move
the discussion to a broader consideration of which tools would be the appro-
priate choice in which circumstances, we found ourselves continually bump-
ing up against the argument that imagining a free choice among tools was
counterproductive because of a set of strong contextual constraints on the
availability of tools. We were unable to explore fully the extent to which these
constraints were real as opposed to perceived, but given the force with which
they were expressed, it is necessary, it seems to me, to consider a bit more
carefully the degree to which such conditions actually limit the choice of tools.
Up to this point, my discussion of the choice of tools has assumed a relatively
unfettered choice among those tools, but would we be deceiving ourselves if
we were to imagine that a relatively free choice among the various tools is pos-
sible? Are there powerful factors that affect the availability of various tools be-
fore one can even begin to consider the possibility of choice?

The constraint argument became prominent one morning at the Seminar
when one of the Fellows from Central Europe took the floor and said, "Look.
All this theory is fine, but the reality for us is that because the state now has
only extremely limited resources, we have only one tool that we can even
imagine using-regulation. We can't even use own and operate any more.
None of the others will protect our heritage either." The irony in this statement,
of course, is that its conclusion is that the heavy hand of a centralized state has
to be replaced-with the heavy hand of a centralized state. Moreover, if no re-
sources were available to consider deploying other tools, where would the re-
sources come from to enforce these regulations? It will be useful for us to ex-
plore this possibility before adopting a model premised on relatively
unconstrained choice.

By challenging the statement that there are powerful preexisting con-
straints on the availability of tools, I do not mean to belittle the very real frus-
tration that the statement represents, nor do I mean to suggest that the con-
straints are imaginary or trivial. But I do want to suggest the po sibility that a
full consideration of the tool option might allow on t w rk r ativ ly
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around real constraints and recognize that others are illusory. In order to un-
derstand the various constraints, let me divide them roughly into three cate-
gories: economic, political, and structural.

Economic Constraints

It would be hard to deny that in many countries there are fewer resources
available to the state than there once were, and this is as true with the por-
tion of the state budget dedicated to preservation activities as it is overall.
Moreover, in many countries there is considerable political and ideological
pressure to shrink the size of the state, so the question of whether more re-
S urces could be made available to the state through increased taxes on the
.itizenry has become moot. Government action costs money-even a strat-
gy that relies primarily on information has costs associated with it-but we

know very little about the marginal benefit to preservation that might come
from investing available resources in the use of one tool as compared to an-
other. Would an additional dollar offered through an incentive or spent in an
Information campaign produce more preservation than, say, an additional
d llar used in ownership and operation? This would not be an easy question
to answer in any event, but the preservation sector is not yet even trained to
usk it.

In an environment with limited resources, regulation becomes attractive be-
.au e it appears cost-free-we will just require someone to do something-
und that, I think, is why many countries view regulation as the only available
10 1. But there is an opportunity cost to that individual when his or her actions
Ill" changed by regulation (that is, when he is forced to choose a path of action
Ihllt he otherwise would not choose), even though the net social benefit may be
positive.

ne need not accept, however, the premise that resources available to the
lilt for preservation activities though current tax revenues will be limited or

p rhaps even shrink. This is one constraint around which there has been con-
Id rable inventive activity, and a wide variety of new revenue-raising instru-

III nt have been used for heritage preservation, effectively relaxing this con-
Iruint, In the next section of this chapter, I review a number of examples as to

how these "new" public resources have been garnered.
We hould recognize that the resource constraint becomes more severe not

11 t through caps on, and cuts in, public budgets. Increases in the public's per-
I' pt! n about what resources ought to be preserved, and public recognition
Ih it pr ervation is a problem requiring the involvement of the state both in-

I IS th demand f r pr S rvati n. Is there any place where the register of
h tod r s ut' S is shrinkln ? S n from this perspective, an increasingly
I hi • n mi nstrulnt m I I 'Ill lily a si n of suce ss (th demand for
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preservation has risen) rather than of failure (not all of the increased demand
for preservation can be satisfied).

It may also be that the value of incentives will be limited by another type of
economic constraint that derives from differences between local economies
and the international economy. To take but one example, in the Czech Repub-
lic the prices of faithful restorations of heritage buildings are high because of
the expertise that is necessary, but because taxes (and the tax base) in the local
economy are low, it is virtually impossible to design a tax incentive and costly
to design a direct incentive that will have any substantial effect.

Another economic constraint may arise because of the close link between
preservation of the built heritage and the real estate development industry. This
link has prompted a joining of government action to private action, particu-
larly through the increased use of incentives. But incentives that appear attrac-
tive and generous in a booming real estate market may be completely ineffec-
tive in a weak real estate market. At the same time, if one's goal is simply to
make a profit without unnecessary complications, in a booming real estate
market it may not be necessary to take advantage of any preservation incen-
tive. In a way, these points are only a subset of more general considerations. In
a strong economy, resources are available in both the public and private sectors
to support preservation, and many different initiatives become possible. In a
weak economy, historic resources may not be endangered through destruction,
but there may be little incentive to invest in them. Somewhere in between is
where an economic balance is most likely to be achieved.

These examples notwithstanding, it is clear that in many countries the pre-
vious governmental system was highly reliant on a rich resource base. This is
no longer true. The tools of choice have to change as government becomes less
involved in doing things itself and more involved in creating the conditions
within which preservation action will take place.

Political Constraints

One disadvantage of taking a tools approach to the study of government action
in any particular realm is that it is all too easy to give the mistaken impression
that one imagines the state as being all-powerful, deciding what it wants to do
from a full range of possible actions and then doing it. But the state's actions
are limited not only by money, but also by a number of other considerations,
some of which might be termed political. In this sense, the state may behave in
ways that will constrain its own choices among the tools. Again, my goal is n t
to catalog political constraints, or even to offer a water-tight definition of polit-
ical constraints, as much as it is to recognize their potency.

In this volume we have been relatively silent on the formulation of goals f I'

preservation and, more generally, on the forrnulati n f th publi P li i that

4
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incorporate those goals. We wanted to focus attention instead on the choice of
tools and we believe that one is confronted with the same possibilities and the
same choices whatever the actual configuration of that policy. However, there
do seem to be some cases in which policy goals constrain the choice of tool.
For example, governments can be reticent to change their use of tools because
they view preservation policy as a way of promoting national pride and the
image of the state itself rather than as a way of protecting the asset. Such a
view is much more likely to lead to ownership and operation or regulation than
to one of the other tools. In this example, the goal leads to a particular choice
of tool.

In our discussions at the Salzburg Seminar an issue that came up time and
time again was the issue of trust. Lack of trust was seen as a major limit on the

/ effectiveness of government action. This came up most clearly, perhaps, in the
context of information. On what basis should one trust information that is pro-
vided by the state? But it came up elsewhere as well. Can we trust the govern-
ment to deliver the part of the bargain it offers through an incentive? More-
ver, the view that government provides a locus of expertise on various issues

seems to be waning. If this is happening because of a sense that there are mul-
tiple loci of expertise in any society, then it is a good change, but if it is hap-
pening because of a lack of trust, there is cause for concern.

The issue of trust goes both ways. Citizens may not trust the government, as
in the examples above, or the government might not oust its citizens or citizen
roups. The latter issue has taken on renewed importance as governments have

b gun to rely more on intermediary organizations such as nonprofit organiza-
tI ns, foundations, and various quasi-autonomous nongovernmental organiza-
Ii ns to help provide socially desirable goods and services. The birth of such
organizations has been fraught with difficulty in many countries, and at the
h art of these difficulties is the question of whether or not the government is
pr pared to trust these entities, given that they present independent centers of
power and influence and may, on some issues, actually oppose the govern-
III nt's own views and policies. One of the participants at the Seminar picked
up this theme, pointing out that "to develop a culture of preservation one has to
h lieve in the generosity of people." If it doesn't trust its citizens, the state
Illi ht well find its choice among tools constrained, since it will hesitate to use
tools such as incentives and information.

Related to the issue of trust is the issue of certainty. To adjust one's own in-
dividual decisions concerning heritage property, one needs to understand the
poli y framework within which one is operating: What rules apply to me?
Wh \l an I take advantage of? How do I know what my full set of options is?
What will be the implications of the various actions I might take?

I'inally, it i n t always p ssibl l tell whether a tool has been explicitly
ho, n, In a parf ular m t, \ 1 rli mlar l I may nly bud becau e its
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use has become familiar or even traditional. This is a constraint of a different

type.

Structural Constraints

Some constraints have less to do with the politics of operating in the public
sphere than with the structure of that sphere. For example, not all tools are
available to all levels of government, though the actual correspondence be-
tween tools and level of government varies from country to country. This cor-
respondence may be specified in a nation's constitution, which de?nes and
limits the powers of various levels and branches of gover~ment, or It ~ay be
more informal, relying on years of sorting out and developing conventions for
ways of conducting the state's business. In the United States, for example,
basic governmental powers reside with the states. The states have granted a
limited number of powers to the federal government and grant a considerable
degree of power to local government. One implication of this division of pow-
ers is that regulation is firmly seated at the state and local levels but that the
federal government has very few regulatory powers. As a r~sult, :vhen. it
wishes to act in the preservation sphere, it has to turn more to incentives, m-
formation, and ownership and operation and away from regulation. I I In ~he
many countries where there is not yet a strong acceptance of regional, provm-
cial (state), or local autonomy, the central government may still only be doing
what it thinks it does well-own, operate, and regulate. The level of govern-
ment may, in many places, provide a powerful constraint as to what tools can

actually be used. .
The question of appropriate level of government has taken on new Impor-

tance as states, among them the member states of the European Union, have
embraced the principle of subsidiarity. The idea of subsidiarity is that action is
taken by the lowest level of government possible so that the decisions ma~
and the actions taken will be made as close as possible to the citizens who Will
be affected. This principle has led to a rearrangement of the levels of govern-
ment responsible for particular programs, but it has not necessarily ~ed to a.r -
distribution of the available tools among levels of government. It IS possibl
that under subsidiarity there may not be a match between the appropriate level
of government and the appropriate tool.

Another type of structural constraint comes into play when we turn our at-
tention to transnational governmental organizations. While often appearing to
be quite powerful, these organizations typically have limited powers.an.d lin:-
ited tools at their disposal. In particular, because they are severely limited III
their ability to own and operate, regulate, and redefine the property righ~ c 11
ceming heritage re ources, information and incentiv s b m th. m~lI1stuy
of their heritage pr rams. Th c n lusi n that H I ha, m to 111his br u I
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look at the tools of government is that the full range of tools is neither em-
ployed nor available at either of the extremes-transnational governmental en-
tities, on the one hand, and local governments, on the other. 12

Another structural constraint may result from how preservation responsibil-
ities are arranged within, as opposed to across, levels of government. As
preservation responsibilities are parceled out among various government min-
istries or agencies a de facto choice may be made as to the availability of vari-
ous tools. Some government agencies, by their inherent structure, may be un-
able to own and operate heritage properties, for example, while others may be
able to use only this tool. Of course, this constraint may be easier to overcome
through governmental reorganization than constraints that are stipulated by a

/ constitution. It also is true that some tools may just work more comfortably in
certain corners of government than in others; at the Seminar, Dino Milinovic,
the secretary general of the Croation Commission for the United Nations Edu-
cational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), summarized this
idea as, "Each tool finds its harbor in a different segment of the government."

A structural constraint of a rather different sort may result from govern-
ment's being the only actor capable of undertaking action vis-a-vis heritage
preservation. What I have in mind here are particularly those places in which
there is not yet a strong nonprofit, nongovernmental sector involved in heritage
preservation and where there is little tradition of, or few resources for, individ-
ual citizen action. A system of interventions based upon the presumption that
other actors in the infrastructure will exist, respond, and participate, may have
difficulty taking root in such constrained circumstances. Here the constraint
that can and ought to be relaxed has little to do with preservation per se; it is
tied up instead with the considerable efforts being made in many countries to
ncourage the creation of a "civil society," in which citizens would become

III re engaged in civic life through a variety of voluntary, nongovernmental,
IIl1dnonprofit groups, associations, and institutions. Legislation defining and
I~ ulating the nonprofit sector, changing attitudes about the relative role of the
public and private sectors, the growth of privately available resources, and
IIm are the ingredients that together will relax this constraint on the choice of
h) I .

A final structural constraint on the free use of tools, one that is particularly
-rltlcal in the emerging democracies of Central and Eastern Europe, is the lack
III '1 arly defined property rights, which are necessary for most of the tools to
up nit well. In places where private property has not been a primary societal
vnlu and where rapid changes in the system of ownership have led to consid-
IlIhl nfusion, the government must define, parcel out, and enforce prop-
11 I'i hts to tablish a I ar f undation for the other tools of preservation.

'Ilk n t th 1',Ih H nstrah ts ar dauntin . Tnd ed, in ome place they
11111 In 1 I'll I out nil ( r th I ( Is: own rshi] nnd p rati n aus it i.
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expensive and there are only limited resources available; regulation because
there is a fear and distrust of a heavy-handed state; information because the
population does not trust the state to provide accurate information; incentives
because the state and its citizens do not trust one another to fulfill their respec-
tive parts of the bargain, the resources to offer incentives are limited, and there
is no infrastructure of private interests toward which incentives are typically
targeted; and property rights because such rights are poorly defined and am-
biguous. But a vigilant optimist (to appropriate a phrase used by Gordon Metz,
special projects director of the Mayibuye Centre for History and Culture in
Cape Town, South Africa, and a participant at the Seminar) will view each of
these constraints as a creative challenge. If there is no societal consensus about
the importance of preservation as a public good, however, it will be very hard
to design ways for the state to act in the preservation system, and this lack of
consensus itself will become the binding constraint on state action. Consensus
is a necessary prior condition.

Finding the Resources to Pay for "New" Tools

As governments make fuller use of the preservation action toolbox, new pro-
grams and new uses of tools are often grafted onto preexisting preservation
programs rather than replacing them. In a period in which the perception, if not
the reality, is that public resources are increasingly limited, an important ques-
tion becomes how the state is going to come up with the additional resources
necessary to fund those programs.

This search for increased resources has also intersected with another trend,
a desire to achieve a better match between those who reap the benefits of pub-
lic programs and those who pay for them. It is increasingly difficult to justify
state programs in which the benefits are perceived as accruing to individuals
who do not bear an appropriate share of the costs of the program. Admittedly,
precise calculations of incidence are difficult to pin down in the preservation
sector, particularly since many of the societal benefits accrue to future genera-
tions. Nevertheless, the preservation sector should be concerned about the im-
pression that the benefits of preservation activity accrue mainly to a relatively
limited population of well-off individuals, and it should heed the fact that this
criticism has been clearly voiced in recent debates concerning the state's cul-
tural policies more generally.

Together these two factors have led to a creative search for new revenu
sources, sources that can simply provide more money as well as source that
can bring the costs and benefits more into line with one another. The Coun il
of Europe has been particularly in trumental in identifying new approach s to
financing restoration and r habilitation f th archil tural h rita and ha
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published a series of reports on this question, but one does not have to look too
far to observe considerable innovation in finding new resources that have been
channeled into preservation programs: 13

• The State of Arkansas uses a special tax on real estate transfers to fi-
nance its historic preservation programs.

• Florida offers a higher incentive for private donations to its Community
Contribution Tax Incentive Program, whose income is used in part for
preservation programs.

• In Kansas the revenues from a mortgage registration tax go into the
state's Heritage Trust Fund for Historic Preservation.

• The country of Nepal imposes a Heritage Tax upon departure from its
airport.

• In the United Kingdom, proceeds from the new national lottery are ded-
icated, in part, to heritage projects through the Department of National
Heritage.

• Similarly, in the German Land of Baden-Wurtternberg, preservation
funds are supplied from a specified portion of the income of the state lot-
tery. In Lower Saxony a portion of preservation grant funds is derived
from a state gambling tax and a portion from interest on natural oil pro-
duction.

• In Zurich, Switzerland, money for preservation grants comes from'two
sources: the Fund for Public Purposes, which is supplied by proceeds
from the canton's lottery, and the Fund for the Support of Efforts to Pro-
tect the Heritage.

• Vienna (and Salzburg and Graz) has created a Historic Town Center
Preservation Fund that is funded through the proceeds of the "Cultural
Schilling Law," which places a 10 percent tax on radio and television li-
cense fees. This fund is used for loans, interest payments, and grants for
preservation work not otherwise eligible for support and beyond the fi-
nancial means of property owners.

• ln Dubrovnik, Yugoslavia, a particularly complicated revenue-raising
tructure was put in place to restore buildings damaged by the earth-

quake of 1979. In addition to state funds, a particularly rich number of
ther sources were created and/or tapped: an increase of 0.15 percent in

the rate of the local tax on workers' personal incomes; an increase of I

p rcent in the special municipal sales tax; special funds from the sale of
mutual aid badges; a special 10 percent municipal tax on sales of sou-
Y nir , handicrafts, and fine jewelry; a special extra rent on business
pr mis s; a return of 10 percent on the fees collected from organized
t U1'S r archil ctural h rita ; and a r turn of to percent on the fees col-
I ,t cl for th le -, I'd 'uhl way,
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What is particularly interesting about Dubrovnik's .revenue-raising struc-
ture is how it targets those who are likely to benefit m o~e way or anoth~r
from the restoration of the built heritage: visitors and tounsts wh.o con:e, m
part, because of Dubrovnik's historic resources; and owners .o~busmess m the
historic city, particularly those who benefi~ from .sales ~o.vlsltors; as well as
those who live and work in the city on a dally basis. This is an example of an
attempt to achieve a better alignment between those who pay and those who

benefit. . h b
Another approach to identifying "new" resources for preservatl~n . as een

to invent financing schemes that work simply to keep resources within a par-

ticular sector. For example:

• In France the Service des Monuments Historiques has a degree of fina~-
cial independence from the government because it has the right to retam
income from historic buildings that it owns and operates. These funds
form the Caisse Nationale des Monuments Historiques.

• In Mexico City it has been proposed that in certain circums~ances devel-
opers be allowed to purchase the right to .exceed th~ oth~rwlse all?w~ble
intensity of land use in specified areas adjacent to historic properties; .the
money raised would be used for the restoration of these propertles,

among other uses.!" . .
• In the United States, a popular mechanism is tax increment financing m

which borrowing for preservation improvements is structured so.that the
loan can be paid back out of the increased property taxes that will be re-
alized on the improved properties.

My point here has not been to provide a complete cat~og of innovati~ .
funding practices. Rather, I have tried to suggest that c~nslderable effort ~as
gone into figuring out ways to relax the primary econOffilCresource constraint
on preservation action by the state. This: i~ turn, suggests that many of th
constraints one perceives may not be as binding as ~hey firs~ appear.

A consideration of constraints can be discouragmg; action can seem t~ b
tightly circumscribed before one ever has an opportunity to consider ch~IC S

among tools. In the last pages, I have attempted to de~onstr~te two th~n. s:
(1) that the perceived constraints are often ~ot real or, with a blt of creativity,

b lifted and (2) that even if a constraint prevents the use of one too.l, 11
can e . 1 h t s I I'
can often be avoided by the choice of another-one simp y as ? ~on I

the full menu of possibilities. Nevertheless, an analysis of the. existing on
straints can be important when one is considering the appropnate and avail

able set of tools.
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A Sixth Tool?

John de Monchaux and I have had more than enough experience with our stu-
dents in the Department of Urban Studies and Plarming at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology to know that once a professor says something as defin-
itive as, "There are only five tools of government action," students are immedi-
ately convinced that we must be wrong. Any pronouncement this precise in-
vites disagreement. Surely there must be six, or seven, or more.

There have been many attempts to categorize the tools of government ac-
tion, though their authors have not always worried about making sure that the
categories proposed in their schema are both mutually exclusive and exhaus-
tive. Hood, in the book to which we have referred so often, delineates eight
basic tools of government.P Salamon, in another volume particularly helpful
to our thinking, without claiming completeness, discusses six different tools of
government action, and his list, too, is rather different from ours." Salamon
has also collected and summarized ten other authors' attempts to categorize
government tools; these lists range from a low of five tools (though different
ones from ours) to a high of sixteen. At yet another extreme, there is a point of
view from which one might argue that-with the possible exception of infor-
mation-there is only one form of government action, the definition and ap-
portionment of property rights, and that every government action can be un-
derstood in terms of how it distributes property rights among the various
interested parties including the state itself. I? While there is much to learn from
this point of view, our sense is that one slice of pizza, no matter how big it is,
will not provide a balanced analytical meal.

Our aim has not been to convince our readers that our five-fold categoriza-
Ii n is the best such scheme; rather, we have offered it as a scheme that has
11Iped us understand the options available in preservation program design. In
III end, the best test is whether a categorization scheme adequately captures
III variation one sees in the tools of government and whether it helps elucidate
III choices that government can actually make among the various tools, how-
v r they are identified and defined. Nevertheless, it is useful to ask whether

III r are any candidates as a sixth tool, a topic that engendered considerable
ilL '1I ion at the Salzburg Seminar.

A number of Seminar participants pointed out that planning plays an im-
1I000LlII1trole in heritage preservation and proposed it as a sixth tool of gov-

1111\1 nt action. But the desire to characterize planning as a different, sixth
11101, I b lieve, derives mostly from a difference in how planning is viewed
11 IOHS untri s. Phil HeIT, an M.LT. colleague, defines "planning" as the
I V I I m nt fa s l of int nd d actions to which all of the parties that have
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contributed to it are committed. This view, it seems to me, sees planning as an
information tool resulting in a (three-dimensional) statement of desires and in-
tents. But this may be a uniquely American view of planning. In other coun-
tries, the plan, once it is formally adopted, has the force of law behind it; that's
to say, it becomes more of a regulatory tool. In other words, the transnationaJ
ambiguity of planning makes it a different type of tool in different contexts. If
one does not recognize that ambiguity, then planning somehow looks like a
different beast, perhaps even like a sixth tool.

We also discussed education as a possible sixth tool. Here, too, while one
can argue compellingly that education is a separate tool of government action,
we feel that it is preferable to view education as a subset of the information
tool. But our categorization is not intended as a statement about the relative
importance of education as compared to other possible tools. We suspect that
many candidates for the sixth tool would be proposed based on their perceived
importance rather than on their conceptual distinctiveness. If this becomes the
rule for categorization, of course, one rapidly ends up with a long list of tools,
each important in its own way.

The points about planning and education, and, indeed, about the definition
and distribution of property rights, already included in our schema as a sepa-
rate tool, do suggest one analytical path that might be worth exploring. It may
well be that the order of government actions is important. Perhaps, planning,
education, and property rights might be better thought of as a set of tools that
establish the framework within which the other tools then operate. They create
the conditions within which others actors in the preservation system as well as
the government itself act. We are not partisans of this view, but we do recog-
nize that the question of order of action is an important one.

If the focus of one's categorization system is on the choices that govern-
ment can make, then there is a sixth possibility: the government can choose
to do nothing. It can choose simply not to open its toolbox. In many in-
stances this may be a viable option that deserves consideration, even though
it doesn't quite fit the metaphor of a tool. Of course, the state might decid
to do nothing for a variety of reasons: it might believe that a particular ac-
tion is more appropriately or more effectively left to the private or nonprofit
sectors with no government intervention; it might believe that none of the
tools available will work in a particular instance; or it may believe that ther
is insufficient citizen support for an intervention and that if it does not act,
citizen support will eventually grow to the point where the state will be abl
to intervene. Cynics and skeptics will also point out that the state might
choose to say it is doing something about a problem but do nothing. But oth-
ers, who have been working in the preservation arena and have been con-
fronting what they perceive as a tremendous need coupled with a tremendous
shortage of resources, might put a more po itive spin on loing nothin -if
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doing nothing is a viable option, then the government must have already done
omething!

The usefulness of a set of tools is, finally, that the set, when taken together,
allows you to get the job done. If the set is incomplete, it will be more difficult
to get the job done. In the end, it is as simple as that.

Becoming a Better Designer of Policy Interventions

Lnthis chapter I have just begun to scratch the surface of the ideas and issues
in making an appropriate choice among the tools of action. Such an inquiry
should enable those who are charged with implementing government policy to
become better designers of the policy interventions for which they are respon-
sible, and this should be no less true in the field of heritage preservation than in
tiny other field of state involvement.

But thinking about the state's toolbox does not come naturally. Constraints
en choice seem to many to loom larger than the advantages that opening up the
true range of choice might bring. Hood, in arguing for a tools-based approach
10 thinking about state action, points out that a tools-based analysis provides
Ihree important ways of thinking about state action: (r ) sorting state actions
Into a relatively small number of categories serves as a "variety reducer" and
focuses the analyst on a set of generic attributes of state action; similarities be-
I me as important as differences in understanding the options that are open to
Ihe state; (2) at the same time, thinking about tools both separately and in com-
hination serves as a "variety generator," pointing the way to new combinations
nnd possibilities that haven't been tried before (indeed, thinking carefully
lib ut the set of logical possibilities may suggest avenues that have not yet
h n explored); and (3) characterizing state actions as a limited set of tools of-
\' I'S a basis on which comparative analysis can be conducted, a powerful tool
11\ its own right, enabling cross-contextual Ieaming.l''

It is not enough, of course, to choose the right tool for the job. One also has
10design that tool. When one thinks of factors that affect the use of tools, one
III Is to think of both those factors that affect the initial choice of a tool, which
hilA been the focus of this chapter, and those factors that affect tool design.
'1\)0) design has been considered at some length in previous chapters, provid-
III loquent testimony to the variety that exists within each category of tool.
'I'll r are undoubtedly also factors that then affect how one uses the tool once
I has been chosen and designed.

Salamon concludes hi inquiry into the tools of the state with a call for re-
lilt' 'h f thr types: d s riptiv work to identify the operating characteristics

01 Ih toors now in wi I spr ad lIR ,analyli work to develop new ways of de-
1'111 in and omparln IIlId outrnsrtn 111 various tools, and empirical work
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.' en the tools chosen, the program design that

to explore the relatlO~ship b~t~e utcome 19 His general plea is no less applic-
was based on that choice, an 1 so. '. ro ress has been made
able to the fi.el~ of ~eritage p:~~:~;t1:~~~~:::~: an~ publications of the .
on the descnptlVe side, most Y d Sit (ICOMOS) and the Interna-

. al C '1 n Monuments an 1esInternatlOn ounci 0 . 'T' 20 with this volume perhaps mak-. . World Hentage .LOwns,
tional Symposmm on "d ble work remaining along the ana-
in" a contribution as well, there ISconsi era

o .'
lytic and empiri~al ~ll~en~lOns: . t the tools of government by concluding,

Hood ends hIS similar mquiry III 0 11as in the past will depend on its
. t in the future as we '

"s~~cess m go1verne~:t~v'e~yfixed set of basic tools imaginatively to each new'
ability to app Y a r .

. .' "21 This seems right to us. .
situatlOn as It ar1se~... . t n and suspicions of, the state, It

Nevertheless, WIth mcreasm~ c:.~~ ~hoe~tate as a completely indepen-
has become harder and harde~ 0 1t d dried choices from its toolbox. As
dent, exogenous actor that m t~c~s-: ~is volume, the state is increasingly
we have suggested a number 0 nm . ociety to pursue public goals, and

. . hi .th other actors m s
forgmg relatlO~s 1pSWl the hallmark of state action in a new era. We
these partnerships have .bec:::~tice and speculate upon this development, and
would be remiss If wfe~~d n 1 me we consider these evolving relationships, to
in the second part? 1 IS iinded focus in the first part of this volume on the

1 ment our sing e-rnm .
comp e tral actor (if not the central actor) in heritage preservation-
state as a cen

Notes
e been contributed by the participants in the

1. A number of these exampl~s h~Vthi book and their ideas have informed every
Salzburg Seminar that occasione . s. ot recognizing their contributions to th

. I I would be remiss m n .
page of this vo ume. . itt fter the Salzburg Seminar sessions. ti lar which was wn en a
current chapter m par cu , f th ich and provocative discussions that

bl t take full advantage 0 en.
and was a eo. . . I h that I have represented your VOices
took place there. To the participants. ope

well. . . . . The Tools of Government ActiO/l
Lester Salamon, ed., Beyond Privatizauon-

2. . C . Th U ban Institute Press, 1989),258.
(Washmgton, D... e r t (Chatham N J . Chatham Hous

3. Christopher C. Hood, The Tools of Governmen , .,.

publishers, 1986), 136. 8 H d call these points "canons" and x·
d Th r. ls of Government, chap. . 00

4· Hood, e 00 h five but the fifth is clearly assumed.
plicitly spells out onl~ four of~o:ld H~ritage Towns, Safeguarding Historic ~rI)(/II

5. InternatlOnal SymposIUm on M t Guide (Quebe : Organizallon 01
Ensembles in a Time of Change: A anagemen ..
World Heritage Towns, I 1).D I.\

ll__ ----------~--~-
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6. Harry Hillman-Chartrand and Claire McCaughey, "The Arm's Length Principle
and the Arts: An International Perspective-Past, Present, and Future," in Who's to
Pay for the Arts? The International Search for Models of Support, ed. Milton C.
Cummings, Jr. and J. Mark Davidson Sehuster (New York: American Council for
the Arts, 1989): 43-80.

7. Hood uses the term "scalability" to refer to this characteristic of the various tools.
Hood, The Tools of Government, 146.

8. This proposition inevitably leads one to two interrelated questions: "To whom does
the heritage belong?" and "To whom should the heritage belong?" One would not
even consider this an issue if one did not think that there was a different answer to
this question than that revealed through the current pattern of legal ownership of
property.

9. I am grateful to Robert Stipe for pointing out this issue to me.
ro. I am particularly grateful to Suzanne de Monchaux, on whose notes from the

Salzburg Seminar workshops much of this section of the chapter is based.
11. For a detailed explanation of how this works in the United States, see particularly

the first and last chapters of Robert E. Stipe and Antoinette J. Lee, The American
Mosaic: Preserving a Nation's Heritage (Washington, D.e.: USIICOMOS, 1987).
But note that the actual form of federalism in the United States is constantly shift-
ing and the balance of power and authority among national, state, and local gov-
ernments remains in a constant state of transition.

12. Hood, The Tools of Government, 122.
!3. These examples, as well as others, can be found in Council of Europe, Funding the

Architectural Heritage, Architectural Heritage Reports and Studies, no. 8, report of
the York Colloquy (Strasbourg: Council of Europe, 1987); Council of Europe, New
Ways of Funding the Restoration of the Architectural Heritage, Architectural Her-
itage Reports and Studies, no. 13, report of the Messina Colloquy (Strasbourg:
Council of Europe, 1988); Council of Europe, Funding the Architectural Heritage,
report drawn up by a group of specialists of the Council of Europe (Strasbourg:
Council of Europe, December 1991); International Symposium on World Heritage
Towns, Safeguarding Historic Urban Ensembles in a Time of Change: A Manage-
ment Guide; Susan Robinson and John E. Petersen, Fiscal Incentives for Historic
Preservation (Washington, D.C.: Government Finance Research Center of the
Government Finance Officers Association, January 1989); Gregory E. Andrews,
ed., Tax Incentives for Historic Preservation (Washington, D.C.: The Preservation
Press, 1980); and Constance E. Beaumont, State Tax Incentives for Historic Preser-
vation (Washington, D.e.: National Trust for Historic Preservation, Center for
Preservation Policy Studies, May 1992).

1.1" I do not know if this proposal has ever been implemented.
I .Without exploring the full details here, Hood begins by identifying the four basic

I' source of government-nodality, treasure, authority, and organization-and
Ih 11 explores how each can be drawn upon by detecting tools (moving towards
ov rnment) and effcctin tools (moving away from government). This leads him

to u lour by two matrix, r i ht basi typ s of tools. Christopher e. Hood, The
'tool» of overnment t 1-7,

Itl 'Ph nuthors uuu Snlllllll\l1 I '1111I d 10 '( Iwibut this volum dis lINS dir l
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government, grants, loan guarantees, tax expenditures (tax incentives), regulations,
and government corporations as different tools of government action. Salamon, Be-
yond Privatization.

17. The writings of B. J. Pearce provide an excellent example of how taking this point
of view might lead one to characterize government's tools in a rather different way.
See B. J. Pearce, "Property Rights Versus Development Control: A Preliminary
Evaluation of Alternative Planning Policy Instruments," Town Planning Review 52,
no. 1 (January 1981): 47-60; and B. 1. Pearce, "Instruments for Land Policy: A
Classification," Urban Law and Policy 3, no. 2 (June 1980): II5-55.

18. Hood, The Tools of Government, II5.
19. Salamon, Beyond Privatization, 260-61.
20. See particularly the series of reports edited by Robert E. Stipe and published by the

U.S. Committee of ICOMOS, Historic Preservation in Foreign Countries (later
retitled Historic Preservation in Other Countries); and Safeguarding Historic
Urban Ensembles in a Time.of Change.

21. Hood, The Tools of Government, 168.
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When Public Meets Private

At a time when, on a global scale, the need for preservation intervention is so
great, and the available resources seemingly so scarce, it is clear that neither
the state nor private organizations can afford to act alone, This pushes historic
preservation beyond the tools of state action in the direction of more creative
partnerships, often of an international character. Since it can no longer be as-
umed that the state will be the only active-or effective-agent in cultural

preservation, the onus is on combinations of other players to take a greater
role, including nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), quasi-autonomous
nongovernmental organizations (QUANGOs), nonprofit organizations, corpo-
rate entities, and private individuals, often acting independently of govern-
ment participation. By building cross-sector relationships that will permit
ri ks and costs, as well as benefits and profits, to be to be shared, organizations
involved in historic preservation will address not only the dire problem of
funding, but also the challenge of gaining access to the media for the dissemi-
nation of information. As J. Mark Schuster has observed elsewhere in this vol-
lime with respect to incentives, "In an era in which there is an increasing per-

ption that public resources are limited and that private initiative should be
Ink n more seriously (even as a guide for public sector intervention itself),
form of intervention that draw out and promote multiple partners are gener-
ully een as a good thing."

Partnerships with the private sector, moreover, can provide access to man-
U ment and business resources that will be valuable in the day-to-day opera-
lion of a cultural site or institution. Both NGOs and QUANGOs offer exper-
I in organizational design and administration, as do corporate partners.

01'1' rate partners also bring with them sophisticated public relations re-
uurc and relationships with the media-factors that would surely aid in de-

110 in inf rrnati n on b half f preservation projects-as well as clout in
01111'al if I s wh " r ulatl ns and p li Yare determined. Industry groups
IIn IIlso play 0 " I, 11 n \1'11 'lI11II'1 uctlv or anizati n is the American
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Cultural Resources Association, which was started in 1995 to serve the needs
of the cultural resources industry. With one thousand member firms, employ-
ing ten thousand people working in a variety of fields, including historic
preservation, history, archaeology, architectural history, historical architecture,
and landscape architecture, the association promotes the professional, ethical,
and business practices of the industry through lobbying, education and train-
ing, and networking. The appendixes to this volume list a number of ~uch use-
ful organizations with complete information about how to contact them.

Of course, the need for partnerships is driven by economics. Squeezed in a
vice of rising costs and diminishing government spending, historic preserva-
tion projects need all the help they can find to ensure their survival. By look-
ing for financial support from the private sector, including nonprofit institu-
tions and non governmental organizations, historic preservation groups can
increase their ability to do the work that must be done, without tapping the
same source (the government) over and over. If, as Dasha Havel points out in
her essay, it is impossible for government to handle the full range of responsi-
bilities involved in conservation, then other forces must be brought to bear
upon the problem. In Stefano Bianca's terms, "a fan of well-differentiated
modes of intervention" is desirable, and the diversification offered by the
many possible combinations of partnership structures permits that wider
range of resources and skills to be brought together. On the one hand, Lester
Borley describes a national context in which private initiative is not only ac-
cepted, it is expected and highly institutionalized through a wide variety of
partnerships; on the other hand, Havel speaks from a national context in
which private initiatives and partnerships are rather astonishing ideas, and th
potential partners that she identifies will have to be convinced to accept the
level of collaboration she would find desirable. According to Borley, the ac-
tive role of nongovernmental organizations in the care of a nation's cultural
capital extends beyond the role of watchdog over preservation concerns. Bor-
ley points out that the rise in global tourism especially has created a demand
for the kind of information that private and nongovernmental organizations
can best provide. The field of public/private partnerships in preservation is 1I
complex and quickly changing one. These chapters help to frame the issues in
a way that helps us better understand the institutional context within whi h
government tools will have to operate to be most effective.

Partnerships involve each of the tools described in Part I of this volume, but
probably are most directly related to government ownership and operation, {J.
nancial and legal incentives, and information; certain aspects of partnershij H

(notably, the means by which associations of NGOs, QUANGOs, individuals.
nonprofits and corporations can act as lobbying groups) are also related t ill

sues of public policy and regulation. In general, partnership tends to enter III
discussion in relation to the ever-pressing pr bl m of m n y, and th mo I
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commo.n image of partnership in cultural preservation involves a major busi-
ness ~Ith deep pockets and either altruistic or ulterior motives (such as
breaking into new markets or improving public image) working alongside a
nonpr~fit organization and the federal or local government. This emphasis
on business connections is an important element in Havel's essay, in which she
relates partnerships to analogous phenomena in biology and business. The
idea is to set up a "win-win" situation for both parties, a symbiosis or joint
venture in which risks and rewards are shared. She also stresses the need to
break down the fixed notion of a donor/recipient relationship, which must be
replaced ~y relationships in which greater equality characterizes the partici-
pants, again more along the lines of business agreements.

International business is ripe for connections of this kind. The interaction of
corp.orations and c~lture is in an era ofredefinition due in large part to the per-
ception among business leaders that, rather than being simply a write-off for
c~ar~table contIi~u.tions, cultural projects can be profitable. One example of
this IS the competition among software companies in the United States and Eu-
rope to buy the digital reproduction rights to the cultural treasures of Europe's
museums, prompting Microsoft chairman Bill Gates to attempt (unsuccess-
fully) to structure a deal for the rights to the images from the Louvre in Paris
and Olivetti to make a similar (successful) arrangement with the Uffizi in Flo-
rence. These images would be put on CD-ROM or made available on the In-
ternet. Museums and arts organizations have for decades been aware of the im-
portanc~ of partners~ps with corporate sponsors, and in particular major
IIlt.ernatIOnal corporations such as Philip Morris, Coca-Cola, Credit Lyon-
n~lse, Ford Motor Company, and AT&T-to name just a few-have used
high-profile agreements with important cultural institutions to increase their
market presence or to improve their image in communities that patronize the
~I~:t. In the c~se of a few corporate sponsors for museum exhibitions, including
l'iffany, Cartier, Ferragamo, and Mattel Toys (which sponsored a Barbie doll
I' Irospective), the perception of conflict of interest and self-promotion was too
I' at to ignore, and controversy detracted from the impact of the exhibitions.

But th.ese exa~ples do not provide a reason for not developing partnerships;
III YSImply point out that one should do so with caution.

ne way to look at what historic preservation institutions and their corpo-
I I1 r NGO partners stand to gain through their interaction is the notion of
111111ctual capital or cultural capital. Recognized as a new measure of
~nowledge-based competit~ve advantages, it is not just an attribute of top man-
11 m nt at major corporations. Intellectual capital is the kind of asset that a
,,"HIII rganization can lay claim to as well. Not easily quantified, the added
1IIIII'kl value" of knowl d and cultur is attracting the attention of invest-

11111\[unci mana 111 nt xp I'tH.T'h n pt of intellectual capital became
,,"pulll!' in I 4 throu h {\ rl uf onol H unci f atur arti les in business
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magazines such as Fortune, Business Week, and. Forbes. The phrase was
coined by Andre Alkiewicz of Perception International, a ~onnectlcut-based
think tank that advises corporate clients as well as the WhlteI:I0use. Those
who believe strongly in the notion of intellectual and ~~ltur~l capital know that
it has the potential to redress the economic and political imbalance bet~een
developing nations and developed nations, or between p~werful.corporatIO~s
and their financially less potent allies in historic preservation proJ~cts. Ev~n If
a small entity possesses financial assets that are a fraction of a major mult~na-
tional, they can be on the same level in terms of intellectual or cultl.lra~capital.

While intellectual capital may be the objective of some cOrpo~~tIOns t~at
become involved in preservation, others target assets of a more traditional kind
in the form of historic sites and buildings that can be develope~ for com~er-
cial purposes. The most prominent example in the U~ted States ISunquestIO~-
ably the Disney Corporation, which is currently pl.aymg a tremendous role m
the redevelopment of Manhattan's Times Square, m part. through the ~eno~a-
tion of landmark theaters. Another, less famous Amencan corporation m-
volved in similar activities is the Kimpton Hotel and Restaurant Group, a large
(3,135 employees), San Francisco-based operator of mainly W~stCoast hot~ls
and restaurants that specializes in finding uses for landmark buildings, DespI~e
its mixed reputation among advocates of neighborhood busine~ses, the ~men-
can bookstore chain of Barnes & Noble has also become involved I~ the
restoration of landmark buildings in New York, Chicago, and San Fran~Isco.

In the eyes of some, particularly those who ar~ mor~ comfortab~e m .the
nonprofit field, the prospect of working closely WIth major c?rporatIOns IS a
Faustian bargain. Arrangements often bring in a number of different players,
and in some cases those in the field of historic preservation are l~ss ~an de-
lighted by the idea of working with certain corporate partners. :rhis v~ew w~s
articulated at the Salzburg Seminar by Gordon Metz, the specI~1 pr~Jects di-
rector of the Mayibuye Centre for History and Culture at the University of th.e
Western Cape in South Africa, who noted, '.'I fe~ ~e ~ultination,~l b~cause ~~
has become so large and so invisible." The implication IS ~~t by s~llmg out
to a corporate sponsor, the nonprofit partners are compro~smg theIr.ow? val-
ues, and possibly ceding control to organizatIOn.s that nught not maintain the
necessary level of sensitivity, integrity, or authonty. . ..

Much depends on the structure of the partnership. In business or ~lst?nC
preservation, the key issue is the distribution of c~ntrol, a~,~ell as the dIS~:I.b~-
tion of risks and rewards. While businesses often involve silent partn~rs: It IS
unusual in historic preservation for any of the involved parties to .m.sIst on
anonymity. More often, it is the desire for image-build~ng and pubhcI~ th~t
draws participants into projects. This makes the .formatIOn of partn~rshlps. J.I~

the field of historic preservation more complex, In that a balance of power IS

often very difficult to achieve.
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The composition of partnerships need not be restricted to the customary
public/private combination. Consider the partnership involving the United
States Committee of the International Council on Monuments and Sites
(USlICOMOS), the ministry of tourism and antiquities of the Kingdom of Jor-
?an, and Chemonics, an international consulting firm. Together they are work-
mg on a cultural and environmental resources management project in Amman,
Madaba, and Petra-one classic example of a major private/public partnership
effort at a World Heritage site. With the emergence of NGOs as agents of
change in the sphere of cultural heritage and development, the way is clear to
a range of combinations involving nonprofit institutions, private sector institu-
tio~s including ~orporations and entrepreneurs, and government agencies.
This greater variety of partnerships mirrors the diversity of situations and
problems that must be addressed. In some cases, the state is desperate to give
ownership away.

. It often makes a great deal more sense for a major corporation to team up
WIthan NGO rather than with a federal or regional government, and a triumvi-
rate of public, COrporate, and NGO forces is also a viable approach. The struc-
ture of a partnership of this kind, as Havel points out in her essay, relies on an
i~tiator or mediator-such as a community leader, government officer, profes-
SIOn.alconsultam, or NGO (local or international)-who offers not only the
p~ehnunary research but also the independent point of view that allays suspi-
ions regarding conflict of interest. In one high-profile example in the United

Kingdom, the composer and theater personality Sir Andrew Lloyd Webber,
who earns millions of dollars per month in royalties from his musicals and
I~ublishing enterprises around the world, endowed his own nonprofit organiza-
lion to keep open the doors of historic English churches, that would otherwise
have closed for lack of funds to pay for security. Within two years, Lloyd
Webber hopes, the organization will be able to operate on its own, but in the in-
t 'rim he acts as a partner, together with the churches and local authorities, and
In that way satisfies his lifelong love for the architecture of the Victorian
'hurch.

The participants in the Salzburg Seminar offered a wealth of heartening
arnples of partnerships in action. Claudia Hamill, the head of European

und overseas relations for the National Trust, discussed her work in develop-
Jl relations with heritage conservation organizations internationally, and

plained the importance of partnerships to the work of the trust. Terry
()' Regan, a landscape horticulturist, designer and joint managing director of
III ~rk-based Birch Hill Landscapes Group, pointed out that the projects
1111 which he has worked involve owner hip not only by the governmental Of-
11 f Public W rks, but also by "s rni-state companies" such as the Elec-
tl 'ily upply Bard, tI 'i( I' HII'y 13 ard, an I the Turf Board, as well as by
11Il'ld auth rili H.
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Projects in Eastern Europe seemed to promise the broadest range of oppor-
tunities for new types of partnerships. According to Christopher Camp bell, an
American Peace Corps volunteer at the Hortobaghy National Park in eastern
Hungary, a partnership with the Danish government provided the funds for
multilingual signs along a bicycle trail aimed at promoting ecotourism in the
park. He also points out that partnerships are being developed in the nearby
Hajdusagi Landscape' Protection Area, a 70,ooo-acre mosaic of protected
forests, pasture lands, and former wetlands also under the aegis of the National
Park. Hoping to inform private landowners in the area of their emerging demo-
cratic rights of ownership, including the right to improve the economic poten-
tial of the land, restore habitats, and protect the environmental qualities of the
area, the partnership involves an NOG, the funding agencies, the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, and private landowners. Alexandra Bitusfkova of the Slovak
Republic reported that in Slovakia the Tree of Life youth movement, which
began in 1982, is a superb tradition that allows hundreds of young people to
spend their summers working on the restoration of monuments including cas-
tles, folk architecture, and even industrial landmarks including railways and
water mills. The movement is a nongovernmental, nonprofit initiative that de-
pends on contributions from individuals, entrepreneurs, foundations, and the
government-endowed Proslovakia fund.

The highly professional, forward-looking character of these partnerships
points the way to the possibilities for partnerships in the future. Whether
global or regional, high-budget or a simple exchange of information and ex-
pertise, the partnerships of the future will exploit the broadening interest in
matters of cultural preservation among the nations of the world, and will, on
hopes, take up the slack where governmental intervention cannot meet th
needs of vital projects. Nevertheless, the tools of state action will still have an
important role to play in providing incentives for, sustaining, and shapin
those partnerships.
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Lester Borley

Presentation, Promotion,
Persuasion, and Partnerships:
The Creative Uses of Information
and the Role of National Trusts

This chapter will consider the creative uses of information and examine ~he
media and techniques available to us in three stages of the preservat~on
process: presentation, promotion, and persuasion. Each of these w?rds im-
plies action. Preservation, the overall obje~tive, is t~e actio.n ?f keepmg from
injury or destruction, and plays an essential part m sus~ammg resour~es In.
order to pass them on to future generations. Presentation is the a~tlon of
preparing or offering for acceptance; promoti?n is t~e act~on of helping for-
ward, or advancing; and persuasion is the action of inducing someone to d
or believe something. Governments are concerned with all three actions, but
can only achieve their objectives by stimulating or creating wid~-r~ngin
partnerships with other players, particularly given. that the :ast m.aJonty (8:
to 90 percent) of what is considered to be the national hentage (m Wester n
societies, at least) is in private hands. But, as I will discuss in this ch~p~e.ra.nd
illustrate with the example of the National Trust for Scotland, the initiauv
for stimulating these partnerships can lie equally with voluntary and non-
governmental organizations. .' .

Before examining each of the three main areas of action m detail, tl1\
chapter first seeks to establish what is meant by the cultural heri~age of ~ nu
tion, and to clarify the context within which one has to act. The ~nternatJonl\1
conventions and protocol agreements between nations that estabhsh the paru
meters or standards expected of governments and their statutory agenci S [\I
an important part of this context. Codes of conduct or voluntary agr el~ nl ,
which flow from discussion betw en governm nts and th many publi lIlll
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private entities involved in preserving a nation's cultural heritage, will be more
effective if community benefits are clearly expressed.

Cultural Heritage

One needs to be clear about what is meant by "culture." I would suggest an Ox-
ford English Dictionary definition: "Culture is the sum of the inherited ideas
beliefs, values, and knowledge, which constitute the shared bases of social ac~
tion." A people's cultural heritage clearly reflects the interaction of their
human and natural environments. People are affected by and affect all the ele-
ments in their environment; indeed, so much of what we call natural has actu-
ally been shaped or adapted by man for man. Therefore, it is essential in con-
sidering the importance of landmark buildings or other structures, 'that we
adopt a more holistic approach.
. We ~ght, the~efore, agree that "the cultural heritage of a people reflects the
mteraction of their human and natural environments." Any or all of the infor-
mation ~yste~s that we might consider will only be useful if we accept that we
are dealmg With a concept of cultural heritage that is much broader than build-
ings alone.

I think we should also be clear about what we mean by "an historic monu-
ment," and for this I would refer to one of the definitions in the International

ounci~ on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) Venice Charter of 1966, which
dealt With!he conservation and restoration of monuments and sites. I Its con-
ept of an historic monument "embraces not only the single architectural

work, but also the urban or rural setting in which is found the evidence of a
particular civilization, a significant development or an historic event," A mon-
ument is, therefore, not an end in itself but a means to an end, a sort of signpost
t a better understanding of a profound culture. In some societies the concept
or the heritage has a spiritual rather than a monumental value. Australian Abo-
dines, as do members of other indigenous societies, value the cultural land-

'Ilpe with which they identify and which they inhabit in common with other
'I' atures. Hence the Australians drafted the Burra Charter in 1978 to extend

tll oncept of culture to man's ancestral heritage.
In New Zealand, the Maori people, who brought with them traditions from

Ih Marquesas when they migrated a thousand years ago, think it odd that the
1I111'Opeansettler, the pakeha, who arrived only 150 years ago, should devote so
11I11'h ffort to restoring old buildings. In the Maori tradition, once a building
Itlt fulfilled it purpo e and is no longer useful, its spirit is considered to have
lit I, and it th r f r has n valu worth conserving.

'l'h I' is, in fa L,an v n arf I' cl urn nt that should guide our thinking: the
tit IlS hart I' f I • I, whl 'h WIIA submlu d t th International Committee
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on Intellectual Cooperation of the League of Nations, a committee that can be
said to have been the genesis of the United Nations Educational, Scientific,
and Cultural Organization (UNESCO). That charter makes it clear that "the
best guarantee in the matter of the preservation of monuments and works of art
derives from the respect and attachment of the people themselves."

Professor Mohammed Arkoun, recently retired as Professor of Islamic
Thought at the Sorbonne, in a speech in Indonesia in November 1992, con-
cluded that "the class of people engaged in mass tourism are culturally the less
prepared to take an interest in the discovery of religious ?elief systems wh~n
they travel abroad. Tourists might be open and eager to discover the au~ent1c
values of a country, a religious tradition, but if the natives themselves ignore
their own values, or use them in a distorted way, then one cannot expect the
visitors to comprehend." He stressed the need for tourist guides to be trained as
high-level professionals, for they must be considered what he called the "~e-
diators of the whole cultural identity of their countries when they present it to
others from other cultures." This concern presupposes that education and train-
ing are high on any agenda for preserving the national heritage, and that the
need for public awareness is recognized.

In 1992, world leaders met in Rio de Janeiro and arrived at what we now
call the Rio Agreement, which included "Agenda 21," a document setting out
principles for the sustainable use of scarce resources. Sustainability is largely
a matter of common sense: it presumes that in using natural resources to sus-
tain our way of life, we will not diminish them and will be able to hand them
on to future generations. We might wish elsewhere to debate the applicability
of the concept of sustain ability, but within the realm of heritage preservation,
we must be aware of the finite nature of the resources available to us.

Information Technology and Information

The range of media at our disposal is vast, and it might be as well to consid r
the potential of information technology. Information is a two-way process, and
to use it to influence others requires a clear understanding of the information
presented and of the limits and opportunities offered by competing media. Th
choice of medium is critical. Marshall Mcl.uhan, in Understanding Media: the
Extensions of Man, explained that the "medium is the message," in that th
technology introduced a change of scale or pace or pattern into human affairs,
He was at that time skeptical of the value of television, which he characteriz d
by adjusting a quotation from Romeo and luliet: "But soft! What light throu h
yonder window breaks? It speaks, and yet says nothing."

Information technology has undergone a ma sive transformation. Th 11

pacity to reduce all forms of information to a digital f 1'1 has I d tar v lutlon
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in communication. We have around us an invisible transport system that carries
billions of pounds or dollars or yen in and out of countries and financial centers
in seconds. Few, however, appreciate the implications of this revolution.

The sophistication of the technology means that a person can influence
events on the far side of the world, even from the attic of a remote croft, as an
item in The Scotsman newspaper recently revealed. One night the computer
that runs Hong Kong harbor, one of the world's busiest ports, crashed. A soft-
ware designer, John Roscoe, who works for the Manchester-based l.c.L., was
called from his bed in a remote Scottish croft in the Orkneys, and, after a cou-
ple of hours at his computer, solved the problem; the shipping in Hong Kong
harbor began to move once again.

We must be sure that the Pandora's box of information technology is acces-
sible to all those we wish to reach with our messages. Recent research in the
United Kingdom by MORI on behalf of Motorola, shows that the regularity of
use of information technology in Britain echoes the nation's social divides be-
tween rich and poor, young and old, men and women, North and South, and
those with and without work. Surprisingly, 45 percent of all respondents claim
never to use personal computers, mobile phones, pagers, or modems. Pre-
dictably, levels of training in information technology decline with age, with
the highest percentage of training (73 percent) reported by sixteen- to twenty-
four-year-olds. The Economist recently reported that Inteco, an American con-
sulting firm, had assessed the prevalence of the "interactive consumer" in
Western Europe and the United States and had concluded that if the prospects
r: r profitable interactive services are poor in America, they are terrible in Eu-
I' pe. Inteco projects that by the end of the century almost two-thirds of Eu-
rope's homes will still be without a personal computer. It follows from these
I atterns of usage that we shall have to consider most carefully the relative mer-
Its of different media, including less sophisticated tools, to reach different mar-
k. es and to address different publics effectively and cost-efficiently.

or the moment, however, let us consider the nature of information itself
und its creative uses in presentation, promotion, and persuasion, as well as in
t It development of partnerships. While traveling in Europe, I read many Eng-
lish-language newspapers on aircraft or in executive lounges. The facts they
It p rt as news tend to come from the same small group of news agencies, and
this produces a certain sameness across all publications. Differences occur on
till' ditorial pages where the facts are analyzed and a gloss put on them, which
III turn informs their readers. To inform means literally to put into form or
It I) ,t arrange or compose. Therefore, we need to be clear that there is a dis-

till 'll n between facts alon and interpretation. Since the fifteenth century at
I 1\ t, inf rrnation has m ant 1nl IIi n ,implying in truction or enlighten-
11\ lit. R a hin p pi ut li 1'1' I' III I v Is f iwar n s r inv Ivement in the
IIOl HN r 11' S J'V tton I , III u w I, III 'ntln (11 m,
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Presenting the Cultural Heritage of a Nation

What sources of information are available to enable us to deal professionally
and practically with the conservation and the presentation of properties?

Professor Ian McHarg at the University of Pennsylvania correlated different
sets of data in order to make sensible and sensitive decisions on competing
land use options, showing how information could be applied with intelli-
gence.' The techniques he used have been enhanced or overtaken by more so-
phisticated information technology, but such sophisticated media require even
more urgently an intelligent interpreter to communicate official policy com-
prehensibly to achieve realistic responses from other partners.

Many geographical information systems are available to help us achieve
this wider understanding of the manmade and natural environments. Remote
sensing by satellite or aerial survey and the use of infrared photography enable
us to establish graphically the interrelationship of significant landscape ele-
ments. The process of mapping resources, and the distinctions that can be
made between soils, vegetation, and habitats, help to inform our work in the
preservation of historic monuments, which, in turn, reflect the nature of the
landscape and the local building materials in their regional styles.

In most countries some attempt is made to list buildings of relative impor-
tance. In England, buildings are listed by English Heritage (a statutory agency
funded by government) in five categories: (I) all buildings built before 1700
that survive in anything like their original condition; (2) most buildings of
1700 to 1840 subject to some selection; (3) buildings between 1840 and 1914
of definite quality and character (this selection is designed to include the prin-
cipal works of the principal architects); (4) selected buildings between 1914
and 1939 of high quality; and (5) a few outstanding buildings erected after
1939. In choosing buildings, the agency pays particular attention to four a -
pects: (I) the special value within certain types, either for architectural ~r pl~n-
ning reasons, or as illustrating social or economic history; (2) technological in-
novation or virtuosity; (3) association with well-known characters or events;
and (4) group value, especially as examples of town planning."

In this way, almost 500,000 buildings in England have been listed. Th
buildings are classified in grades that show their relative importance: Grad
I-buildings of exceptional interest (only 2 percent of the total of list d
buildings); Grade II*-particularly important buildings of more than special
interest (some 4 percent oflisted buildings); and Grade II-buildings of sp •
cial interest that warrant every effort being made to preserve them. A sch In
of listing of this kind is essential to determining which landmark buildin
are worth more attention than others, particularly when distributing limit d
resources.
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While this is the listing procedure of an official agency of the "'overnment
the properties categorized are rarely government-owned. The "majority of
properties listed are privately owned, in many cases by individuals who do not
have the resources needed for the proper maintenance and presentation of their
property. Thus, governments at the national, regional, and local levels need to
adopt policies and to implement schemes to help pay for maintenance, repair,
and presentation of buildings that are important to the cultural heritage.

Sometimes groups of buildings, particularly in an urban setting, gain value
from their harmonious relationship. In the United Kingdom such areas are
called "conservation areas" and considered not only as single buildings, but as
a group in the context of their immediate environment. The regulatory control
~ver suc~ buildings and their environment is therefore important, and legisla-
non provides, under Town and Country Planning Laws and other legislation
~elated to the cultural heritage, for the protection of such ensembles. Equally
lmpor.tant is giving ~dvice or guidance, that is, information, which statutory
agencies should provide to owners of important private property. Listing such
properties is ~ot in it~elf sufficient, and as government grant aid is necessarily
limited, creatmg advisory publications is an essential part of communicating
policy.

While the natural heritage is not a primary concern of this current volume
it is perhaps useful to recognize that the United Kingdom protects its natural
heritage by designating National Parks, which are areas of outstanding land-
scape value, as well as Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty, and, in the case
( f geological, botanical, or other interest, Sites of Special Scientific Interest.
The m~ny intern~tional conventions concerning the sustainability and diversity
of species could mfluence our approach to the preservation of landmark build-
lngs in their setting. Under my definition of the cultural heritage, it is irnpor-
tnnt to be mindful of the synergy between the manmade and natural elements
of ur cultural heritage.

~NESCO initiated the World Heritage Convention in 1972, and this con-
v ntion has drawn attention to those outstanding human and natural ele-
III nt within our cultural heritage that are considered to be of universal
value, In the last three years experts have agreed upon a similar concept of
Ih "cu~turallandscape." The term embraces a diversity of examples of the
III raction between mankind and his natural environment. UNESCO has

lOll luded that cultural landscapes fall into three main categories: (I) a
'I nrly defined landscape designed and created by man; (2) the organically
volv d. landsca~e, !n two sUbcategories-a relict (or fossil) landscape still

Ibl In material f rm r a continuing landscape in which evolution is in
1'10 I' sa; and ( ) an mm iattv iultural landscape, retlecting powerful reli-
lou .urusuc, I' 'ultUl't1 IS o 'llllol1N, rnth r than mat rial cultural evidence,
IIkh 1I11y I Insl 11111lilt,
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Recognizing Community Values

Many aspects of the manmade and natural element~ of.the cultural heritage
will appeal to different people at different ti~es and m dI~erent wa~s. P.eople
are most aware of their immediate surroundings, often taking the historic de-
velopment of cities and towns for gran~ed. Structures such as palaces,
churches and other fine buildings are perceived to be the concern of the state,
the religious community, or large commercial enterprise~ '. For the most part
these structures are maintained in good repair. However, It IS ~e ensemble of
buildings, and their facades in particular, that creates the attractive character of
many historic cities and towns. The maintenance of these ensembles places an
undue burden on the individual owners, who may not have access to the fiscal
benefits available to commercial enterprises.

The countryside has been affected by centuries of ownership and ~e~elop-
ment, and while too often taken for granted by the casual o~serv~r, It IS.the
varying nature and character of a country's landscape ~~t gives It a umque
identity and appeal to those who live in cities or who visit f:om other coun-
tries. The countryside or cultural landscape is often revealed m resea:ch to be
one of the key motivations for tourism. Traditional land use and farming pr~c-
tices are often not supported by fiscal regimes helpful to the .owne:s. While
many large-scale enterprises in the countryside can. offset their maintenance
and repair costs against profits on other parts of their operation, by and lm:ge
sustaining the regional or local character of the landscape can only be an lJ1-
creasing burden to the private landowner. .

Organizations such as Europa Nostra, itself a consortium of over two h~n-
dred conservation societies, have been formed and devote themselves to 1~-

proving the setting. of the communities in which they ?p~rate: They recog~.I~
that an attractive environment, with urban and rural buildings I~ good repall~ IH

an essential part of civic pride. This in turn enco~rag~s th~ I~terest .an~ I,n-
volvement of the younger generation, for whom historic buildings wIth.lJ1till

attractive setting often provide the first awareness of a rich cultural henta
Owners or operators of the cultural heritage of a nati.on, w~et~e~ govemments
or their agencies, private organizations or partnerships ?f individuals, hav I1

considerable collective responsibility to maintain a sustamable asset for futur

generations. ... . ','
Sociologists know that collective behavior and the deSIre.to associate IS.II~

trinsic to humans. They group, as Lewis Mumford and Patrick Gedde b f ( I

him realized, in ancestral forms and patterns. Therefore our conce?t of whut
national heritage must relate to a people's associatio.ns. Those things l~at 1I

closest, traditional, and ancestral will be most meaningful, and ducation fill

awarene s must be pitched ace rdin Iy.
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It is an interesting time to observe the political and social changes taking
place in the countries of Central and Eastern Europe, where, incidentally, con-
servation skills of a very high order were fostered under communist regimes.
The skills exported to the West earned valuable hard currency for Poland and
other countries with a well-established tradition for craftsmanship. As each
new nation emerges and asserts itself, we have to reach constantly for the atlas
of Europe. As Felipe Fernandez-Armesto has said,

Nothing like today's sudden appearance of previously unfamiliar people has happened
in Europe since the fall of the Roman Empire. In the familiar Europe of modern his-
tory-the arena of states and empires-people are kicking up the sand, which is settling
in new patterns. The unfamiliar names, which we are now relearning, have been present
for generations in the folk memory of people. Between 1820 and 1939, 61 million Eu-
ropeans emigrated to the U.S.A., and the descendants of that great mass movement will
of course be familiar with the names of the nations now emerging and share in a com-
mon memory or cultural heritage.P

Engaging Voluntary Action: The National Trust

The citizens of the United Kingdom assume a collective responsibility for their
Cultural heritage and have done so for well over one hundred years. The Na-
tional Trust for England, Wales, and Northern Ireland was established in 1895.
While not the oldest conservation body of its kind-the Trustees of Reserva-
ti ns in Massachusetts was chartered in 189I-the National Trust has become
Ih world leader in the presentation and promotion of the properties in its care.
'l'here are National Trusts in other countries of the world, each varying to some
d gree in emphasis, but each offering citizens an opportunity to work together
10 preserve important elements of their nation's cultural heritage that might
otherwise be neglected or irretrievably damaged.

T should like to describe the approach followed by the National Trust for
, ' 'otland, which was created in 193 I, and of which I was the director for ten

ur , Like the National Trust in England, the National Trust for Scotland is
Ir ngthened in its work by powers granted through private Acts of Parliament.

'I'll \ most important of these powers consists of the right to own property in-
1111 nably, which means that once declared, such property can never be sold or
urk n from the National Trust by government except by another Act of Parlia-
11I1 Ill. A Declaration of Inalienability of any property is a simple process, but it
tlllpli s a commitment in perpetuity. Governments come and go, but National
'1'111 IS, in theory, go on forever.

'l'h second important legal power is embedded in "Conservation Agree-
1J1I111s" ( ne called HR strictive Agreements"), which can be concluded with
Ih own rs I'privat pr p fly wh wish to ensure the continuity of their prop-

I t I Ul'dl ss of ils lutur ()WII rshlp, This I gal pr vision ha advantages for
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the National Trusts in that they do not have to own the property thus protected
or bear any of the cost of maintenance, repair, or presentation. Nothing can be
done to alter such property without the express permission of the National
Trusts. This applies not only to the fabric of a building but also to any land-
scape that is protected by a Conservation Agreement. It is a continuing burden
on the title of the property, regardless of inheritance or succession.

The National Trust for Scotland owns 125 properties, including castles and
country houses, historic sites and birthplace properties, mountains and river
valleys, villages and monuments. It is an impressive portfolio bearing an awe-
some responsibility. The use of resources to maintain, repair, and present these
properties requires skillful management planning. The concept of property
management planning is largely based on common sense, but I think it is a use-
ful tool for all those who are concerned with similar problems regardless of
size or scale.

A sensible management plan requires a fundamental knowledge of all as-
pects of a property, a description of available resources, an assessment of the
nonrecreational use of all the elements, and a statement of the existing recre-
ational use, all of which support a clear statement of aims and objectives for
the conservation and management of the property (Figure I). Every five years
the trust surveys the important buildings and structures within each of its
properties and works out a financial feasibility plan for the maintenance, re-
pair, improvement, and development of each one over a rolling five-year pro-
gram. By tackling the needs of each property methodically, the trust can mor
easily assess priorities among its 125 properties.

National Trusts are charitable, not-for-profit organizations. Governmenl
support for the National Trust for Scotland amounts to no more than IQ per-
cent of its annual expenditure. The 125 properties attract up to four million
visitors a year (two million to built properties and two million to countrysid
properties), but the income from admissions and the profit on catering and
shop trade also amount to no more than 10 percent of the income required,
This means that 80 percent of income depends on membership, donations, in-
come from investment, and other sources of revenue.

As National Trusts are membership bodies, they invite voluntary supp rt
and donated skills that might be expensive to retain on a permanent salari d
basis. Member involvement in so many aspects of the management and main
tenance of properties not only avoids expense, but also gives members an ill
creased commitment and sense of purpose. Both the National Trust in Englan I
and the National Trust for Scotland now have considerable memberships, lip

proximately 5 percent of the populations of their respective countrie . This iH I
commitment larger than the membership of any political party, and indi ul
the strength of feeling that ordinary people share in th concept of the nation 11
heritage.

Figure I: Checklist for a Property Management Plan

I. Introduction

I.I Background
1.2 Historical Background
1.3 Acquisition
1.4 Repair and Restoration
1.5 Structure Plan
1.6 Local Plan
1.7 Surrounding Area
1.8 Nearby Visitor Attractions

2. Description

2.I Resources

Ownership
Boundaries

Geology and Soils
Landscape
Water Regime
Ecology

2.2 Non-Recreational Use
Access
Nature Conservation
Woodland
Superiorities

2·3 Existing Recreational Use

Visitor Management
Education
Interpretation

•Analysis

, Alms and Objectives

Archaeology
Scheduled

Monuments
Listed Buildings
Other Buildings
GardenslPolicies

Leases
Farms
Crofts
Minerals

Ranger Service
Volunteers

Other Designations
Transport!

Communications
PopulatiOn/Services
Finance
Staffing

Fishing
Vermin Control
Quinquennial Survey

Sport
Events
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The Relevance of Cultural Tourism

The maintenance, repair, and presentation of the heritage, whether owned by
public or private organizations, is unlikely to be a p.r~fitable exercise. How-
ever the cultural heritage maintained in good condition and well-presented
pro~ides the basis for cultural tourism, which b~ngs social ~nd economic ben-
efits to many people employed in other industnes and businesses. Therefore,
government investment in the cultural heritage can bring a c~nsiderable return,
largely through the taxation levied on the profitable enterpnses that form part
of the business of cultural tourism. .

The World Tourist Organisation and the World Travel & Tourism Council
have both produced figures showing that travel an~ tourism. is ~h~ world:s
largest industry and the world's largest generator of Jobs. TOUrism.s Impa~t IS
far-reaching but traditionally underestimated because its econorruc contribu-
tion is spread throughout the business community. The European Travel Com-
mission, a consortium of European countries grouped together for the dev~l-
opment and promotion of tourism, uses the shared cultural.heritage as ~h.emam
plank of its appeal to the market in the United States, which has tradltton~lly
provided a significant number of tourists for Italy, France, and the ymted
Kingdom. All the research into the United States market for world tounsm un-
derlines the consumer's interest in "history and countryside." Europe cannot
be complacent about its position in the face of competition from other wO.rld
destinations, however, and keeping the heritage in good repair and presenting
it well maintains a vital source of jobs in the many industries of tourism.

The promotion of a nation's cultural heritage places eno~ous responsibj~-
ity on those concerned with it. Legislation in the United Kingdom. makes II

clear that where there is any conflict between preservation and public access,
then the sound principles of conservation must take priority. Each pr~p.erty
will have a carrying capacity, which can be measured by the number of VISl~Ot'S
in an hour or by the day that can be tolerated without damage to the physical
condition of the property. It has become increasingly difficult to protect small
buildings even in remote locations from overuse during a period in which .UI'

ownership, mobility, and public interest are all growing. Therefore: a~~ diN,
cussion of the principles of promotion must be tempered by the pnontle~ 01
sustainability, and the use of methods to mitigate damage, either through lim
iting numbers or developing alternative attractions. .

The easiest method of protection is to do no promotion at all. But wrtl I'H

such as Goethe, Wordsworth, or Sir Walter Scott, or as far back as Shakesp ut'
himself have already stimulated public imagination and the wish to dis 'OV I

and enj~y places that form an essential part of one's cultural heritag .
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If cultural tourism is to have any depth of meaning, then it must reflect the
v~u~s that ~eople themselves respect. Too often strangers gain only a superfi-
cIalI~presslOn of the .sig~.ficance of the cultural heritage of a different people
or nation, and the revitalizing of the cultural heritage must commence with a
clear statement and comprehension of the values of the society that wishes to
host visitors.

. Research in Western countries, which still provide the vast majority of
1~lsure trave~ers, indicates that tourists' two principal interests are a country's
history and Its scenery. However, unless the people of those countries them-
selves understand and respect the richness of their culture, it would be diffi-
cult for th.e st~anger to achieve a satisfactory experience. Cultural signifi-
cance, .WhIChIS based on social or religious beliefs and understanding, is
something t?at can~ot be grasped easily by a stranger visiting a community
for a short tnne. It IS therefore necessary, perhaps, for the host nation to ex-
plai~ the roots of its culture, not only to prevent a stranger from unwittingly
causmg offense, but also to help him or her comprehend the relationship be-
tween the design of buildings, the patterns of land use, and the customs of
people.

The skills required to restore and maintain buildings are considerable but
th?se required to promote the cultural heritage are no less demanding, and in
this regard I have always felt that the social anthropologist has as much to
offer as any marketing specialist. Training guides and heightening the aware-
ne s of those responsible for heritage sites are part of the process of cultural
,. vitalization.

I

Modem travelers moving between countries and even between continents
di Cover common themes of a rich cultural heritage. As the countries of Cen-
tral and Eastern Europe have opened up since the traumatic social and polit-
ical Changes of 1989, we have become increasingly aware of the common
'ulturallinks among the countries of Western and Central and Eastern Eu-
rop . For two generations we imagined that Europe was divided culturally
I tween East and West. Europe has a long political history of occupation,
movement, and change, but the reality of the cultural divide has, of course,
nlway been between North and South. The significance of a Europe divided
101' two generations with a disruption to the patterns of historic movement is

11111 Limes hard to explain. An equivalent trauma would have been to have
livid cl the United States from Duluth on Lake Superior to Galveston on the

It'" of Mexic.o, an~ to have limited access between the two halves through
1, los ph, MISSOUri, for two generations. The East-West divide is indeed

IIIlI hjSlo~'ically tru f the United States than it has ever been of Europe
Ihun h, of curs, th N rth- uth divide in the United States is important

well),
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Research and Planning for Promotion

Research into the needs of the market can reveal the aspirations of many different
publics. In most countries, the greatest number of visitors to any site of cultural
importance are native. Whether it is to the Abbey at Melk in Austria, or to the
Taj Mahal in India, the foreigner or stranger would be greatly outnumbered by
the people of those countries showing reverence for their own cultural heritage.

Sound planning is required for the sustainable use of all such monuments
and places of attraction. In an ideal world we would start by undertaking an in-
terpretive plan for each property and setting aims for its use and enhancement.
Interpretive planning is largely based on good information sensibly used, but it
requires training. For many years the National Parks Service in the United
States has set a very high standard of interpretive planning, and many other or-
ganizations, both public and private, including the National Trust for Scotland,
have benefited enormously from their staff being trained in the National Park
Service's principles of interpretive planning.

Presenting the essential features of cultural heritage sites usually requires
supporting services including parking, rest rooms, and eating and shopping fa-
cilities. However, traffic movement should be analyzed and ancillary services
should be carefully designed so as not to damage the particular ambiance of
the property.

The National Trust for Scotland has identified three specific periods within
its visitor season over which the needs of visitors vary. Promotion to the vari-
ous submarkets, such as education or senior citizen groups in the spring and
autumn months, and the high volume of holiday tourism in the summer, has
different requirements, not only in marketing but also in the management of
the property itself. Different patterns of purchasing have been observed and
also different lengths of stay by visitors during each of the three periods. This
careful monitoring and analysis leads, in the end, to sensitive management that
enables staff to optirnize the benefit from visitors while honoring the overrid-
ing need to conserve the property.

The education levels of the specific sub-markets are also important, partic-
ularly when targeting young people of school age, unemployed people, or re-
tired people. The demand for continuing education is providing new markets
for historic properties. Therefore, preparing a property for visitors requires n l
only a clear interpretive plan and the provision of ancillary services, but al. 0
an awareness of the changing needs of the various markets, and regular sur-
veys of the ways the public uses a property. Each year, for example, the N ,-
tional Trust for Scotland reviews and updates the techniques of interpretation
at a number of its properties, which means that all properties are refreshed on
a regular cycle to maintain their appeal to the public.

· Partnerships and National Trusts •
Figure 2: Strengths Wk·
An Example from th'e (ea nesses, Opportunities, and Threats-

orporate Planning PTrust for Scotland recess of the National
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Strengths
• Inalienability
• Conservation Agreements
• Tax Exempt Status
• Project Management
• Fnnd-Raising Ability
• Membership Strength
• Volunteers' Commitment
• External Relations

Weaknesses

• Property Conservation Awareness
• Appeal to the Young .
• Nature Conservation
• "Added Value" of Properties
• Headquarters Fragmentation
• Committee System
• Management Style
• Clarity of Objectives

Opportunities

• P~blic Awareness of Environment
• HIgher Disposable Income
• Social Profile of Members
• Continuing Education
• Self Improvement
• Inheritance Tax Provision

Threats
• High Unemployment
• Energy Costs and Inflation
• Shortage of Skills
• Competition from

-Other Voluntary Bodies
-Fund-Raising Charities

• Media Attention
• European Law (e.g., Health and

Safety)
Source: National Trust for Scotland.
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I11. The creative use of print di . ",aruzatIOn as conservation

t I'Si part of the process of me ~a,VIsual displays, and interactive compur.
1111 ates 80 percent of its re;romotIOn. While t~e National Trust for Scotland
II b ources to conservatIOn't d

N udget to sustain its work of keti ' I nee s only 4 percent of
t I'ving the needs of the publi m

l
ar enng and promotion. No organization

IC at arge can affo d t b
/It rf nnance or about chang' t rOe complacent about itsmg aste or fashio . h .
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'I'h National Trust for Scotland' ~unsm p ay such an important part.
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Persuasion

The responsibility for sustaining the cultural heritage requires consistent pre-
sentation and persistent promotion. Practical experience provi?es. a sou~d
basis from which to persuade others of the needs of the organization ill partic-
ular, and of the overriding need to conserve the cultural heritage in general.
Thus we can begin to consider the creative uses of information to persuade.

While such properties are rarely profitable in their own right and are often
seen as "loss leaders" for the tourism industry, heritage properties have inher-
ent values that need protection and management whether or not they are viable
as commercial visitor attractions. As I have suggested, they must be operated
and managed in a businesslike way. However, to maintain their charitable =.
tus, they must maintain their stated objectives, which in the case of the United
Kingdom is closely monitored by the Charity Commissioners, or by the Inland
Revenue in the case of properties in Scotland.

The charitable not-for-profit status of the National Trust for Scotland is a
most important asset in the process of persuasion. To begin with, the tax advan-
tages provided in law for National Trusts make it attractive for people.to fund
projects and also to leave money in legacies on death, free o~tax. The~e .IS,how-
ever, a continuing need for National Trusts to be persistent ill fund-rmsmg. The
total support from members, during life or on death, comp~ses 50 per.cent of
the income required to sustain the essential work of conservatlO~. Other illco~e
derives from corporate promotion, through which businesses WIsh to be associ-
ated with their local communities and to identify with the cultural heritage. Na-
tional Trusts have received considerable support from the business community,
especially for education and awareness programs for you~g people.

The techniques of persuading people to donate their money have been
learned the hard way in the marketplace. But the resulting support is not only
financial it also arrives in the form of moral support and commitment to sound
conserv;tion policies by government agencies and the business co~u~ity,

The role of a nongovernmental organization is an important one ill society
as a whole. NGOs are an important third element along with government and
business in the life and structure of any society. The strength of the National
Trust movement has been that when seeking to influence or persuade goverll
ment or business about the needs of conservation and protection of the h I'

itage, it has been seen to be a good practitioner, and is therefore able to SI' [11
with authority when advancing new policies or principles for more general 11 •

ceptance by government or business.
This proved extremely important in Scotland in the early 1970S wh '11 III

discovery of North Sea oil posed urgent planning problem for gOY mm III

and business to establish the essential land-ba ed Infrastructur t sup] 1111
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offshore exploration. Much of the coastline of Scotland is protected by exist-
ing national and international conservation policies, but it was important that
government should move speedily, in concert with environmental agencies, to
consider the development options. Because of the social and economic impor-
tance of these facilities to the well-being of the nation, it would have been irre-
sponsible of the National Trust for Scotland to have tried to block all landward
facilities for marine oil exploration. It was possible to work in collaboration
with government and business to identify the 90 percent of the coastline that
should not be despoiled by the infrastructure of the oil industry, but, more im-
portantly, the 10 percent of the coastline more suited to development and on
which no challenge would be made.

There was one test case of the threat of an oil-rig construction yard to have
been built on land that the National Trust for Scotland itself owned inalienably
(the legal protection that the government would have had to overturn by an Act
of Parliament). The National Trust for Scotland resisted the proposal for de-
velopment on its land, and the government wisely changed its mind, proving
that a private organization with strong membership and influence in the wider
community could argue with authority and common sense on its side.

Of course, the role of nongovernmental organizations is not always defen-
sive. While guarding against the irresponsible actions of others, particularly
with respect to local government's interpretation of national policy, non-
governmental organizations should be anticipating issues that could be of crit-
ical importance to the community at large. The National Trust for Scotland
studied carefully the rural development policies of government and argued for
a restructuring of relevant government departments to produce more coherent
rural policy initiatives. The arguments were not adopted by government at the
time, but ten years later they have become part of its reorganization. Views ex-
pressed on the impact of forestry and fish farming on the landscape led to nee-
c sary safeguards being introduced to protect against the long-term damage
likely to be created by inappropriate safety measures.

The Role of Europa Nostra

Together with environmental groups, there has been a growing awareness
among preservation groups of a common conservation responsibility within
wider Europe. The National Trust for Scotland is one of two hundred heritage
\)I' anizations in thirty-one European countries that belong to Europa Nostra,
whi h, in turn, ha united with the International Castles Institute. With the ad-
dill nal support of on hundr d local authorities and official agencies and
1I hl hun II' d w ll-inf "m d individual m mbers, Eur pa Nostra has taken

v rul initiuiiv s wlthln PIII'OP • 'Tn III but n xample, it has ar ued that
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value added taxes on repairs to historic buildings should be low in order to give
people the incentive to restore buildings that are i~portant to the cultural her-
itage. Europa Nostra did not win that battle, but gaI~ed more ground than had
been imagined possible when it initiated the campaign. When the nex~ tax re-
view takes place within the European Union, there is prospect ~f a wider a~-
ceptance of the principle. Because keeping the cultural heritage m good repair
is essential for the social and economic value of cultural tounsm, the benefits
of low taxes on repairs seem self-evident, but the conventional wisdom of trea-
sury officials often works against innovative thinking. .' . .

While Europa Nostra is a Europe-wide heritage organization, It ~eal~zed
that it could have a still stronger voice if it joined up with other orgamzauons
active in preserving the manmade and natural heritage. This l~d to the fo~a-
tion of the European Heritage Group, consisting of fifteen major c.onservauon
organizations, which forms a platform for discussion. at the highest l~vel
within the structures and institutions of the European Umon and the Council of
Europe. The European Union is currently formulating its.cultural ~olicy, and it
is important that organizations with practical experience m manag~ng the man-
made and natural heritage should influence the nature of any fundmg program

envisaged.
Europa Nostra also operates an award scheme, which for seve.nteen years

has recognized outstanding restoration of historic building~ o~ their surround-
ings, the restitution of land, and the design of modem bU1ldmg~ that fit ~ell
into the sensitive environment of historic cities. Awards and public recognttion
are one method of recognizing achievement not only by industry and commu-
nities, but also by national governments. In some instances, these aw~d cere-
monies have involved presentations by heads of state and have received the
support of relevant ministr}es of culture '. For ten years the E.uropa Nos~ra
Award Scheme was sponsored by the American Express Foundation, recogmz-
ing the business sense of a cultural heritage in good repair.

The activity of bodies such as the National Trusts or Europa Nostra or the
European Heritage Group is of course only one part of a larger effort .of per-
suasion initiated by many special interest groups in Europe or mternatlOnally.
Legislators and other people of influence have little time, and therefore any ar-
gument has to be well-conceived, justified, and long-term.

The Competition for Resources

While voluntary charitable bodies, because of their practical experience, are ~n
a good position to support collective attempts to ach~eve d~sirable change m
national or international policies, they have to ustarn th Ir own future tn a

very competitive world.
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In setting strategy and meeting its targets, the National Trust for Scotland
faces many forms of competition. To begin with, it competes for visitors to its
pro~erties. In Scotland alone there are fifteen hundred attractions vying for both
foreign and domestic visitors, who make the enormous number of day visits
that form part of the overall leisure industry: The National Trust for Scotland
has to compete for the use of that leisure time and thus the money of the visit-
ing public, seeking to develop committed members for the future and trying to
convey to the community at large the nature of the work it does for the nation.

Furthermore, there is competition for membership support because there
are many en:ir?nmental. bodies with similar charitable status making strong
appeals for limited public resources. This is particularly true during times of
economic recession, and therefore the National Trust for Scotland needs to
state its goals clearly and campaign actively to maintain the support and com-
mitment of a loyal membership.

Nonprofit groups must also compete for financial sponsorship from busi-
nesses that wish to be involved in the life of their communities. Arts and cul-
tural organizations also need community support, particularly at a time when
support from central and local government is declining. Such organizations
have a great attraction for company sponsorship because they offer opportuni-
ties for high-profile involvement as well as entertainment for their clients. The
longer-term investment needs of the cultural heritage therefore sometimes
see~ less appealing. Increasingly, head offices rather than local management
decide whom the corporation sponsors, and this too poses problems for her-
itage organizations that cannot afford to maintain high-level contact at a na-
tional or internaiional level. Time is well spent in the analysis of company re-
ports and newspaper coverage given to business performance. Thus, economic
journals are as important a part of daily reading as journals devoted to preser-
vation and presentation.

Conclusion

I have attempted to show that information, carefully assessed and used intelli-
ntly, lies at the heart of the success of any not-for-profit charitable organiza-

li n that acts in a business-like way. Responsible in part for the cultural her-
itage of a nation, such an organization must be able to assess public needs
quickly if it is to sustain public awareness and ask the community at large to
share respon ibility for the conservation and presentation of its properties. The
pI' blerns of the privat s ,t r are therefore not dissimilar to those of govern-
111 nt wishin to find I 11l'l11 rs f r th n verending burden of stewardship.

Th prim II'Y r HI onslllllly is, of 'ours, t secur a nation's cultural her-
It I fOl' futur 11 1'111111 I Ind 10 SlIHlllin u 'h J' S UJ' in NU h a way that it
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can be handed on in good conscience. If governments cannot sustain the cul-
tural heritage of their countries independently, then they must.provide mecha-
nisms by which partnerships can be established with community organiza-
tions. It is easier to achieve this at present in countries whose political and
economic systems have had a longer and more settled existence. It is much
harder to achieve in countries where there has been fundamental social and po-
litical change and where the pressures of personal survival in daily life must
take priority. However, the cultural heritage of any nation will deteriorate with-
out adequate forethought and planning.

In some countries where the World Heritage Convention has been accepted,
there is an understandable need to have international recognition of those as-
pects of the cultural heritage, whether manmade or natural, that are of univer-
sal value. This is only right and proper. But so much of the cultural heritage of
a nation exists at a local scale that will never justify such international atten-
tion; its protection therefore relies on the efforts of its own community.

This is precisely why the words of E. F. Schumacher in Small is Beautiful
seem more and more relevant: "What is the meaning of democracy, freedom,
human dignity, standard of living, self-realisation, fulfillment?" he wrote. "Is it
a matter of goods, or of people? Of course it is a matter of people. But people
can be themselves only in small comprehensible groups. Therefore we must
learn to think in terms of an articulated structure that can cope with a multi-
plicity of small-scale units,">

Organizations concerned with the protection of the cultural heritage some-
times feel isolated or out of step with government policy. The heads of state of
the Council of Europe, which met in Vienna in October 1993, began to see that
the cultural heritage was an important part of the mandate to examine univer-
sal cultural rights, which could also respond to the particular needs of minori-
ties new and old. In the midst of the cultural diversity of a changing Europe,
the Vienna Declaration justifies some urgent thinking about the whole ques-
tion of cultural identity, of which heritage, construed broadly, is the clearest
manifestation. The declaration concluded, "Remembering the past makes the
world a healthier place. It is our only defense against the eternal return of ha-
tred and unreason."
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Notes

I. International Council on Monuments and Sites, "International Charter for the Con-
servation and Restoration of Monuments and Sites (Venice Charter)," reproduced
III Russell V. Keune, ed., The Historic Preservation Yearbook: A Documentary
Record of Significant Policy Developments and Issues (Bethesda, Md.: Adler &
Adler, 1984), 40-41.

2. Marshall McLuhan, Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man (New York:
McGraw-HilI,1965).

3· See, for example, Ian L. McHarg, Design with Nature (Garden City, N.Y.: Natural
History Press, 1969).

4· Department of National Heritage, What Listing Means: A Guide for Owners and
Occupiers (London: Department of National Heritage, October 1994).

5· Felipe Fernandez-Armesto, Times Guide to the Peoples of Europe: The Essential
Handbook to Europe's Tribes (London: Times Books, 1994),9.

6. E. F. Schumacher, Small is Beautiful: Economics as if People Mattered (New York:
Harper & Row, 1973),70.
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10 Dasha Havel

Preservation and Partnerships in
Emerging Market Economies

The changes in the economic and political spheres in Central and Eastern Eu-
rope are a part of the wave of global social change resulting from today's in-
formation technology revolution. This has led to a reassessment of the posi-
tion of the individual in society, along with a reevaluation of priorities and
aims in life. This chapter examines the special role historic monuments play in
today's world as visible witnesses to the cultural traditions and roots of na-
tions, and discusses why important international business and nonprofit orga-
nizations are turning their attention to helping to care for and preserve these
monuments.

The Changes of 1989

The phrase "emerging market economies" in the title of this chapter suggest
a significant difference between developments in Central and Eastern Europe
and other parts of the world, not only with respect to economic, environmen-
tal, and managerial skills-which cannot be overlooked-but simply in term
of the speed of change in the region. It is as though time had stopped in our re-
gion for several decades, and catching up requires an accelerated pace of
change. Lester Borley describes in his chapter today's new time-space topol-
ogy as it has fundamentally reshaped a global hierarchy of values for an era or
massive development in democratic countries. In cyberspace, on the Intern l
and the World Wide Web, everyone can participate wherever he or she may
be. The creative use of information, together with what Lester Borley calls
"perception at a distance" is a new tool, essential for the experience of virtual
reality.

Two centurie. ago, John Adams wrote t his wif , "I must study p IiLi'S
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and war that my sons may have liberty to study mathematics and philosophy
... in order to give their children a right to study painting, poetry, [and]
music,"! What Adams, in 1780, laid out as his overarching plan for three gen-
erations, we are living through in the course of a few years. The blinding speed
of these changes makes financial power seem omnipotent. As a result, the ini-
tial approach to the revitalization of cultural heritage projects in the emerging
democracies of Central and Eastern Europe was based upon the expectation
that it would be simple enough to find a source of money, but this has proven
to be both difficult and insufficient.

At the end of the I980s, political changes in the region brought the possi-
bility of deep and complete changes in all aspects of society. Unlike the totali-
tarian regimes, the new mode of governing brought economic freedom through
the establishment of a market economy, and a plurality of possibilities
throughout all aspects of society, including the freedom to choose among these
possibilities. The opening of borders suddenly created space to establish new
relationships, among them new forms of cooperation. Individual projects be-
came the first areas for cooperation, and the seeds were sown to transform so-
ciety from a selfish to a cooperative entity. For individuals, life's priorities
changed, and many developed these new relationships for themselves. It is not
insignificant that these changes took place in the era of the information tech-
nology revolution.

The first step in the transformation process was the transition from a centrally-
planned economy to a market economy. This transfer of ownership and all its
consequences has begun to have a positive effect on development in the Czech
Republic. A banking system was created, and Czech currency reached full
convertibility. Yet most real power is still in the hands of the central govern-
ment. One issue that remains unresolved is how to empower regional govern-
ments with certain rights and establish a regional system of administration.
The country needs to be divided into administrative regions in which each re-
gion is given some economic autonomy and, consequently, more responsibility
through managing its own budget.

Moreover, we are discovering that this single-minded focus on creating a
market economy now has to be modified to take into account the diverse needs
of ociety. The transformation must include directed and accelerated develop-
ment in an attempt to catch up to the more economically stable European re-
i ns. Changes in the administrative structures of management are necessary

r J' the successful application of a transformed political and legal system.
II wever, changes in management and administration will be hindered by a
In k f ski lls in thes ar as and a lack of willingness to take responsibility for
Individual cl cisi ns, urln th lust f rty years, social relationships or the cul-
1111' f b h viol' huv SIr'WI I lnllu ne I what has be n pos ible. As Vaclav
Huv I n I d in hI. N w Y 11' Hili' I' r J I, "W hav n t just b n th
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victim of the totalitarian machinery; we all are at the same time its creators."
In .the Czech Republic these changes in the economic system have directly

influenced the cultural heritage because of the quick transfer of ownership
rights from the state to private individuals and organizations. Historic sites that
significantly contribute to the economic prosperity of th~ co~ntry. through
tourism are now largely in private hands. Sixty percent of histoncal SItes were
owned by the state in 1990. Today, this percentage is only 7 percent.

Compiling a list of all of the governmental institutions, busine~se~, .non-
governmental organizations, nonprofit groups, foundations, and individual
experts who have assisted Central and Eastern Europe since 1989 would .be
an impossible task. However, I would like to focus on a few examples of SIg-
nificant help from abroad, in the form of both financial aid and technical ex-
pertise, that influenced the development, attitudes, and per~pectiv~s ~f ~he
nonprofit sector in the field of cultural heritage and preservation. ThIS list m-
eludes the British National Trust, the European Foundation Center, the Coun-
cil of Europe, the European Cultural Foundation, the Fondation de France,
the Getty Grant Program, Program PHARE, the Prague Heritage Trust, the
Rockefeller Brothers Fund, and the World Monuments Fund. Thanks to their
advice and cooperation, a number of significant programmatic milestones
have been accomplished. We have signed the World Heritage Convention and
become a member of the prestigious World Heritage Trust. The cities of
Prague, Cesky Krumlov, Telc and Kutna Hora are now listed by the United
Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) as
world monuments. The Association of Historical Sites, with a membership of
more than one hundred Czech towns, has been established, and there is now
an active Czech Committee of the International Council on Monuments and
Sites (ICOMOS).

In the spring of 1991, during his first visit to Czechoslovakia, the Prince of
Wales opened a traveling exhibition, "Threatened Monument~, Thre~ten~d
Consciousness." This exhibition showed the progressive devastation of histone
monuments documented by preservation specialists from regional institutes
during the years in which their battle to establish measures for the ~rotection
.of historic monuments fell on deaf ears. During this period the national con-
sciousness was threatened and dulled. The message of this exhibition was re-
inforced when the Prince of Wales commented that if this trend of devastati 11

continued as it had in most of Europe during the last fifty years, not mu h
would be left but a desolate cultural wilderness in which we would only I

lost, losing our sense of life and roots. . .
This touring exhibition was one of the first instances of partnership In th

Czech Republic. Prepared by the Civic Forum Foundation, it traveled to dire
ferent locations throughout the entire republic. Our partners were local r p.
resentatives or nongovernmental organizations and individuals wh add I
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their own local monuments to the basic exhibition. In this way, it inspir d
wider interest in the value of local monuments and collected contributions
for their protection. .

Regulation and its Problems in the Czech Republic

The administration of care for our country's cultural heritage began in 1850
under the auspices of the Austro-Hungarian empire. One of the best-known as-
sociations formed during this time was The Club for Old Prague, which was
established in 1900 in reaction to the thoughtless and callous rebuilding of the
Old Town and the Jewish Quarter. During the First Republic, an effective
structure based on the cooperation between regional municipalities and preser-
vation specialists cared for national monuments. At the time the responsibility
for the care of cultural sites was anchored in our postwar constitution. The to-
talitarian regime did not completely lack proper laws. The current poor state of
our castles resulted not from a dearth of regulation or an inadequate system of
care, but from negative political and economic forces, the rhetoric of the past
regime, and a lack of public awareness.

In 1987 a new law for the protection of cultural monuments was passed.
This law has been recently updated, formally changing its terminology. How-
ever, while the term "socialist state" was replaced by the term "state," the cur-
rent law does not reflect the fundamentally new situation in property relations
embodied in the Charter of Basic Rights and Freedoms, according to which
the proprietary" rights of all owners have the same legal status and protection.
The present law allows the state, during the change of ownership of a cultural
monument, to enforce its preemptive right to acquire the property at a price set
by an official estimate. But the law is unclear concerning the extent of obliga-
tionof the owner and the possible controls or consequences of his or her not

bserving this obligation.
The proposal for a new legal arrangement sparked extensive debate. Differ-

nt opinions on the role of the state, reflected in concrete proposals, mirrored
the opinions of different political interest groups. On the one hand, the state
wa seen as an executive institution and, on the other hand, as the guarantor of
public space. The result, in the view of some preservation specialists, is that
Ih proposals are too liberal and give the owner too much freedom in caring for
lit monument. Others contend that the laws are too rigid and do not give the
owner any hope for sustaining the monument. The former opinion represents
III s wh believe finan inl supp rt for the protection of monuments should
oontinu t b th r SI onsil ilily f the state. The latter is held by those who

lh J' stri li ns UH I hllld nn l r fI hin th full pra ti al and ec n mic
POI ntial f th h I'll I •
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Let me illustrate the situation in the Czech Republic by using examples of
the current state of historic buildings in Prague. The Czech Republic enjoyed
a healthy tourist boom (approximately 70 million visitors per year) during the
six years after the revolution, and this flood of visitors has shown no signs of
abating. The majority of tourists, approximately 17 million a year who stay
for an average of five days, pass through the Historic Reserve of Prague;
however, none of the profits from this tourism is channeled to the mamte-
nance of the city's heritage-there is no mechanism to establish this link. De-
spite the fact that the Historic Reserve attracts millions of tourists, the city it-
self has no income from the tourist industry and depends on the state for

financial assistance.
The Prague historic district is composed of 3,700 buildings. Of these, 1,600

are listed buildings guarded by rigid rules. Czech law states that private own-
ers of historic monuments are obligated to care for their monuments properly
and to consult specialists. Czech tax legislation addresses repairs and renova-

tions in the following manner:

• Repairs: There is a IOo-percent deduction for repairs. In othe~ ,,:ords, the
cost of repairs can be subtracted from revenue before deterrmnmg profit.
This is a positive incentive for homeowners to make repairs. B~t whe~ a
bank loan is used as a resource to finance repairs, the interest is consid-
ered an investment until all renovation is completed. Depreciation for
such buildings is calculated over a period of fifty years.

• Renovation: Renovation is defined as any work that does not exist in the
building already, such as adding a new door or elevator and installing
bathrooms or a heating system. This work is considered an investment,
and with income taxed at approximately 40 percent, the total income that
must be generated to break even is almost 1.6 times greater than the
amount that is put into the project.

• Capital investment: Capital for the revitalization of cultural monuments
is limited, particularly by the preemptive right of the state. Although.the
state does not currently enforce this right, mainly due to insufficient
means, it places investors in a risky position. After investing in the revi-
talization of a monument, the owner may wish to sell; however, the state
may enforce its preemptive right at a price that corresponds not to the
market, but rather to its own estimate according to public notice.

This last point is possibly the most serious obstacle to inv~stment, and ~n
can only hope that the law will soon be changed. The established. preel~ptlY
right of the state with regard to cultural monuments directly conflicts with III ,
principle of privatization and its implementation. ApproxImately 80 perc nt 01
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the housing stock in Prague has been restored to private owners with most of
these buildings in the protected reserve zone. This means that much of the
housing stock is owned by people who, over the last forty years, have not had
the opportunity to accumulate any capital. They cannot afford to pay for the
necessary mamtenance and repairs. Moreover, because residential rent is regu-
lated by the government, owners do not have the option to raise rents in order
to pay for the costs of renovations, repairs, and general maintenance.

The. attemp~ to ~~d a use:ul function for a monument that will also help fi-
nance l~Ssu.stamablhty reqUlres an economic valuation for the property. Both
?v~reStlmatlO.n as well as underestimation are common practices. The unreal-
istic ~xpecta~lOns of owners when selling the property make this trade practi-
cally impossible and threaten the monument. If the original owners do sell the
purchaser typically converts the building from residential to commercialand
buys out th~ tenants. Unfortunately, a plan submitted by a group of well-
known architects to prevent this transfer from residential to commercial own-
ership has been rejected. The site owner and others who benefit from the pro-
pose~ devel~pment see the matter differently. Preeminent among the rights
as.soc~ated with real property is the entitlement to develop it and, thereby, to re-
ahze .income fron: it. This ~act, together with the aforementioned system of
taxa~on .and ~e. nsks associated with capital investment, make the protection
of historic buildings very difficult.

As a ~esult, the center of Prague is being depopulated, creating a new de-
mographic pattern. Traditionally the composition of European cities has been
the opposite of American urban demography. Typically the center of a Euro-
pean city, with its towering cathedrals, is surrounded by middle-class homes
and, further outward along the perimeter, by factories and lodging for factory
employees. In .the past, economic crises in Europe drove job-seeking emi-
grants ~oAmenca where they settled in the city centers, and as they gradually
grew .ncher, they. mo."ed to the periphery. Thus, the demo graphics of the
Amencan population improve towards the city's periphery, that is, toward the
sllburbs.2' '

Conflicts in historic preservation take various forms; however, they often
, ome do~n to a difference in point of view between monument preservation-
IS,t = SIte ~w~ers. To the preservationist, the protection of architecturally
It tinctrve buildings that have become public icons contributes to a favorable
p rception of the city, enhancing basic community and aesthetic values.

To accomplish all of this, new approaches to the heritage have to be de-
,I n d, approache .that will rely much more heavily on partnerships than be-
101' . But to tabltsh th foundation for partnerships there also have to be
-hun es in I isla.li n, han s in th ducati n of the population, the develop-

111 nt fan 111 r flt S '101', un Ilh in r as d inv Iv m nt f th bu iness ector,
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Adjustment of Legislation
. . f ivatizatiou it is necessary to find a well-

Following a general policy 0 pn tio: tax incentives and grant pro-
f I tions compensa IOn, ,

balanced system 0 regu a crib h fi means by which the government
I f hi lume descn es t e ve .

grams. Part 0 t s vo . f ltural heritage. A natural trend m.. 1 . fl ce the preservation 0 cu
can positive y m ~en. vernment limits itself to the creation of an ap-
democratic countne~ IS that g~ G rnment activity has changed from fo-
propriate space and ItS protec~IOn: °lfveith " utput" and "policy." As Lester

• W t" t concernmg itse WI 0
cusmg on mpu o. d Pri ti ation the role of the government. t d ut m Beyon rtva zz ,
Salamon has pom ~ 0 d velo ment of "programs," where the program
as an ag~ncy has shl~ted.to the ethorft or anizations, resources, and person-
is a particular combination of ~u bi-' g ses And all of these programs
nel assembled to achieve specI~c p~ ICpurpo .
need to be embodied in new legislatIOn.

Education
.. . d awareness-building program needs to be imp~e-

A natIOnwide .educ.atIOnan rall understanding of cultural heritage issues, m-
mented that Will raise the ove ti on And to be most successful, a
stilling a sense of pride in cultural pr~erva ;rv~tion organizations will have to
network of nonprofit, non government pres
be created to assist in this task.

The Development of Civic Organizations

. I National Trust-type organizations established in
To date there are no officia . lthough efforts toward their estab-

f E stern bloc countnes, a .any of the ormer a . . own and manage property, provid
lishment are under way. Such ent:tIe\ thatareness programs could aid histori
expert advice, or develop educat~donahaw best to use the skills and know-how

. B t before we consi er ow .preservatIOn. u k h I of the different sectors in society,
accumulated in society, ~etus loo ea~:o~:~ :nto three sectors. Aside from th

In simple terms, soclet~ can b. cha ters a democratic society typically
role of the state, discussed m previous d IP "third sector" of noncorporat ,

. b iness sector an a so a .consists of a strong USI . . (NGOs) Rather than finan IIII
d rnmental orgamzatIons .

nonprofit, an nongove thei rimary motivations love, pers nul. ations have as err P ,
reward, these orgamz d· ces faith a hierarchy of values, In. . d i tests share expenen·, , .
relatIOnships an m er , . d al aspirations. These dimenSIon

al al . tellectual potential, an person . . I
tern go s, m li . al I aders charismatic personalitles, t 1(

offer a place for local nO~bP?I.~tlcd tne call of a certain ta k in life, and tno
who feel a sense of responsl I I Yan
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who wish to involve the family or the wider community in improving the qual-
ity of life in a particular place.

The NGO sector includes a wide variety of educational institutions; cul-
tural, social, and charitable organizations; agencies that represent the disabled,
ethnic minorities and other groups of disenfranchised people; religious groups;
organizations concerned with emergency aid, health, human rights, and com-
munity development issues; hobby clubs; sports clubs; public charities, foun-
dations, and civic associations. The NGO sector is not necessarily the same as
the community or general public, even though NGOs are often confused with
"community," as if they represented the public in the wider sense of the word.
It is wrong to assume that the NGO sector "speaks for the people." Neverthe-
less, it is often a useful bridge between different sectors and a key player in the
partnership building process, as will be shown later. In Central and Eastern
Europe, the non governmental, non profit sector still has an uncertain position
in society, and foundations and civil associations are not yet taken seriously as
trusted partners.

Business

The raison d'etre for any business is economic success as measured by profit-
making. The mission of a business is to invest and to reinvest, and the dynam-
ics of this process are reflected in the various quantitative measures of success.
A necessary condition for any business's success is its acceptance by society,
which includes gaining the support of both clients and employees.

In Central Europe we have a long entrepreneurial tradition. The most fa-
'\

mous example is the successful entrepreneur Bata, whose athletic shoes are
marketed internationally. In the first half of this century he implemented a
system of care for his employees, including developing housing and provid-
ing a school system. The town of Zlfn, where he implemented his approach, is
still very successful in business terms, mainly through the strong tradition of
this wider concept. Locally Bata exemplified the ideals that are sought in a
business-community partnership.

Clever companies in Central and Eastern Europe are establishing real rela-
ti nships with their communities to improve their image. This is more than a
t l; it is a style of doing business. Today this approach has been practically
lid pted by most large companies. Paying attention to the needs and opinions
or the public has become fashionable as well as necessary.

Business today works on the basis of a wider, more personal moral norm,
III r attuned to the n ds and xpectations of all those "in the game" within
111 nt xt f th n w on mi system. Thi mean, a the Prince of Wales
lIusin ss ad I"S orum h IN fltl' SA d, that a succ ssful busin ss not only
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d a broader community that

needs customers, but also employees, p~tners'dan .:ty
d· ort educatlOn, an prospen .

offers its understan mg, supp . ' 1 ki f r new ways to support corn-
. 1 ames are 00 ng 0Huge internatlOna comp h forms of short-term support

. d t Contrary to t e many
munity projects an even s. . th . own employees international firms

11 b d compames to etr ' . .
given by loca y ase ment of long-term partnerships that wIlllm-
are oriented toward the develop. nil hy is becrinning to influence the

Prove their business success. ThIS P 1 osoPd the de~elopment of society in
. . Central Europe an ..

behavior of busmess m b . . to realize that profit-making busi-
generaL Man.y entrepreneu:~i~;: w~~:::~~taining the environment, with pro-
ness nansacuons are comp d ti with aiding small entrepreneurs
viding training and other ~eans ~~~ uca s~:~ solve the difficult problems that
to develop, and with helpmg sma usme
result from economic changes.

New forms of Capital

nature the informationalltechnological revolu-
The arrogance of man towards , d ftict between the human corn-

.ety have create con . .
tion, and the consumer SOCl . di id Is to take a position agamst this. . ent The first m lVl ua . .
munity and ItS enVlronm. losi t After the environmental sumrmt in
threat on a global scale were ~o. ~glSo~ sustainable development was formu-
Rio de Janeiro in 1992, where t nk ea d the environment changed. More fi-

li f the World Ban towar s 1lated, the po cy 0 . d ilderness preservation and ess to
. is now dedicated to education an Wlnancmg

pouring concrete and clearing f.orest~. 'n economist in 1987, explained that
Robert M. Solow, Nobel pnze-':"l~~ ~ t small part of what it takes to

what we normally measure as capita 1~JU~ a Econorm'c Progress" became 1I
f Th tudy "Momtonng

sustain human wel are. e s f development strategies. Since the r -
new model that could help to ~e ocus

f
-"t1 are difficult to measure, th Y

. . other kinds 0 capi aturns on mvestment m . t This green approach reformu-
have often been underev~luated by e~:07s ~ation is measured. The World
lares the criteria by which the wea 0 a h sive estimates of wealth lh 11

. k ating more compre en .Bank saw ItS tas as gener . oint became the existmg si
could be com~ared ~~ross tim~: ;:s i~~~~~~: the estimates of "natural" liP

mates of phYS1C.alor produc~~ d~nto cate ories of use, including prot l 11
ital a combination of land (dlVIde . h g. eral wealth and clean w 11 I

, . fossil fu 1 deposits ot er mm 'natural habitat), osSI - e .' 1 ti of the country is defin cl I
Wh th conormc eva ua ion ,

were added. en e e . . standard estimates of saYII f
whether the country's tot~l wealth ldsgrowbm

g
m,isleading. Financial ap\lll

.' 1 nung metho scan e . 1using tradltlOna accou is [ntell ctual and s lal III III
just as important for a healthy economy as I ity has a sum i nt am lIn\ III
for a healthy community. A h althy c mmun: <, '
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contacts in a specific social layer of the community. It follows, therefore, that
research into a community's wealth must include the wealth embodied in
human skills as well as in health and social organizations.

The World Bank is focusing its attention on long-term trends in human cap-
ital investment, and a new accounting system is under development that com-
putes not only GNP but also the strength and value of natural resources, human
resources, and social institutions that provide economic opportunities for peo-
ple. Such a system seeks to assign value to the store of resources as well as to
products and trade (which mostly represent the use of resources), thus creating
a more balanced view of wealth, nation by nation and globally. Yet, individual
areas of the world still differ greatly in the extent to which they are prepared to
accept the thought of sustainable development in the wider sense of the phrase,
including preserving natural surroundings as well as preserving and cultivating
cultural values along with their material representations.

If by the concept "culture" we mean "the sum of the inherited ideas, be-
liefs, values, and knowledge, which constitute the shared bases of social ac-
tion," as put forward in Lester Borley's contribution to this volume, and we
include all of their material representations, we see a certain tension between
the protectors of culture in individual places on the planet and the propagators
of cultural tourism who bring the informational/technological revolution with
them. Weighing against the economic revenues from tourism is the problem
of protecting the heritage against material and spiritual devastation through
mass attendance. Historic monuments embody eternal values which are not
reproducible. As Peter Passel has observed, from an environmental point of
view, "It is important to accept that if cultural tourism is to have any depth of
meaning, then it must reflect the values which people themselves respect,'?

ven though the idea of sustainable development is generally accepted as an
important step, translating it into the languages of individual disciplines, to-
ether with preserving the continuity of the cultural values of individual cul-

tures, and subsequently implementing it into law, cannot be expected to hap-
I' n overnight

Even though the independent business sector in Central and Eastern Europe
d veloped from practically nothing, terms like "shares," "funds," and "capital"
Ill' rapidly becoming more and more common in public discourse. This accel-
crut d economic transformation gives the impression that economics per se
huv become the priority. The language of economics prevails in our society,
ulld the language of capital is often used with the assumption that it is univer-
IIlIyunderstood.

1'1' n h cial anthropologi t and philosopher Pierre Bourdieu has identified
dllT I' nt typ s f apital-s ial capital, cultural capital, political capital,

IIIh li al apltal, int 11 tual npital, and so on-as a way of evaluating
11I1I11Is rr I' cl to H) 'i I I 111tillS oth r than n rni n s. But following
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a suggestion of the American anthropologist Andrew Lass, one can separate
capital into three basic types: (I) financial, or the world of money, (2) intellec-
tual, or the world of the wealth of knowledge, and (3) social, or the world of
human contacts and communication. According to this model, the roles of the .
individual sectors are simply, but clearly, categorized. The wealth of an indi-
vidual is possible to conceive in these three forms, too. One might be rich fi-
nancially, rich in creativity, or rich in the ability to act in social situations. Lass
has observed: "One can be financially not very well off, but intellectually a
millionaire. Someone who has invested in his education can benefit by making
money with his knowledge that people need. Not only is this person useful, but
he can interact with others that have knowledge. Therefore, such a person has
two things. Although he may not have much money, he has intellectual and so-
cial capital."

Is it possible to transform one type of capital into another? If someone is
rich in know-how, perhaps an inventor or architect, some investor or construc-
tion company can hire him, but what is actually being bought? His talent is
being bought. The person cannot be bought.

In countries in transition some people have become rich quickly and, con-
sequently, feel as though they belong to a higher social echelon. They surround
themselves with art and move into historically significant buildings. They may
buy a Picasso, but they buy a painting, not the artist. Then comes the question,
how to manufacture Picassos, meaning artists. One possible way is by invest-
ing in the institutions that support the education of talented people.

In this way financial capital in the form of philanthropy supports the cre-
ation of intellectual capital. Social recognition of philanthropy makes it possi-
ble to increase social capital. Consequently, the financial capitalist has two
possibilities for transforming his capital. He can immediately purchase a paint-
ing, sculpture, or castle, or, more interestingly and importantly, he can invest
in a school or in culture-in the system that protects cultural heritage. This
makes it possible for society to care for the continuity of its own existence.
The .not-for-profit sector, in a cultural social atmosphere, offers and makes
possible the creation of important social capital.

Partnership in Theory

"Conflicts are too expensive" is a familiar and pragmatic slogan in the world or
business in the United States. How can one promote cooperation and partn 'I'·

ship? For a partial answer, one can refer to the theoretical results of research ill

social psychology, science, or mathematics. In The Evolution of Cooperation,
Robert Axelrod remembers the simple question that came up at the b innin
of his research: "When should a per on cooperat , and wh n sh uld a p I'S( Jl
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be s~l~sh, in an ongoing interaction with another person? Should a friend keep
providing favors to another friend who never reciprocates? Should a business
~rovide prompt service to another busine that is about to go bankrupt? How
mtensel.y should the United States try to punish the Soviet Union for a particu-
lar hostile act, and what pattern of behavior can the United States use to best
elicit cooperative behavior from the Soviet Union?"?

Axelrod also published an article, "Arithmetics of Mutual Help," in the
June 1995 Issue of Scientific American. In this article he addressed the issue of
cooperati~n thro.ugh mathematical game theory, in which it is possible to posit
models WIth which one can experiment to better understand the meaning and
advantages of cooperative behavior. In mathematical game theory, a game is
defined as a process of interaction between two (or more) individuals where
each chooses one of many possible acts or moves in view of how the size of his
resulting profit or loss will be influenced by the behavior of the other. Certain
features define the rules of the game, and the instructions of how to react in a
g~v~nsi~ation are called the strategy of the game. Simply said, it is possible to
distinguish between two types of behavior: selfish and cooperative. Selfish be-
havior is seen simply as the maximizing of one's own profit with no concern
for the other's loss. Cooperative behavior means that one is ready to work with
others to share the profit.

For those of us in Central and Eastern Europe, the famous example of the
"~risoner'~ dilemma" in game theory reminds us of our recent past. This
dilemma Illustrates the consequences of selfish and cooperative behavior.
Imagine two prisoners, both trying to escape. The consequences depend on
whether they wil) cooperate on their effort to escape, share the risk, and if suc-
cessful, recei:re cert~ rewards. Will one prisoner behave selfishly, exploiting
the other by ~nforrnmg the guards of the other prisoner's plan to escape? His
elfish behavior thus earns him a large reward, and the other receives nothing.

But, based on the same calculation, the other might not cooperate either, lead-
109 to the third possibility that neither will cooperate (both will try to exploit
the other) and both will receive only a very small reward.

When the game is played for a long time with the same partners, the play-
r become familiar with one another's strategy. This means that the players

will c?me to learn what to expect from the other player. If each player sees
Ihat hIS best personal option is to defect in the first round, then in ensuing
rounds .bot~ players will expect the other to defect. Each player's only remain-
In puon IS also to defect. Even though it is true that the reward for mutual
() p ration is higher, this is manifested only after a longer period of time.

'I'hus, although Short-sighted elfish behavior would be safer, more advanta-
( us, and 111 r natural in th sh rt term, in the long term, selfish behavior is

1101 n arty as b n fi inl IS (01 rativ behavior, even though it is more diffi-
(1111 II1d I man lln ,
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Axelrod shows that cooperation based solely on reciprocity seems possible
and could be a winning strategy in a world where any strategy is possible. ~
biology, the basic rule is survival. Cooperative behavior .evolved from this
basic rule, since cooperation improves the chances of survival. And although
social life is more complicated than most theory, inasmuch as people are not
simply following certain schemata, there are rules, and similar strategic roles,

that inform behavior.
Cooperative behavior is needed biologicallY and is transferre~ ~nto the rules

of ethics. In society, morals and ethics develop in order to facilitate our sur-
vival. According to evolutionary psychology, one's ~ehavior is. affected by
one's dependence on others. The list of ethical norms IS an effective an~ ~on-
cise tool with which we can make emphatic (though possibly wrong) decisions
with minimal time and thought. Face to face with complicated social interac-
tions, the individual has a built-in guide to behavior. Ethical norms are an ~f-
fective guide, thanks to the additional dimension of mutual d~p~nde~ce which
helps to overcome, in concrete situations, the bar:ier. of e~OlStlCwishes, ~d
results in helping others. "For altruism to succeed IIIbrotogical ~erms~our bIO-
logical nature made us altruistic in the moral.s~~se."5 The qu~stIOn an.ses: how
can a potentially cooperative strategy get an initial footh~ld III an environment
that is predominantly noncooperative? Practical mechamsms are necessary to
address and short-circuit these theoretical dilemmas.

Action Planning Weekends

A prelude to forming partnerships that has worked .with some succes~ in Cen-
tral and Eastern Europe has been the action planmng wee~end. ACtIO? plan-
ning is a new method of community involvement resulting III ~e creation and
revitalization of the urban environment. The Tools for Community Design pro-
gram by Nick Wates, Ros Tennison, and John Thompson is especially pote~l
in situations where an intermediary is needed to help find a c0rn.n:0n ~ndel-
standing between different negotiating parties and/or ,:"hen a project 1~ ~oo
complex to be understood by nonspecialists. Moreov.er, .Itworks for the ~VlO
environment and provides the possibility of a contmurty of gemus l~CI, t -
gether with the creation of close relationships between the commumty and
business spheres during financing and/or moral support of local governmental

institutions.
A consensus is emerging from within the public and private sectors tha~ 11

more effective way to create sustainable development is to get everybody In-
volved in the process. All participants thus contribut~ their ide~s and exp ri-
ence collectively at the outset, rather than test their Ideas again t th s lh 11
have already been determined by th rs. F r inv st rs, this ar pr ach m anA 11
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real revolution in the preparation of development projects and can, to a large
degree, replace or complement the planning of experts and market research.
We becom~ aware of this qualitative shift when we compare classical methods
of forecasting (for example, the return on investment in a simple economic
model) WIth modern self-organizing prognostic models working on the princi-
ple of neuron computers. In classical prognostic models, exact calculations of
th~oreti~ally derived, rel~tively simple relations of model parameters were ap-
phed to inexact data, while the self-organizing systems are based on the inter-
.active verifying of the path of development in the course of the creation of the
prognostic model.. These methods were especially proven for long-term fore-
casts of the behavior of complex systems.

PI~ning weekends are a technique by which a collaborative, interdiscipli-
nary dialo~ue can be created at the formative stage of a project. All of the rel-
evant parties can be .in~101vedin this intensive period of working together,
whether they have existing or potential interests in the project. They may in-
c~ude local and statutory. authorities, the voluntary sector, professionals, politi-
CIans,.developers, financiers, employers and employees, tenants, residents, and
the WIder community. The aim is for the collaborative process to continue after
the planning weekend and to establish appropriate mechanisms to move the
project forward. Projects prepared in this way are not only economically feasi-
ble but are also supported and accepted by the community. .

Partnerships for Development

E.arl~er,I showed how the business sector can transform its language of finan-
cial investment and capital into other forms of capital. The final consequences
are shared by all, as are the basic ideas of cooperation in general. These exam-
ples are connected through the parallel of ethical norms, which human behav-
ior follows. For successful economic and business development, cooperation
across the three sectors is crucial. Each sector must recognize the interdepen-
dence among all of the sectors at the structural (organizational) level and ac-
know~edg.e the equal.value of their roles in society while understanding and
ru~fillIllg.ItSown particular role. Working in partnership across sector bound-
anes l~ VItal for the long-term sustainability of the planet and the development
f ociety as a whole.

Partnership as a new method of cooperation with businesses has been
~ part of the program at the Prince of Wales Business Leaders Forum
I WBLF), since th arly 19 os. T borrow the words of the forum's publi-

.: ui . ns ."V:h~l is, artn I'Hhi,?" and "Tool for Partnership-Building":
I HI to I hip IS \ IW'Ill" '1'0 'I( I' J' lati nship b tw n individuals or
I'OUPH in whi 'h XI '11111I1 1111(\ '(1111)111111 neH 01' a r cl b f rehand and
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which has a shared profitirisk element. It is a relationship built.upo~ :Ul~~-
in an obligation or completing a task." The PartnershIp Umt WIt m e
P~BLF was established in 1993 to develop and promote cross-sector coop-

eration. It aims to do this by:

• helping to build the capacity of each sector to work in partnership for

sustainable development; f 1
• sharing experience and communicating examples of success u cross-

sector partnerships worldwide; .' . f
• acting as a catalyst for new partnerships or for the reinvigoration 0 ex-

isting ones; and . f 11 tners:
• building the case for partnerships from t~e perspectIve 0 a par .

business, government, or voluntary organizations.

Partnership is something like marriage. Each partner .should have a h be-
. of e ual im ortance. Each character is, of course, dIffer~nt as eac e-~~!s to\ diffe~ent sector. In keeping with their roles, the ~Ifferent sectors
hav~ developed different skills. The corporate sec.tor has highly d~~~l~pel~
mana ement skills marketing skills, and a planning mechamsm a 00

neede~ for income 'generation and wealth creation). The government can use
the five tools to protect the public interest. The nonpro~t sector has been
. . d with work that arises from a passionate commitment to a cause,
~~~~I~th a deep knowledge and the skills needed to bring people toget~e~"
But will the partners be able to break down the perception of a donor/recipi-

ent relationship? . d . t r
A clear declaration and understanding of th~ ex?ectatIOns an. ~nteres~ 0

artner is necessary from the very begmmng. The decision-me n
e~~e~s as well as transparent accounting need to be negotiated in advance ..1,n
~ealit many nonprofit organizations that approach busm~sses for ~n~ncl<tI
help ~implY present a list of expected expenditures a~ong wIthka~~:~~~~o~ap~
their project. Businesses operate on a cash-flow baSIS and as . ts'/
pen when the project will be completed. How much are 7e~atmg. c~? '\H
Where is the source of future income? Who is the manager 0 t e projec .
success guaranteed? But most important, they ask, how does the proposed PH)

iect fit the objectives of the corporation? . ., I
J . k I if each party benefits with respect to Its ongm \Partnerships can wor on y db'

., Government seeks to protect the public interest, broadly define LIS
rmSSIOn. k t make a profit and nonprofit organizations seek to promot III
nesses see 0 , . . f N
common interests of their supporters. There is still a gre~t anxlet~ rorn
about the behavior of the business sector just as therei c~nc In f~ .m bu
nesses about the capacity of the NGO sector. In a partn rship th paru S mu t
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get to know one another, bringing a strong understanding to the partnership
relationship. The political program of the government is probably known. But
do NGOs really know what the ideas behind the companies operating around
them are? What is the agenda of Coca-Cola? Microsoft? How different is the
perspective of American Express from that of Visa? Do we really know which
kind of business operates in our region? And vice versa? What kind of market
research is done by companies to pinpoint the wishes of their clients? Do com-
panies feel that they have proper access to their customers? Do the sophisti-
cated market research methods, forecasts, and opinion polls really map out the
client's wishes and the community's expectations?

In emerging market economies, cross-sector partnerships are an entirely
new phenomenon. They could be used to develop a completely new approach
to preserving the national heritage. Beginning with collaborative efforts such
as action planning weekends and expanding them into true development part-
nerships could become a truly revolutionary method for the implementation of
sustainable development in the context of the cultural heritage in Central and
Eastern Europe.

The Western European and American situations with respect to the built
heritage are relatively stable because of constitutional limitations, legislative
authorizations, and the existence of a network of bureaucratic institutions for
preservation. In this sense, the choice of tools in these settings may be quite
limited. In the former Soviet states, on the other hand, the divestment of
preservation policy and authority from central governments, privatization and
restitution, and the rush to substitute market for command economies make
these countries fertile ground to test theories on the choice of implementation
tools and to develop new forms of partnership.f

Notes
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A. Annotated Bibliography

Katherine Mangle

This bibliography was prepared as background material for the Fellows and Faculty of
Salzburg Seminar 332, "Preserving the National Heritage: Policies, Partnerships, and
Actions." Some of these materials are specifically referenced in the individual papers
included in this volume.

Cantacuzino, Sherban. "Blueprint for Conservation in the Third World." MIMAR: Ar-
chitecture in Development 24 (1g87): 19-25.

Based on research in India, this article is intended for the use of state and local
government. An implicit idea is that a different conservation "blueprint" is neces-
sary for developing areas.

Costonis, John. Space Adrift: Landmark Preservation and the Marketplace. Urbana,
Ill.: University of Illinois Press, 1974. ISBN 0-252-01553-3.

The seminal work on transfer of development rights, Space Adrift frames preser-
vation planning and legislation discussion around an innovative landmarks preser-
vation scheme for the city of Chicago. Though this strategy was the model for pro-
grams in other cities such as New York and Denver, it was never implemented in
Chicago. After illustrating the plan, Costonis discusses its economic, design, and
legal impacts.

Costonis, John J. Icons and Aliens: Law, Aesthetics, and Environmental Change. Ur-
bana, Ill.: University of Illinois Press, 1989. ISBN 0-7506-0822-6.

This book explores the relationship between aesthetics and the law. Preservation
of historic and otherwise significant buildings often follows trends and fashion, yet
must be backed up and interpreted by the judicial system.

Dale, Antony. Volume I: France, Great Britain, Ireland, the Netherlands. Historic
Preservation in Foreign Countries, edited by Robert E. Stipe. Washington, D.e.:
US/lCOMOS, 1982. ISBN 0-gII6g7-o0-4.

The first in a series intended to provide information and models to American
[ reservationists, this book is an inventory of the historic preservation policies in
France, Great Britain, Ireland, and the Netherlands. Each section looks at national
acts, regional and local activity, inventories/lists of properties, any financial incen-
tiv S, and v luntary gr ups. Though care is taken to avoid direct comparisons be-
tw n v ry difT I' 'nt syst rns, th book concludes with a list of the best points from
uch country's sysl Ill, whl 'h 'ould inform a C mprehensive legislation.
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G1eye, Paul, and Waldemar Szczerba. Volume Ill: Poland. Historic Preservation in
Other Countries, edited by Robert E. Stipe. Washington, D.e.: USflCOMOS, 1989.

ISBN 0-91169-705-5.
A descriptive account of historic preservation practices and projects in Poland,

this text follows the movement's progression from the roth century as a partitioned
state, through the political changes of the twentieth century. While policies and the
form of preservation activity are emphasized, one chapter is devoted to "Polish The-
ory and Philosophy," and another to the training of preservation professionals.

Goodland, Robert, and Maryla Webb. The Management of Cultural Property in World
Bank-Assisted Projects. World Bank Technical Paper no. 62. Washington, D.e.:
World Bank, 1987.

The first section of this paper is a statement on the treatment of cultural property
(movable and nonmovable) within World Bank projects, including how considera-
tion for heritage objects and buildings should be taken within projects not explicitly
related to culture. The second part contains an index of World Bank-assisted pro-
jects with cultural property components, and the appendixes include "Legislation,"
"International Conventions," and "Non-Governmental Institutions with Expertise in
Cultural Preservation."

International Symposium on World Heritage Towns. Safeguarding Historic Urban En-
sembles in a Time of Change: A Management Guide. Quebec: Organization of
World Heritage Towns, 1991.

Written for the World Heritage Towns Colloquium, this manual is designed to
assist town officials by providing models of management and policy in historic
towns and cities. The bulk of the guide, "Managing Conservation Programs Within
Historic Towns," uses case studies to illustrate the use of various conservation tools.
Adaptation of these tools to a specific town's needs is discussed in the intervening
text.

Keune, Russell V. The Historic Preservation Yearbook: A Documentary Record of Sig-
nificant Policy Developments and Issues. Bethesda, Md.: Adler & Adler, 1985. ISBN

0-917561-00-7.
This material presents local, state, and national legislation and agency docu-

ments, addressing issues and methods of preservation in the United States. All fiv
policy tools are addressed: ownership and operation, regulation, incentives, prop-
erty rights, and information. Clearly organized, this has a good balance between in-
formative text and original sources.

Leimenstoll, Jo Ramsay. Volume IV: Turkey. Historic Preservation in Other Countries,
edited by Robert E. Stipe. Washington, D.e.: USflCOMOS, 1990. ISBN 0-91 J 697-

06-3·
This final volume of its series describes the historical development of th h I'

itage preservation movement in Turkey, then discusses current methods and institu-
tions through numerous project descriptions.
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Listokin, David. Living Cities. Twentieth Century Fund Task Force on Urban Preserva-
tion Policies. New York: Preservation Press, 1985. ISBN 0-87078-167-7.

A critical look at the American preservation movement and processes, including
what has been and should be done in historic preservation, who should set policy,
and what tools are available. The report includes an overview of the evolution,
themes, and meanings of the movement, and government regulations and controls at
the local, state, and national levels.

Me Lean, Margaret, ed. Cultural Heritage in Asia & the Pacific: Conservation and Pol-
icy. Proceedings of a Symposium Held in Honolulu, Hawaii, September 8- 13, 1991.
Marina Del Ray, Cal.: Getty Conservation Institute, 1993. ISBN 0-89236-248-0.

A record of the proceedings of a symposium held in Honolulu, this is one of few
books addressing heritage conservation in Asia. Though much of the emphasis is on
technical preservation approaches, there are policy recommendations as well. These
articles draw attention to the Western cultural leanings of the international conven-
tions and make recommendations on heritage conservation.

Medler-Montgomery, Marilyn. Preservation Easements: A Legal Mechanism for Pro-
tecting Cultural Resources. Denver: The Colorado Historical Foundation, 1984.

A guide to the development, concerns, uses, and consequences of the legal rights
tool of preservation easements.

Morris, Marya. Innovative Tools for Historic Preservation. Planning Advisory Service
Report no. 438. Chicago: American Planning Association, 1993.

In light of the American Federal Preservation tax credit cuts of 1986, this report
looks at options for state and local governments to encourage or enforce heritage
preservation. It considers a variety of approaches (state and local tax relief, conser-
vation districts, down-zoning, and comprehensive plans) with examples from nu-
merous American cities.

Paseltiner, Ellen Kettler, and Deborah Tyler. Zoning and Historic Preservation-A Sur-
vey of Current Zoning Techniques in U.S. Cities to Encourage Historic Preserva-
tion. Springfield, Ill.: Landmarks Preservation Council of Illinois, 1983.

A survey of current zoning techniques designed to encourage historic preserva-
tion in American cities.

Robinson, Susan, and John E. Peterson. Fiscal Incentives for Historic Preservation.
Washington, D.e.: Government Finance Research Center, 1989. ISBN 0-89125-
138-3.

Part of a project undertaken by the city of Atlanta, Georgia, to integrate historic
preservation into its existing planning program, this report spends a great deal of
time examining and xplaining the implications tax incentives hold for the city bud-
et and the prop rty owner, 11 includ an economic explanation of tax incentives,

in ludin in!' rmutlv ~'I'uphs sI win th ffects different incentive programs
(abut m nt, /'1' 't., Illtl 11 tit huv 011 III prop rty lax,
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Roddewig, Richard. Economic Incentives for Historic Preservation. Washington, D.e.:
National Trust for Historic Preservation Center for Policy Studies, 1987.

Prepared for the city of Atlanta, Georgia, this paper describes the status and use
of economic incentives in the United States after 1986. There is a brief discussion
of the types of incentives needed, financing and cost-cutting incentives, and finance
assistance. .

Salamon, Lester, and Michael Lund. "The Changing Tools of Government Action: An
Overview" and "The Tools Approach: Basic Analysis." Chaps. 1 and 2 in Beyond
Privatization: The Tools of Government Action, edited by Lester M. Salamon.
Washington, D.e.: Urban Institute Press, 1989.

The introductory chapters of this book explain a "tools" approach to public pol-
icy analysis. After addressing the modes of political inquiry from which this method
differs, the authors explore the meaning of "tools," and the important factors to rec-
ognize when categorizing various mechanisms (such as administrative feasibility,
effectiveness, political support, efficiency, and equity).

Stipe, Robert E., and Antoinette J. Lee, eds. The American Mosaic: Preserving a Na-
tion's Heritage. Washington, D.e.: US/ICOMOS, 1987. ISBN 0-89133-140-9.

This book is a thorough account of modern American preservation activity, from
the policy framework to the more difficult social and economics issues facing the
movement. The progression of the American preservation movement is evaluated as
the authors examine its policy tools and organizations.

U .S. Department of the Interior. The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabili-
tation and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings. Washington, D.e.:
Government Printing Office, 1983.

This seemingly simple list of technical rehabilitation guidelines has become one
of the most powerful preservation information tools in the United States. The twelve
standards are the basis of many tax incentive and grant programs.

Wagner, Richard. Local Government and Historic Preservation. Washington, D.e.: Na-
tional Trust for Historic Preservation, 1991.

This book, published by the National Park Service and the National Trust, is a
broad guide for preservation on the city level. Wagner not only explains the tax in-
centives, Secretary's Standards, and the National Register, but also looks into ap-
proaches to educating the community and neighborhood revitalization strategies.
Case studies from around the United States are included.

Wigg, David. Of Mosaics and Mosques: A Look at the Campaign to Preserve Cultural
Heritage. New York: World Bank, 1994. ISBN 0-8213-2732-1.

Within this essay, the author relates the story of two cases of World Bank-us
sisted projects in Cyprus and Pakistan, in which cultural heritage preservati n b
came a multi-disciplinary struggle. Through this he examines the impact f multl-
lateral organizations such as the World Bank.
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Will, ~argaret T. ~olume ll: Federal R spubl; . of Germany, Switzerland, Austria. His-
tone Preservation III Foreign Countries edited by Robert E Stipe W hi
D.C.: US/ICOMOS, 1984. ISBN 0-91 r697-0J-2. '. as mgton,

Though the works in this series are not meant to be explicitly comparative this
volume allows for cross-referencing due to its organization. With three European
countnes cover~d i~ the same book, each chapter lays out the development of
pre.serv~tlOn legls~atlOn, approaches to listing, property rights, financing federal
legislation, and pnvate or institutional groups. '



B. A Guide to Preservation Resources Online

Katherine Mangle

Doing Research on the World Wide Web

Amidst the often superfluous and overwhelming stream of information available on the
Internet, valuable sources for serious research on preservation can be found. One can
quickly access full texts of official and informational documents. With a little more pa-
tience, one can find visual and audio presentations of architectural projects.

The address listed after each of the' following titles is the URL code (Universal Re-
source Locator) for locating the file. Click on the underlined word for a direct connec-
tion, or enter the code into the provided space when opening a file from a search inter-
face. Specifics of searching for Internet sites will differ slightly depending on the
software in use. For a basic introduction to using the World Wide Web, see The World
Wide Web for Dummies, which is accessible from the MIT homepage:
<http://www.mit.edu:8001/people/reilwwwintro.html>

This appendix lists the locations of resources for the preservation of historic build-
ings and sites. Within most of these files are connections to further resources. For exam-
ple, the World Wide Web page of the U.S. National Trust for Historic Preservation con-
tains a section on Internet Resources, which can be directly accessed through that site.

Please keep in mind that the virtual landscape is constantly changing, and some of
these connections will surely change location or form in the near future. The informa-
tion contained here was last checked in August 1996 when this appendix was compiled.

Organizations

The following citations lead to the home pages of particular heritage and architectural
preservation offices and organizations.

Australian World Heritage Areas (AERm)
<http://kaos.erin.gov.aulland/conservation/wha/auswha.html>
This section of the Australian Department of Sport and Territories addresses the coun-
try's World Heritage Areas by providing information on the sites, how they are list d,
and the implications of World Heritage Listing.

International Council on Monuments and Sites
<http://www.icomos.org>
ICOMOS operates a homepage through ICOMOS Canada, whi h in ludcs internatk nlll
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agreements and standards set by ICOM I.·..· .
. t . ..' ' oine. rnternational orgamzations special-
IS comrruttees, and mformation on the new Blue hield Cultural '.
initiative. ' property protectIon

Ministere de la Culture et de la Francophonie
<http://www.culture.fr>
Within the directory of the F h C I I M' .
c . renc u tura irustry page a section entitled Pub!' I
rormanon on CulturalPatrimon (L Ft d .' IC n-
Bibli teca Uni . . . y a on at IOn clu Patrimoine) proposes to create a
hI 10 eca . l1lve~sahs which WIll offer information on the major works and artifact f

~~::~l! ~:c~~~~n;n~h~r~~~~raJ and scientific heritage, via multimedia technolo;e~.

National Trust for Historic Preservation
<http://www.nthp.org>
This new homepage of the U 't d S .. . 111e tates preservatIon organization is divi d d .
ca:gcones, including information on Historic Places, Preserving Commun:ti:s I~:OU:t~
an ongress, and a Resource Directory. '

Organization of World Heritage Cities
<http://www.ovpm.org>
(e-mail: ovpm@qbc.clic.net)

;::a~~I~~\~i~;eCond C:eneral Assem~ly ~fWorld Heritage Cities in 1995, this is the
List. It includ ;:eb pace of the orgal11za.tIon.for the I09 cities on the World Heritage
f . es t e 199I Management GUIde, mternational charters and recommenda-
IOns, mternationa] development assistance organizations and add . .

tactIC~.andconservation policy tools. These are discussed throug:e::::'s~~~;e:I~~tI~~
verse istoric town projects. Offered in English, French, and Spanish.

PATAFoundation
<http://www.pata.org/patanetlindex.html>

;~~ta~~o~ep~:t~~el!~:~ion 10f t1e nonpront foundation of the Pacific Asia Travel As-
.' ave an tounsm depends on the attractions of the area's nat-

~~;~a~:::~o::::t an~ on the diversity of its cultural heritage. These attractions are

co trib th ny areas, and through Its grants, described here, the PATA Foundation
n 1 utes to elf protecnon,

United Kingdom Department of National Heritage
<http://www.city.ac.uklartspol/dnh.html>
'rhe. Management of United Kingdom Culture World Wide We .
11, ntage D~par·tl~ent includes a section on heritage, which pro~i%:sg~:st~e ~~t~nal
rnment informanon, as well as to information on world Co 0 cOV-

p an cultural heritage ites, and to the British Broadcastin'(y C ~m~nwealth,. and Euro-
IIms, and the British Library, c orporanon, British muse-
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UNESCOWorld Heritage Center
<http://www.unesco.org> also available at <gopher://gopher.unesco.org/l I/Heritage>
The World Heritage Center is the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural
Orzanization Secretariat for the Convention Concerning the Protection of the World
Cultural and Natural Heritage. Within this page are links to the World Heritage List (in-
cluding sites, criteria, and Heritage in Danger), World Heritage Committee Annual Re-
ports, the 1972 Convention for the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Her-
itage, and the 1976 Recommendations Concerning the Safeguarding and Contemporary

Role of Historic Areas.

United States National Park Service
<http://www.cr.nps.gov> .
This is the World Wide Web server for the Preservation Division of the National Park
Service. This site is well-developed, with information on historic places and programs
managed by the NPS, including Historic Places, Structures and Landscapes, Grants and

Aid, and Where You Live.

World Bank
<http://www.worldbank.org> . .
The World Bank central homepage provides information on research projects, publica-
tions, current events, and the institution itself.

Collections and Resources

These resources are organized by various entities (individuals, preservation organiza-
tions, or universities, for example). Once connected to the respective site, one may
search for specific resources, such as a UNESCO convention text, the Web page of a
local historic preservation board, or a library database system.

Arch Net Cultural Resource Management and Historic Preservation Resources
<http://www.lib.uconn.edu/ArchNet/Topical/CRM/CRM.html> . .
A directory of Internet resources related to cultural resources management and histori .
preservation, organized by International Councils and Treaties, U.S. Government
Agencies, U .S. Cultural Protection Legislation, and U.S. State Archae~loglsts and Stare
Historic Preservation Offices. Still the most extensive treatment of national cultural re
source legislation and regulation in the United States. Includes a listing of State His-
toric Preservation Offices with a known presence on the Internet.
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Canadian Heritage Information Network (CHIN)
<http://www.chin.gc.ca>
The Conservation Info Network is a computer-based network that serves museums, li-
braries, and other heritage institutions internationally. CHIN supplies access to over
twenty databases, provides advice on information standards, explores and evaluates
multimedia technologies, and offers specialized training in museum practices and In-
ternet use.

Internet Resources for Heritage Conservation, Historic Preservation and Archaeology
<http://www.cr.nps.gov/ncpttlirg>
This is a general, well-organized Internet Resource Guide for researching Heritage
Conservation, including links to Web pages, electronic journals, images, library cata-
logs, and fee-based services.

Multilaterals Project
<http://www.tufts.edulfletcher/multilaterals.html>
The Fletcher School Multilaterals Project Page is the location of most major interna-
tional treaties, conventions, and lists. The Cultural Protection category includes the
following:

• Treaty on the Protection of Artistic and Scientific Institutions and Historic Mon-
uments, 1935.

• Protection of Artistic and Scientific Institutions and Historic Monuments Treaty
Between the USA and the Other American Republics, 1935.

• Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Con-
flict, 1954.

• Convention for the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage, 1972.
• World Heritage List and the List of World Heritage in Danger
• Convention on the Protection of the Archaeological, Historical, and Artistic Her-

itage of the American Nations, 1976.
• Convention for the Protection of the Architectural Heritage of Europe, 1985.
• Recommendation Concerning the Preservation of Cultural Property Endangered

by Public or Private Works, 1986.
• Measures Likely to Promote the Funding of the Conservation of the Architec-

tural Heritage, 199 I.

• European Convention on the Protection of the Archaeological Heritage, 1992.
• Resolution on Information as an Instrument for Protection against War Damages

to the Cultural Heritage, 1994.
• Recommendation Concerning Protection, at the National Level, of the Cultural

and Natural Heritage, I994.
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The National Trust for Historic Preservation Library
<http://www.itd.umd.edu/UMS/UMCP/NTLlntl.html>
The United States National Trust's library is located at the University of Maryland, to
which one may submit requests for information from their Index to Historic Preserva-
tion Periodicals. Also at the site is a telnet connection to the library's catalog and links
to historic preservation sites on the Web.

Preserve Net
<http://www.crp.comell.edu>
Preserve Net includes an interactive information service and a new law service de-
signed to aid lawyers, activists, and owners in understanding the law as it relates to
preservation. Begun in December 1994 by the National Council for Preservation Edu-
cation, Preserve Net is a comprehensive resource "dedicated to enhancing tbe dissemi-
nation of information regarding historic preservation and related disciplines. This Web
resource is housed at Comell University and is operated through the combined efforts
of many undergraduate and graduate students, and faculty members across the United
States."

Specific Resources

The following citations lead directly to specific historic preservation discussion groups,
projects, and mailing lists.

Conservation DistList
<gopher:llpalimpsest.stanford.edu>
An online preservation discussion group. To subscribe, send the message, "subscribe
Cons DistList <youmame@address>" to: consdist-request@lindy.stanford.edu

Preservation Discussion Group
To subscribe, send the message, "Subscribe preservation-l" to: listserv@netcom.com

Risk Map of Cultural Heritage in Italy
<http://www.uni.netlaeclriskmap/english.html>
When completed, this page will use Geographic Information Systems to develop the-
matic maps of hazards to cultural heritage sites in Italy.

C. .Organ~zations Involved in the Conservation of the
Built Heritage

Katherine Mangle

This sz:~ontains a list of key heritage organizations that was compiled as we
wer~ p anmng e Salzburg Seminar. Addresses, phone numbers and the U .
source ~ocator for organizations' Web sites change frequently. The inform::~si~ ~~-
appendix was last checked in August 1996. s

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
I roo Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Suite 809
Washington, D.e.
USA
Phone:
Fax:
URL:

(202) 606-8S03
(202) 606-8647
<http://www.achp.gov>

Aga Khan Trust for Culture
Case Postale 2049
1211 Geneva 2
Switzerland
Phone: 41 -22-909-7200
Fax: 41-22-909-7292

Civic Forum Foundation
Karoliny Svetle 4
11000 Prague I

Czech Republic
Phone: 42-2-24-22-8866
Fax: 42-2-24-2 1-0324

Civic Trust
17 Carlton House Terrace
London SWrY SAW

ngland



The Salzburg Seminar

For a half-century, the Salzburg Seminar has provided an international forum for
bringing together women and men committed to making a difference in their profes-
ions and in their societies. The Seminar has over 16,000 alumni from more than 120

countries around the world, many of them in positions of national and international
leadership.

Founded in I947 by three Harvard University students, the Salzburg Seminar was
initially established to promote dialogue among the young people of war-torn Europe
and America. That first summer nearly one hundred young intellectuals from Europe
and the United States gathered for six weeks at Schloss Leopoldskron in Salzburg,
Austria, to study American politics, economics, and culture. Today the Seminar's mis-
sion remains much the same, but its thematic focus and geographic scope have ex-
I anded dramatically. Annually the Seminar conducts ten one-week sessions in its

re Program, ten workshops and conferences in its Center for the Study of American
ulture and Language (CSACL), and a number of special sessions devoted to an issue

of' pressing social, political, economic, or cultural importance.

The Facility

•'t minar activities are conducted at Schloss Leopoldskron, situated on seventeen acres
IIV 1'1 oking a picturesque lake with a dramatic view of the Austrian Alps, minutes from
lit nter of Salzburg. Built between 1736 and 1744 for Archbishop Leopold Firmian,
Ih eh loss was restored in the twentieth century by Max Reinhardt, the renowned the-
III I' director and cofounder of the Salzburg Festival. The adjacent Meierhof building,
ihuln from the seventeenth century, houses the new Center for the Study of American
'lilt 11I' and Language, the main lecture hall (Parker Hall), the reception area, and mod-
III living accommodations for Fellows.

'I'h eminar prides itself on promoting American informality in a setting of Euro-
I' 1111 I gance. Faculty and Fellows live and work together in the Schloss and Meierhof
hll III duration of the session. A magnificent rococo library houses the Seminar's col-
I 11011, onisting of some IO,OOO books and over 130 journals and periodicals. Open
I nty-f ur h ur a day during sessions, the library is equipped with computers that
II1IV I OC SS t an on line catalog, CD-ROMs, and the Internet. A separate computer

111111 with W I'd processing capabilities is also available to session participants. Owned
lit S Ilzburg rninar and administered by the Schloss Leopoldskron Conference

11111" III hi ss and Meierh f are available to other organizations throughout the
III 11 (\ V nu fOI' symposia and onf I' ne s.
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The Salzburg Seminar is linked to the Internet and has established a World Wide Web
site. Seminar publications-including the Program Brochure, the President's Report,
Session Reports, and application forms-are available on the Seminar's homepa ,
Session descriptions and faculty listings are updated regularly, enabling users to obtain
the most recent program information from any computer in the world that is link d to
the Internet and the World Wide Web. The homepage may be viewed at <http://www,
salsem.ac.at>, and questions about the Salzburg Seminar may be directed by e-mull tn
<info@fc.salsem.org>. Friends, alumni, and potential applicants are encoura d 1'1
take advantage of these innovations in the Seminar's international networking and '0111

munication capabilities.
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The Salzburg Seminar on the Internet



Contributors

Stefano Bianca
is the director of the Historic Cities Support Programme of the Aga Khan Trust for Culture
(AKTC) in Geneva. His mandate there is to interconnect the conservation and revival of important
historic structures and open spaces with related community development, socio-economic
improvements, and institutional strengthening of local groups. Dr. Bianca joined AKTC in 1991
after many years of professional involvement in the conservation and rehabilitation of historic
cities in the Atab world. From 1976 to 1990, he directed major town planning and conservation
schemes in Fes, Aleppo, Baghdad, Madinah, and Riyadh.

Lester Borley
is secretary general of Europa Nostra, an association of over two hundred heritage organizations
and one hundred local authorities in thirty European countries headquartered in The Hague. Mr.
Borley was formerly the director of the National Trust for Scotland (N.T.S.), the leading voluntary
conservation body in Scotland supporting the preservation and presentation of 120 properties in
its care. Before joining the N.T.S., Mr. Borley worked for the British Travel Association in the
United States, Australia, and Germany marketing tourism. He was subsequently involved in the
development of tourism projects in the United Kingdom as the chief executive of the Scottish and
English Tourist Boards. He chairs the U.K. Cultural Tourism Committee, and is a member of the
[COMOS International Cultural Tourism Committee.

John J. Costonis
Is dean of the Vanderbilt University School of Law and Milton R. Underwood Professor of Free

nterprise. His research has focused on the elaboration of govemmentally-administered incentive
programs either to secure the preservation of historic buildings or to conserve environmentally
H nsitive areas threatened by private market development forces. He has been a visiting research
I 11 w and professor in environmental and land use studies at the universities of Aix-en-Provence,
'lion, and Siena. Dean Costonis was formerly Professor of Law at the University of Illinois, the

University of California at Berkeley, and New York University. His publications include Space
tll'ifi: Landmark Preservation and the Marketplace and Icons and Aliens: Law, Aesthetics, and

"'l1vlrolllnental Change (both University of Illinois Press).

J hn de Monchaux
I pr fcssor of architecture and urban planning at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. From
IIIK I I 1992 he served as dean of the M.I.T. School of Atchitecture and Planning. Professor de
MOll haux was previously a principal planner with Kinhill, a planning design and engineering
111111 In Australia, and a partner in the Llewelyn-Davies architectural and planning firms in the
111I1t'd Kingd m and the United States. His current teaching focuses on the development and
lmpl 1\1 ntauon of plans and policies with regard to urban design issues including historic
IHI N rvution und reuse. He also has served as general manager of the Aga Khan Trust for Culture,
11 1111111 IlIllon concerned with the quality of architecture and the built environment in the Muslim

IHhl. tI H I'V cl as eo-chair of Salzburg Seminar 332, "Preserving the National Heritage:
1'11111 I (1lI'trY rHhlpN and A lions,"
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Dasha Havel
chairs the board of directors of the Civic Forum Foundation, an organization dedicated to cultural
preservation and one of the first foundations established in the former Czechoslovakia after the
Velvet Revolution. The foundation awards grants for the repair and restoration of historic
monuments and organizes training sessions and seminars on historic preservation. She has
participated in planning charettes for the chateaux of Lednice and Valtice conducted by the World
Monuments Fund. She is also a board member of the Information Center for Foundations and
Other Non-Profit Organizations in Prague; Eurocentres in Switzerland; and the European Cultural
Foundation in the Netherlands.

Katherine Mangle
graduated from the Department of Urban Studies and Planning at M.LT. with a Master in ity
Planning degree in June 1996. She researched the impact of intensive urban restructuring In
Olympic host cities, the relationship between public policy and historic preservation, and III
implementation of growth management strategies through intergovernmental cooperation In
Colorado. Ms. Mangle served as a research assistant for Salzburg Seminar 332, "Preservin III
National Heritage: Policies, Partnerships, and Actions."

Charles A. Riley 11
is associate professor of business journalism at Baruch College, City University of New ()I'll IIH
well as a freelance arts journalist. He is the author of Color Codes (University Press of' N w
England) as well as Small Business, Big Politics (Peterson's), and editor, with Olin Roblsnn 111111
Robert Freeman, of The Arts in the World Economy (University Press of New England). It hlllll
based on Salzburg Seminar 309 "Economics of The Arts."

J. Mark Schuster
is associate professor of urban studies and planning at M.l.T., where he specializes in III 1I11I11y~IH
of government policies and intervention with respect to the arts, culture, and I1Vlro1111I 111111
design. He spent the 1992-1993 academic year as a visiting professor in the Division 01' I III
Economic, and Social Sciences at the University of Barcelona, where he was afflllated will Iltl
Centre d'estudis de planificaci6 and the Centre d'estudis i recursos culturals and C()I1II1\111I1I
research on comparative cultural policy. He is the author of numerous books, articl H,IIIHIII]!IIII
on comparative cultural policy, and urban design policy, including: Patrons Desptt» '1'/1 1111"
Taxpayers and Arts Policy (New York University Press) [with Michael O'Har and AIIIII I lill
Supporting the Arts: An International Comparative Study (U.S. Government Sup 1'111111I11III I11
Documents), Who's to Pay for the Arts? The International Search for Models oj'IIt1,I' 8/1/1/1111I
(American Council for the Arts) [with Milton Cummings], and The Audien 'C fa/' 1111I1'1/1,''' 11
Museums (Seven Locks Press). He has extensive international consultin exp rl 11'1,11111111111
with governmental agencies and nonprofit organizations, and serves on the dllmlllllllllllll "llh
European Journal of Cultural Policy and the Journal of PLanning Edu xuion (/11I/ NIIMIIII /, 1I
served as eo-chair of Salzburg Seminar 332, "Preserving the National I1 I III ' 1'11110I
Partnerships, and Actions."

David Throsby
is professor of economics at Macquarie University in Sydney, AUHll'lilln, Hili'
recognized internationally for his research on the economics f cultur lint! III IIII~, IIIlillll"
interface between economic and cultural policy, th c n mi s or 11dill I" ~I '1111""
culturally sustainable development. H is th author of The £COIIOIII/(W fJ!fh ,/""/,,,11I111 \,
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Martin's Press) [with Glen Withers]. He has been a consultant to the World C "
Culture and Did . omrrussron on

eve opment an the World Bank, and IS currently president-elect of the Association
for Cultural Economics International. Professor Throsby is a member of the editorial boards of the
Journal of Cultural Economics and the European JournaL of Cultural Policy. He is chair of the
National ASSOCiatIOnfor the Visual Arts in Australia and a board member of the Museum of
Contemporary Art m Sydney.
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